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PREFACE. ~DoC9

The basis of this revised edition of the Gazetteer of the Shah-

pur District is the Settlement Report written in 1866 by Captain

Davies (now Sir W. G. Davies, k.o.s.i.). The historical portions of that

report hare been repeated utmost verbatim, but the remainder has

been almost entirely re-written, amplified and brought up to date.

The figures regarding population are mainly taken from the statistics of

the census of 1891 ; those regarding crops and assessments are mostly

.those of the year 1893, whioh were the last available when the revision

of settlement was completed ; and the others have been brought up to

the year 1895 or 1896. The general information about the district

and its people embodied in this volume waa oollected by me from

personal observation, while I held oharge of the district as Deputy Com

missioner and oarried out the revision of settlement between the years

1886 and 1891, or compiled from various sources too numerous to

detail.

I have to acknowledge the valuable assistance given me in

compiling this Gazetteer by Munshi Mahbub Alam, late Settlement

Clerk of Shahpur, whose knowledge of the language and the people

has been of great use to me.

22nd June, 1897.

J. WILSON,

Deputy Coram*', and Settlement Collector,
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Shahpur District ]

CHAPTER L

THE DISTRICT.

SECTION A—DESCRIPTIVE

The Shahpur district, one of the six districts of the Chapter I, A

Rawalpindi Division, lies between north latitude 31° 32' and

32° 44' and between east longitude 71° 40' and 78° 25'. It is

bounded on the north by the Talagang tahsil of the Jhelam tion.

district and by the river Jhelam which separates it from the

Pind Dadan Khan tahsil ; on the east by the Onjrat district

and by the river Chenab whioh separates it from Gujranwala ; on

the south by the Jhang district ; and on the west by the districts

of Dera Ismail Khan and Bannn. Its average length from east

to west is about 96 miles, and its breadth from north to south

averages about 50 miles, bnt varies from 27 miles near the

middle to 72 miles near the west boundary. According to

the measurements of the professional survey the area of the

district, including the rivers, .is 4,697 square miles, and exclud

ing the rivers it is 4,65 i square miles, while according to the

patwaris' measurements the area including the rivers is 4,741

square miles. It is divided into two nearly equal portions by

the river Jhelam, the western half constituting the Khushao

tahsil, while the cis-Jhelam portion is subdivided into two

tahsils also nearly equal in area, the Bhera tahsil to the east,

and the Shahpur tahsil in the middle.

Some leading statistics regarding the district are given in

Table I on the opposite page. The district contains only one

town of more than 10,000 souls, viz., Bhera with a population of

17,428. The administrative head-quarters are situated at

Shahpur on the east bank of the river Jhelam, and near the

centre of tho district. Shahpur stands ninth in order of area,

and twenty-fourth in order of population among the 31 districts

of the Province. It comprises 4 37 per cent, of the total area,

2*37 per cent, of the total population, and 2' 19 per cent, of the

urban population of

£6T 'iteki: North
latitude.

Eut
longitude.

Feet above
sea level.

St z :::'

32° 88'
32° 18'
38° 18'
32° S3'

72° 67'
71° 11'
72° 24'
71° W

6+6

. -

600
60l)

4,992

British territory. The

latitude, longitude,

and height in feet

above the sea, of the

principal places in

the district, are shown

in the margin.

With the exception of the small portion of the Salt range,in the nortb of the Ehushab tahsil, the whole Phtiioal
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2 CHAPTER I.—THE DISTRICT.

Chapter I, A- . 0f tne district forms part of the western basin of the great Indo-

Degcriptive- Qangetio Plain, and lies almost entirely between 550 and 700

Physical features. ^eet above sea-level, with a gradual slope towards the south

west of about 1J feet in the mile, imperceptible to the eye.

The Chenab and Jhelam rivers, crossing this plain on their

way to the Indus and the sea, have worn for themselves wide

valleys, some 15 or 20 feet below the general level leaving be

tween them a comparatively high-lying upland tract called

the Bar, while beyond the Jhelam, and between it and the

Indus river, is another wide expanse of upland, locally known

as the Thai.

The Chenib river The Chenab river, locally known as the Chanhin, which

tad it* valley. forms the south-eastern boundary of the district for a distance

of 25 miles, must, at some comparatively recent period, have

flowed considerably to the west of its present bed. At a dis

tance from it to the west, varying from 10 to 15 miles, a well-

defined bank, known locally as the Nakka, separates its valley

from the Bar uplands, and the tract below this bank is inter

sected in many places by sandy channels, small and large, which

have evidently been occupied by the river at various periods,

and are generally known as Budh or Budhi, ».« , " old "

branches of the river. The most marked of them, a hollow

about 10 feet below the level of "the adjoining country, and

in some places a hundred yards across, meanders along just

below the high bank itself, and carries some local drainage in

heavy rains, but is very seldom filled by spills f^om the river.

Another, called the Jandra, which leaves the river below

Midh, sometimes floods a small area on its banks j and the

Halkiwah; which leaves the main channel just above the boundary

of this district, is too deep to flood any land nntil after it enters

the Chiniot tahsil. The annual inundations affect only a

narrow fringe along the river, varying in width from 2 to

6 wiles, and averging little more than three ; but owing to the

sandy nature of the soil the moisture percolates to a consider

able distance and benefits land in the neighbourhood of depres

sions whioh is not actually covered by the floods. The soil of

the Chenab valley is generally light and sandy and inferior in

productive power to the richer loam of the Bar uplands and the

Jhelam valley. In the villages near the Nakka bank, it is better

than in those nearer the river, having a larger depth of loam

above the river-sand which underlies the whole tract. The

deposits left by the annual flocds of the Chenab are usually very

sandy and much inferior to the rich silt brought down by the

Jhelam and some of the other Punjab rivers. New alluvion has

to be left uncultivated for some years before it consolidates

sufficiently to be worth cultivating, and old land is apt to deteri

orate. The minimum recorded discharge of the Chenab river at

Khanke is 3,600 cubic feet per second, and the maximum about

700,000 cubic feet per second during the great flood of 20th

and 21st July 1693, but in ordinary years the discharge
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between 5,000 and 250,000 onbic feet per second. The river is at Chapter L A.

its lowest from November to February. It begins to rise in March DeieriBtive

aod attains its maximum level in Jaly and August after which The Chenab river

it gradually falls. During the last 17 years its height has and its valley,

varied between 1 0 feet above the mean and 5 feet below it.

Very little advantage has yet been taken of the annual floods

in the way of making canals in this tract, which has only three

small inundation canals irrigating in the best of years little

more than 1,000 acres. Fears have been expressed that the

opening of the Chenab Canal and the construction of a weir

across the river at Khanke might reduce the extent of the

annual inundation, but seeing that in ordinary high floods the

canal when completed will take only about 3 per cent, of the

whole volume of the river, there seems little reason to antici

pate any perceptible diminution in ordinary, years of the area

flooded or benefited by percolation at this distance from the

weir. During the last 40 years the river has been decidedly

trending towards the west, for no Qnjranwala village has any

land on this side of the deep-stream, while several Shahpur

villages have land on the Gujranwala side, and a considerable

area below Midh which, at regular settlement, about 1855,

was on the west bank of the river, is now on its east

bank. In the Chenab valley, -the underground water-level is

everywhere near enough to the surface to admit of irrigation

from wells, and the well water is good and sweet. Near

the river just outside the belt of cultivation which depends

directly on the river floods, there is a belt of cultivated land

thickly studded with wells, each of which is surrounded by

a clump of fair sized trees. The water-level here is from

15 to 30 feet below the surface. Beyond this belt as f r as

the Nakka bank, the wells are deeper, water being found at

from 25 to 40 feet according to the distance fiom the river,

the wells and villages are more sparse and the trees fewer,

and large tracts of uncultivated, comparatively barren, land

are fonnd, so that the country presents a less flourishing

appearance than the better irrigated tract bordering the river.

On ascending the Nakka bank we find ourselves on the The Bar ophutdi.

Bar uplands, ' which stretch across about 20 miles to the

similar bank which again dips down into the Jhelam valley.

A marked change is noticed in the character of the soil and

vegetation. Instead of the sandy soil of the river side we get a

good strong loam, capable of growing excellent crops with

sufficient moisture ; but the water-level is now at from 50 to

80 feet below the surface and the wateT is generally brackish

and wells are few and far-between. A considerable area is

onltivated with the aid of the drainage from the neighbouring

higher ground, but by far the greater part of the Bar is still

uncultivated, covered with a thick growth of shrubs which

seldom attain a size worthy of the name of tree, and producing

in good seasons an excellent crop of grass, which forms the
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Chapter I A. sustenance of the large heads of cattle kept by the inhabitants

_ ~^ of the sparsely soattered villages. Towards the south-west

Th» Mt ludi 'D '®^anPur *ahsil» the soil gets in some places more sandy,

"p ' in others more saline, and both treos and grass become com

paratively sparse aad stunted. The Bar uplands, like the

the river valleys, while maintaining the same general slope

towards the south-west, are here and there crossed by old

river channels, winding and twisting acres* the country,

and it is evident that at some period in the distant past the

riverB must have wandered over this tract at a considerably

higher level than their present channels. In the east of the

Shahpur tahsll the plain is broken by the outcrop of detaohed

hills, a continuation of the Kirana range in the Jhang district,

the highest peak of which, standing about 1,000 feet above

the plain, and crowned by a famous monastery, is a conspicuous

object from any point within a distance of thirty miles. These

hills, though ouly 40 miles from the Salt range, are

composed of quartzites and schists, quite unlike any rock

found in that range, but of the same character as those forming

the mass of the distant Aravalli hills; so chat they appear

to be an advanced outpost of the great Peninsular rock-

system, much older than the Salt range and even than the mighty

Himalaya within sight of which they maintain an undaunted

front

Tme Jhtlam river. On descending the northern edge of the Bar, a bank some

10 or- 15 feet high, known as the Danda, we find ourselves

in the valley of the Jhelam, a tract somewhat similar in

character to the valley of the Ghenab, but much more fertib,

better cultivated, better wooded and more thickly inhabited,

owing no doubt to the richer quality of the alluvial silt

annually brought down by the Jhelam. This river, the

Vedasta and Hydaspes of the ancients, is now locally known

as the Jhelam or Vehat, the latter name being more common

towards the south cf the district. It rises in Kashmir and

debouches from the hills at the town of Jhelam from which

it takes its name. It then flows south-west for a hundred

miles as far as the town of Shahpur, where it takes a sharp

turn and thon Hows almost direct south to its junction with

the Cheoab. In wintor the river shrinks into a narrow channel,

sometimes not more than 200 yards wide with a minimum

discharge of about 6,000 cubic feet per second, the lowest

recorded discharge between 1890 and 1896 being 6,628 cubic

feet per second. The average width in winter may be taken

to be 300 yards, the average velocity about two miles an hour

and the greatest depth from 5 to 10 feet. Almost every winter,

at least one sudden high Hood {king) comes down, due to

heavy rain in the hijls. Occasionally such a flood reaches

summer-level, but it lasts only a day or two. During the last

five years the level of the river has varied between 10 feet

above and 4 feet below the mean. Towards the end of
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March, when the snows begin to melt on the distant Himalayas,

the river gradually rises, till in May and June it attains an

average height of about 6 feet above its usual winter-level

with a breadth of about half a mile. When heavy rains fall

on the lower hills, the river is liable to sodden freshets

sometimes rising as high as 12 or 13 feet above winter-

level, and giving a discharge of over 200,000 cubic feet per

second. On such occasions the stream, over-leaping its banks,

inundates the country for miles on either side, and then

gradually subsides within its normal bounds. These freshets

sometimes have a destructive effect, washing away valuable

crops, or submerging land already under crop, but more fre

quently they are of incalculable benefit, by depositing a fertile

silt over many square miles of country and leaving the land

sufficiently moist to produce excellent crops with the aid of a

scanty rainfall. In September the river generally subsides

in good time to allow the land which has been moistened and

fertilised by its floods to be sown with wheat for the spring crop,

and seldom inundates that land again until the wheat crop has

ripened and been secured. It is this adaptation of the river

floods, dependent on the fall of snow and rain on far distant

mountain ranges, to the seasons in the plains, and to the

needs of the wheat crop, which makes the land along the rivers

within reach of their annual inundations such a fertile and

valuable possession in this region of scanty rainfall. One

peculiarity of the river Jhelam is that it rises earlier than the

other Eunjab rivers, probably because it is more dependent

on the melting of the snows and less on the summer rainfall

than they are.

The Jhelam valley, which is little more than 2 miles

wide where the river enters the district, rapidly widens until

at Shahpur it is 12 miles and at Sahiwal 15 miles wide.

It is generally well defined by the Danda. bank separating it

from the Bar uplands on the one side, and on the other by

a similar bank, known as the Dbab, above whieh lie the sandy

plains of the Thai. Between these banks the river must have

meandered at various times within a comparatively reeent period,

and the valley is intersected by winding channels in which the

river must formerly have flowed, but which are now dry

hollows, sometimes 10 or 12 miles distant from the present

channel of the river. About Shahpur these old river beds are

known as Didhar, and farther south as Bin. One of the most

marked of them cuts up the country immediately south-east of

Shahpnr ; another, often called the Baniwah, runs along near

the Danda bank forming tho eastern boundary of the valley.

At present, however, the river Jhelam hugs the western border

of its valley pretty closely. In few places is the Dhah bank of

the Thai more than 2 miles distant from the river, and in some

places, as at Khushab and Hamoka, the stream is actually

cutting away tho high land of tho Thai itself. The westward

_I,A.

Descriptive.

The Jbetan rirw.

The Jhelam rtlley.
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Chapter I, A. tendency of the river, which must have been going on for some

DoaertatiTa. centuries, is still markedly in operation. Since the regular

_ jK,k™i] settlement, some 35 years ago, mora than 5,000 acres in the
• m y- country to the south of Sbahpur which was then subject to

riverflood a, is now hardly ever flooded, and a large area of

land, especially from Shahpur southwards, which was then on

the west side of the main stream, is now on the east side. The

process results in ultimate gain, for the rich silt deposited by the

river is much more fertile than the barren soil it cuts away.

In consequence of this westward tendency of the river, only

narrow strips and patches of its valley are now found on its

west bank, while to the east it has left behind it a wide level

lowland of fertile soil, with abundance of sweet well-water at a

depth below the surface varying from 16 to 55 feet according to

the distance from the river. Advantage has been taken of this

store of moisture to sink numerous wells for purposes of irriga

tion; and during the last 30 years several canals have been con

structed, both by the State and by private persons, to conduct

the water of the river in the annual flood-season ou to the land

of the valley at a distance from the present river-bed, and lower

down its course—a process rendered possible by the gradual

slope of the country towards the south-west. So good are the

soil and water and bo profitable is onltivation, that the Jhelam

valley as a whole is much more densely populated than any

other part of the district, and although it comprises less than a

fourth of the total aiea, it contains much more than half the

population of the whole district. The only five towns, which

have more than 6,000 inhabitants each, are all sitnated in this

tract. Near the river the villages are thickly clustered, almost

every acre is cultivated, the wells are numerous, and the country

well wooded. More especially the tract from Miani down to

Shahpur, which is now fully irrigated by canals and wells,

wears an air of great prosperity ; and when riding through

it on a spring morning one's eye is delighted with an endless

expanse of waving green wheat, broken only ,by the wells and

villages, each with its clump of shady trees'. An exception,

however, to the general prosperity is fonnd in the south of the

district where the valley is 15 miles wide, and canals have

not yet been constructed to irrigate land at any great distance

from the river. The tract, locally known as the Ara, inter

mediate between the riverain proper and the Bar upland, receiv

ing no irrigation directly or indirectly from the river and having

a very scanty rainfall, is dependent for its cultivation almost

entirely on wells, and as the underground water-level is from 30

to 55 feet below the surface, and the soil is hard and clayey

and cannot be continuously cropped, there is much less cultivation

and very few trees, and in early summer when there are no

crops on the ground the tract presents a bare desolate appear-The soil is, however, rich, and i~* 1 — " -- '—
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CHAPTER I.—THE DISTHICT. 7

the Jhelam has been extended into this tract, it will goon eqnal Chapter I. A-

the rest of the valley in prosperity. floecTlptlTi

On leaving the immediate neighbonrhood of the river The Thai dawrt.

Jhelam and ascending the high bank which bounds its valley to

the west, one suddenly plunges into a wilderness of sand, which

extends westward for some SO miles to the boundary of the

district, and beyond that abont as far again to the edge of

the Indus valley. This desert tract, known as the Thai, which

occupies almost the whole of the Sind Sfigar Doab, between the

rivers Jhelam and Indus, forms a marked contrast to the level

loamy Bar soil of the uplands on the other side of the Jhelam.

Although it appears to have a somewhat similar substratum of

hard level soil, its surface is covered by a succession of sand

hills with a general north and south direction one following

the other like the waves of an angry sea. Between the hillocks

the harder subsoil appears in strips and patohes which are in

some places of considerable extent (patti), but the general

appearance of the country is that of a sandy rolling prairie,

covered in years of good rainfall with grass and stunted bushes,

but in seasons of drought, which are of frequent occurrence, little

better than a desert. Cultivation is only carried on in small

patches, trees are small in size and of rare occurrence, the

underground water is from 40 to 60 feet below the surface, and

generally brackish, irrigation from wells is almost unknown,

the villages are few and far-between, and the Boanty population

subsists chiefly on the produce of the flocks and herds which

.wander from place to place in search of grass.

The sandy hillocks of this desolate region end some- The Mobir.

what abruptly at a distance of 7 or 8 miles from the steep

escarpment of the Salt range which bounds the horizon to the

north. The tract between the desert and the hills is for the

moat part a flat barren plain of hard soil, impregnated with

salts, and producing hardly even a bush or a blade of grass. It

is known as the Ghhachh, and is the favourite haunt of the

mirage. Near the base of the hills, however, the character of

the soil changes. The mountain torrents, in the course of ages,

have brought down immense quantities of detritus from the

sandstone and limestone rooks of which the upper surface of

range is chiefly comhosed, and have covered the nearer portion

of the salt and sterile plain with a fertile -soil sloping

gradually outwards from the base of the precipitous hills

and requiring only a sufficiency of moisture to make it very

productive. In yean of favourable rainfall the torrents rush

down from the gorges and spread in deltaic fashion over the

moraine* they themselves have formed, being brought under

control snim after they leave the hills by an elaborate system

of embankments erected and maintained by the industrious

peasants. The most important of these torrents are the Vahi,

which drains a large area in the Salt range as far west as

Bhukhi and Uchhala and debouches on to the plains near the
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Chapter I, A. village of Katha ; the Surakka which gathers Water from near

•~r~ Khnra on the one side, and from near Jahlar on the other,

SeMnfttve. an)j irrigate tne fjne estates of Jabbi and Dhokri ; and the

tb» MdWr. Dhoda whioh, after receiving the drainage of Sakesar and the

hills around Amb, fertilizes the lands of the border village

of Kiri Gole*vali. Bat of the many gorges through which the

drainage of the Salt range finds its way into the plains only

three hold a constant supply of water (je). The small stream

which flows throughout the year in the bed of the Valii torrent

is utilised for irrigation and other purposes at Sodhi and Katha ;

another at Kund does little more than afford drinking-water

to the village and irrigate the public garden at Nurewala, and

the stream which trickles down the bed of the Dhoda torrent

is so salt as to be quite undrinkable. The scarcity of good

water is one of the marked characteristics of this part of the

district. The subsoil everywhere is so thoroughly impregnated

with saline matter that all attempts to obtain drinkable water

by means of wells have failed ; and the inhabitants are

dependent for their water-supply on the springs which here

and there trickle from the rocks, sometimes far up in the

hills, or on ponds excavated so as to catch some of the drainage

water in times of rain. When these ponds dry up, as they

generally do in summer, the people and cattle are often put

to great straits and have to go long distances to obtain a supply

of water sufficient for their daily wants. Still the land immedi

ately along the foot of the range (Mohar) is so fertile when

irrigated by the hill-torrents that a large population inhabits

the tract and derives a living from agriculture. While the

main village is usually situated at the foot of the range,

there are generally a large number of detached hamlets

{bhdn or dhok) out in the plains or up in the hills, in which

the people live while their crops are ripening in the, fields

near by. Their prosperity, dependent as it is entirely upon

a very uncertain rainfall, is more than usually precarious.

Tb* Salt raqge. The Salt range forms the southern boundary of the

ragged plateau extending from the Sub-Himalayas south

wards over the greater part of the Rawalpindi and Jhelam

districts. After running from near Jhelam in a south-west

direction parallel to the course of the river, and at a distance

from it nowhere greater than 12 miles, it suddenly, at a

point nearly opposite the town of Khushab, turns to the

north-west. It then soon culminates in the peak of Sakesar,

from which it immediately dwindles into a low narrow ridge,

and at the same time turns still more to the north till it crosses

the Indus near Kalabagh. The most aonthernly corner of the

range, formed by these changes of direction, lies in the

Khushab tahsil of the Shahpur district, to which has been

allotted a length of 47 miles of the highest portion of the

chain. Here its southern edge rises precipitously from the

level plain of the Sind Sagar Thai (whioh liee about 700 feet
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Descriptive.

above sea-level) to a general height of some 2,500 feet, with Chapter I, A

several peaks reaching to over 3,000 feet,—the Sakesar hill

itself, the highest point in the whole range, being 4,992 feet

above the level of the sea. On the north side, however, it 0 1

slopes mnoh more gradually towards the Talagang plateau

which lies same 1,800 feet above sea-level. When it enters

this district from Jhelatn, the range consists of two parallel

ridges rnnning east and west at a distance of 8 miles apart.

These soon bend towards each other and are connected by a

confused muss of smaller ridges about Sodhi ; then they open

out to a~ distance of some 16 miles across, and again suddenly

narrowing meet in the Sakesar hill. These external ridges

thus include within them several high-lying valleys with a

feneral height above sea-level of from 2,000 to 2,500 feet,

ivided from each other by numerous ridges, generally long and

narrow, and almost all running east and west parallel to the

general direction of tho range. Of these valleys much the

most important is the Sun, a land-locked plai immediately to

the east of Sakesar with a length of 14 mil d and a maxi

mum breadth of 4 miles. The surplus drainage from the hills

surrounding this valley, finding no outlet, collects in the

Uohhali lake (kahdr), sometimes called the saMundar. The

area of this lake varies with the seasons. A t regular settle

ment about 1 863. it covered 1 ,425 acres; in 1890 after a dry

season its area was 1,128 acres, and in 1892 after the heaviest

rainfall within living memory it extended over 2,556 acres,

and submerged a large area of cultivated land round its

margin. Its water is salt, and in drying np exhales a strong

briny odour ; but the wafer of wells dug within a short distance

of its margin in sweet and drinkable. A rough estimate was

lately made of the cost of draining the lake into the Dhoda gorge

to the west by means of a tunnel through the intervening

ridge, bnt the cost was found to be prohibitive. In any case

the advantage of draining the lake and so obtaining a larger

area of cultivated land would probably be outweighed by the

disadvantages, for were there no water in the basin, the water

in the wells around it would certainly fail, and the atmosphere

of the valley would become drier and hotter. There ara

within the Salt range a number of other rock-bound basins,

the lowest parts of which are covered with water after rain ;

bnt the only two containing perennial lakes are one at

Khabakki, the area of which under water was 260 acres in

1863, 146 acres in 1890, and 676 acres in. 1892; and the ot or

at Jahlar, the corresponding figures for which are 44, 46 and

84 acres. The other hollows apt to be flooded are Khntakka

(404 acres), Pail (31), Bhadrar (145), Mardwal (1 18), Ugali

(100) and Sbakarkot (49), but they generally dry up in

sufficient time to allow wheat to be sown-. The figures giyen

are the areas submerged after the heavy rains of 1892, and

should similar floods recur it will probably be found necessary

to remit the revenue of the submerged lands as was done on
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Ch»pt«r I, A. that occasion. The rainfall of the northern ridge drains

Descriptive. n°rtimards on to the Talagang plateau, while that of the

The Salt run southern ridge finds its way through numerous picturesque

*^ and precipitous gorges southwards on to the Sind Sagar plain.

Sort of the Salt /jjje gojj 0{ lne Tai]ev8 formed by the gradual disintegration

of the limestone and sandstone rocks of the hills above ia

exceedingly fertile and its powers are being constantly renewed

by fresh deposits brought down by the torrents. It does

not vary much ia general character throughout the tract,

except that in Jaba and other villages to the north-east,

which are bounded on the north by a range of sandstone in

stead of the usual limestone, the soil is more sandy and less

fertile than in the villages to the west. Its productive powers,

however, differ greatly from village to village and even in the

same village, according as the situation of the field places it

more or less in the way of intercepting the water and the

fertilizing deposits brought down by the torrents. Hence the

very elaborate system of embankments maintained by the in

dustrious peasants, the result of which is that the slopes of

the valleys have been gradually worked into a succession of

terraces, one below the other, and that in some oases the dams

are so strong and so well designed that the natural channel of a

large torrent remains perfectly dry, and even after heavy raiu-

fall on its catchment area in the hills, the whole stream is

turned on to the ridges on either side and passing gradually

down from terrace to terrace irrigates a large area of compara

tively high land which would otherwise remain dry and almost

unculturable. Several instances of this may be seen on the

way from Uchhali to Naushahra. The fertile soil of the valleys

thus irrigated supports a large population, and their villages,

situated at no great distance from each other, may be seen

nestling at the foot of the hills or clustered on the ridges.

Soeif/y of the Unfortunately for the betuty of the landscape, the Salt

Salt range. range peasants think their land too valuable to grow trees, and

the valleys are almost bare except for small clumps of trees

round the few wells. The southern face of the range presents

a forbidding aspect towards the Thai, its ragged and broken

cliffs, its distorted strata and huge detached masses of rock

telling plainly of the violence of the commotion which attended

its birth. This effect is heightened by the absence of vegeta

tion due to the steepness of the hills on this side and the want of

sufficient soil and moisture. Thegorges, however, which pierce the

rpuge in several places, have a certain grandeur and beauty of

their own. The most picturesque of these is that at Sqdhi

where a stream of pure sparkling water dashes ovor great

boulders between precipitous cliffs fashioned by rain and frost

into shapes suggestive of a row of Egyptian gods, it is this

stream- which, rushing through a succession of gorges where it

sometimes forms deep pools of clea.' water fringed by shady
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trees, passes under the holy shrine of Narsingh Phohár with its Chapter I, A.

cascade and petrifying springs, and debouches on to the plain at ~

Katha. From'' of Sakesar hill on a clear day a£ £,

view is to be had in all directions, Looking eastward ones:... " "
sees at one's feet the fertile valley of the Sán with its lake, and

the green line of trees which marks the road meandering like

a huge snake away into the distance. Beyond, the smaller lake

of Khabakki, and still farther off a reach of the distant Jhelam

river, catch the eye. Southwards lies a confused mass of

mountains beyond which under a dim haze the desert of the

Thal fades away to the horizon. Westwards, the mighty

Indus rolls his way to the sea, taking with him the waters of

the Kurram river and bordered by the Sulemán range, with

Shekh Budin and the Takht-i-Sulemán. Northwards lies the

rugged plateau of Pakkhar and Talagang, beyond which may

be seen the Himalaya range above Murree, and if the sky is

clear of clouds, the snow-clad summits of the Sufedkoh.

The average annual rainfall varies considerably for differ- Rainfall...- ...
ent parts of the district and decreases rapidly as one goesm:" III, IIIA,

south-west away from the Himalayas. It is also somewhat"

heavier near the rivers and in the Salt range than in the dry

hot uplands. At Midh in the Chenáb valley, it averages 15

inches. On the Jhelam it averages 16 inches at Miáni, 15

inches at Bhera and Shahpur, and 12 inches at Sahiwál. It is

remarkable that at Khushāb on the west bank of the river, the

:*: is 10 inches, i.e., 5 inches below the average of Shahpur,

only 8 miles off across the river. This great difference

is no doubt due to the fact that Shahpur is in the middle of a

canal-irrigated and well-wooded tract, while Khushāb is bare of

trees and lies close to the sandy Thal. At Mitha Tiwána on

the edge of the Thal the rainfall again averages 10 inches, while

at Nárpur in the middle of the desert, the average is only 7

inches. In the Salt range at Naushahra the average is 16

inches.

Taking 15 inches as the average rainfall for the Jhelam

valley, the most important part of the district, it may be said

that 1 linehes fall in the summer and 4 in the winter months.

April and May have rather more than half an inch each, an

inch falls in Jane, 4 inches in July, 34 in August and 14 in

September. October and November have little more than half

an inch between them, December is almost entirely rainless, and

January, February, and March have slightly over one inch each.

The rainy season commences towards the end of June or begin

ning of July and lasts for little more than two months. On the

rainfall of July and August depends the sowing of the autumn

crop. Rain in September is very favourable both for maturing

the autumn crop and for moistening the ground for the wheat

sowings. The spring crop once in the ground is chiefly depend

ent on the showers of January and February. It is worthy of

releark that while the total annual rainfall is almost the same
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aa for the Hissar district near the Rajputana desert, Shahpur

gets 4 ioches of rain in tbe winter months, while Hissar gets

little more than 2, and tin?, combined witb tbe lower tempera

ture of Shahpur, renders its climate much more favourable for

growing wheat than that of Hissar.

But while these are the averages it must not be forgotteu

that the chief characteristic of the rainfall here is not its

scantiness, but its variableness both from year to year and from

place to place. For example, at Bhera in 1891-92 the total an

nual fall was only 5 inches, and in the following year it was 24

inches. In the six winter months of the former year only half

an inch fell and in the corresponding period of the latter year

6 inches. Again, in March 1888 only half an inch fell at Bhera,

while nearly 4 inches fell at Miani, only 10 miles off. In

fact much of the rainfall comes from partial thunderstorms,

often of great violence, and excellent rain may have fallen in

one village, while another a few miles off may have got nono.

Generally speaking, it may be said that the scantier the total

annual rainfall the more variable it is. It is less variable

at Bhera and Miani than at Shahpur and S&hiwal. It is

exceedingly variable in the Thai and along the foot of the Salt

range, but comparatively certain in the valleys within tbe

range.

The value of opportune rainfall to the crops cannot bo

exaggerated. An inch cf rain over the district rosy be literally

worth lakhs of' rupees to the peasantry. An hour's thunder*

storm may put thousands into the pockets of one village. An

exceptional shower in April or May is very favourable for the

sowing of cotton or early bdgra. Good rain in the usually

almost rainless months of November or December enables the

peasants to sow thousands of acres of rain-land which would

ordinarily remain barren. On the other hand, the failure or

delay of the usual monsoon rains leads to a great contraction of

the area under the autumn crops and to a scarcity of grass and

fodder of all kinds. Should the monsoon rains cease early, the

autumn crop dries up, and tbe . gronnd is not sufficiently

moistened for the wheat sowings. Again when, as happened

in 1890 aud 1892, the winter rains bold off, much of the wheat

fails to come to maturity and the spring crop is a very poor

one._ Unusually heavy rain in April and May, such as fell in

1893, does great damage to tbe ungarneied grain on the thresh

ing floors. The prosper ' y of the district, and especially of those

parts of it which are chiefly dependent on the local rainfall,

varies very greatly from year to year according to the amount

and opportuneness of the rainfall.

Snow sometimes falls on Sakesar, but very seldom on the

lower parts of the Salt range as it did in the exceptionally cold

and wet winter of 1892-93. Hail-atorms are frequent all over

the district, but very partial in their effects. They are most

Chapter I. A.

Descriptive.

Rainfall.
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to be dreaded just before the wheat harvest. The most severe Chapter I. A.

in recent years fell in April 1898, crossing the district in almost

a straight line from the Salt range to the Chenab and leaving Dewnptifi

behind it a path of devastation 50 miles long and 3 or *•»"*»»•

4 miles broad. The wheat and poppy crops were then ripen

ing and that afternoon's storm caused a loss to the peasants

over whose fields it passed of at least a lakh of rupees.

Some parts of the Shahpnr district, and especially the dry j^^hSt*1**'

uplands of the Bar and Thai, and the waterless, treeless tract

along the foot of the Salt range, are in the months of May and

June among the hottest regions in India. In those months

little rain falls and the temperature at Khushab rises day after

day to 115° or more in the shade, the average daily maximum

for June being 108°. In the river valleys aud especially where

canal irrigation has moistened the soil and covered it with shady

Jtrees the temperature does not rise quite so high ; yet the

thermometer often stands at over 110° in the shade, and between

90° and 95° in the house, with the doors closed during the day.

At night in this season the temperature goes down to' abont 85.°

When the monsoon rains commence the temperature falls con-

siderably, and in July and August seldom goes above 105°

in the shade, and often falls as low as 806 during the

night. In September and Ootober the temperature gradu

ally falls until about the mjddle of the latter months the

days are no longer hot in the shade and the nights are dis

tinctly cool. The cold season then sets in and for nearly 'six

months the district enjoys almost perfect weather with bright

days and cold nights. At intervals in January, February and

March the sky clouds over and the weather is cold, raw and

damp, reminding one of a northern clime. The coldest month is

January, when the thermometer often stands at 60° in the day

and goes down to fieeziDg-point in the early morning—the

average nightly minimum at Khushab being 39°. On such

nights shallow pools freeze ovar, and hoar-frost appears on the

blades of grass and young wheat, but is soon dissipated by the

rising sun. Towards the middle of April the temperature

again begins to rise uncomfortably high, and continues to rise

till the coming of the monsoon rains in the end of June except

when, at rare intervals, a refreshing shower reduces it some

what for a day or two. The temperature of the valleys of the

Salt range is generally about 10 degrees lower than that in

the plains ; and at Sakesar, nearly 5,000 feet above the sea,

the temperature in Hie hot months rarely goes above 90° in the

shade or below 70°, and in the house with the doors open

generally stands between 85° and 75° with surprisingly small

variation. In October it goes down to abont 70° and in the winter

often stands below freezing-point.

The Jhelatn valley is less exposed to winds than most parts

of the Punjab, and often the air is absolutely calm. In the dry

hot weather, however, dust-storms pretty frequently make their
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Chapter I. A- appearance, generally frotn the direction of the sandy Thai,

• *T~.. converting daylight into almost complete darkness and some*

Temper » t* ro ^mes blowing with such violence as to nproot large trees. In the

wind and climate. ' tract along the foot of the Salt range such dust-storms are at

that season of almost daily occurrence ; and at the months of

the gorges a fierce wind blows down from the hills nearly every

evening, often drying up and withering the ripening wheat.

On the top of Sakesar the air is hardly ever at rest and strong

squalls or whirlwinds are frequent.

D,geM'- The district is on the whole comparatively healthy, the

average death-rate for the ten years ending 1890 having been

only 26 per thousand per annum against al per thousand for

the Province. But like the rest of the Eunjab its population

suffers severely in the autumn months from intermittent, and to

a less extent, from remittent fevers, more especially along the

banks of the rivers and in the villages near the foot of the Salt

range. In November and December the fever is often com

plicated with pneumonia and bronchitis, and dysentery and

diarrhoea are common symptoms of the disease. Towards the

end of the season, enlargement of the spleen is often prevalent.

In dry seasons there is a comparatively small amount of fever,

and the death-rate is correspondingly lnw ; for instance in 1886

end 1887 when the rainfall was below average the death-rate

fell to 20 and 21 per thousand. On the other hand, in years of

heavy rainfall and high flood fever prostrates a large portion of

the population and the death-rate rises ; for instance in 1882, a

year of heavy rainfall, the death-rate rose to 39 per thousand.

The district is subject also to visitations of cholera, one of which

in 1888 attacked 5,918 persons and carried off 3,924, raising the

death-rate for the year to 34 per thousand, and another in 1892

attacked 5,830 persons and carried off 3,090. The villages most

liable to this much dreaded pestilence are those in the Salt range

and at its foot where the water-supply is limited to a very few

springs, ponds or wells and is easily contaminated. Several of these

villages were literally decimated by cholera in less than a month.

In the towns greater attention is paid to sanitary measures and

especially to the protection of the water-supply, and probably

for this reason the ravages of cholera are generally less serious.

The worst year within living memory for the public health was

the year 1892 whon a cholera visitation in the hot months was

followed by heavy rains and high floods, causing an epidemic

of fever which attacked at least 80 per cent, of the total popula

tion. Owing to this combination of diseases the total death-rate

for the district rose for the year to 56 p"er thousand. For the

month of October it was at the rate of 156 per thousand per

annum. The town of Bhera lost in the year, chiefly from fever

and its tequelse, 1,278 of its 17,428 inhabitants ; and the town of

Sahiwal 890 of its 9,210 inhabitants ; that is, 97 per thousand

of its inhabitant* died within the year. The prevalence of

fever is perhaps chiefly due to the carelessness of the people in
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the matter of avoiding chills, but one of its causes is want of

good drainage, and endeavours are being made to improve the

drainage of the towns of Bhera and Sáhiwál which suffered the

most. Further remarks on the subject will be found in Chap

ter III A. On the right bank of the Chenáb, especially at

Midh, goitre is common, and the very dogs, cows and even trees

are said to suffer from it ; it is probably due to the quality of

the water in the wells. Guinea-worm is frequently met with in

the villages along the foot of the Salt range, where the in

habitants often use water taken from stagnant ponds, rendered

filthy by the cattle which are allowed to wade in them. Stone

in the bladder is common throughout the district.

Tables Nos. XI, XIA, XIB and XLIV give annual and

monthly statistics of births and deaths for the district and for

its towns, while the birth and death-rates for recent years will

be found in Chapter III for the general population and in

Chapter VI under the heads of the 2several large towns of the

district. Table No. XII shows the number of insane, blind and

deaf-mutes, and lepers as ascertained at the Census of 1891 ;

while Table No. XXXVIII shows the working of the

dispensaries in recent years.

-y

section B.—Geology, FAUNA AND Flora.

A sketch of the geology of the Salt range by Mr. Wynne

will be found in the Provincial Volume of the Gazetteer page 85.

The most interesting points about that part of the range which

lies in this district are the rock-salt deposit which crops out

with its accompanying red or purple marl at different places

along the south face of the hills; the variegated red and white

sandstone clays and , yellowish limestones of the jurassic

formation which are to be found in the glens and gorges south

of Sakesar; the white nummulitic limestone of the eocene series

with its numerous fossils, which generally crowns the peaks of

the south part of the range, including Sakesar itself; and the

reddish friable sandstones which form the northern ridge about

Jaba and are worked by wind and weather into fantastic shapes.

Mention has already been made of the interesting petrifying

process which is going on below Narsingh Phohar near Katha,

where a stalactite cave is being formed by the drippings of water

from the rocks. The results of a similar process may be seen

in the gorge at Sohdi and probably elsewhere in the range.
Reference #. also been made to the curious detached hills on

the Jhang border near Kirána which are composed of quartzites

and schists and are of the samo character as those forming the

mass of the Arávalli hills, so that they appear to belong to the

Peninsular mountain region.

Salt is found all along the southern ridge of the Salt range

and especially near its base, generally associated with the red

marl which is so conspicuous a feature, of this part of the

Chapter I, B.
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range. During the Sikh times the revenue from the excava

tion and sale of salt was realised by means of farms, the price

at the mines being then one rupee per maund. It is now

managed directly by the State, the price of salt at the mines

being the actual cost of excavation plus the duty, which is at

present (1896) Rs. 2-8-0 per maund. There are outcrops of

salt at many places, requiring to be constantly watched for fear

of smuggling, but the only place in this district where excava

tion is now carried on is at the Rukhla gorge about 2 miles to

the west of Warchha. A portion of this mine was worked by

the Sikhs, but their workings have now been abandoned as

dangerous owing to no pillars having been left to prevent the

the roof falling in. The present workings are carried on on a

scientific principle in a seam of salt, the thickness of which is

20 feet, increasing as it dips into the hill, the chambers and

tunnels being so arranged as to leave a sufficient number of

strong pillars to support the roof, and so as to admit the neces

sary amount of air to the workings. The salt is remarkably

pure, only about 3 per cent, being foreign matter. The excava

tions are carried on by a special class of miners, called Wadhás

(cutters), about 50 of whom are regularly employed, the rate

paid them being Rs. 8-12-0 per 100 maunds, the same rate as

was paid them in 1868. They are a sickly race, owing no doubt

to the bad air they breathe in the mines. Their net earnings

amount to about 8 anas a day, but they work in the mines

only for about 130 days in the year. Their women carry the

salt out of the mines on their heads, a common load being from

60 to 80 lbs, in weight. The price charged for the salt is 9 pies

per maund in addition to the duty. The quantity of salt sold

and delivered, which for the five years ending 1882-83 averaged

128,767 maunds, was as follows ten years later:

Year. * Maunds.

1888-89 ... ... ... ... 107,899

1889-90 ... ... ... ... 137,971

1890-91 ... ... ... ... 108,529

1891-92 ... ... ... ..., 126,210

1892-93 ... ... ... . ... 107,526

Average ... ... 117,627

so that the amount of trade done is much the same as it

was ten years ago, although the Warchha mine is still 9 miles

from the nearest railway station, while the railway has been

brought close up to its chief competitor, the Mayo mine at

Khewra in the Jhelam district, at which the cost of excavation

is only Rs. 3-4-0 per 100 maunds, but the same price of

9 pies per maund is charged for the salt. The Warchha

salt is by some consumers, considered to be of slightly

superior quality to that of Khewra. The amount in stock at

the end of the year averaged 55,000 maunds or about half

a year's supply. The Warchha salt is carried away almost

entirely on camels, and about two-thirds of the whole outturn is
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taken to Khushab whence it is mainly sent by boat to Mooltan

and other places down the river. The other chief markets for

this salt are Bhakkar, Dera Ismail Khan, Leiah, Muzaffargarh

and Jhang. The total realisations averaged for the three years

ending 1892-93 Rs. 2,90,787, and the total expenditure of the

Warchha beat, which inclndes 33 miles of the range, averaged

Rs. 19,769, or 7 per cent, on the gross receipts. On this beat

there are employed a Superintendent, an Inspector and 1 00 men,

who have to guard 29 posts along the range, besides the mine

itself. The Katha beat also lies partly in this district. Its total

length is 40 miles, guarded by 22 posts, and its staff consists of

one Inspector and 58 men, costing on the average Rs. 6,440

annually. No salt is excavated in this beat and there is there

fore no income. Notwithstanding the many opportunities for

smuggling, this offence is very rare and only five cases were

prosecuted in both beats during the four years ending 1893.

Small quantities of lignite or inferior coal have been found lignite,

in the hills south of Sakesar, but not in workable quantity.

Petroleum has been noticed on the surface of a spring near Petroleum.

Khabakki. Gypsum and mica are common in places, and traces

of iron and lead have been found in the range.

The nummulitic limestone of which so large a portion of limestone,

the hills is composed is used for building purposes, and great

quantities of it have during the last eight years been removed

from the month of the Rukhla gorge near Warchha by the

Railway Engineers and used as ballast for the line. Small

quantities of limestone are brought from the base of the hills to

Khushab (a distance of 12 miles) on camel and pack bullocks

and there sold at the rate of from Rs. 4 to Rs. 6 per hundred

maunds to bB used in the manufacture of lime or soap, or to be

exported by boat to Mooltan or Jhang.

In 1893 lime sold at Khushab at 2 J maunds per rupee. Liine'

Since the opening of the railway a large business in lime-burning

has been started close to the railway stations from Hariya to

Bhera, limestone being brought from the hills near Khewra by

rail at a cost of Rs. 6-14-0 per hundred maunds, and wood got

from the jungles of the Bhera Bar at a cost of Rs. 12-8-0 per

hundred maunds. A hundred maunds of limestone give sixty

maunds of lime. Altogether 16 kilns were at work in 1893, and

the total outturn of lime was estimated at more than a lakh of

maunds per annum. It sells on the spot at three maunds for

the rupee, but is mostly exported by rail to Lahore, Amritsar,

Mooltan and other distant towns.

A peculiar sort of limestone (khanggar) is found near Khanggar.

Sohdi and at some other places in the range. It lies in strata

just below the surface of the soil and when first excavated it is

soft and easily fashioned into square blocks, but after a few days

exposure to the air it becomes hard. It seems to be of the

Chapter I, B-
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Chapter I, B. same nature as kankar {tore) which is found in small calcareous

Q OloffT~Fauna no^u'ea ins* below the surface of the ground at some'places in

and Ylora- *ne ^ftr> ^nt rarely iQ such quantities as to make it useful for

road-making or lime-burning.

Kallar. Kallar shor is the term applied to the effloresceuce which

appears on the surface under the influence of evaporation and

capillary attraction wherever there is much salt of any kind in

the soil. Evidences of it9 presence are found all over the district,

sometimes in the form of barren strips and patches in the middle

of an otherwise fertile field. Where there is much salt in the

Roil, it is absolutely barren. Kallar is most prevalent in the

tract along the foot of the Salt range, bnyond reach of the hill-

torrents, and in. the A.ra tract in the south of the Shahpur

tahsil. There is a curious kallar plain, immediately to the north

of Sahiw&l. Kallar appears to be developitig .itself in a narrow

strip of land stretching from Dhakwau to Kot Pahlwan in the

Shahpur tahsil, but this seems due to the brackishness of the

well water rather than of the surface layer.

Saltpetre. Saltpetre is manufactured in considerable quantities frr m

the numerous mounds in the cis-Jhelam tract which mark the sites

of former villages. A long narrow drain is dug on high ground

and covered over with a filter made of twigs and grass, on which

is sprinkled powdered nitrous earth from the old mounds.

Water is then poured over the earth and filters through into

the drain carrying with it in solution the salts contained in the

earth. The dark brown liquid runs from the drain into a vessel

placed to catch it, and from that is poured into a large iron pan,

in which it is keDt boiling until the solution approaches satur

ation when it is allowed to cool and crystallize. Its dirty

brown crystals are crude saltpetre (bugdu) which is usually

sold to the refiners. This rode manufacture is canied on during

the dry months chiefly by Hindus of the shopkeeper class who

are required to take out a license and pay Its. 2 for each pan

used. It requires to be closely super visod to prevent the

manufacturers from refining their saltpetre or producing edible

salt. The manufacturer gen-erally pays two aunas a day to the

owners of the nearest well who supply him with the water he

Fequires ; and he usually pays the landowners a lump sum,

varying with the quality of the soil and the convenience of the

site, but seldom exceeding Rs. 100 per annum, for the privilege

of being allowed to take the earth from the mound and fuel

from the neighbouring jungle. As much as Rs. 801 was paid

in 1892 for the right to manufacture saltpetre from one mound

in Kalra, and in 1 894-95 the owners of Kot Bhai Khan received

Rs. 5,200 for the right to manufacture saltpetre from the

maunds in that estate for one year only.

The Crimean war and the Mutiny gave a great impulse to

the manufacture of saltpetre, for the number of licenses to

work pans rose from 694 in 1855 to 4,856 in 1858, and the
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selling price of trude saltpetre was then Rs. 4 per maund. In

1864 the number of licenses fell to 185, and the price to little

more than Re. 1 per maund. The number of licenses granted

in 1892-93 was 153, the number of pans at work 156, and the

price of crude saltpetre from Re. 1-6-0 to Re. 1-12-0 per

maund. The manufacture was carried on from about 80

mounds, chiefly situated in the Bár and Ara tracts.

Crude saltpetre, manufactured as above described, consists

of a mixture of nitre, common salt and earthy matter. It is

refined at refineries specially licensed on payment of a fee for

the year of Rs. 50. It is first dissolved in boiling water in au

iron boiler till common salt is precipitated from the solution.

The salt is removed and destroyed, and the boiling liquor

drawn off into earthen vessels in which it is allowed to rest

until earth and other impurities have settled. The clear liquor

is then decanted and set out in a pan to crystallize. Next day

the long pen-like crystals (hence called kalmi) which have

formed in the pans are removed and stored for sale. In 1892

there were five licensed refineries in the neighbourhood of Bhera

and Miáni with 41 boilers. Refined saltpetre sold at Rs. 5 or

Rs. 6-8-0 per maund and 26 licenses were given in that year for

the export of 10,832 maunds of refined saltpetre. About 6,000

maunds went to Sakkhar and Karáchi for export to Europe and

the rest went chiefly to Bannu and Rāwalpindi for the manufac

ture of gunpowder to be used in Public Works.

Barilla (khár or sajji), an impure carbonate of soda, is

manufactured from the khôr or sajji plant (salsola Griffithsii),

which grows in great quantities on the hard clay soil of the Bár

and Ara tracts of Shahpur tahsil south of the Lahore road.

There are twovarieties of the plant, one with white and one with

red flowers. It flowers in October and is cut in November when

ripe, and left on the ground to dry. It is then thrown in bundles

into a circular pit five or six feet in diameter and about two

feet deep in which a fire has been lit and there burnt, care being

taken not to let the fire get too low or be smothered by too

much fuel, until the pit is nearly filled with the ashes of the

plant, which melt into a viscous mass. The operation lasts

about twenty-four hours, and the quantity burned during this

time is from one to two hundred bundles, each of about half a

maund in weight. The contents of the pit are then well stirred

and allowed to cool, a little dry earth being scattered over the

surface to prevent evaporation. The pits are opened on the fifth

or sixth day, when the barilla is found concreted together into

a hard cellular mass something like the refuse of a brick-kiln.

It is exported from this district chiefly to the north and east,

_towards Ráwalpindi, Siálkot and Jhelam, and is extensively

used in the manufacture of soap, paper and coarse glass, in

bleaching and dyeing processes, as a medicine, and as a sub

stitute for soap. The price of khár or sajji appears to have

steadily risen. In Sikh times its price was 6 or 8 annas.

Chapter I, B.

Geology, Fauna

and Flora.

Saltpetre.

Barilla.
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Chapter I, B. per maund, in 1866 it was Fa. 1-2-0 per maund and in 1896 from

Geoloey Fauna to Rs. 2 per mau , :u 'ording to quality. The cost of

and Flora- manufacture is estimated r < annas per maund. The eajji

Barilla. plant is a favourite food ot ■ : ...els, and has to be carefully

protected from them if it is ir tended to manufacture barilla. The

plant is now chiefly found in the large blocks of land owned

by the State, and the right of manufacturing the alkali or of

grazing1 camels on the plant as they find most profitable is

annually sold to speculators. The income to the State from this

source was Rs. 8,000 in 1865 and has averaged Rs. 7,700 for

the five years ending 1894-95. Previous to the severe drought

of 1891 the income generally stood at about Rs. 10,000. It

varies considerably from year to year, as the growth of the

plant depends upon the variable rains, and as heavy showers

in the season of manufacture (November and December) may

greatly reduce the outturn. In an average year tho quantity

manufactured probably amounts to about 5,000 maunds. At

tempts have been made by sowing the seed of the plant to

extend its growth in the State lands of the Shahpur tahsil, bnt

hitherto without much success. An inferior kind of barilla

(khdr) is made by a similar process from another salsola (the

phissak lani) plant both in the Shahpur tahsil and near the

foot of the Salt range in the Khushab tahsil. This Bells at about

one rupee per maund and is used chiefly for washing clothes.

About 3,500 maunds of this inferior barilla are annually pro

duced in the Khushab tahsil whence it is mostly exported to

Lahore, Amritsar, Sialkot and Mooltan.

Wild animals. According to tradition tigers used to infest the Salt range,

but none have been seen there lately. Leopards and hyeenas

are, however, occasionally heard of in the hills, and wolves are

pretty common, especially in the Bar jungle. During the five

years ending 1895 the Government reward was paid for 8

leopards and 152 wolves. The number of these animals is prob

ably rapidly decreasing, for in the five years ending 1882,

rewards were paid for 3 tigers, 1 1 leopards and 742 wolves.

Jackals are numerous everywhere and do considerable damage

to the crops, especially to maize and sugarcane. Pigs and

porcupines are to be found in the Salt range, but rarely in the

plain portion of the district. Foxes and wild cats are found in

the Bar j ungle; the mungoose is frequently seen, and hedgehogs,

rats and mice are common. The badger {bijju) is commonly

reported to be in the habit of digging into graves and feasting

on dead bodies ; indeed it is said to be able to make a dead body

walk. Badger-baiting is a favourite amusement. Black-buck

are rare, but the ravine-deer is fairly common in the Bar and

Thai and the lower slopes of the Salt* range. . They were

formerly much more numerousand old men tell how they used to

run them down with relays of dogs iu the clayey lands between

the Thai and the hills after rain, when their feet stuck in the

soft soil. The most interesting animal from the sportsman's point
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of view is the mountain-sheep or oorial (properly huréal) which

is similar to the moufflon of Corsica. It is found throughout the

Salt range right down to its base. Among its native rocks its

agility is surprising. Though heavy-looking it can move at a

very rapid pace and no hillside is too steep for it. In this district,

probably owing to the plentiful supply of good grazing, big horns

are fairly common ; 31% inches is the largest of which there is

any record, and horns of 27 or 28 inches are not unusual. A

full-grown oorial weighs about the same as a black-buck and

when cleaned makes a heavy load for a strong hill-man. Hares

are pretty common where the cultivated land adjoins the

jungle, and some of the resident Maliks are fond of coursing

them with grey-hounds, more or less pure in breed; every pre

caution being taken that the hare shall not escape. The only

wild monkeys in the district are a pair of langurs which have

been seen on Sakesar.

The great bustard (tog) is rarely to be found in the sandy

wastes of the Thal, but the ordinary bustard (here called gurén) is

common both there and in the Bár jungles. Flocks of imperial,

painted and pallas sandgrouse are frequently seen in the dry

tracts, and perhaps also the pintail variety. The grey partridge

(tittar) is common everywhere, but the black partridge

is found only in a few places. In the hills the chakor (kaunk,

feminine kakk) and sussi partridges are both common. In

winter ducks of many kinds swarm on the rivers, on the lakes of

the Salt range and on ponds in the jungles. Geese and the

blue-coated demoiselle-crane (kūnj) are common near the rivers,

and the scarlet flamingo (bagg) and numerous other aquatic

birds visit the Salt range lakes, where snipe and bittern are

sometimes to be seen. Quail (batera) visit the district in large

numbers in spring and autumn and quantities of them are

netted for sale. The crow and the kite are ubiquitous, the

great black raven is frequently to be met with in dry tracts,

and sometimes the huge adjutant-bird (lamdhing) is seen stand

ing about in the irrigated fields. A dead bullock or camel

soon attracts a number of vultures from the blue. Hawks

valuable for sporting purposes are found in the Bár and Thal

and fetch fabulous prices. In the irrigated tracts green parrots

fill the air with their screeching, a golden oriole sometimes

flashes through the trees, and blue jays and scarlet-plumaged

woodpeckers add gaiety to the scene. Immense flocks of rosy

pastors (tilliar), the hereditary enemy of the locust, visit the

district in the hot weather, and the common house-sparrow is

only too common at all times and places.

Snakes are common especially perhaps in the Salt range,

the venomous kinds most frequently met with being the cobra

(phaniar-naja tripudians), the karait (sangchár, bungarus caeru

leus) and the echis carinata (phissi or khapra). On the average

of the five years ending 1895. Rs. 70 were annually paid as

Chapter I, B.
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Chapter I B. rewards for the destruction of 435 venomous snakes, and 43

persona- were reported as having died from snako-bite. Cro

codiles (aansar) may often tie seen sunning themselves on the

sand banks in the river beds, but rarely attack men or domeslk

animals. Lizards of various kinds are common. The sniali

housa-lizard (kunkirli) catches flies upon the walls ; chameleon^

(aaddar) and other tree-lizards scuttle up the trees, and sever;! i

including the ;/reat goh, live in holes in the ground. The

sahna burrows in the Bar jungles and is often dug out by

the Mussallis and jungle tribes and used for food. The

skink (reg mdhi or sand-fish) is found in the sand-hills of the

Thai ; with its tiny feet and glittering scales it looks exactly

like a small fish, and is remarkable for the brittleness of its

body and for the rapidity with which it disappears in the saud.

The dried skink is much in demand for medicinal purposes.

Most dreaded of all is the oindoa, a small ugly spotted lizard

found in the hills, whose bite is more venomous tha n the cobra's ;

hence- the saying " lare bindoa <j khatto toa " (if a bindoa bite

a man, you may dig his grave). The little animal knows his

reputation, for he does not always flee when pursued, but turns

in a threatening attitude on his pursuers. However, when a

specimen was sent to the Calcutta Museum it was found to bo the

enblepharia modicularis, allied to the Gecko and not poison

ous ; and when attempt was made to verify alleged cases of its

bite having proved immediately fatal, the evidence was not

found to be such as to satisfy a scientific enquirer. But what

ever be the truth of the matter, there is no doubt that the fear

the villagers have for this lizard is real.

In the rivers the commonest fish are the rdhu and dhu.bra,

both of which go up to about 16Ibs. in weight, and tho mali up

to GOlbs. ; less common are the mdhther which goes up to 40lbs.,

the singhdra, up to 8tbs. the daula, up to lOtbs., a thorny-backed

fish Ire kanda ; and a flat fish called patri. The best for eating

are the rdhu, mdhther and singhdra. Fish are very little eaten

by the river-side population and sell at from 6 to 10 sore for

the rupee. They are caught in nets and basket- traps, and with

hook3, chiefly by the Malldh boatmen and by Mehra (fishermen)

from Find Dadan Khan, who export a considerable quantity by

train to Rawalpindi and Jhelam. In the torrent beds of the

Salt range, for instance at Sohdi and Kathwai, a small minnow

like fish is found which makes fair eating.

lasDots. Locusts {makri) sometimes visit the district in destructive

numbers, generally coming up from the dry south-west. In the

spring of 1891 numerous flights of locusts, which were identified

as the Acridium peregrinum, the great migratory locust of

North-Western India, made their appearance in the Khushab

tahsil and deposited eggs in the Thai and along the foot of the

Salt range. Towards the end of April young locusts (pung)

appeared in immense swarms and devoured every green thing,

but fortunately the wheat crop which wa3 unusually good was
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so nearly ripe that they did it very little damage. After des- Chapter I, B

troying everything that was still green they ascended the Salt

range and poured upon its valleys like an invading army,

attacking the ripening wheat and biting through the stalks so that

the ears fell on the ground as if cut off by a sickle. The trees

and bnshes also suffered severely, almost the only kinds untouched

being the dhrek or bakain (Melia azadirachta) and the ah or

maddr (calotropit procera). The villagers were organised and

endeavoured to drive back the enemy, immense numbers of whom

were destroyed by driving them into trenches where they were

buried or into bushes where they were burned, but their numbers

were so great that little impression was made. It was noticed that

the young locusts [pung) had a cannibal propensity for voracionsly

attacking and devouring piecemeal their dead and wounded

comrades, whom indeed they seemed to prefer to1 any other

kind of food. By the middle of June most. of the survivors

had developed wings, and successive flights of them took their

way towards the east feeding as they went on the bushes of the

Bar jungle, where also a considerable number of young locusts

had been hatched. In October and November again consider

able numbers were hatched in the Salt range and along its

base, but most of them were destroyed before they could do much

damage. Considering the immense numbers of locusts that had

infested the district, it was astonishing how little damage had

been done. The grass and trees had suffered considerably and

some of the latter died from the effects of the loss of their

foliage and bark, and a considerable area of young cotton and

bdjra was destroyed, but the wheat crop had suffered so little

that it was only found neoessary to remit Rs. 317 in ten villages

in the Salt range.

Again in May 1893, flights of locusts came up from the

south and west and deposited eggs in the Thai and along both

banks of the Jhelam,' but the young locusts were mostly

destroyed before much damage was done. Another species of

locust (makkar) poecilocera picta, of a bright yellow colour

with bars of brilliant blue and green and of sluggish habit, is

constantly present. It is found only on the«fc/« plant [calolropi*

procera) which the migratory locust will seldom touch.

A sort of cricket (toka), identified as allied to the genus

gryltodes, and an acridid of the genus chrotogontts known here as

tridda, often do great damage to the sprouting kharif crops in

April, May and June, usnally making their ravages by night.

They were exceptionally numerous in 1891 when a cold wet

winter was followed by a hot summer, and again in 1893 when

the seasons were similar.

White tints (sivvi) attack timber and garnered grain,which

is also much subject to injury from weevils (ghun). Mosquitoes

and sandflies make life a burden iu the hot weather, and house

fliea swarra, especially towards the beginning aud end of
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Chapter I,B. winter. On the other hand, the honey-bee makes delicious

QeoloCTPanua noney *rom tne flowers of the Salt range, and in irrigated tracts

amOlora. ^ne firefly flashes his electric light among the trees. Scorpions

and centipedes are comparatively rare.

Vegetation : trees. The characteristic trees and shrubs of the Bar uplands

are the van, kari, jand and mall*, together forming the jungle

with which the uncultivated lands are generally covered. The

van or jdl (salvadora oleoides), with its leaves something like

the mistletoe, ofieu forms a dense bush, such as cattle-

thieves like to find for the concealment of stolen cattle. Camels,

goats and sheep browse on its leaves, and its wood is used for

fnel, but barns with an unpleasant smell, and leaves a great deal

of ash. The sweet berry-like fruit [pilu) is very generally eaten

by the poorer classes, great numbers of whom, especially the

women and children, go out daily in June into the jangle and

form a sort of picnic party, returning in the evening laden

with fruit. In dry seasons the pilu is especially abundant, and

if the price of grain is high, numbers of the poor live almost

entirely on pilu, camping in the jungle for days so as to be

near the supply. From the number of cases that arise in con-

nection with it, pilu gathering seems to be considered a favourite

opportunity for flirtation. The kari (capparis aphylla) has

hardly any leaves, bet when covered in April with its numerous

brick-red blossoms gives colour to the landscape. Its wood is

used for roofing, and makes a good fuel for burning bricks.

Its fruit when unripe (dela) is used to make pickles, and when

ripe (pinju or dela) is eaten, especially in times of scarcity.

The jand (prompts spicigera), sometimes a mere bush, but often

attaining a height of 10 or 15 feet, gives an excellent fuel used

for locomotive engines and other purposes. Its leaves and

pods (sanggri) form a good fodder. The leaves of the malla

{ziayphvs nummularia) are also an excellent fodder, its berries

are eaten in times of scarcity and its thorny twigs are much

used for making enclosure-hedges, and make a good fuel.

In the river valleys the most numerous trees are the kikkar

and tdhli, which are very largely grown especially on cultivated

land. The kikkar (acacia arabica) though said not to be indi-

genous m the Punjab, has taken very kindly to the soil, and

spriegs up wherever there is a little moisture in a marvellous

manner, being often self-sown. The young trees are apt to be

killed by hard frost, but can stand it after the first year or two.

It is aquiok growing tree, often reaching 15 feet in five years.

Its leaves make an excellent fodder and in times of drought

the kikkar trees are ruthleesly lopped to save the cattle. Its

pods are greedily eaten by goats and sheep. The timber is

used for all sortB of purposes, and especially for agricultural

implements, and it makes an excellent fuel. Altogether the

tree is the most useful one we have, and many small groves of

it are maintained by the better class of landowners.
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The tahli {thisham—dalbergia aiisoo) has been planted in Chapter I, B«

great numbers along roads and canals and several groves of it Qeoiogy, Fan

have been formed in the canal-irrigated tracts and near the ana flora-

rivers. Many of the wells too have small plantations of tahli, Vegetation:

the result of an order issued at regnlar settlement, requiring

the owners of every well to plant a few trees about them. Its

leaves are good for fodder and its timber is excellent for almost

all purposes. The tahli stands next in importance to the kikkar

among the trees of the district.

The shirih {tirit—albizzia lebbek), with its fragrant flowers

and rustling pods, is found chiefly along the roadsides. A small

grove of the tall, pale, ghostly albizzia procerd adorns the

head-quarters station.

The ukdh or kodh [fardsh—tamarix articulata), with

its. gnarled trunk and needle-like leaves, is fairly common

and does not require so much moisture as most other trees. The

ber {zizyphus jiijuba) is very common on the roads and in the

fields and its fruit is much appreciated. It is often covered by a

curious leafless parasite (nidhari) used as a medicine. Groves of

stunted chhachhra {dh&k—butea frondosa), with its large scarlet

flowers, are found in the north corner of the Bhera tahsil.

In the neighbourhood of wells may be 6een the sohdnjna

(moringa pterygo sperma), with its corky bark, pollard head and

bunches of white flowers, the lasura (cordia myxa), with its

bright flowers and edible fruit ; the mulberry {tut—tnorus alba),

the fruit of which also is much appreciated. The date-palm

(khajji—phoenix dactylifera) is common only in a few places on

the Jhelam, and especially at Sadda Karaboh above Shahpur.

and at Majhoka and Khai near the Jhang border. Its leaves

are made into mats and baskets and its stems are useful for

water channels. The fruit is not particularly good, but fetches

good prices, especially the produce of a particular group of trees

at Ehai, called the musallin. Specimens of the bohr (banyan—

ficus bengalenais) and pippal {ficun religiota) are met with

chiefly near towns and often owe their origin to the pious care

of Hindus ; there are some old trees of both kinds near the

ancient town of Takht Hazara on the Chenab.

Fruit-trees of all the ordinary kinds have recently been

much cultivated both by the District Board and by private

persons, and there are good gardens and orchards near all the

towns and larger villages.

In the flooded lands along the rivers lei or pilchi {tamarix

gallica or dioica) springs up in considerable thickets and is used

for wattling, baskets and roofs. The akk {calotropit procera) is

very common in sandy soil, but is of little use. Bv6n the migra

tory locusts do not touch it, apparently dreading its acrid

milky juice ; but it has a resident locust of its own and is some

times eaten by goats. The khdr or tajji plant {salsola Grifflthaii)

and its uses have already been described. Allied to it are the

Shrubs and plants.
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Chapter I, B- lana and Idni (also salaolas) which are much appreciated as graz-

—— ing for camels, and are found in barren saltish soils at a distance
Fauna - ° - • — . ...

"Flera. from the river. The camel-thorn (jaimdha—dlhagi mauroram) is

Shrubsand plants. most noticeable as a thorny weed among the wheat. Near the

river the flooded lands are much infested by a thistle-like weed

called leha, and another thorny Weed called pohli; and well-

irrigated lands, especially when the soil is poor or the cultivation

bad, Buffer much from an onion-like weed, the bhukdt, which

springs up with the crop and chokes it; the harmal (peganum

harmala) is another common weed on cultivated ground. The

bhakkhra (tribulua alatus) has a woody spiked fruit which is

sometimes made into flour by the poor in famine times; the

tdndla, a tall weed, is eaten by cattle and sometimes as a veget

able by men.

Vegetation of the The few trees to be found in the dry and sandy Thai are

Thal< chiefly jand, which is found in groves protected by -the reputa

tion of some departed saint ; stunted kikkar rarely found round

ponds, and a grove of her trees round the town of Nurpnr, which

are specially protected by a clause in the village administration

paper. The characteristic bushes of this region are the lana,

akk and harvial which have already been described; and the

phog (calligonum polygonoidea) , a good fodder plant, little found

except in Rakh Nurpnr; but ipaudtria pilota), a low whitish

plant with flower heads like catkins; khipp (erotolaria burhia),

sometimes used for making ropes for temporary use; and

the tumma or kartumma (citrullus colocynthus) with its trailing

stems and beautiful green and yellow orange-like fruit scattered

in profusion over the sand-hills. Their taste is very bitter, but

gouts eat them and a medicine for horses is made from them

to prevent indigestion.

Vegetation of the The Salt range has a vegetation of its own, very different

Salt range. in character from that of the plains (see Dr. Stewart's Salt

Range Flora— Agri-Horticultural Society of India's Journal,

Vol. I, Fart I, new series). The southern aspect, with its steep

escarpments, is generally almost devoid of vegetation, but the

northern sides of the hills which have a more gradual slope

and retain more soil and moisture are covered, though scantily,

with trees and bushes. Among the most characteristic trees

are the phuldh (acacia modesta) with its delicate leaves and little

yellow globes of blossom ; the wild olive (kau or kavva-^-olea

cuepidata) with its glossy deep green foliage, often seen growing

out of the cleft of a bare rock ; a species of oak (vari — querent

incana); the wild fig [khabdri—ficut carica) with its edible frnit;

the lahura or rahura (teenma undulata) with its beautiful large,

bright orange-coloured flowers and useful timber; the kuldr

(bauhimia variegata) with its large purple or whito flowers ;

the dhamman (grewia vestita) ; the vatamman (celtit avttralis)

with an edible fruit; the kangar (pulacia integerrima) ; and in

the rocky torrent beds, the oleander (kanhira—nerium odorum)

with its poisonous leaves and roie-coloured flowers. Among
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the trees which have been introduced lately with success are

the mulberry (tät-morus alba), the dhrek, tánd or bakain (melia

azedarach) with its strong-scented lilac flowers, the poplar

(shufaida-populus alba), willow (baint-salia), chil (pinus longi

folia); and in the gardens at Sohdi and Sakesar, the pomegranate,

peach, loquat, apricot, almond and other fruit-trees. The leaves

of the phuláh and wild olive form good fodder for cattle in

times of drought, and their wood makes excellent timber, that

of the phuláh being much used for agricultural implements and

that of the wild olive for making combs and walking-sticks.

A peculiar shrub found chiefly on Sakesar is the dwarf palm

(pattha-chamaerops ritchicana) from the leaves of which baskets

and excellent matting are made. Among the shrubs that clothe

the hillsides, the most common are the vahekar (adhatoda

vasica), santha (dodonaea viscosa), the wood of which is much

used for roofing purposes, and the ever-green box (pappar-buzus

sempervirens), the wood of which (chikri) is manufactured into

combs. Ivy and ferns are also found in moist places; and on

the dry rocky slopes a useless plant, called the awāni (ballota

limbata) affords an easy opportunity for a joke against the

Awāns, who are the dominant tribe in the Salt range. On

Sakesar a very common plant is the masteara (scutellaria

linearis), an infusion of which is useful for rheumatism; and the

rennet plant (withania coagulans) is also to be found. Reeds

(nar) grow in moist places along the torrent beds, and are used

for thatching, for pipe-stems and for mouth-pieces for musical

instruments.

Among the most common grasses of the Bár are the khabba!

(cynodon dactylon), the dub of Hindustán, an excellent fodder

for cattle and horses; the chhembar (eleusine flagellifera), much

the most common grass of all, eaten readily when green, when

dry it is called bhuttha ; the sawák (panicum colonium) which is

also cultivated in the riverain and affords an edible seed; the

murak which springs up very quickly in hollows after rain, but

is of little substance, when ripe it is called dila ; the fragrant

khavi, of a reddish colour, not eaten by cattle except in hard

times, commonly used to strew on the floor of mosques, when

it blossoms it is called dor and when dry kurak ; the palwāh

(andropogon annulatum) a tall grass good for cattle but not for

horses; the dháman (pennisetum cenchroides), perhaps the best

of the milk-producing grasses; the dabbh (poa cynosuroides), a

poor fodder grass, used for making ropes; the khirmadhána, a

tall fodder grass; the barúa, found chiefly in cultivated ground;

the dagur which grows best under the van tree; the surála, a

tall red grass; the garham, a tall fragrant grass not good for

cattle; the lunăk, a tall graceful useful grass with a saltish

flavour; the panni (andropogon muricatum), a tall coarse grass,

only eaten by cattle when green, the roots of which are the

khas of which tattis are made; from the grass itself sieves and

screens are manufactured ; the marian, a small grass sprouting

Chapter I, B.
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in the cold weather, which gives its name to a famine year

(1890 Sambat = 1833 A. D.) because it seeded verj plentifully

in that year and its seeds were much consumed by the famishing

population ; and the chinkhi, which, grows in low tufts, the seed

of which is also eaten in famine times.

In the river valleys, besides the above grasses, the most

important are the sar and Mh. The sar (saccharum munja), a

very tall grass, often reaching the height of ten feet or more

with large feathery spikes of flowers, grows very readily on

irrigated lands near the Jhelam. Indeed it often proves itself

a nuisance on the banks of the canals and in grass-preserves,

and large sums of money have been spent in the endeavour tp

get rid of it. In its proper place it is a most valuable grass,

and sometimes a small patch of it will be found cultivated near

a well. The sar grass at Mehga is annually sold at sums which

during the five years ending 1892 varied from Its. 400 to

Bs. 1,070, and averaged Rs. 725, and considerable sums have at

times been paid for the sar grass along the banks of the State

Canals. The young shoots are readily eaten by cattle. The

reed-like stems (hana) are used for thatching and for making

chairs and stools ; the thin end of the stalk (tili) makes win

nowing baskets and screens (tirki) ; and the sheathing petiole,

after being burnt at the lower end and beaten with a mallet yields

a fibre (munj) which is twisted into ropes, and nsed for all sorts

of purposes by the peasants. The Mh {saccharum spontaneum)

grows in the lands most subject to river floods and makes valuable

grazing for buffaloes.

In the Thai the commonest grasses are the chhembar and

the fragrant hhavi, already described ; the excellent dhdtnan

is rare except in Rakh Nurpur. Clumps of the sen grass are

ofteu to be seen ; when it gets too woody to be eaten it is called

phittsen ; its long fibrous roots are collected by wandering

families of Chuhras, who make from them brushes {kuchchan)

used by weavers for sizing the warp and by house-wives to clean

dishes.

In the Salt range most of the grasses found in the Bar are

to be met with ; but the characteristic grasses are the babbar,

a tall grass common on Sakesar from which are often made the

ropes used to carry the pots on a Persian wheel, as such ropes

stand the action of water well] the phareo and khar, good fodder

grasses ; and the suredla, a thorny-seeded grass of little use.

Chapter I, B«
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CHAPTER II.

HISTORY.

But little is known of the early history of this part of the

country, and there are very few archaeological remains to

■enable us to arrive at any certain conclusion regarding its

foiraer inhabitants. Some of them have been described by

General Cunningham in his Archaeological Survey Reports,

Volume V, page 79 to 85. and Vo'lnme XIV, page 33 to 41,

and in his Ancient Geography, page 155 to 159. The most

ancient remains are probably those to be found in the Salt

range, among them the most interesting being the ruins at

Amb, 5 miles south of Sakesar, which have been described

by General Cunningham in his Reports, Volume XIV, page 33.

Bere, on a hill well inside the range and defended by steep

cliffs from attaok from the direotion or the plain country lying

to the south, are the remains of a massive fort in very fair

preservation, with the ruins of three temples, one large and

two small ones, and the walls of a large number of houses,

which show that the place must have been one of considerable

size and importance. General Cunningham mentions that the

temples are all of the Kashmirian style, and are almost certainly

of late date as all the arches have cinquefoil instead of trefoil

heads, which is the only form in Kashmir. He thought there

fore that their most probable date was from 800 to 950 A. D.

during the rule of the Brahman dynasty of Kabul.

There is a tradition among the present inhabitants that an

inscribed stone was found among the ruins at Amb in the

early years of our rule, and was sent on a camel to Leiah,

which was then the head-quarters of the district, but unfor

tunately no traoe of that stone can now be found. In 1888

three pieces of sculpture were found near the entranoe to one

of the temples. These have been deposited in the Lahore

Museum. The ruins at Amb are supposed to be the most

southern example of the ancient and very peculiar Kashmiri

architecture.

Chapter II

History.

Archeological

Ruins at Amb.

On the hills a little to the east of Amb may be seen the

remains of a long wall with a gateway, which may have been Salt range,

erected for defensive purposes, probably against the inhabitants

of the plains, and on the very top of Sakesar itself are the ruins

of what probably was a small Buddhist shrine. Throughout

this part of the Salt range one frequently comes across oblong

platforms built of squared stones, many of them having

inserted in one side in the form of a cross four stones of a

different colour from the rest of the structure. The present

Other ruins in the
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Chapter II. inhabitants cannot say what they are, bat they are evidently

TTnto tombs of a Hindu or Baddhistio period. They would probably

other ruins in the repay the trouble of a systematic search. A number of them

Salt nmge. may be seen on the road from Kathwai to Sakesar.

Inscribed stone of At Khnra in the Salt range, about 2 miles north-east

Khan. 0f Kathwai, there was found in 1888 among Bome rains an

inscribed stone which was sent to the Lahore Museum. The

inscription was deciphered by Professor Biihler, who gives a

facsimile and translation of it in the Epigraphia Indica, Part Y,

for October 1889. He states that the characters resemble

those found in the older Buddhist nail-headed inscriptions of

the Gupta period, and that the language is a mixed dialect,

incorrect Sanskrit, strongly modified through the influence of

the Vernacular Prakrit. The inscription bears that it was

incised in the reign of Tdramana Shaha Jauvla, who seems

to have been an independent king, possibly of Turkish origin.

It records the construction of a Buddhist monastery by one

Bota-siddhavriddhi for the teachers of the Mahi-sasaka

School. It mentiobs a town called Naschira, which may

possibly be the place now called Naushahra, an important

village in the Sun valley, about 7 miles from where the

stone was found. Professor Biihler, on palseographical grounds,

assigns the inscription to the fourth or the fifth century.

Coins found near In 1886 in the hills a mile or two from the ruins of Amb

Arab. a shepherd, while watching his flock, employed his leisure

time in knocking down a bank of er.i-th with his stick, and

noticed among the debri* an earthen vessel, inside which he

found 549 small coins. These were sent to Calcutta and were

there deciphered by Dr. Hoernle as belonging to different

kings who reigned between the years 1060 and 1215 A. D., the

most numerous being those of Maizz-ad-din, Muhammad bin

Sam, conqueror of India, 1193-1205 A. D. and of Sri Chahad

Deva, Raja of Ajmir, about 1215 A. D.

Other coins found Again in 1888 at the village of Chifcta at the foot of the

in toe Salt range. Sakesar hill a man while ploughing turned np an earthen

vessel containing 498 coins, all but one being of the " Horseman

and Bnll type " and belonging to Saif-nd-din Hasan Qurlagh

who Was one of the leading generals of Jalal-ud-din Maukbar-

nin, the last of the Kharizmian Kings in the beginning of the

thirteenth century A.D. Another hoard of 395 coins of the same ,

ruler was discovered in the following year on a hill-side near the

same village of Chitta. About the same time S04 coins were

found near the village of Sodhi, also in the Salt range, nil of

which with one exception were coins of the Pathan Sultan of Dehli,

Ghiyas-ud-dm Balban, who reigned from 1265 to 1287 A D.

Old sites in the In the Bar tract between the valleys of the Chenab and

B*r- Jhelam rivers there are some 270 mounds of earth mixed with

loose bricks and fragments of pottery which mark the sites of

former towns and villages. It is unlikely that those sites were
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all inhabited at any one- time. More probably they were Chapter II.

built upon when the rivers flowed in one or other of tlie old _

channels still existing in the Bar, and as a river moved further History.

to the east or west the population grailaally followed it and Bi™d "*"* in th8

deserted the old sites for new ones nearer the new coarse

of the river. This theory is supported by the, fact that old

wells found near these old sites have often • only 25 feet or

so of brickwork, while the present underground water-level

is over 60 feet, showing that when the wells were made,

water was much nearer the surface, probably beoause the

river was at the time near the site. It is improbable that the

population of the whole distriot was ever larger. than it is at

the present day.

Among the most extensive of these deserted sites ana those old towns,

near Vijjhi 3 miles west of Miani, Takht Hazara on the Chenab,

Ghak Sahnu 13 miles east of Shahpur and Panj Pir 10 miles

south of Sahiwal. Vijjhi is described in the Archaeological Vijjhi.

Survey Reports, Volume XIV, page 40, by General Cunningham,

who mentions six tombs of noyuja's or " giant martyrs, " and

says he obtained here two coins of lndo-Scythian Princes.

Takht Hazara was once, according to tradition, a large city

called Jabangirnagar Takht Hazara, because it covered a thou- Takht Hazara.

sand acres. The numerous mounds that mark the site show

that it must have been of considerable size. In the jamabandi

of the Sarkar Doaba Gbaj given in the Afn Akbari, the Mahal

of Hazara is stated to have paid a revenue of 46,89,136

dams or Rs. 1,17,228. Ranjha, or more properly Dhido of the

Ranj ha tribe, the hero of the well-known romance " Ranjha

and Hir " belonged to Hazara. There are a large number of old

wells, most of them small and insignificant, a mosque and the

tombs of several faqirs, the chief of which is the tomb of a Mughal

faqir called 8haham<-ud-din, but none of them of any great

architectural interest. The town is said to have been deserted

about 200 years ago, and after remaining uninhabited for about

a century it was again ooonpied by the ancestors of the present

inhabitants about 1785 A. D. Ghak Sahnu is probably , the site

of the Chak Sani which is mentioned in history as having been Chak Sanaa,

sacked and burned by Nur-ud-din, the General of Ahmad Shah

Abd&li. Panj Pir must also have been at one time a large Panj Pfr.

town ; according to a Hindu story it was one of the resting-

places of the five Pandavas, but the Mussalman residents

ascribe its sacredness to five saints, some of whose graves, nine

yards long, are pointed out in the vicinity. None of these

mounds havo yielded any old sculptures or inscriptions, and

evidently the population that inhabited them in their days of

prosperity had not reacbed any very high stage of civilization.

Few coins have been found in them earlier than the days of the

Mughal Empire

The only architectural remains in the plain part of the Architectural re.

district are of comparatively recent date. Mapy of them m*iM In the p a,Q8,

each as the mosque at Bhera, the tcans or stair-cased wells
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Chapter II. at Gunjial and Hadali, and the remains of a massive

Hiatorr masonry dam across the mouth of the Katha gorge

Arohiteotnral ©vidently built for the purpose of distributing the water of the

mains in the plain* stream, are all sscribod to Sher Shah, King of Delhi, about

1540 A. D. There are a few tombs of Muhammadan days

near Khushab and at other places in the district, but none of

any architectural value. At Shah Yusaf, 7 miles south of Shah-

pur, there is a small but elegant tomb, ornamented outside by

ooloured tiles, which was erected in 900 A. H. to the memory

of a holy man of that name, whose descendants still reside at the

spot and subsist on the offerings of worshippers.

Buildings worth The only buildings which are worth active efforts to pre-

pretervation. serve them are (1) the temples at Arab, (2) the Nogaja tombs

at Vijjhi and Panj Pir, (3) the wan or bdoli at Gunjial, (4) the

mosque atBhera, (5) the tomb at Shah Yusaf and (6) the most

elegant of the tombs at Khushab.

,??,?Koa! hi,t?ry The political history of the district may conveniently be

Period,? m*° divided into three periods. The first, that which preceded the

downfall of the Mughal Empire ; the second, the brief space

occupied by the successive inroads of the Afghans, followed

by tae rapid acquisition of power by the Sikhs ; and the last,

the period daring which, by a happy admixture of boldness and

artifice, the young leader of the Dakar Chakia misl sucoeeded

in making himself master of the whole of the Punjab, from the

banks of the Sutlej to the mountains of Suleman.

Firrt or Mughal Tho first may be dismissed with a few words. A tract of

pen ' country not naturally rich, and far removed from the high

road between Hindustan and the countries beyond its northern

frontier, would not be the scene of events of sufficient magnitude

to leave a lasting impress on the minds of the people, and hence

tradition has preserved little that refers to so remote a period.

All that is known is, that during the latter years of Muhammad

Shah's reign the affairs of Bhera, and the surrounding country

as far south as Shahpur, were administered by Raja Salaraat

Rai, a Khatri of the Anand clan ; that Khushab and its depend

encies were under the management of Nawab Ahmadyar Khan j

that the tracts lying to the south of the district, and along the

Chenab, formed part of the territory delegated to the charge

of Maharaja Kaura Mai, then Governor of Mooltan ; and that

Second or Afgfc&n the Thai formed part of the jdglr . of the descendants of the

Period. Rise of the Biloch founders of the two Deras. To this period succeeded

1 one of anarchy. The weakness of the Mughal government had

invited attack from without, and fostered insurrection within :

wave after wave of invasion for nearly thirty years poured

down over the defenceless country, and in tho intervals the

Sikhs made good every opportunity afforded them by the weak

ness of the government, to enrich themselves at the expense

of their more peaceable neighbours. The remote position of

this tract of country did not altogether save it from the calami

ties incident on suoh a stato of things. In the year 1757 a
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force under Nur-ud-dfn, Bamizai, deputed by Ahmad Shah to Chapter II.

assist his sou Timor in repelling the Mahrattas, crossing the Historr

river Jhelam at Khnshab, marched np the left bank of the river. Wn

The proceedings of this man may be taken as a type of the period. Ri»«otthe

excesses committed by the invading armies ; and some idea will Bikhi.

be formed of the amount of misery caused by these inroads.

N&r-ud-din, finding that the inhabitants would not pay the

large ransoms demanded of them, successively plundered and

laid waste with fire and sword three of the largest'towns of the

district. Two of these, Bhera and Miani, rose again on their

ruins, without however completely recovering the shock they

had sustained j but of the third, Ghak Sahnu, nothing remains

bnt a mound of earth and potsherds.

About this time Nawab Ahmadyar Khan died, and

Khnshab was added to the territory under the charge of Raja

Salamat Rai. But the latter had not held it many years before

he was treaoherously put to death by Abbas KhHn, Ehattak,

who held possession of the Salt range and Pind Dadan Khan

on the part of Ahmad Shah. Abbas Khan then seized Bhera ;

but his attempt to make himself master of the surrounding

country was foiled by the determination shown by the widow

of the murdered Qovernor, who shut herself up in the fort of

Chawa, while her nephew, following her example, held out in

his stronghold of Fatehgarh, olose to Bhera itself. These

events occurred in 1760 ; and before Abbas Khan had time to

subdue hi* opponents, he was himself thrown into prison as a

revenue defaulter, when the former status was restored, Fateh

Singh obtaining possession of the tract previously held by his

unclo, and Muhammad Nawaz Khan succeeding his father in

the government of the country north of the Jhelam,

After the final successes of the Sikh common-woalth against The Sikh oonqneat.

Ahmad Shah in 1767, the whofe of the Salt range was overrun

and appropriated by Chattar Singh of the Snkar Ohakia mill,

while the Bhangis taking possession of the ti act of country be

tween those hills and the Chenab, as far nearly as Sahiwal,

parcelled it oat among themselves after their usual fashion. The

division of the portion comprised within this district was as

follows : the zailt of Midh and Musa Chuha, as dependencies of

Kadirabad, were retained as their own share by Ganda Singh and

Jhanda Singh, the leaders of the misl. Miani was assigned to

Tara Singh, and Bhera with Ahmedabad fell to the lot of Man

Singh, from whom they passed in 1769 to Dhanna Singh and

Charat Singh of the same confederacy.

The Muhammadau chieftains of Sahiwal, Mitha Tiwana independent

and Khnshab had some time previously assumed independence, chieftain*

and, though hard pressed, were able generally to resist the

encroachments of their new neighbours, the Sikhs. South of

the Jhelam, however, the Bhangis had succeeded in wresting

from Muhammad Khan of Sahiwal the greater part of his
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Chapter II. possessions ; bat after the chief'B death, his son Fateh Khan

History. drove out the Sikhs, and by degrees established his authority

Independent over nearly the whole of the tract afterwards included in the

chieftain*. Shahpur tahsil. Bat these changes brought no repose ; might

was the only test of right; and, in the absence of any general

controlling authority, the country became a prey to the ambition

of rival chiefs struggling for supremacy. It would be tedious

and profitless to record all this petty warfare. Only those

occurrences need be mentioned from which permanent changes

of possession resulted.

Across the river Jbelam the Tiwanas under Malik Sher

Khan made themselves masters of Nfirpur and the surrounding

country, and after the death of Qui Jahannia of Warchha

succeeded in establishing a partial authority over the Awans

along the base of the Salt range. They also wrested Shekho-

wal and several other villages on the right bank of the Jhelam

from the Biloch Chief of Sahiwal. But the Malik's attempt

to reduce Khushab was unsuccessful, for although Lai Khan was

killed in the defence of the town, the Tiwanas were driven off,

and Jafir Khan, the deceased chieftain's son and successor,

thenceforth remained in possession, until Banjit Singh absorbed

the taluka into the rest of his dominions.

South of the Jhelam, as described above, the Bbangis had

possessed themselves of the whole Doab east of Shahpur j while

to the west of that place as far as Nihang the country owned

the authority of the Chief of Sahiwal. But in Shahpur itself,

{4 colony of Sayads, upder Ghulam Shah, established a semi-

independent authority, * and this they were allowed to retain

unmolested by their more powerful neighbours, owing doubtless

to the reverence in which they were held as the descendants of

a renowned saint. The remainder of the Doab, to the junction

of the two rivers, was held by the Sial Chiefs of Jhang, Izzat

Bakhsh Kehan, a powerful zamindar of those parts, being

their Deputy in Kalowal. Such was the status of possession

when the Sukar Chakia confederacy under Maha Singh began

to acquire the ascendanoy, and the. power of the Bhangis to

decline. The subsequent history of the district consists of a

series of encroachments on the part of Maha Singh and his

renowned son Ranjit Singh, until the whole country was incor

porated with the dominions of the latter.

Bias of fianjft By the deaths of Sardars Jhanda Singh and Ganda Singh,

SlDB». the Bhangi coufederacy was left without a head ; and Maha

Singh, having joined his forces to those of the Kanhia misl,

found no difficulty in making himself master of Kadirabad.'

By this event, which occurred in 1781, the talukds of Midh and

Musa fell into his hands, and two years after, he succeeded in

taking Miani and its dependencies from Tara Singh, Bhangi.

• The descendants of Ghulam Shah and his father Nathu Shah still hold

the greater part of the land in Shahpur and its neighbourhood.
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For some time now there was a pause in the tide of conquest. Chapter II-

Ten years after the event last recorded, Maha Singh died, -—

leaving his son Ranjft Singh, a hoy of thirteen years ; and it was , Hl8">ry.

long before the latter had sufficiently established his authority a*}S? °* *

round Lahore, to allow him to think of making conquests so

far from the capital. But the process of annexation though

slow was sure, and the wily young chief was never in want of

a pretext for adding to his possessions. Bhera was coveted,

and the reason assigned for interference in its affairs, was the

tyranny of Jodh Singh, who had succeeded to the family con

quests on the death of his father Dhanna Singh ; with this

plausible excuse, Ranjit Singh marched from Miani in 1803,

and having obtained possession of the fort by means of a

stratagem, the person of Jodh Singh was secured, and the

young Maharaja entered unopposed into possession of the

country lying on both sides of the river as far as Jbawari.

The next move was against the Biloch Chiefs of Sahiwal Conquest of 84U>

and Khushab. In 1804 Ranjit Singh had placed the former w41 M,d KhMh4b-

under contribution, and the tribute, which at first was almost

nominal, was afterwards raised to twelve thousand rupees a

year. The increased demand was not met with promptitude,

and this furnished the Maharaja with the pretext he was

in search of. Accordingly, in 1809, a force was organized,

and Ranjit Singh marched for Sahiwal. Having taken up

a* position at Mangowal, one march from that place, he

sent Sardar Attar Singh to bring the Biloch Chief to his

presence. But Fateh Khan, taught by experience, suspected

treachery, and excused himself from obeying the call. On

receiving, however, the Sardar's solemn assurance that no harm

should befall the boy, he sent his son Langar Khan with a

handsome offering to the camp of the Maharaja. To divert sus

picion, Ranjit Singh received the boy very graciously, and

having dismissed him with rich presents and the assurance of

his continued friendship for his father, he retraced his steps

and marched against Jafir Khan. Fateh Khan, falling into the

trap laid for him, dismissed his forces to their homes, and be

fore he had time to make fresh preparations for resistance,

Ranjit Singh, flushed with his success before Khushab of which

place he had made himself master after a siege of only eight

days, suddenly appeared before Sahiwal and took the place by

a coup-de-main. The chief was himself carried off a prisoner

to Lahore, and the new conquered territory given in jdgir to

the heir-apparent, Kharrak Singh. Thus fell Khushab and

Sahiwal ; and at the same time the smaller possessions of the

Shahpur Sayads and of Budh Singh, Bhangi, around Bakkhar,

were added to the rapidly increasing territory under the sway

of the Maharaja. In the year following, the talukds of Farnka

and Kalowal fell into his hands, together with the remainder

of the country which had been subject to the authority of the

Sial Chiefs of Jhang.
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Chapter II. There remained now -only the possessions o! the Maliks of

_rr~ Mitha Tiwana, and these, too, soon shared the common fate. A

u*n"TJ' yf6\\ equipped force was despatched against them under Misr

mSS'SSntir *>iw*n Ch*nd in 1816- The Tiwana Malik retired to Nfirpur,

in the heart of the Thai, thinking that the scarcity of water and

supplies might prevent the Sikh army from effecting its object.

But all obstacles disappeared before the energy of the Sikh

commander, who sank wells as he advanced, so that after a

time the Tiwanas, finding resistance hopeless, abandoned the

place and took refuge with their old enemy, the Nawab of Dera

Ismail Khan, who had not the generosity however to forget

their former rivalry in pity for the fallen fortunes of the Tiwana

Chiefs, but plundered them aod turned them out. After this,

for nearly two years, Malik Khan Muhammad and his sons

wandered from place to place, subsisting on the charity of their

neighbours ; but finding this kind of life insupportable, they

determined on making an attempt to recover their former pos

sessions. An appeal made to their fellow clansmen was heartily

responded to, and, at the bead. of this irregular force, they

appeared Huddenly before the walls of their native town. The

Sikh garrison, completely taken by surprise, abandoned the

place and fled, and the Maliks were once more masters of the land

of their ancestors. Their triumph was, however, but short

lived. In the early pant of 1818, the ousted Governor returned

with a strong force, and the Maliks were a second time com

pelled to fly. The possessions of the Tiwana Chiefs were then

given in jdgir to the famous Hari Singh, Nalwa, and were held

by him till his death at Peshawar on the 80th April 1837.

After history of tat The attempt made by Khan Muhammad served to convince

Tiwina family. Ranjit Singh that it would be bad policy to drive the Tiwanas

to desperation ; when therefore the Malik repaired to Eahore to

tender his submission he was well received, and a liberal pro

vision made for the support of the family. Villages on the left

bank of the Jhelam, yielding ten thousand rupeeB a year, were

assigned in jdgir, and several of the chief's relations and de

pendents were taken into the service of the State. Matters

remained in this state, the elders living quietly on their jdgir,

while the younger members of the family with their contingents

served with the army whenever called o.n to do so, till the death

of Hari Singh before Jamrud. In the interim the old Malik

Khan Muhammad, and his elder son Ahmadynr Khan had died,

and Malik Ehudayar Khan, the younger son, with his nephew

Kadir Bakhsh, were thus left as the representatives of the family.

The former had had the good fortune, some time before, to

place Raja Gul£b Sinpb under a deep obligation, which resulted

in a close friendship between them, and was the means of intro

ducing the Malik at Court, where, befriended by the Raja and

the latter's brother, the prime minister, Khudayax Khan and

his son, the well known Fateh Khan, soon rose to positions of

great favour.
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Fateh Khan was thus favourably situated when the news Chapter II.

of the death of Hari Singh reached Lahore. He lost no time n-~*~

in obtaining from his patron, in his own name, the farm of the History,

ancestral talukas of Mitha Tiwana ; and bis father dyiDg about ^wA^fS!*^

the same time, he was left the acknowledged head of the tribe. *

From this time till the unprovoked aggressions of the Sikh army

led to the first Sikh war, Fateh Khan took a prominent part in

the politics of the country, and his love of intrigue found ample

scope in the confusion into which the affairs of the State were

thrown after the deaths, in rapid succession, df Ranjit Singh,

his son and grandson. For some time Fateh Khan remained

faithful to the side of his patron Raja Dhian Singh, and reaped

the reward of his attachment in ever-increasing grants of terri

tory in farm. But ere long the prime minister was assassinated,

and suspicion of complicity in the deed having fallen on the

Malik, he retired to Banna to escape the vengeance of Raja

Hira Singh, the son of the murdered man. Soon after, emerg

ing from his retreat, the restless Malik created a diversion in

favour of Sardar Jawahar Singh, to whose party he had now

attached himself, by raising an insurrection in his native country

and making himself master of Mitha Tiwana ; but the expedition

failed, and Fateh Khan, being ejected from the town by a Sikh

force under Sardar Mangal Singh, was forced to take refage

in Bahawalpnr, where he remained, till the death of Hira Singh,

in 1844, allowed him to come forth from his asylum.

The rest of the Malik's story is soon told. Duiing Jawahar

Singh's brief tenure of power, Fateh Khan enjoyed unbounded

authority, the services of so unscrupulous a partisan being, in

the existing Btate of affairs, beyond price. But bad times were

coming for the Malik. His patron was put to death by the

Nath, succeeded to power, and were not slow in gratifying their

malice. He was called on to give an account of the revenues

of the large tracts of country of which he had held the manage

ment, and was brought in a defaulter to the extent of several

lakhs of rupees. Unable to meet this heavy demand, he was

thrown into prison, where he remained till Lieutenant (after

wards Sir Herbert) Edwardes, thinking he would be of use on

the frontier, obtained his liberation and ultimately, when the

Mooltan rebellion broke out, sent him to relieve Lieutenant

Taylor in the charge of Bannu. The Sikh troops soon after

broke out into open mutiny, and besieged Fateh Khan with

his Muhammadan levies in the fort The Malik held out

bravely, till the supply of water failed, when, seeing that the

defence could be no longer protracted, he came out and was

shot down while boldly challenging the best man of the Sikhs

to meet him in single combat.

When this occurred, Malik Fateh Sher Khan, the son of

Fateh Khan, and Malik Sher Muhammad Khan, the son of the

deceased Malik's first cousin Kadir Bakhsb, were serving under
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Chapter II- Major Edwardes' orders before Mooltan. Both did good service ;

the former remaining with Major Edwardes, while the latter was

A*t*v^ * detached to follow on the tracks of the Banna force then in full

theT^foafomiiy? marcQ fco i°'n Sher Singh, and to endeavour to restore order in

his native district. In the execution of this commission, Sher

Muhammad Khan drove out the Sikh garrisons, and made him

self master in rapid succession of the principal towns and strong

holds in this part of the country beginning with Mitha Tiwana

and ending with Sahiwal ; and added to his other services, by

collecting a portion of the revenue and remitting it to Major

Taylor, who was then employed in restoring order along the

frontier. Nor must the services of Malik Sahib Khan, the uncle

of Sher Mnhammad Khan and a gallant member of this family,

be forgotten. He too served with Major Edwardes' Irregulars,

and was afterwards employed with Sardar Langar Khan of

Sfthiwal and others, in putting to flight the force headed by the

rebel Bhai Maharaj Singh, and in reducing Chiniot. In short,

this family has always shown itself actively loyal in seasons of

disturbance, and it is only in times of peace, when the naturally

jealous dispositions of its members have full play, that their

internal feuds render them a source of annoyance to all around

them.

After the fall of Mooltan and the overthrow of the Sikhs at

Gujrat, the Tiwana Maliks had time to look about them. They

knew that they were to be rewarded, but the question was, who

was to receive the lion's share as the head of the tribe ? Sher

Muhammad Khan claimed the turban, as the descendant of the

elder branch, while Fateh Sher Khan rested his title on the

acknowledged pre-eminence of his father, Fateh Khan. The

dispute was eventually settled through the mediation of friends.

It was decided that in point of rank they should be on an

equality one with the other, and that in all the material

benefits that might accrue to them as representatives of the

tribe, both should share alike, and this agreement has since

been acted on.

The Tiwana Maliks were well rewarded. Soon after

annexation they preferred a claim to a fourth of the revenues of

the Ndrpur and Mitha Tiwana talukas and in consideration of

their loyalty and good services, the claim was admitted, and

villages yielding Rs. 6,000 a year were granted in jdgir to

each, to be held by them and their heirs in perpetuity. In

addition to these grants, life pensions of Rs. 6,000 and

Rs. 3,240 were conferred respectively on Maliks Fateh Sher

Khan and Sher Muhammad Khan ; a pension of Rs. 480 a year

was, at the same time, granted to Malik Sahib Khan. Lastly

for their services during the mutinies, the Maliks obtained the

following rewards : Maliks Fateh Sher Khan and Sahib Khan

Mtejdgira of twelve hundred rupees each, and Malik Sher

Muhammad Khan one of six hundred rupees. To these
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substantial gifts was annexed the moon coveted and highly Chapter II.

prized title of Khan Bahadur. —

History.

It is now time to return to Sardar Fateh Khan of Sfthiwalj History of the

who was left a prisoner at Lahore. In accordance with his usnal 8*Mw*l chief*,

custom, Banjit Singh after a while released his prisoner, giving

him ajdqir first in Jhang and then in Ahmadabad, near Pind

Dadan Khan, stipulating, however, that Fateh Khan was to

remain at Court. But, after a life of independence, the Biloch

Chief was ill-fitted to play the courtier, his proud spirit chafed

at the confinement, and, like the Tiwana Malik, he was tempted

to strike a blow for independence. He applied to the Nawab of

Mankera for assistance. The request was favourably enter

tained, and the two chiefs, with their combined forces, actually

started to attempt the recovery of Sahiwal. But fear of the

consequences to himself of failure overcame the Nawab's desire

to assist his fellow clansman, and abandoning Fateh Khan to

his fate, he precipitately retreated to his stronghold of Mankera.

Fateh Khan, seeing that he had committed himself beyond

power of recall, and that now he had nothing to hope for from

Ranjit Singh, fled to Mooltan, and soon after took "refuge in

Bahawalpur, where he died in 1819.

Langar Khan, the son of the deceased chief, a lad of four*

teen years of age, was left a pensioner on the bounty of the Nawab,

and remained at Bahawalpur till 1622, when Banjit Singh hear

ing, while on a visit at Mooltan, that Fateh Khan was dead, sent

for Langar Khan, and gave him a jdgir of two thousand rupees

a jear with a personal allowance of three rupees a day. The

jdgir was afterwards (in 1888) increased to three thousand

rupees, and the allowance to five rnpees a day. Langar Khan

with his men formed part of the Sikh contingent which, nnder

Captain (afterwards Sir H.) Lawrence, accompanied General

McCaskill's division in Pollock's advance on Kabul. Langar

Khan also served with distinction under Major Edwardes' orders

during the Mooltan rebellion. After annexation, as a reward for

these services, the family jdgir valued at three thousand rupees

a year, was released in perpetuity, and a life pension of twelve

hundred rupees granted to Langar Khan. This Chief died in

1853, and was followed to his grave in 1862 by the eldest of his

three sons Muhammad Haiat Khan.

There is yet one set of circumstances to be referred to, and I**n»b* family,

then the early history of the principal families of this part of

the country may be said to be complete. It will be remembered

that on Ahmad Shah's final retirement, the Sukar Chakias,

under the grandfather of Ranjft Singh, possessed themselves of

the greater part of the Salt range. The status in this respect

remained undisturbed till 1827, when the members of this
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Chapter II. his favourites ; the Sun taloka falling to the share of Hari

— Singh, by whom it was held till his death in 1887. On the

History. occurrence of this event, it was given by the Maharaja to

The Umbafami-j^ oH friend &nd playfeii'ow> alld afterwards one of the

most successful of his Generals, Sardar Gurmukh Singh, Lamba,

and it was one of the few gifts of which this brave old man

had not been despoiled by the envy and hatred of the Jammu

family when we took the country. Tbe majority of the villages

constituting the taluka were then resumed, but the estato of

Nanshahra worth rather more than four thousand rupees a year,

was released in perpetuity. Sardar Gurmukh Singh died in

1853, and was succeeded by his son, Attar Singh.

The Mutiny. The following account of the events of 1857 is taken from

the Punjab Mutiny Report. Shahpnr was then the head

quarters of the customs line in connection with the Salt range.

Mr. Wright, the Colleotor of Customs, brought to the assistance

of Mr. Ouseley, Deputy Commissioner, a very valuable rein

forcement in the shape of 100 of the men of the preventive

service, who being all armed and natives of the Punjab or else

Pathans, created a valuable counterpoise to the mutinous

company of the 46th Native Infantry, which formed the treasury

guard. The transit of the 89th Native Infantry through the

district on their way from Jhelam to Dera Ismail Khan caused

a panic amongst the people of Shahpur. Strange rumours

began to circulate about these men, valuables were buried,

people became unsettled, and the Commanding Officer of the

regiment feared to come through Shahpnr while the company

of the 46th was there, expressing a hope that Mr. Ouseley had.

not much treasure under his care. On the evening of the 22nd

May a strong guard of police marched into the treasury with

three European officers of the station, and took possession of all

the surplus money, amounting to Rs. 2,50,000. Part of this

was forthwith sent towards Jhelam and part towards Dera Ismail

Khan. Dnder orders which were subsequently received the

Jhelam consignment was recalled ; but the move which took

it in the first instance from the 46th was a most ably planned

one, as the Hindustani troops were at the same time turned

out of the treasury fort, which was garrisoned by the police

battalion, fortified and provisioned, and a well sunk to supply

drinking water.

At one time the villages of the Bar were said to be in an

unquiet state. Mr. Ouseley posted ten police horse on the con

fines of the tract of land so-called, and as no mutiny of the

sepoys took place in the district, the wild tribes remained

peaceful even when their brethren in the Mooltan division broke *

out. The mutiny of a portion of the 9th Irregular Cavalry

affected this country so far as that it called out the Deputy

Commissioner, two or three of the customs officers, and a number

of the police. The mutineers were pursued by the police ; the
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soldiery and district officers of five or six districts were on their Chapter II.

trail and gave them no rest nntil Captain Hockin came up with tt-"T"

them in the Jhang district anil oat them up. A Hindustani J* jfj01^"
clerk in the customs office was detected in an attempt to unite Mutiny.

Hindus and Mnhammadans against onr Government. He was

apprehended, convicted and punished.

A force of local levies was raised, thus affording vent to the

warlike spirit of the martial tribes of the district who chafed at

inaction, and probably wonld have fretted as had not a legiti

mate object been given them on whioh to spend their strength.

Of these levies upwards of 1,000 horse were raised from among

the Tiwauas alone ; and Mr. Oaseley describes his relief at their

Probably there is no district in the Punjab the territorial

limits and constitution of which have undergone so many changes

as that of Shahpur. At annexation, the whole of the Chaj

Do&b, from the boundary of the Jammn territory to the j a notion

of the rivers Jbelam and Chenab, was placed under the charge

of Mr. E. C. Bayley, and administered by him as one district.

Bat the charge was found too extensive. Accordingly, in

June of the same year (1849), this tract of country was divided

and formed into the two districts of Gujrat and Shahpur ; the

latter comprising the four hdrddrships of Miani, Bhera, Sahiwal

and Kadirpur, to which were added the three lowest zails of the

kdrddrthip of Kadirabad, viz., Midh, Ahmadnaggar and Kalowal

on the Chenab. As time wore on, however, and onr acquaint

ance with tho newly conquered country became closer, defects

were discovered in the first apportionments of territory into

circles of administration, and in respect to Shahpur and the

surrounding districts speedily led to changes. The first took

place in 1851, when the whole tahsil of Kadirpur Was transferred

to Jhang, on the ground that the talnkia of which it was com

posed had always been subordinate to that place, that it was

more conveniently situated with respect to the head-quarters of

that district, and that the inhabitants were chiefly Sials, closely

connected with others of the same tribe in Jhang. For some

what similar reasons, the taluka of Khushftb was made over to

Shahpur from Leiah, from the commencement of the financial

year 1853-54, and the following year saw the transfer back to

this district of the Faruka ilaka.

The district now consisted of the three tahsfls of Bhera, Con»titution of the

Sahiwal, and Kalowal, of which all but the narrow strip made di*tri^t in 1853-64

up of the trans-Jhelam pargandt of Khushab, Girot and Jaura, 931 1 8rs* er"

attached to the S&hiwal tahsil, were situated between that river

and the Chenab. Presently, however, further .additions were

made to the district. Early in the year 1857, as the Chief

Commissioner was marching across tne Sind-Sagar Doab, the

leading men of Mitha Tiwana came to him in a body proving
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Chapter II. that the talxiha miyrlit be transferred to Shahpar ; urging as

Hiitnrv their reason for desiring the change the great distanoe from the

„ head-quarters of their own district (Leiah), and the compara-
Constitntion of the .. 1 . .. . OL , m, * ,. . r , ,

district in 1853-64 *lve proximity of Shahpur. The application was favourably

and thereafter. entertained, and the transfer took place from the commence

ment of that financial year. A still more important revision

of territorial jurisdictions was madeduringthis year. A difficulty

had always been experienced in providing for the effectual

administration of that portion of the Sind-Sagar Uoab which

lay within a radius of 50 miles from Kalabagh. Circumstances

originally led to the selection of Rawalpindi, Jhelam, and Leiah

as sites for statious, and between these plaoes the intervening

territory was parcelled out in 1848 as best it might be ; but soon

it became apparent that they were far too remotely Bituated to

allow of the exercise from them of an efficient control over

this tract ; and a proposition to create a fourth district having

been negatived on the score of expense, the result, as regards

this district, was the transfer to it from Jhelam of the following

talukds and villages :—

The whole of taluka Sun ... 19 villages.

alt )

range.

In (he Salt , o Khabakki 6

.Part of „ Nurpur Sohti ... 4

of „ Jabbi ... ... 8

] The whole of „ My4l 13

.Part of „ Pakkhar 4

South of f The whole of „ Katha 5

ditto.
Part of „ Ahmadabad 6

A fourth tahafl

Final changes.

In all sixty-five villages, paying a revenue of nearly a

lakh of rupees.

Those extensive additions to the area of the district trans-

Jhelam, having rendered the creation of a fourth tahsil on that

side of the river absolutely necessary, the recently transferred

tract were formed into a new fiscal division, which received the

name of the Jaba tahsfl from the small village of that name in

the Salt range, where the head-quarters were established.

From this time the limits of the district remained unaltered till

the year 1861, when the revision of establishments lad to the

• absorption of the Kalowal tahsil, and the distribution of its vil

lages between the Bhera and Chiniot tahsils"; the latter a sub-

collectorate of the Jhang district. The last and most import

ant changes were carried out in 1862, when the taluka of

Nurpur in the Thai was received from Bannu, the Pakkhar

taluka, extending from Sakesar to Nikki, was out off and at

tached to the Mianwali tahsil of that district, and the remainder '
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of the Jaba tahsil lying north of the Salt range was transfer- Chapter II.

red to Jhelam. These interchanges of territory between Shah-

pur and the surrounding districts necessitated a complete re

modelling of the interior fiscal divisions, which was effeoted by

forming the whole of the country still attached to the district

trans-J helam into one tahsil, the head-quarters being moved to

Khnshab ; and by the transfer from the Bhera to the Sahiwal

tahsil of an equivalent for the villages whioh had been added to

the former on the breaking-up of the Kalowal tahsil, as described

above; at the same time, as Sahiwal was now no longer centrical,

the head-quarters of that tahsil were removed to Shahpur.

In 1877-78 the following villages were transferred from the Subsequent changei,

Shahpur to the Gujranwala district : —

(1) Thadda Mullahanwala,

(2) Barj Fatto,

(8) Chhani Saltan,

(4) Chhani Bafimat KhaD,

(5) Chhani Mir Mohamad,

(6) Barj Ghaag,

and in 1880-81 the two villages, Burj Rabma and Bnrj Jaw$ya,

were transferred to Gnjfanwaia. to which district they originally

belonged, but had been cut off and attached to this in 1877-78.

Some conception of the development of the distriot since Development stags

it came into our hands may be gathered from Table No. II, annexation,

which gives some of the leading statistics for five-yearly periods,

so far as they are available ; while most of the other tables

appended to this work give ' comparative figures for the last few

years. In the case of Table No. II, it is probable that the

figures are not alwayB strictly comparable, their basis not being

the same in all oases from one period to another, put the figures

may be accepted as showing in general terms the nature and

extent of the advance made. So far as statistics go, it may

be summed up briefly as follows. In the Jast half oentury the

population of the distriot has doubled ; the area under cultiva

tion and the area under irrigation have trebled ; the number of

cattle, sheep and goats has more than doubled, while the number

of camels is probably much the same as it was ;• roads have

been made throughout the district, and it is now crossed by

a railway ; prices of agricultural produce have more than

doubled. Yet the land- revenue has only been raised from about

four lakhs to six, and the value of the proprietary rights in the

land, which at annexation was practically nil, is now about

three crores of rupees.

The following table shows the Deputy Commissioners who

have held charge of the district since annexation with the

period of their charge omitting periods of less than three

months :—
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Deputy

Mftj. W. C. Birch

„ G. E. Rollings ...

Mr. Gore Ouseley

„ D. C. MacDabb ...

Capt. J. B. Smyly

H. J. Hawes

W. G. Davies ...

J. W. H. Johnstone

E. P. Gurdon ...

E. C. Corbyn

B. P. Nisbet

Col. H. A. Dwyer

Capt. E. C. Corbyn ...

Mr. J. Friielle

Lt.-Col. E. C. Corbyn...

Mr. J. W. Gardiner ...

„ J. Wileon

„ M. P. O'Dwyer ...

„ J. Wilson

Capt. V. W. Egcrtou ...

Mr. J. Wilson

„ A. Bridges

Dato of assuming

charge.

Annexation

Si h January 1853

3! it May J856

10th March 1860

21st August 1861

26th December 1861

26th July 1862

12th December 1867

27th May 1870

11th November 1870

Oth March 1872

2nd December 1872

27th March 1871!

13th December 1870

ICth January 1882

26th Febraaiy 1884

22nd October 1886

19th July 1888

18th December 1888

14th April 18S0

29th October 1890

1st December 1893

Date of relinquish-

ing charge,

25th December 1852

80th May 1856

6th Match 1860

20th August 1S61

25th Jnly 1862

11th December 1867

16th May 1870

10th November 1870

8th March 1872

1st December 1872

36th March 1876

9th September 1879

15th January 1882

25th February 1884

21st October 1886

18th July 1888

17th December 1888

13th April 1890

28th October 1890

30th November 1893

Total

period of

is

38

34

38

1-4

e-3

0-7

55

24

05

See below.

0-7

33

See below.

21

68

27

See below.

0-4

See below.

0-6

61

Of the early officers those who are beat remembered are

Mr. Gore Ouseley, who conducted the first regular settlement

of the cis-Jhelam tract and held charge of the district daring

the Mutiny, and Captain (now Sir W. G.) Davies who completed

the first regular settlement of the Khushab taheil, re-organised

the whole system of the revenue administration, constructed

many of the roads, encouraged the excavation of canals, and

improved the towns. Several villages have been named after

him, and of all its English rulers, he has left the strongest

impress on the district.
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SECTION A.-STATISTICAL.*

Table No. V gives separate statistics, for each tahsil and for Chapter III, A.

the whole district, of the total area (cultivated, culturable and statistcal

cropped), of the total population (urban and rural), of its Distributi - fdistribution over area, of the inhabited villages classified accord-...:" O

ing to the population they contain, and lastly of the number of

occupied houses and resident families, which are given separately

for towns and villages. The number of occupied houses in each

town is given in Table No. XLIII. Their total population was

as follows in 1891 :

Name of town. Total. Males. Females.

Mini ... ... ... ... 7,149 3,590 3,559

Bhera ... - - - 17,428 8,979 8,449

Shahpur town ... - - 6,337 3,200 3,187

Shahpur civil lines ... - 2,896 1,932 964

Sáhiwál ... - - - 9,210 4,550 4,660

Khushāb ... ... ... ... 9,832 5,032 4,800

The statistics for the district as a whole give the following

figures:- -

Census of

- 1881 1891.

- - Persons ... 87-76 89'3

Percentage of total population who live in villages - {Males ... 87-97 sort

Females ... 87-52 89°n

Average rural population per village - - - - -- 630

Do. total population per village and town ... “442 699

Number of villages per 100 square miles - - ‘‘‘, ..." ... '14 15

Total area Total population ... 90 104
ul o - ££ 51 93

Density of population per Jr.,,1, otal population 4 501#. mile of Cultivated area ... {#£ # #

otal population ... 15
. Culturable area ... { Rural populatio ... 94 142

Number of resident families per occupied house {Y:" - : # #

Number of persons per occupied house - :* : # #

Number of persons per resident family ... ... :* ... : : # #

*The remarks in this section are taken principally from the Census Report

of 1891, and refer to the statistics tof that year.
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Chapter III, A. The total population of the district and its density per

Statistical TP— *^ cultivated area at different periods will be seen

Distribobio'nof from the following table :—

Inoreritt per cent.
Total

Density per

square

Date of Cennu Population.
cultivation,

square

mile*.

mile of

cnlti-

Tation.

Since laet Per

1865 »•• ■ •«• ■■■ 303,700 ... ... 476 636

1868 ,.. ... ... 868,288 22 1-7 662 556

1881 ... 421,608 14 11 820 614

18B1 - •••.* .•• 498,688 17 1-7 986 501

Cultivation has increased so much more rapidly than

popnlation that at each successive Census, although the total

population has shown a large increase, the density per square

mile of cultivation has been less than at the previous Census ;

and when the great development of irrigation from wells, canals

and embankments is taken into acoount, it is clear that the pros

perity of the district as measured by the amount of produoe

per head of population has experienced a great and steady

increase.

"The distribution of the population over the different

physical divisions of the district will be seen from the following

statoment:—

: Dtntity of population

ptr iquart milt if

Tract.

Total area.
Cultivated

area.

Chenab valley ... ... ... ... ... 189 488

Bar upland '•• ••• 66 603

Jhelam valley ••* ... ... ... ... 261 655

Ara well tract ... ... ... **• ... 93 336

Thai desert ... ... ... ... ... 16 511

Uohir 70 878

Salt range 103 478

Total district 104 601

The figures for density per square mile of total area show

how much denser the population is in the Jhelam and Chenab

river valleys with their facilities for cultivation than in the

dry uplands, the Jhelam valley having a density, of 261 per

square mile, or about the same as that .for the districts of Lahore
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and Karnál, while the Bár upland has only 55, and the Thal

desert only 16 persons to the square mile. The Thal comprises

more than a fifth of the total area of the district, but contains

little more than a thirtieth of the population.

The density per square mile of cultivated area is highest

in the Bár upland, where the population still depend more on

the produce of their great herds of cattle than on their fields,

and very high even in the Thal desert with its shepherd

population. In the Jhelam valley with its large agricultural

villages it is 555 per square mile, or as high as for the

Ludhiána district, or the old Delhi division. It is lowest of

all in the Ara well tract, where less than half the area under

cultivation produces a crop in a year, and in the Mohár tract,

where also large areas are left unsown in dry years. No part

of the district can be said to be over-populated. Captain

Davies at last settlement dwelt upon what he considered to be

the over-population of the Salt range, but notwithstanding

the increase of population since he wrote, the density per

square mile of cultivation in that tract is only 473, which is less

than that for the whole district and less than that for the whole

Punjab; and seeing that the cultivated land of the Salt range

is exceptionally fertile, it cannot be said that the population there

is excessively over-crowded.

The proportion of rural population to total population

increased from 87.8 per cent in 1881 to 89.3 per cent in 1891,

so that the population of the villages is increasing faster than

that of the towns. The same fact may be stated in another

way. The population of the present six towns increased from

48,855 in 1881 to 52,852 in 1891, an increase of only 8 per

cent against an increase of 17 per cent in total population.

The gradual growth in the size of villages is shown by the

following figures:

NUMBER of Towns AND

VILLAGEs.

Population.

In 1881. In 1891.

Over 10,000 souls -- - 1. 1

5,000 to 10,000 ... ... ... ... ..... ... 4 7

3,000 to 5,000 ... ... ... ... ... ... 9. 13

2,000 to 3,000 ... ... ... ... ... ... 20 26

1,000 to 2,000 ... -- - - ** * - - - 71. 85

500 to 1,000 ... ... ... ... ... ... 144: 157

200 to 500 ... - - - - 210 205

Under 200 - - •- -- - 198 212

----}-=

Total inhabited villages - 657 706

Uninhabited estates ... ... . 132

ToTAL *** -- 838

Chapter III, A.

Statistical,

Distribution of

population.

Distribution over

towns and villages.
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Statistical.

DWrtbuUon

III. A- The number of Tillages of each sise, exoept those below 500

in population, has inoreased considerably, whioh shows tbat the

increase of population has been pretty evenly distributed over all

er sizes of villages. The number of inhabited villages and towns

has increased from 657 to 706, and the average population per

town or village from 642 to 699, which is much above the

average for the Province (509). It must be noted, however, that

many of these so-called " villages " are in reality very large

estates or townships, and that their population is often not collect*

ed in one " village " in the English sense of the term, muoh of it

being found in hamlets situated at some distance from the

parent village. This is especially the oase with the large estates

m the Moh&r at the foot of the Salt range, where the parent

village is generally found olose to the foot of the hill with

Beveral outlaying hamlets up on the hill or but on the plain, all

within the boundaries of the estate and, therefore included in

the " vilage " for Census purposes. Again, in the river valleys

it is common for the owners of a well situated, some distance from

the village to build huts at the well, and practioally to live

there with their cattle. So that the population is not so closely

grouped together as would appear from the high average per

village. In the Bar and Thai, however, although the pastoral

people wander considerable distances from the village with their

cattle, it is not usual for them to establish a fixed residence

away from the village, and their homes aro, as a rule, closely

grouped together into comparatively large villages.

From Abstract No. 77 of the Punjab Census Report of

1891 it appears that the Shahpur district attracts a smaller

proportion of immigrants than do most districts of the Province ;

for the percentage of persons born in the district to its total

population was 92 6 in 1891 (in 1881 it was 937), while for the

whole Province the similar percontago was only 88 per cent, in

1881 and 87 per cent, in 1891. The total number of f

compares as follows : —

and

Goons.

Total immigrants.

Both sexes. Males. Females.

iflax ... ... ... ... ... ... 26,141 13,903

17,414

12,288

19,264LSQ1 ... ... •■• • ■• ... ... .86,678

the number of immigrants has

among them the proportion, of

It is to be noticed that

greatly increased, and that

females to males has greatly increased. Of the total number

of immigrants bnly 1,061 came from outside the Punjab, and

only 287 from outside India, so that apparently Shahpur has

no strong attraction for foreigners.
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Migration »«rd

Taking now only the figures for migration between Chapter 1H» A-

Sbahpur and other districts within the Province, it appears

from Abstract No. 79 Appended to the Punjab Census Report

. that while Shahpur got 85,61 7 immigrants from those districts, it birthfpkce

Bent them out-36,927, a net loss by migration of 1,310, or about lation.

'3 per cent, of the total population. Table No. Vl gives a

detail of this migration by districts ; from which it appears that

Shahpur has received more immigrants than emigrants from the

neighbouring districts of Jhelam, Jhang, Gujrat and Gujran-

wata, aa well as to a small extent from oialkot, and has given

more than it has received to each of the other districts of the

Province. The figures may be abstracted as follows

DltTSICT*.

Total. Malaa. Femalei, Total. Femalea.

Jhelam, Jbaog, Gojrit

and Gnjranwala.

30,475

6,203

13,791

8,623

16,684

2,590

20,276

16,651

8,022

10,395

12,254

Other district* of the

Proyince.

8,768

It appears from this abstract that about five-sixths of the

immigrants into Shahpur came from the four adjoining districts

named, and that four-sevenths of. the emigrants have gone to

those districts. It is also to be noticed that in the case both of

the immigrants from, and emigrants to, those four districts the

number of females is largely in excess of the males, indioating

that the charaoter of the migration is largely what has been

described as " reciprocal," and is much of it due to exchange

of women in marriage between the districts ; whereas in the

base of the other districts of the Province the number of males

is much larger than the number of females among the immigrants

and ib nearly double the number of females among the emigrants,

indicating the temporary character of the migration, consisting,

as it largely does, of males who have gone afield in search of

employment, leaving their women and children at home. There

was nothing markedly abnormal iu the state of the district at

the Census of 1891 ; the harvest was everywhere good and

fodder plentiful and the people were very few of them away

from home except those employed in the army and other occu

pations outside the district ; and there were no great works

going on in the district to attract labourers from outside. So

that the population was normal except in one resppct. viz., that

owing to the devastation caused by locusts in the Jhelam

district to the north, a considerable number bf residents of

Jhelam had come into this district temporarily in search of
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Chapter ID, A. The large excess of immigration over emigration (1 0,1 99) for

;7TT the adjoining districts of Jhelatn, J hang, Gnjrat. and Gujranwala

Btausucai- already noticed is no doubt mainly due to the rapid development

btitb?pUoe>of popu- °* cultivation and irrigation in the Shahpur district since 1870,

- ■ which has attracted numerous new settlers from those districts.

At first they .would leave their women-folk behind, but gradually

as they settled down they would send for their wives End

daughters, and get new wives for their sons from near the old

home. So that the numbers and population of the female immi

grants would increase, and this the figures show to have actually

happened.

According to the different enumerations of the population

which have been made since the district oame under British

rnle, the total number of persons in the district and in each

tahsil has been as follows. (The boundaries of the district and

of the various tahsils are practically the same as they were in

1668 and 1881, the only change being that between 1868 and

1 881, an area of 8 square miles with a population of 508 persons

was cut off from Bhera and transferred to Gujranwala district,

and that since 1881 a further area of less than a square mile

with a population of 92 persons was also transferred from Bhera

tahsil to Gujranwala) :—

Increase of popa-

.Tahsil.

Total population in iNCSEASI HB CENT. BITWIIN

1856 1868

and

1881.

1881

and1665. 1888. 1881. 1891. and

1868. 1891.

Bhera ... 139,219 167,260 195,586 20 17

Bhahpar ... 103,607 122,633 146,376 18 19

Ehnahab ... 125,462 131,616 151,627 6 15

Total District 802,700 368,288 421,606 493,588 82 14 17

• For the district as a whole the population has been in

creasing at a rapid rate ever since 1855, and is now returned as

nearly two-thirds as much again as it was 36 years ago. The

rate of increase shows no signs of diminishing and is indeed

considerably higher for the last 10 years than for the previous

13. For the last 10 years the percentage of increase has

been much the same for all three tahsils, but if we take the last

23 years together, the rate of increase has been nearly double

in Bhera and Shahpur what it has been in the Khushab tahsil,

so that while in 1868 Khushab tahsil contained 34 per cent, of
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the total population of the district, it now contains only 31 per Chapter III, A.

cent. The reason of this, no doubt, is the great development of "7""

irrigation from canals and wells which has taken place in the StatUUflal.

cisJhelam tahslls of Bhera and Shahpur, and has attraoted latioJTMe ptopu"

population from the more arid Khushab tahsil, as well as from

outside the district.

According to the birth and death statistics the number of Source* of in-

births reoorded during the ten years 1881 to 1890, inclusive, was 1

169,401 and the number of deaths 117,846, giving an average

annual birth-rate of 87 per thousand, and death-rate of 26 per

thousand, and a net increase from this cause of 51,555 persona.

The statistics are not qnite trustworthy, as probably many

births and deaths escape registration, but they are certainly

not exaggerated and probably the number of unregistered deaths

is comparatively small, the defect being chiefly in the registra

tion of births and especially of female births (the total number of

female births for the ten years is only 78,919 against 90,482

male births). According to the statistics for birth-place

already quoted, the number of persons born out of the district

but resident in it was 26,141 in 1881, and is now 36,678, a

gain of 10,537 persons by immigration in the ten years. Yet

as already stated the figures in Abstract No. 79 appended to the

Punjab Census Report show that as between the Shahpur district

and the other districts of the Punjab, Shahpur showed in 1891

a net loss by migration of 1,310, so that apparently the increase

of total population between 1881 and 1891 cannot be largely

due to excess of immigration over emigration. We are thus

foroed to the conclusion that the birth statistics are defective to

a serious extent. If we take the female births as having in

reality been equal to the male births, this will give an increase on

the ten years' figures of 11,563 births, and make the excess of

births over deaths for the ten years 63,118, while the actual in

crease in population is 72,080, leaving 8,962 still unaccounted for.

The difference is probably partly due to further defects in the

number of births registered, and partly to excess of immigration

over emigration during the ten years. The net result is an

increase of 17 per cent, in the Census period. It is probable

that the population of the district will continue to increase, but

not at the same rapid rate ; for, although cultivation and irri

gation are still being developed, the superior attraction of

the Chenab Canal in Gojranwala and Jhaug is likely to divert

the stream of migration to those districts. On the other hand,

bo soon ns the Jhelam Canal is opened for thd irrigation of the

Bhera Bar, Shahpur will again experience a sudden inflow of

immigrants and increase of population. At present there is no

likelihood of the districts becoming over-populated, according to

the ordinary Indian standard, though it is unfortunate that the

people cannot secure for their posterity the higher standard of

comfort within their reach, but will multiply till they red ace

the standard again nearly to what it was before.
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Ill, A. Table No. XI shows the total number of births and deaths

' . registered in the district for the years 1886 to 1895, and the

diseases from whioh most of the deaths resulted. The distribu-

tion of the total deaths from all causes aud of the deaths from

fever over the twelve months daring the last five years of this

Eeriod is shown in Tables XI A and XI B. Further details as to

irthsand deaths registered in individual towns will be found in

Table XLIV.

The returns of births and deaths in villages, which are

furnished by poorly paid and illiterate village watchmen, are

by no means accurate, though they are gradually improving

in accuracy. They always fall short of the truth, and this is

especially the case with the returns of births and particularly

of female births. This is evident from the fact that aocording

to the returns the average number of male births per annum

for the ten-year period ending 1895 was 9,410, while the aver-

age number Of female births was only 8,196. Probably the

actual number of female births was almost equal to that of

the male births, in whioh oase no fewer than 12,140 female

births remained unregistered in the ten years. The figures as

they stand giye on the population of 1891 an average annual

birth-rate of 36 per thousand ; the real figure was almost

certainly 88 and probably 39 or 40 per thousand j and seeing

that, notwithstanding two epidemcs or cholera and one very bad

fever year, the average death-rate was only 27 per thousand, it

follows that the population is still increasing at the average

rate of over 10 per thousand per annum.

Variations in the The annual birth-rate shows variations according to the

natnre of tbe preceding seasons. It was lowest in 1888 (30 per

thousand) after the serious drought aud scarcity of 1886-87 ;

and in 1893 (30 per thousand) after the fatal epidemics of

cholera and fever in 1892. The rabi crops of 1893 and 1894

were both bumpers, and the birth-rates of 1894 and 1895 were

the highest yet recorded, being respectively 43 and 46 per

thousand per annum. The death-rate also varies very much

aocording to the season, and especially according to the amount

of the autumn rains. It was very low in 1886 (19 per

thousand), and in that year the monsoon rains were much below

average ; and again in 1895 (20 per thousand), another dry

year. It was high in 1888 (83 per thousand) which was a dry

year, but suffered from a cholera epidemic which carried off 8

per thousand of the population ; and excessively high in 1892 (56

per thousand) during which year a cholera epidemic in the sum

mer carried off 6 per thousand of the population, and heavy

autumn rains caused a severe epidemic of fever which carried off

87 per thousand of the population. As Mr. Muclagan remarks in

his Census Report of 1891, unusual mortality is generally due

to water. The spread of cholera is greatly due to a Scarcity of

drinking water which renders the few sources of water-supply

liable to speedy contamination ; and the prevalence of fever is
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almost always due to excessive rain. It does not seem to be Chapter III. A.

caused by heavy floods in the rivers. After the record flood in statistical

the Jhelam of July 1898 which covered the country for v.: th

a distance of 10 miles from the ordinary channel of the bit':

river, a severe epidemic of fever was expected, yet the rates.

autumn remained healthy and the death-rate of 1893 was below

average (only 26 per thousand).

Cholera, though very deadly when it does come, on the Diseases.

average of the ten years has only carried off 1 per thousand

of the population per annum. Small-pox though always pre

sent is even less of a scourge. The most fatal diseases are

those classed under the head of fevers, to which on an average

of years 17 per cent. of the population fall victims and which

in 1892 carried off no fewer than 37 per thousand of the

population.

The most healthy months are February, March and April**y.

before the great heat begins, and July and August before the

nights get chill after the rains. May and June, the hottest

and driest months, are on the average unhealthy, because of the

chance of cholera, which is most deadly in those months.

But the most fatal months of all are those from September to

January when the chill nights after the rains affect the poorly

clad and careless people with fever and pneumonia. If they

would learn to wear warmer clothing and to avoid sudden changes

of temperature the death-rate from fever might be reduced to a

considerable extent. -

The figures for age, sex and civil condition are given in Age, sex and civil

great detail in Tables Nos. VII and VIII of the Census Report condition.

of 1891, while the number of each sex for each religion will be

found in Table No. VII appended to this volume.

The figures for age are very inaccurate owing not to Age.

wilful misrepresentation but to the vagueness of the people's

ideas as to their age and their general tendency to state it in

round numbers. As regards even male children under three

years of age, the statistics regarding whom should be the most

accurate of all, the following comparison of the birth and death

statistics with the Census figures gives some surprising results:

MALE PopULATION.

Birth and death statistics. Census statistics.

Number of - -

Number - Survivin Number

Year. of males: at end# Age #nsus of of males

born. year old. year. • - alive.

In 1890 - 9,497 1,939 7,558 ||Underona year ... 11,889

In 1889 - 9,602 1,661 7,941 | From oue to two 8,677

years.

In 1888 - 8.001 1,543 6,458 || From two to three 8,546

- years.
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Chapter III* A> Apparently the only conclusion to be derived from a eompariaon

/TTj . of these statistics is that the registration of births is even more

statistical. defective than it is supposed to be, for it is unlikely that there

g9' would, be any great mistake at the Census about the ages of

suoh young child reu, and although the figures given above

even if correct would not absolutely correspond,.yet the differ-

ence should be the other way ; for instance the number of

children between tiro and three years of age in February 1891

should be very much less than the number born in 1888. To

make a wider comparison, the number of male children returned

at the Census in February 1891 as below five years of age was

45,949) and aocording to the birth statistics only 44,852 male

ohildren were born in the preceding five years, i.e., since

1st January 1886, so that even if no children had died of all

born in those five years, the birth statistics would not

account for the number existing. It seems to follow that our

birth statistics are bo incomplete as to be almost useless except

for purposes of comparison inter ae, and that the birth-rate is

much higher than they Bhow.

Taking now the Census figures by themselves we have the

following comparison :—

Under one year

From one to two years

,, two to three years

„ three to four years

„ four to fire years

Total under five years

five to nine inclusive ...

a
D

11,339

8,677

8,546

8,686

8,701

45,949i

38,001

-a

B

Kumiss, fib tnou-

ISAND OF POPULATION.

3

ll,360i 22,699

8,2811 16,958

8,2301 16,866

8,305

8,292

44,558

34,488

16,991

16,993!

90,507

72,489

23|

17

17

17,

181

92

77

It is strange to find the number of children of one, two,

three and four years of age practically equal ; for if the birth

rate each year were approximately the same, death should

make the number smaller as age increases. The phenomenon

is partly but not altogether accounted for by higher birth-rate

after years of plenty than after years of scaroity, and must be

partly dne to false returns, there being perhaps a tendency

to state a child's age as older than it is.

It is noticeable that the number of female children under

one year old is practically the same as the number of males, and

the difference is not great for all under five years of age. The

same thing was observable in 1881, and it seems as if, after all,
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the birth-rate of males ia not much higher than that of females,

and as if female children survived the illnesses of early infancy

almost as well as males. The number of females begins to

decrease in comparison with males after five years of age, and

is less than that of males for every age after.

An amusing proof of the extent to which the people have

given their ages in ronnd numbers is nfforded by the following

comparison :—

Age.

Number

of male*

Namber

of male*

returned

in 1891.

Less or

more in 1891

than 1881.
in 1881.

40—44 ... • >• ... 14,636 8,761 Leas.

46-49 ,.. i 7,220 18,023 More.

|0—«4 ... .« 12,278 6,895 Leaf.

86-69 ... •■• ••• ... ... 8,624 J 0,672 . More.

60 and oyer ••• ■•• ... ... 18,682 11,958 Leaa.

i

The reason of this alternation must be that in 1881 the age

returned waB the age last birth-day, and in 1891 the age next

birth- day pushed back a year, so that, for instance, a roan

who said his age was about 50 was shown in 1881 as 50, and is

shown in 1891 as 49, and the round numbers have the best of

it in the statistics for 1881, and the worst of it in those for

1891. This throws a doubt upon all the age statistics over ten

years of age.

According to the different Censuses the proportion of males

to females has been as follows :— '

Number or femaleb pie thousand males.

Teas of

• i" -»

i' : :

1866 ... . ...r

1868

1881

1891 (V

Proportion of
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Proportion of

Charter III, A. The gradual increase of the proportion of females to males

is probably partly due to more complete returns of females,

some of whom were perhaps omitted at the earlier Censuses,

bat is also partly due to the gradual colonisation of the

district and to the immigration of more females than of

males at all events in the last ten years (see above), and

perhaps partly to an improvement in the female death-rate.

For the tahslls the proportion is largest for Khushab, whence

males have largely emigrated to the other tahsils with their

developing ' canal irrigation, and abroad for service in the

army and elsewhere. It appears from the age statistics

that the number of female births is almost the same as

the number of male births, and if this has always been the

case, the only reason for the marked excess of males over

females in the total population (apart from migration, which

can account for only a small fraction of it) must be that the

female death-rate has been higher than the male. The statis

tics Bhow that for every year after the first the number of

female children is less than that of male, and for the later ages

the number of women is markedly less than that of men. Reasons

for this are not far to seek. Although there is no reason to

suspect female infanticide or systematic neglect of female child

ren there is no doubt that they are less valued than male children

and not so well fed in times of scaroity. Boys and men too

live a much more healthy out-of-door life than do girls and

women, and the dangers of child-bearing are a frequent' cause

of death, especially in a country where early marriages are

common, and where so little medical aid or proper nursing is

given to women at child-birth. Yet the steady increase in the

proportion of females to males at each successive Census seems

to Bhow that the value of female life is improving, and is per

haps a sign of greater comfort and greater cure experienced by

the weaker sex than was the case in earlier and rougher times.

After the years of infancy a girl is by no means without her

value in the eyes of her parents. She forms a most useful

member of the family while she remains with it, and when she

is of marriageable age, if she does not bring in a money price,

she can at least be bartered for a bride for one of the sons.

After marriage, she generally forms a useful helpmate to her

husband, and is valued by him, if for nothing else, at all events

for the cost of getting her or of replacing her. Since 1881 for

the whole district the number of males has increased by 86,471

and that of females by 85,609. According to the birth and

death statistics for the last ten years the excess of male births

over male deaths has been 27,235, and of female births over female

deaths 24,820, but as already shown the statistics are incomplete,

especially for female births. The statistics for migration show

there has been an increase since 1881 from immigration of 3,511

males and 7,026 females, and probably the number of persons

absent from the district, especially of males, is less in 1891 than

in 1881, I estimate the causes of increase as follows :—
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Males. Females.

ExoeM of births over deaths «■• • •• ••• 30,000 28,600

Increase by immigration ••• IM Itl Iff 3,500 7,000

Decrease of emigration i*« >h m i.i 3,000 M.

Total .. 36,500 35,600

Chapter III. A.

Statistical.

Proportion of

Taking the figures for the different religions the proportions Sex and religion.

Females

NUMBER OF CHILDREN PIB THOUSAND OF TOTAL

POPULATION.

per

thousand

males.

B«LIQION. Under one year. Undtr five years.

Hale*. Females. Hales. Females.

Hindu 936 22 23 89 86

Sikh 896 24 20 96 80

Muaalman 909 23 23 91 91

The comparatively small proportion of females among

Musalmang may be partly owing to the comparatively large num

ber of immigrants of that religion. The small proportion of

females among the Sikhs is noticeable, and also the extraordi

narily small proportion of female infants, already noticed for the

Sikhs by Mr. Ibbetson (paragraph 704) and not easily to be

explained. There is no suspicion of female infanticide ■ against

the Sikhs or any other class in this district. The Sikhs are

chiefly Aroras and Khatri s by caste and shopkeepers and money-

lenders by occupation.

The figures for conjugal condition are as follows

I „

-«cdJ. >ltJ ':Jl !>

Tear.

1881

«

Conjugal

tion.

condi-

PaOFOBTION PIK THOUSAND OF A LL

CONDITIONS.

MaUt.

Harried.
Widowed.

Female*.

jMarried.
Widowed.

i

Single.

a

Hi

681 876 43 442 486 122

581 375 44 459 427 114
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Chapter III, A, The steadiness of the proportions is remarkable, especially

~~~ among the males. Among males the proportion of unmarried

'B**»>*|CM- . is considerably higher than for the Province generally, owing

tion01^118*1 condi- j0 tne less prevalence of the custom of early marriage, and is

almost as high as in England, where however owing to greater

longevity the proportion of adults among the unmarried must

be much greater than in the Punjab. Among females the

increase in the proportion of single might be due to marrying

at a later age, or to a higher birth-rate of late years. The pro

portion of single females is very much higher than for the Pro

vince as a whole as the custom of early marriage of females is

not nearly so prevalent here as among the Hindu population

farther east.

The figures for 1891 for the different religions are as

follows :—

Proportion PRR THOUSAND of all conditions.

Religion.

Malts. Females.

t

irried.
*

.rried.
idowed.

o
"Si

CO a je Si a Es

Hindu 559 395 46 388 46£ 168

Sikh ... ... ■ ... 622 432 46 376 498 126

HoMlm&n 586 370 40 472 421 107

The proportion of single males in the different religions

points to earlier marriage of males among the Sikhs than

among the Hindus, and among the Hindus than among the

Musalmans. In the case both of Hindus and Muxalmans it is

considerably higher than the average for the Province, show

ing how much later males marry here than they do farther east.

For females the difference is still more striking. Only 876

females among the Sikhs and 383 among the Hindus (per thou

sand) are unmarried, to 472 among the Musalmans, who marry

their girls as a rule later in life than do the Hindus and Sikhs.

Partly for that reason and partly owing to the absence of

widow-marriage among the Hindus, the proportion of widows

is much higher among the Hindus (153) than among the Musal

mans (107). As compared with the average for the Province

however, the proportion of single females is high, and of

widows is low for both religions, showing that females also are

married later in life than for the Province geaorally. - ,
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The age of

following

is brought out more clearly in the Chapter III. A

Statistical.

= The age of w ar-

riage.

On comparing the figures for the different religions to

gether, it will be seen how very much earlier marriages both of

males and of females take place among Hindus and Sikhs than

among Musalmans. For instance, the proportion of males from

15 to 19 still unmarried is only 655 among Hindus to 808

among Musalmans, and for those between 20 and 24 the pro

portions are Hindu 377, Musalman 493. The Musalman males,

however, ultimately do marry almost as much as the Hindus, for

males from 30 to 39t, he proportions unmarried are Hindu

124, Musalman 114. It is noticeable that a considerable num

ber of adult males never marry, and that even of those over 60

6 per cent. Pre still unmarried. Turning now to the fe

males we find the contrast still more marked 5 of girls

between 10 and 15, 313 per thousand of the Hindus are married

against only 97 per thousand of the Musalmans, and of those

between 15 and 20, only 103 per thonsaud of the Hindus are

unmarried against 378 per thousand of the Musalmans. Practi

cally every Hindu girl is married before she reaches 20, but 9

per cent, of the Musalman women between 20 and 25 are still

unmarried. Yet marriage of women is almost as universal among

Musalmans as among Hindus, aud only one per cent, of the

whole female population between 30 and 40 are still unmarried.

As a result of earlier marriage among Hindus, and of their

objection to the remarriage of widows, the proportion of females

who, are widows is much higher among Hindus for all ages than

among Musalmans. Mr. Frizelle was, I think, mistaken when

he said that remarriage of widows was almost unknown in this
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Chapter III! A> district. There is nothing in Mnhammadan law or in the

~7~~. . feeling of the people against it, and remarriage of widows by

Statistics, . nikdh is as common here among Musalmans as elsewhere, and

Tho age o mar- pernapa aa common ^ jt js jn England. It is a noticeable fact

that of all persons between the ages of 30 and 40, whether

male or female, no fewer than 84 per cent, are living in the mar-

ried state ; this must form a remarkable contrast to the state of

society in England.

On comparing these figures with those for the Punjab as a

whole, it will be found that the age of marriage in Shahpur

is considerably higher than the average for the Province

for all classes, and especially for Musalmans. Although

even here nearly two-thirds of the Musalman girls between

15 and 20 are married, it may be said to be the rule

among the Musalman peasantry to allow a girl to reach

puberty before marriage, and unmarried women of over

twenty years of age are much more numerous here than in

the east of the Province ; where it may be said to be the rule

among all classes, as it is among the Hindus and Sikhs here,

to give the girls in marriage before they reach the age of

puberty, or immediately thereupon. If the girl at the time

of marriage has not reached puberty, she generally remains in

her father's house till puberty, when she joins her husband.

If she has reached puberty before marriage, she commences to

live with her husband either at once or a few months after the

ceremony. As a consequence the average age of a mother on

bearing her first child is considerably higher here than farther

east, and this among other things helps to account for the

better physique of the people and the lower death-rate among

females. Another result of the custom is that love-matohes,

which are unknown in the east of the Province, are not uncom

mon here. A grown-np girl frequently refuses to be bound by

the wishes of her relatives, and elopes with the man of her

choice. In such cases a custom has grown up of her giving in

a petition to the District Magistrate announcing the fact of her

marrying the man of her own free will and against the wish of

her relatives. Unfortunately it is not only unmarried women

who exercise this right of choice, for elopements by married

women with the favoured lover are not uncommon ; and in both

cases the relatives generally resent the action, and either bring

a criminal or civil suit for the seduction, as they term it, or seek

to recover her by main force, so that this comparative freedom

of -the women leads to nnmerons cases in our Courts and gives

rise to much bad feeling. It is now pretty generally under

stood tbat if an qnmarried woman chooses to elope and marry

by Mnhammadan law the man she has chosen, our Courts will

maintain the connection, so that probably women are in- this

respect more emancipated from the power of their relatives

than formerly,
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The number of married females per hundred married males Chapter III, A

for the different religions is as follows:- statistical

MARRIED FEMALES PER Number of mar

hUNDRED MARBred ried of both sexes.

MALES IN

RELIGION. -

1881. 1891.

Hindú •- *- - *- - *- 111 109

Sikh - •- -- - - - 95 103

Musalmán * *- -- • *- - - - 104 103

Total - 105 104

There is thus no marked change in this respect for the

population as a whole, and if allowance be made for the num

ber of married men in the district at the time of the census

whose wives were elsewhere, which in a developing district is

likely to be larger than the number of married women whose

husbands were elsewhere, and again, if allowance be made for

the number of men, who have more than two wives, it will be

seen that the proportion of married men who have more than

one wife alive must be very small. In fact it is very unusual

for a man to marry again during his wife's lifetime unless

he has lost hope of having a son by her, and even then it is

comparatively few men who can afford the luxury of a second

wife, and care to incur the additional domestic expense and

trouble she will bring. Perhaps it is for this reason that the

proportion of married women to married men among the Hindós

who are usually richer, is higher than among the Musalmáns.

As regards the actual practice of polygamy there is no great

difference between Hindfis and Musalmáns.

Table No. XII shows the number of insane, blind, deaf- Infirmities.

mutes and lepers in the

- district. The proportions
Infirmity. Males. Females. per 10,000 of either sex for

each of these infirmities are

shown in the margin.
Insane - - 3-5 2 Th

Blind ... ..., | 40-2 || 47.7 e term insanity in- Insanity
Deaf and dumb ... 14'9 9°2 -

Lepers - - 1-0 O-5 cludes all cases of what

would ordinarily be termed

* “unsoundness of mind,” and

when this is taken into account it is extraordinary how little

insanity there is in the district compared with that in western

countries, for instance, in England and Wales, where the similar

proportion of insane persons is 31 for males, and 33 for females.
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Statistical.

Insanity.

Deaf-mutes.

As between the figures of the two last

the comparison is as follows :—

for this district,

Total number of persons or unsound mind.

. is;.-. > ., v.

Totalpersons.
i

Total persons by age.

OlNSCS.
Totalmales.

i 40and

over.£ |15-39.

3
—*

15
f o

1881 362 217 145 107 161 • 94

1891 139 92 47 50 71 18

The extraordinary decrease casts doubt upon our figures,

although the system of classification was the same at Inst

census, and I know of no reason why they should be untrust

worthy. I do not think many cases of actual insanity or

obvious imbecility are likely to have been concealed, except to a

small extent among females. So far as the figures go they

show a decrease of insanity from 9 per 10,000 in 1881 to 3 per

10,000 in 1891. The decrease holds for all ages and especially

for those over 40, and as cases of insanity over that age are less

likely to have been concealed, it is possible that there has been

a real and marked decrease in insanity. If so it is probably

due to the rapid increase of prosperity during the last 20

years, and to the better food and clothing and more easily

available medical aid the people have enjoyed of recent years

as compared with the past.

Goitre is prevalent in the Chenab valley especially about

Midh, and is ascribed to tbe character of the well water.

Dogs, cows, and even trees are said to be affected by it. But

it does not seem to affect the intellect in many cases. It may

be noted that, so far as the few figures go, they show that the

lower menial castes who are most exposed to want, such as the

Mochis, Chuhras and Julahas, have a large proportion of insane,

the Aroras engaged in trade take a middle place, and although

the Khokhare and Awans stand rather high, the Rajputs and

Jats who form the mass of the agricultural population, have a

comparatively small proportion of insane persons.

The figures compare as follows :—

Total number or deae-

MUTES.

Census.

1881

1891

3
o

721

608

s

a

465

887

GO.

"3

S

£
o
Eh

266

221

Proportion per 10,000.

a

%

8.

17

12

c3

E

3

20

16

1

13

9
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Statistical.

Deaf-matof.

Here agaia notwithstanding the increase of population there Chapter III, A.

is a decrease in the number of deaf and dumb. The figures

are probably fairly trustworthy for both censuses (except that

the number under five is probably understated in both) and there

may be an actual decrease as compared with 1881. The pro-

Jortion now is 12 per 10,000 against 17 at last census and the

eorease is in both sexes. If true, it is probably due to greater

prosperity and better food and clothing. The proportion of

deaf-mutes is much higher for males than for females.

As regards caste it may be noted that the menial oastes,

Mochi, Nai, Chuhra, Machhi, Kumhar, Lobar, Mirasi and

Dhobi, who are most exposed to want, have the largest propor

tion of deaf-mutes j that the Arora and Khatri trading castes

who are well off, but live a confined life, occupy a middle place,

and that the Rajput, Jat and Awan peasant classes have a

comparatively small proportion of deaf-mutes.

The figures compare as follows :—

Total number or blind. I Total blind fbmoni bt ass.

CENIUE. a

—

40andovet.o

S

I
Females.

1 1

■j-.-Jtt a.

f fiV.

O

h ■-, t- ■ sr

si. {r'.'jno 3 s c f** 1

1881 ...

in

2,866

3,180

1,346 1,520

1,144

236

212

438

lftfli 1,046 464 1,614

Here again there is a great decrease in the proportion of

blind, which has fallen from 63 per 10,0C0 to 44* This is no

doubt due to the decrease in small-pox owing to the spread

of vaccination, to better food, to the spread of irrigation, cul

tivation and trees which protect the eyes from dust and giare,

and to more ready medical aid, of which the people eagerly

take advantage, especially for cataract. Far more than half

the blind are over 40 years of age, and the decrease is chiefly

in persons over that age. There are still more blind females

than males, probably owing to the women living in the dark

smoky huts more than the men do.

The large proportion of blind amoug the menial castes

whose life and surroundings is not favourable to physical

health is noticeable, and also the very small proportion among

the peasant castes of Rajput, Jat and Awan, who lead a healthy

out-door life.
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Chapter III, A. The figures compare as follows:

Statistical.

leprosy. ToTAL NUMBER or LEPERs. NUMBER or LEPERs BY AGE.

CENsus. # #

E s 5

3. - .. - ro

3 || 3 | # | # # #
es

£ > : 4. : S.

1881 90 62 28 4. 27 89

1891 ... - | 38 25 13 2 24 12

*

Here again there is a great decrease, probably more or less

true, for the figures are at least as accurate as they were at last

census, and probably owing to better food and perhaps cleaner

living. The decrease in those over 40 years of age is remark

able and may perhaps be due to migration of lepers. There are

no lepers' places of pilgrimage in this district. As elsewhere

leprosy is more common among males than females.

Infirmities: Gene- The very remarkable decrease in the proportion of infirm

• ities of all kinds since last census is a very satisfactory feature;

for there is no reason to believe that the returns for this census

are more defective on these points than those of last, and the

decrease is probably a real one, and if so, must be due

to the great prosperity of the district, during the last 25

years, which has brought good food and clothing within the

reach of all classes, even the poorest. It is also remarkable,

and probably due to a similar cause, that all infirmities of those

kinds are, as a rule, most common among the menial castes

who are most exposed to want and least particular about their

manner of living, and least common among the peasant classes,

who live an out-of-door healthy life and are for the most part

well off. It is evident that bad and scanty food is one of the

chiof causes of such infirmities.

Europeans, Eura- In 1891 Christians were returned as 80 persons, of whom

sians and other 44 were males and 86 females. Of these 27 were natives, 11
Christians. Eurasians and 42 Europeans. Almost half the total number

(88) belonged to the Church of England. At the census of 1881

there were 29 Native Christians and 26 Eurasians and Europeans.

The increase in the latter is chiefly due to the construction of

the railway and to the establishment of a small colony of

guards, engine-drivers, &c., at Khushåb. Of the non-native

Christians in the district in 1891, 32 were in the Khushāb

tahsil.
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SECTION B—SOCIAL AND RELIGIOUS LIFE.

• Some idea of the social life of the people can be got from Chapter III, B.

the census figures of 1891 regarding houses and families given

in Table No. V, from which it appears that there are, for every

100 occupied houses, 116 resident families in the villages and

126 in the towns, and that on the average each family group (

consists of nearly five persons in the villages and qf four persons

in the towns. The figures of the two last censuses compare as

follows :—

Social and

Religious Life.

Houses and fami-

CBM08.

1881 .

1891

Villages. i Towns.

DO DC

r* °

J?

a <-<

135

C a
o a

6"°

*m Pi
o o

Q

1-8

18

584

116 550

"C—
3 .
a. »
w
IS

so
..2 O

^ o.

"Si

18

148

u

o o

18

582

126 615

NCUBIK OF PIE-
SOBS PER 100

Binom
FtHILIW.

i
bo

5

431

476 408

These figures exhibit somewhat striking changes. The great

rgase in the number of families and of persons per occupied

sems to show that families are separating more from

each other, the tendency being for each family to occupy a

separate house with a separate enclosure ; and making

every allowance for difference of classification, it is probable

that this is the case There is no doubt that the tendency

towards severalty of interest and separation of family life

is growing, and the great prosperity of the district makes

iteasy for families desiring to have separate houses of their own to

obtain their wish. Still more striking is the increase in the aver

age size of the family group collected round one hearth. Ill 1881

Shahpur district came very low down the list in this respect as

compared with the other districts of the Punjab ; now its aver

age number of persons per family in the villages is consider

ably above the average for the Province in 1881. This change

can hardly be due to difference of classification, and is probably

partly due to a bigher birth-rate and lower mortality than in

the years previous to 1881, and partly to the fact that in 1881,

a year of scarcity in some parts of the distriot, the number of

persons who had wandered from their homes in search of work

was abnormally large. A further illustration of the difference

is given by comparing the figures for the different tahsils. In

Bhera, which -has been exceptionally prosperous, and where the

number of immigrants has been less than in the Shabpur tahsil,

the number of persons per family now reaches the high figure
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Chapter III. B. of 5'06. In Shabpar tahsil where canal irrigation has been

g. r*T* ' greatly developed of late years and a considerable number of

Religious Life. new villages have been founded by grantees of waste land and

Houses and fami. oqlpnjsed largely by immigrants from Khushab and elsewhere,

lies. the average is 4*66. And in the Khnsbdb tahsil whence mem

bers of many families have gone to colonine the new lands in

Shahpur and Bhera, and which supplies far more recruits to

the army and police than do the other two tahsils, the average

of persons per family is only 4*51.

Honses. The dwellings of the common people throughout the

district consist of one or more rconn oalled hothis, with a court

yard in front. This court-yard, named vehra, is often com

mon to several horses. The rooms are built ordinarily of clay,

gradually piled up in successive layers and then plastered.

The roofs are invariably flat, and are used as sleeping places

during the hot weather. In the court-yard is generally seen a

manger (khurli), and a house in which the oattle are sheltered

from the cold in the winter months, uhioh structures (called

satth in the Bar where they are very capacious) consist gener

ally of four walls covered with a thatch. The only exceptions

to this general description are the habitations of the people in

the Thai and in the bills. The former are often composed of

nothing but wood and grass, and the latter are built entirely of

boulders cemented together with clay j as, however, walls of

this kind have little or no power of resisting rain, the roof ii

always supported on strong posts driven into the ground, the

walls acting merely as a defence against the weather. As a

rule the houses of the peasants are built for them by the village

carpenter (dhirkhdn) or potter (kubhdr), who receive their food

while the work is going on and a present of clothes or money

when it is finished ; payment for work at a fixed rate is only

made by Khatris and other non-proprietors. The timbnr used

for roofing is usually Mkar or her in the plains, and kau in the

hills, , the first two being usually the produce of the zamindars'

own fields ; beams of deodar or shisham are only to be seen in

the houses of the rich.

Faraitare. The requirements of a population low in the scale of civi

lisation are few, and their furniture consists exclusively of

necessaries. First there are the receptacles for storing grain of

various sizes from the dimensions of a small . room to those of a

beer barrel ; these are made by the women of the house, of fine

clay mixed with chopped straw. The larger kind, called later,

nre square, and hold from forty to fifty maunds ; the smaller

description (gehi or kalhoti) are cyliddrjcat in form, and hold

but a few maunds. Next are to be seen some spinning wheels,

as many as there are women ; apparatus for churning milk ;

an instrument for cleaning cotton (velna) ; a number of circular

baskets with and without lids, made of reeds (khdri, fauna, &c.)

in which are kept articles of clothing and odds and ends ;

trays of reeds {ehhaj, chhakor) used in cleaning grain ; a goat
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Chapter III, B.

Social aad

Religious Life

Furniture.

Food.

8Vin water bag (kuni), used on jourpeys, or wben employed in

th9 fields at a distance from borne ; a set of wooden measures

for grain (topa, paropi, &c.) ; a leather bag \khallar) for carry

ing flonr when away from home ; a variety of cof king vessels,

some of iron and others of a composition resembling bell-metal ;

a number of 6arthen pots and pans in which are stored grain,

condiments and other articles of food ; a coarse iron sieve

(parun) ; a pestle and mortar (dauri) in which to ponud spices

and condiments. These, with a few stools (pihra pihri), and

cots, complete the list of th« fittings of a peasant's cottage.

Everything is neatly arranged in order : space ha* to be econo

mised and things not in use are disposed on shelves resting

upon pegs driven into the walls.

The food of the common people is very simple, consisting,

in the hot weather, of cakes of wheaten flour (goga) moistened

'with butter-milk, for whioh butter, or gur (raw sugar) is some

times substituted ; and, in the cold weather, of bajra with the

same accompaniments. During the hot months the dough, after

being kneaded, is taken to the village ovens, kept by a class

called mdchhis, who live on the perquisites derived from baking

food for the rest of the village community ; but in the cold

weather every family cooks for itself. The regular meals are

taken twice a day, the first between 9 and 10 o'clock in the

forenoon, and the other in the evening, as soon as it becomes

dark, the time varying with the seasons from 6 to 8 p.m. In

addition to these regular meals, in the hot weather tho remains

of the previous day's food, with a little butter-milk, is taken to

the men working in the fields about an hour after sunrise, and

parched grain is eaten in the afternoon ; with the evening meal

either vegetables or dal (lentils) is served according to the

seasons. In the Thai during the cold weather water-melons

enter largely into the ordinary food of the inhabitants, and the

seeds are commonly parohed and eaten mixed with other

grain.

The men. of the pasLoral tribes lead a comparatively Daily life,

lazy life, the demands on their labour being almost limited

to drawing water for the cattle and milking the cows ; but the

men of the agricultural population are more or less employed

in some one or other of the operations of husbandry all the year

ronnd, and this is especially the case where crops are

irrigated from wells. Here in the hot season the peasant's

daily life is somewhat as follows. He gets up about 2 a. v.,

gives a feed to his bullocks and goes to sleep again till

just before dawn (about 4 a.m.) when he gets up, has a smoke,

says his prayers if given that way, and goes off with his bul

locks to work his well or plough his fields. If it is his turn to get

water from the well he keeps his bullocks at work perhaps all

day or all night, till his turn is at an end. If not, he unyokes

his bullocks abont midday and turns them loose to graze while

he himself has a siesta. When the afternoon begins to get
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Chapter III. B. cool, he does some light work in the field, weeding, cleaning ont

his irrigation channels, Ac. At sunset, he goes home, ties up

his bollocks, milks the cows, gets his supper, has a smoke and a

p , chat with his fellows at the gathering-place (dara) of the village,

7 1 *' and goes to bed at about 10 p.m. At harvest time ho labours at

cutting and gathering the crops all day long. In the cold

weather the peasant gets up about 6-30 a.m. and the day's

routine is much the same except that he works all day long, does

not take a siesta, and goes earlier to bed, changing his hours of

getting up and going to bed as the day shortens or lengthens.

The peasant whose cultivation depends on canal irrigation, on

river floods or on rain has a somewhat similar routine, except

that his labour is not so constant and varies greatly according

to the abundance or scarcity of moisture. In rain-irrigated

tracts when rain falls, every plough is taken out and the fields

are alive with men and oxen taking fall advantage of the

welcome moisture; but when a lengthened drought occurs, the

fields are deserted and the peasant finds it diffioult to employ

his time.

The peasant's wife, however, can rarely fold her hands in

idleness. She gets up before sunrise and grinds the flour for the

day's food, or if she has a supply on hand turns her spinning-

wheel. Then she churns the milk of the night before, cleans

up the house, cooks the morning meal and takes it out to her

husband in the fields. On her return home she does some

more spinning, until afternoon, when she has to put the vege

tables or ddl on the fire, knead the flour, make it into cakes and

prepare it for the supper of the men-folk whose hunger must

bo satisfied before she herself can eat. If any time is left

before going to bed, she starts her spinning-wheel again, this

being the employment with which the thrifty house-wife occu

pies all her spare momenta One of the duties of the day is

to fetoh water for the uses of the household, and in the drier

parts of the district this is often a work of great labour involv

ing as it sometimes does in the Salt range and the villages along

its foot, the carrying of two or three large jars Beveral miles.

As the crops ripen her services are required to watch them and

frighten away the birds, and in the Salt range the women

help in weeding the fields, gathering in the crops, and even

sometimes in driving the plough.

Dresb- The every-day . dress of the male portion of the Muham-

madan population living north of the Jhelam river consists of

four garments—a tnajhla, a kurta or chola, a chadar, and a turban

or pag as it is here called. The first is a piece of cloth about

three yards long, aud a yard and a half wide, which is tied

tightly round the waist, and allowed to hang in loose folds over

the lower part of the body. The kurta or chola is a full cut

tunic, with large open sleeves reaching a little below the waist,

buttoned towards the left by Musalmans and towards the right

by Hindus. The chadar is made of three breadths of cloth, in
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length about as many yards, and is worn something in the man

ner of a plaid. Of the turban nothing further need be said than

that its size depends much on the social position of the wearer,

and increases with his importance ; a small turban being called

paffcaartdalargeonepa^. South of the Jhelam, the hurta is dis

carded, in the Bar it is never seen ; indeed the man who would

wear such a garment there muBt be possessed of more than ordi

nary moral courage to endure the'jokes that would certainly be

made at his expense. The material of which this simple cloth

ing is made is the ordinary coarse country cloth, except that

along the rivers, especially the Chenab, coloured lungis are

often used as majhlds, The FXalears, the chief camel-owners of

the Shahpur tahsil, are also much given to wearing lungis. The

dress is completed by the shoes (jutti) or in the hills by sandate

(Jcheri). The Hindus to a great extent follow the fashions of the

Muhammadans among whom they live in regard to the nse of the

kurta, but their mode of tying the turban is somewhat different,

and the dhoti replaces the majhla, the difference between these

garments being in the manner of putting them on. The Mubam-

madan women also wear the majhla (tying it somewhat differently

to the men), and this is usually a coloured lungi. Their other gar

ments are two, the choli and the bhochhan. The former has short

sleeves, and fits closely ronnd the breasts, leaving the remain

der of the body bare, except where a small lappet hangs down

and hides the stomach. The bhochhan is a piece of cloth about

three yards long and one-and-a-half wide, worn as a veil over

the head and upper part of the body, from which it falls in

graceful folds nearly to the feet behind. The choli is generally

made of strips of many coloured silk, the bhochhan of a coarse

but thin description of country cloth called dholar, sometimes

dyed bnt more often plain. To this the Thai is an exception,

where veils of many colours, the patterns formed by spots dis

posed in a variety of ways on a dark ground, are the rule. In

the hills, coloured garments are scarcely ever seen. The Hindu

women of the Khatri class in towns wear full trowsers called

suthan made of a striped material called suri, the ground of

which is usually blue. Over the head is thrown a chddar of

coarse cloth, prettily embroidered in many coloured silks called

jthulkdri, and round the npper part of the body is worn a loose

kurta of silk or muslin. The women of the A rora class are

clothed like the Khatranis, except that, in place of the trowsers,

they wear a skirt called a ghaggra, and sometimes the majhla.

It may be added that it is the invariable rule, even among

Muhammadans, that a girl shall wear a kurta and plait the two

front tresses of her hair until she is married (chunda). A mar

ried woman wears her front hair in two rolls, not plaits, and a

widow wears her hair simply smoothed down on her head.

The ornaments worn by the people are chiefly of silver

and are usually of very rough workmanship, though some of

them are not inelegant in design. A Bheet containing drawings

Chapter III, B.

Social and

Religious Life.

Ornameoti.
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Battgiou

ITT. B. of all the ornaments in general nse, with a brief note under each,

giving the name by which it is known, will be found with the

maps attached to Captain Davies's Settlement Report. ■ It is

not usual for men to wear any ornament except a ring (mundri)

sometimes with a seal on it, and perhaps an amulet (idwiz) on

the neck or arm. The common ornaments worn by women are

the anklet (kari), necklet (hassi), nose-ring (nath) and other

ornaments for the nose, viz., the buldk, which is worn in the parti

tion between the two nostrils, the laung, a dove-shaped ornament

stuck through the side of the nostril, and the tila, a smaller

ornament similarly worn on the other side of the nose ; orna

ments for the ears, viz., the vdla, a large ear-ring, vdli, a small

ear-ring, and bundde, ear-ring drops worn by unmarried girls ;

ornaments for the forehead, viz., the dduni, a broad ornament

worn over the hair, and the tikka, around jewel worn in the

centre of the forehead ; ornaments for the arms, vin., the bohatta,

an armlet worn just under the shoulder, the tad, a solid armlet

worn above the elbow, bracelets (churi) aud bangles (kara or

kangah), and finger-rings either plain {chhalla), broad (vehr)

or ornamented (mundri).

The rules of etiquette are not very well defined, and differ

greatly from those in vogue in European countries. Women

are not treated with such deference, and are ignored as much

as possible out-of-doors. When a husband and wife aire

walking together, she follows at a respectful distance behind.

A woman should not mention the name of her husband or of

his agnates older than her by generation. Words denoting,

connection by marriage have become so commonly used as

terms of abuse that they are not often used in their proper

sense ; and a mau generally speaks of his father-in-law (sauhra)

as his uncle (chdcha). It is shameful for a man to go to his

married daughter's house or take anything from her or her

relations ; on the other hand a son-in-law is an honoured guest

in his father-in-law's house. When a married woman goes

to visit her mother, it is proper for the women of the family,

both on her arrival and departure, to make a great lamentation,

and lift up the voice and weep.

When friends meet, they join but do not shake, hands

or each puts out his hand towards the other's knee ; or if they

are very great friends, they embrace each other, breast to

breast, first one side and then the other. If a man meets a

holy person (fir) ho touches the tatter's feet by way of

salutation. Should acquaintances pass each other, one says

" Saldm alaikum " (peace be on thee), and the other replies

" Wa alaikum wsaldm " (and on thee be peace). They the-

enquire after each other's health, the usual question being "Is

it well " (khaire) and the answer " fairly " (val) or " thanks

(to God)" (ehukr) When a visitor comes to the house he is

saluted with a welcome (ami or d ji ded) and answers " blessings

be on thee " (khair novi) The use of chairs and stools is
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becoming more common, bat it is usual for a peasant when Chapter 117, &

resting either to sit on his heels {athruha) or to squat on the

ground cross-legged (patthalli) , or to sit on the ground with his

arms round his knees, or with his chddar tied round his waist

and knees (goth) to support his back.

Some of their gestures are peculiar, although, as in Europe,

a nod of the head means " yes " or " come, " and a shake of the

head means "denial." Thus abaokward nod means " enquiry." A

click with a toss of the head means "no "; jerking the fingers

inwards means " I do not know" ; holding the palm inwards and

shaking the hand means "enquiry " ; holding the palm outwards

and shaking the hand is a sign of prohibition ; holding up the

thumb [tkuitk) means "contemptuous refusal"; wagging the

Social and

Beligtras Life.

GMlnres.

middle finger (dhiri) provokes a person to anger ; and holding np

the open palm is a great insult. In beckoning a person the hand

is held np, palm outwards and the fingers moved downwards and

inwards.

The peasant's life, though a somewhat hard one, is by no

means wanting in amusements. Among the most interesting

occurrences are the domestic ceremonies which will shortly be

described, or a visit to one of the fairs mentiobed further on.

But he has also games which help to pass the time pleasantly.

The two national games of Shahpur are tent-pegging (chapli)

for those who have horses, and pit kattdi for those who have

none. The Tiwauas in the Thai have long been famous for

their skill at tent-pegging, but the richer peasants elsewhere

have followed their example, and wherever a number of

horsemen gather together, they generally get up some tent-

Eegging, which is watched for hours with the greatest interest

y crowds of people. The game, however, which causes most

excitement and is most frequently practised is mir fcaudi, and

when it is announced that several known champions are to try

each other's skill at this game, the match gathers crowds of

people from far and near, each prepared to cheer on his favourite

ohampion. Sometimes the orowd get so excited on these

occasions as to lose their tempers and a free-fight ensues.

The rales of the game are very vague and are not always

strictly adhered to, but the general prinoiple is that the players

divide into two sides (kothi) ; one man on one side (bdhari)

goes out into the open field, and challenges any two on the

other side (dndari) to come and catch him. Two of his

opponents go out to him and manoeuvre round him, but are not

allowed to touch him until he has touched one of them.

Watching his opportunity the outside player (bdhari) smites

one of his opponents a blow on the chest and tries to dash

away, while they try to seize and hold him. Should he escape,

his victory is greeted by shouts of "mar gea" (he has struck

them and got away) ; while should he be caught and dragged

to the ground, his defeat is greeted with cries of " dhe pea "

(he has fallen). Then another challenger comes oat to be
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Chapter 111,3-
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Games.

attacked by another pair of opponents, and so the game goes

on. Of the best players, each man's ' form is known, and the

greatest excitement is shown when a well-known champion is

opposed by two other good players. As it is nsnal for the

players to move labout the ground quickly when manoeuvring

round each other, the game is a good test of strength, speed

and agility.

Wrestling is not common and is generally confined to

professionals; but the village youths vie, with one another in

raising a heavy weight (bugdar), in working the Indian clubs

(mungli), or in jumping. The village boys have numerous games,

many of them curiously like games played in Scotland.

When one boy is to be chosen to take a difficult part—to be " it "

in the game—be is selected by show of hands, turned palm up or

palm down, the odd man being let off {pug gea) eaoh time nntil

only one is left, who is ont (*or gea)tr- literally "burnt"—or

sometimes the selection is made by repeating nonsense verses,

such as the following :—

Itkin bitkin l&l chhatikin loha latu channan ghfitu.

Ib rio chor ch&kur bhamba tara kirri.

The boys are counted round, a word to a b< y, and the boy

to whom the last word comes escapes (pug gea), and so on till

only one boy is left (chhoti) who has to take the unpleasant

task of beginning the game. In many games the players are

divided into two sides (pdssa) which are chosen in much the

same way as sides are chosen in Scotland. Two of the best

players are appointed captains (vadda art) of the opposite

sides, and the other players pair off (rife), each pair of players

(beli) coming up to the captains and giving fictitious names,

s. g., "the mora and the star" ;" the lungi and the khet, or

the hot and the killa ; the captains then in turn guess one- of

the pair of names and take the boy whose fictitious name it ie.

In deciding which side is to have the choice of places, they

toss up, sometimes a shoe, guessing whether it will come down

right side up (aiddhi) or wrong side up (aputthi), or a pot

sherd one side of which has been wetted. The games played

are very numerous, and it will suffice to describe one or two.

Kaudi is a game in which the great thing is to be able to ran as

long as possible without drawing breath. The two sides stand

on opposite sides of a boundary line (liha). One player of A

side runs into the enemy's gronnd calling out all the time

taudi-kaudi, or kabaddi-kabaddi, to show that he is not

drawing breath, and endeavours to touch one of the B side.

If he succeeds in doing this bofore he has drawn a breath, the

boy touched is out (»ar gea, literally " is burned "J and has to sit

down out of the game. As soon as the A player has ceased to

say kaudi-kaudi , thus showing that he has drawn a fresh breath,

any one of the B side may touch him and then he is out. So

that it is necessary to keep enough breath not only to run
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after one of the other side, bat to get baok across the boundary Chapter III, B<

to one's own side, and dash on fast enough to get away from one -~*

of the other side who may pursue. Not more than one player aelieiowlWe.

of a side can cross into the enemies' ground at a time; if two do

cross, the second is out. When oue of the B side is caught,

the A. player 'Who was first caught can get up and rejoin his

side, and so on in turn. With referenoe to this rule a player

sometimes utters the challenge, Belt di mukdn—Beli utthea

jdn, i.e. (I have come) on a visit of sympathy for the loss of

a partner, oonsider that my partner has got up (to rejoin the

game). When all of one side are out, the other side has won

the game.

In kandh-mdr the players take sides. Those of one side

take their stand back to back in a group, which is oalled the

fort (killa), and round this is drawn at some distance a circle,

outside which the players of the other side take their stand.

One of the outer side makes a dash at the fort and touches

one of the boys in it, and if he can do this and get back outside

the line, (malgea), the boy he has touched is out but if the boys

in the fort can seise and hold him, he is out (sargea). In

this game also if one of A side is caught, he has to. sit down and

one of the prisoners of the B side gets up, and rejoins the game.

In chdbuk-satt (threw the whip), all the players except one,

oalled the ehhoti, sit in a ring with their faces inwards. The chhoti

(G) is given a knotted cloth with which he walks round the

outside of the ring. He drops this whip (chdbuk) secretly

behind one of the players (A.), who as soon as he discovers this

must jump up, seize the whip, and run round the ring after C,

striking him with it till he gets round again to A's place.

If 0 gets round to A. again before A discovers that the whip is

lying behind him, C takes up the whip and beats A all round the

ring back to A's place again.

In tilion te lamba, the boys divide into two sides, and all

of one side mount on the backs of the boys of the other side,

who are called their " horses." They stand in a ring and each

boy in turn gets down and runs all round the ring calling

out continuously

" Qhofa meda chamba

Tilion U lamba."

If he gets round without drawing breath, be can mount

his horse again. If not, all the players of his side have to

dismount and become " horses "-for the players of the other side.

This rnle of one side becoming " horses " for the other is a com

mon penalty in games.

Vlli danda is very like hockey, being played with a ball

of thread (ulli) which each side tries to drive with sticks

(danda) into the other's goal. Luk-chhip is a sort of hide-and
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- The old men play chaupatt, a game something like back-

Chapterllli B' gammon played with dice (kauri); and some play cheBs (ihatranj)

Social and *n *hich they often show great skill. The favourite game at

Religious life, cards (tdsh) is one played by three players, using 51 cards

Games. (leaving out the deuce of diamonds). It is something like

whist, but the cards are dealt round and the play proceeds

from left to right, and in dealing the cards are taken from

the bottom of the paok, not the top.

Betrothal cn»tom«. The age at which betrothal takes place depends chiefly on

the means of the family ; it is not unusual to betroth children

at a very early age (two or three years), especially when the

betrothed parties are first cousins or otherwise nearly related ;

but the most common age is among Mnsalmans from ten to

fifteen, and among Hindus from eight to twelve. It is thought

a disgrace to allow a girl to grow up unmarried, and most

girls are betrothed before the age of sixteen. Before the

formal betrothal (mangewa) takes place, it is usual for the boy's

father or some respected friend to go to the girl's father and

get his consent. Then the boy's father or near relations go

formally to the girl's house taking with them the family barber

(ndi) and bard (mirdsi) and the following articles, viz., a suit of

clothes for the girl (chola, lungi and phulkdri), a pair of shoes, a

plaiu ring (ehhallaj, value Be. 1-4-0, some coloured thread (moU),

5 rupees in cash, S sers of. our, and 5 pans of mahdi which are

given to the girl's father. A formal blessing {dua kher) is

prayed for on the betrothal and is sometimes repeated- three

times. It is not usual to write out a contract of betrothal.

Among some of the Musalman tribes, a Brahman accompanies

the bard and barber. Others do without any formal ceremony

at all, except that of asking a blessing on the betrothal before

the assembled relatives. Among Bindds the boy's father

sends his family Brahman to the girl's father to fix a date for

the betrothal, and on the date fixed the boy's relatives go to the

girl's house where they are sometimes given by the girl's father

a rupee and some sugar (vaddhdi).

Marriage cero- The following description of a well-to-do Awan's marriage

Bl0nI,s- will give some idea of the ceremonies common on suoh occasions.

When the cloth is out for the trousseau (palla) the bridegroom's

father sends the bride's father lis. 5 and gives 3 sirs of our

to the menials and 3 sera of flour and a ser of gur to the tailor.

Each day thereafter the women sing songs at the bridegroom's

house. A few days before the wedding, the bride's father

receives the kup, i.e., the bridegroom'^ female relatives with

song and musio take him Rs. 25, 3 maunds of wheat, 5 sheep,

10 sets of ghi and 15 sers of gur to help towards the wedding

feast. On the wedding day all the women of the family fetch

a jar (gharoli) of water with song and music, and seating the

bridegroom on a stool, cover him with a sheet and proceed to

bathe him. They throw some pice into a vessel of milk and

then pour the milk over his head, the barber and bard sharing
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the pice. The bridegroom's sister or niece seizes his sheet Chapter III, B-

and refuses to let go till he gives her a present. On -—

getting off his seat the bridegroom crushes with his right foot £e]i»i0'BjljljfB

the earthenware lid of a jar {chuni) and sits down on a blanket.

An unmarried youth is appointed his " best man " (sabdhla)

and is given an iron weapon with which he protects the bride

groom. The friends then present their subscriptions towards

the wedding inendar) which are tested by a goldsmith and

written down by a Hindu, both of them being rewarded with a

rupee for their services. The wedding procession (janj)

is then formed and proceeds from the bridegroom's house to

the bride's, where it is received by the women with songs of

derision and abuse. A sweeper (chuhra) shuts the door against

them and refuses to open till bribed with a rupee or two. The

wedding party then go inside and are feasted, the bridegroom

first, and he is expected to give Hs. 5 or Rs. 10 to the bride's

bard and barber who bring him the good things. Then

the bride's female relatives come out and take the bride

groom and his party inside. There they play a game called

oeri ghori, in which the women make fun of the bridegroom.

The menials attached to the bride's family demand their

perquisites from the bridegroom's father. Then the nikah

ceremony is performed according to the Muhammadan law,

and this generally takes place in the early morning. The

reader of the nikah is given a rupee and the relatives regaled on

sesamum and sugar. The bride's father then makes a display

of the articles given by him in dower {daj) to his daughter, and

a bard- musician (mirdii) describes them in a loud voice

(hokdna). The bridegroom, clad in fiue clothes, goes to pay his

respects to his mother-in-law and gives her Rs. 5, while she gives

him a gold ring. The bride's clothes are formally changed, the

studs (bunde) are taken out of her ears, and ear-rings put in

(vdli), and the front plaits (chond) of her hair, which mark the

virgin, are nnplaited and her hair put np in the rolls which

mark the married woman. This ceremony, called kapre

vattdune, is the public sign of the marriage ceremony having

been completed. The wedding procession, now including the

bride, returns to the bridegroom's house, where sbe seizes hold

of the door and will not go in till her mother-in-law gives her

a cow or buffalo. A small child is then placed in her lap, and

she gives it some sugar. She stays there for seven days

{sat bhora) and then returns to her parents' house, where she

remains till she reaches the age of puberty, when again her

husband goes in procession (behda) to fetch her home for

good.

Among other Musalman tribes the marriage customs are

much the samo, though of course the Bums expended vary with

the means of the parties. They are usually very extravagant

and often a marriage plunges the bridegroom's father into hope

less debt. In 1895, an endeavour was made to reduce the.
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' III. B expenditure on marriage ceremonies, and representatives of all

T~T . classes bound themselves to keep within certain limits in the

Beligloas^Life. expenditure they would incur. Among the cnBtoms they

Marriage owe- agree(i *° discourage were those of feasting all and sundry,

moniM. employing miratin* to sing and prostitutes to dance, having

fireworks, throwing money broad-cast over the bride's palan

quin (sot), and distributing largesse to the poor (vara).

Other domestic When a child is born in a Musalman family, the Mullah

is sent for to utter the call to prayor {bang) into its ear. After a

few days the child's hair is cut and a name given him, and

presents are given to the midwife, Mullah, barber and other

menials. A male child is circumcised (tunta) before he is

twelve years old, and on that ocoasion also clothes are distri

buted to the relatives, and gur among the people of the village.

At funerals among the Musalmans the services prescribed

in the Koran are followed.. The grave is dug with a

(idmx) along the western side, in which the body is placed

with itB face towards Makka and the feet towards the south.

Bricks or stones are then placed leaning over the oorpse so that

no earth may rest on it. Before the burial the Mullah recites

the burial service (Janata), accompanied by the mourners, and

after the burial alms are given to the poor. The Mullah gets a

copy of the Koran and a rupee or two ; he is also feasted, as

well as the relatives and friends. On the third day after the

funeral the relatives read the kul and distribute food to those

who come to condole with them.

As regards the main religions, the statistics are unusually

clear in this district. There can be no doubt as to whether a

man is a Musalman or not, for if bo, he will be circum

cised, will repeat the Kalima, worship in a mosqne and pray

towards Makka. There is more doubt as to whether a man has

rightly classed himself as a Sikh, and the Sikhs in this district,

who number 9,777, may be included for purposes of general

comparison among the Hindus. The number of persons who

have been included in the Hindu total, because not distinctly

non-Hindus, is only 4,574, or less than one per cent, of the

total population. Of these 51 are Vedak Aryas, and are pro

perly a soct of Hindus, and the remainder are all impure castes

—Chuhros 3,013, Lai Begi, 1,048, BalaShahi 162 and Sana 800.

It will be interesting to have similar figures for these low-caste

religions at a future census, for probably it will be found that

they are rapidly disappearing under a process of conversion,

chiefly to the Musalman religion. So long as a low-caste man

remains non-Musalman, he cannot possibly rise in the social

Bcale, but so Boon as he undergoes circumcision and repeats the

Kalima, he takes his place among the followers of the Prophet

on equal terms so far as religion goes, and although he con

tinues to be looked down upon, his degraded position is no

longer religious but social only, and he has the influence of a
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common religions feeling and of the principles of eqnality in*

culcated by the sacred books of the religion he has espoused to

help him to rise in the social scale. The temptation to a man

of these impure castes to become a Musalman is therefore

great, and as there is a growing zeal for proselytising among the

Mahammadan Mullahs, it is probable that ah each succeeding

oensns fewer and fewer men will be found to return themselves

as believers in Lai Beg or Bala Shah, or as Chuhra or Sansi

by religion.

The proportions per oent. of total population returned as

belonging to the chief religions at successive censuses is as fol

lows :—

Social and

Religion* Lift.

Census of

Frrcentaft of total population

returned as'

Total.

Hindu. Sikh.
Masai-

Others.

1856 ... .•• 17-2

sain.

82'8 ... 160

1868 ... ... ... •** 146 0-9 82-8 1-8 100

1881 ,,, ... ... 140 11 84-9 ... 100

1891
184 20 we

1 -

100

As regards classification the " others " of 1868 have been

now included among " Hindus," and it is probable that many of

those now returned as Sikh were formerly classed as Hindus, for

the distinction between Hindu and Sikh is by no means clear.

The important point to notice is that the Musalmans who

increased more rapidly than did the Hindus and Sikhs between

1868 and 1881 are now increasing practically at the same ratio,

i.e., neither religion is gaining any advantage over the others

in point of numbers. As regards tahsils the percentage of

Musalmans on total population is for Bhera 84 3, Shahpnr

81'9, and Khushab 87*6. The two cis-Jhelam tahsils have

more trade and more towns and large villages than Khushab

has, and therefore more of the. Hindus and Sikhs; for they

being chiefly traders, shop-keepers and money-lenders con

gregate in the towns, where they form 40 per cent, of the total

population, and in the larger villages ; many of the smaller

villages having no Hindu residents at all, or only one or two

petty shop-keepers belonging to that religion.

The total number of persons classed as Hindus is 66,065, or

13 per cent, of the total population, but of those 4,523 belong

to aboriginal or low caste religions . not properly Hindus, and

the number of true Hindus, including Vedak Aryas, is 61,542, or

12 per oent. of the total population. Of these 32,55 1 are Aroras,

Hindu sects.
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Chapter III, B. 1,713 are Bhatia Khatris, 15,480 Khatrrs, 2,676 Sunars, 5,420

Brahmans and 401 Mohial Brahmans, So that practically the

whole of the Hindus of this district consist of these trading,

shop-keeping and money-lending tribes and their spiritual

guides. Of these 61,542 Hindis, 16,232, or 26 per cent., are

returned as belonging to no sect, and of the remainder the

chief sects according to number are as follows :—

Social and

Religions Life.

Hindu sects.

The Vaishnan

Sect.

Vaishnau

Nanak Panthi

Shiv Upasak

Devi Upasak

Percentage

of

total Hindus.

20

8

2

The other sects are comparatively small in numbers.

The Vaishnaas, Yaishnos, Vishn Upasaks, or worshippers of

Vishn take their name from the god Vishnu, the preserver of

the universe, who is of all the gods of the Hindu Pantheon by

far the most worshipped in this district, whether in his own

name, or in that of one of his incarnations. His worshippers

may be considered as the orthodox Hindus of this part of the

country, and probably most of those who returned themselves

as of no sect at all are really worshippers of Vishnu. The holy

places of the Vaishnaus are thoso of the great body of Hindus

throughout India, viz., Jagannath, Dwarkanath, Bindraban,

Mathra, Gaya, the Ganges, Hardwar, Rameshar, Pryag and

Kashi. Their sacred books are the four Vedas, the Vishn Puran,

the Ramayan, Mahabharat, Bhagwat Gita. The Vaishnaas

worship in temples the stone image of Vishnu in human shape

(many of them also worshipping images of Shiv and Thakur),

and the strict among them eat only food cooked by themselves,

abstain from eating flesh, onions and garlic or drinking spirits,

and revere the Brahman and the cow, but many Vaishnaus in this

district are by no means strict in such matters. They wear

the sacred thread (janju) and scalp-lock (bodi), marry by tho

form of walking round the sacred fire, and burn their dead,

throwing the ashes into a river, and sending a small portion of

them to be thrown into the Ganges. The vaishnaus are chiefly

Aroras, Khatris and Brahmans, and are mostly found in the

Shahpur and Khushab tahsfls. The sect is said to be deoreas*

ing in. numbers and importance.
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Of the Hindus 12,539, or 20 percent., and of the Sikhs Chapter III, B.

9,016, or 92 per cent., have returned themselves as belong- a-J^T"

ing to the Nanak Panthi sect, i.e., as followers of Baba ReuSoaJui*.

Nanak, the first Sikh Guru. (With these may be taken The Hindu and

the 405 returned as Hindu Sikhs). There is no clear distinc- sikh Nin&k Putthfo.

tion between these two classes, nor indeed is the distinction

between Nanak Panthi Hindus and orthodox Hindus at all

clear. The fact is that the A rorda and Khatris of this neigh

bourhood are as a rnle very lax in their religions ceremonies

and doctrines and have been very much influenced by the

liberal teachings of Guru Nanak and his followers. Those

who are most under the influence of the Brahmans and most par

ticular about carrying out the ceremonial observances of the

Parana, call themselves Vaishnau Hindus. Those who have

been most influenced by the teaching of the Sikh Gurus and of

their sacred book the Granth, and especially those who have

adopted the Sikh religion as taught by Guru Gobind Singh, call

themselves Nanak Panthis or pure Sikhs. But these latter are

few in number. There are few men who maintain all the

outward forms and rules of conduct of the recognised Sikh

religion and who can be considered true Sikhs of that type.

But many keep the hair unshorn, abstain from tobacco, do

not worship idols or revere Brahmans to auy great extent and

follow the teachings of the Granth. These also call themselves

Nanak Panthi Sikhs. Others again while they revere the Granth

yet revere Brahmans also, worship idols now und then, do not

abstain from tobacco and shave their heads. Some of these

call themselves Nanak Panthi Sikhs and others Nanak Panthi

Hindus, so that there is no clear line of distinction between

them. Thus Nanak Panthi in this district means little more

than a lax Hindu..- Sikhism of this type is said to be spreading

at the cost of orthodox Hinduism, and it is probable that

the spaead of education, commerce and knowledge are tend

ing to loosen the bonds of caste and encourage a lasity of

opinion and Of ceremonial observance such as was taught by

the Gnru Nanak.

These purest Sikhs, so-called from their name for God 0.2Je Nirankirf

[Niranter, the " bodiless " or " spirit "), are few in numbers (58)

and are almost all found in Bhera tahsil. They are the followers

of Bhai Diy&l and were taught by him to worship God as a

spirit only, to avoid the worship of idols, to make no offerings

to idols, Brahmans or the dead, and to abstain strictly from flesh

and wine. Their sacred book is the Granth, and besides the

usual Sikh places r>f pilgrimage they look upon Rawalpindi as

their head-quarters, as there Bhai Diyal built a sort of chnrch

(darbdr) as a meeting place and slirine for the Granth. They

are said to be scrupulous in adhering to the truth and to abstain

from mourning on the death of any relative which they make

rather an occasion for mutual rejoicing. The sect is said to be

on the

Sikhs.
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Chapter III. B- The Sewa Panthfs (258 in number, chiefly found in Shahpur),

a7~T . are the followers of Sewa Ram, a disciple of Kanhaiya Lai, one of

BeUriottfldfc. the P6*8011111 followers of the Sikh Guru Teg Bahadur. Kan-

The Sewa'Panthfa na*7* Lai is said to have distinguished himself by personal

' service (sewa), giving water to both parties of combatants in

the ware of Gobind Singh, and his followers specially devote

themselves to attendance on travellers. They follow the Granth

and have the same places of pilgrimage as the Nanak Panthfs.

They abstain from meat, wine and tobacco. They are chiefly

Aroras and Khatrfs and their usual occupation is making ropes

from the tar grass (.munj). They are found chiefly in the

Jhang and Shahpur districts, but the seot is decreasing in

numbers.

The J3 a n 4 1 a n The Sanatan Dharm sect (568), almost all in the Shahpur

Mimsect. tahsil, are apparently the very orthodox Hindus who have

returned themselves as followers of the " ancient religion " bb

opposed to the Arya reformers.

The Deri Upinaks. The Devi Upanaks (1,157, chiefly in the Shahpur and

Khushab tahsils), or worshippers of the goddess Devi, are chiefly

Sonars, Khatris, Jocris, Sanyasis, &c. Their sacred books are

the Devi Puran, a part of the Markanda Puran, Chandi Path

and the Puran Sahasarnam, and their places of pilgrimage

Jowalamukhi in Kangra, the Bindhya Hills, Kali Devi near

Calcutta, Yaishno Devi in Kashmir. It is said that the Emperor

Akbar endeavoured to extinguish the ever-burning fire of Devi

at Jowalamukhi, but finding his efforts unavailing'took off his

shoes and begged the goddess's pardon. The worshippers

of Devi are divided into two sects—(1) the Vaish.no Devi who

abstain from flesh and wine, and (2) the Kali worshippers who

do not. They worship the image of Devi in temples, revere

Gaur Brahmans and pay special attention to sacrifices by fire

(horn), keep fast every fortnight and on the Monday break their

fast by eating food cooked on the Sunday night and, lighting a

flame, worship Devi. They especially keep a fast {Athtami) half-

yearly in Asauj and Chait, at the Asauj fast on the day of the

new moon after the completion of the annual commemoration of

the dead (srdddh), they sow barley, water it and keep a lamp

lighted by it*, and then on the eighth day cut it and light a

sacrificial fire (horn), breaking their fast next day. This

annual fast is called the nauratara, and this and the other half-

yearly fast are the special days of pilgrimage, when the wor

shippers gather at the holy places, sing hymns and make their

offerings. The sect is said to be on the decrease.

The Shir Upiaaki. The Shiv Upasaks (3,048, found in all three tahsils) are

the worshippers of the god Shiv, nnd are also called Shivi or

Shiv Panthi. They are chiefly Khatris and Brahmans, and

worship the god Shiv nnder the form of a stone pillar or, ling in

the pillar-like temple built for it, called shivala, by offering

water, flowers and leaves, ringing bells and tinging hyu
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They use rosaries {mala) of the fruit called rudrdsh. They eat

flesh and drink spirits. .Their sacred books are the Shir Puran

and Uttani Puran, and their most sacred place is Benaras (Kasi).

Worshippers of Sbiy are said to obtain salvation and freedom

from the effects of their sins by dying there on the banks of

the holy Ganges which is said to flow from Shiv's matted locks.

Chapter III, B.

Social and

Religious Life.

The Shiv Upaaaks.

The Sanyaslg,The Sanyaeis (146, found chiefly in Bhera tahsil) also

especially worship Shiv. They are a sect of devotees recruited

from Kbatris, Brahmans, &c. They do .not marry, but few of

them abstain from flesh and spirits. They do not wear the

sacred thread or scalp-lock, some wearing the hair long and

some shaving the head entirely. They do not barn their dead

but bury them or throw them into a river that they may be of

use to living oreatures. They gather in great numbers at the

kumbh melds, held every eleven years on the banks of the

sacred rivers. They are said to have greatly multiplied in the

time of Shankar Acharaj who re-established the old religion,

but to be now decreasing in number.

The Jogis (246, chiefly in Bhera tahsil) are another body of 1,16 3ofP>-

religious devotees who especially worship Shiv, Bhairo and Devi.

The Jogis of this neighbourhood derive their origin from Guru

Gorakhnath, said to have lived 1800 years ago, whose chief

monastery is now at Tilla in the Jhelum district, an important

off-shoot being perched on the top of the isolated Kirana hill in

Jhang, which is said to have been earned there from the Tilla

hill by one of Gorakhnath's disciples. The Jogis do not marry,

but are recruited from Khatris, Aroras and Brahmans, one

common mode being that a childless man promises that if the

Jogi can procure him male children he will givo him one as a

disciple.' They do not abstain from flesh and spirits, do not

wear the sacred thread and scalp-lock, but wear ropes of black

wool, and many of.them (hence called kanphate) wear in their ears

large rings of coarse glass or wood ; those who do not, are called

Augar. They bury their dead in a sitting position. Their

sacred books are the Veds, the Bhagawad Gita, &c. The sect is

said to be decreasing. The monastery of Koh Kirana received

large grants of land revenue from the Sikhs in this district,

part of whioh were confirmed in perpetuity by the British Gov

ernment.

The Bairagis (260) whose name implies that they hare

given up the cares and pleasures of the world, are a sect of

devotees who do not marry bnt are recruited from all Hindu

castes. In this distriot, they usually belong to one of two

orders, the Ramanandi and the Nimanandi. Both orders barn

their dead, abstain from flesh and spirits, and altogether follow

the orthodox Hindu religion more closely than the Jogis. The

Ramanandis worship Rarachandr, are followers of Ramanand,

study the Ramay an, consider Ajodhya and Ramnath as sacred

places of pilgrimage, while the Nimanandis worship Krishn,

The Bairfigla.
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Chapter III, B. Kadba and Baldeo, are followers of Nimanand, stndy the books

SociaTand about KriBhn, and look upon Mathra, Bindraban and Dwarka-

Beligions Life. n^tn &s s&ored places. They are said to go on pilgrimage to

The Bair£gis. Dwarkanath, and there have the impression of the metal foot

marks of KriBhn stamped red-hot on their arms as a menus of

securing salvation from thiir sins. Both septs hold a great feast

on the death of a fellow devotee and also on the Ramnammi at the

end of Chait, the incarnation day of Ramohandr, and on the

eighth of Bhadon, the incarnation day of Krishn.

The GofUUns. The Gosalns (259) are another sect of devotees who do not

as a rule marry but are recruited from all castes of Hindus.

They are generally Vaishnaus and follow the usual tenets of that

sect, have the same places of pilgrimage and the same sacred

books. They often act something like priests to their disciples,

initiating them by putting on the sacred thread, at the same time

breathing into their ear the salvation-giving text called Gurmantr.

They often give names to ohildren and receive offerings,from their

disoiples, especially at marriages. Some of them worship Shiv

and wear his distinctive mark (tilak) on their foreheads. They

are not increasing in numbers.

TheAryfa. The Aryas (215) with whom the Vedak Arya> (51) should

be inolnded as being the same sect, are found only in the large

towns, where they have established small societies. The founder

of the sect was Dayanand Surasti of Guzarat who within

the last twenty-five years endeavoured to restore the primitive

simplicity of the Hindu religion and to strip it of the super

stitious beliefs and ceremonies with which it has become encruBt-

ed. The Beot comprises all castes of Hindus, but is chiefly compos

ed of educated men, many of whom have some knowledge of

English or Sanskrit. They acknowledge the authority of no

sacred book except the Veda and especially deny the authority

of the Purans, they hold that no reverence should be shown to

Brahmans and that there are no sacred places of pilgri

mage, and forbid idol worship and offerings to the dead,

holding that there is one true God who is a spirit and should be

worshipped in spirit only. Their importance is much greater

than their mere numbers would give, for they are mostly educated

men, many of them in good positions, and as a rule some

what aggressive in their endeavours to convert their fellows.

The progress of the sect is said to have suffered a blow from

the death of its founder, but they are probably still slowly in

creasing in numbers, and affecting the whole tone of religious

thought among the educated Hindus. In the towns they are

establishing meeting-houses and schools of their own, which

have a considerable effect in keeping them together as a body

and spreading their tenets. Like all reformers they have made

themselves somewhat obnoxious to the orthodox.

The Jfada Kaliyau The Jinda Kaliyan ke Sewak (7?) are the followers of

• Sewak. Jinda, a fakir, and Kaliyau, a Brahman, who were great
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friends, living at Masan, a village in the Jhang district, some 200 Chapter III. B.

years ago, and are said to have been honoured by Guru Gobind ^.JTT" •

Singh. They are chiefly Arorns and Khafiris and seem to be Religious Life-

a sect of ordinary Hindus. They make a pilgrimage to the The Jinda Kaliyan

tombs of Jinda and Kaliyan at Masan at the Dasahra. ke Sewak.

The Dhirmal&i (266, chiefly in Shahpnr tahsil) are a sect The DMnaatfi.

of Nanakpanthis, followers of Dhirmal, said to hare been a

fdkir in the days of Gura Hargobiud. There seems little

?ractical difference between them and other N&nakpanthis.

hey are mostly Aroras ; the sect is found chiefly in Shahpnr

and ia decreasing in importance.

The Bamdasi (818 in all three tahsils) are also a sect of TheBimdaei.

Nanakpanthis, closely connected with the Dbirmalais, Dbirma^

and Ram Das having belonged to the same family. The large'

village of Cbak Rarodas belongs to Khatris of this family, who

are revered as Bhafs by a large following, chiefly of Khatris

and Aroras. Their tenets, &c, are the same as those of the

Nanakpanthis.

The Dadupanthfs (80, chiefly in Bhera tahsil) are a sect The Dadupanthfs.

of Bairagis, followers of Dadfiji, who was himself a disciple of

R&manand and a friend of D£ra Shikoh, Shahzada, and their

tenets, &c, are much the same as those of the Ramanandi

Bairiigis. They have a special sacred tract, called Dadu Bilas.

They are chiefly Brahmans, Khatris and A routs, and are decreas

ing. They are said to be most numerous towards Delhi, Jaipur

and Jodbpur.

The Laljis (84) are also a sort of Bairagis, followers of The Laljfs.

Lalji, who lived at Dhyanpur on the Bavi in Gurdfcpur

district, which is still the head-quarters of the sect. Their tenets

are much the same as the Yaishnav Bairagis. Tbcy are most

numerous towards Gurdaspur.

The Dial Bhawanpanfchis (62) are a sect of Vaishnav The Dial Bhewan-

Hindus, followers of Dial Bhawan, a cloth-seller of Girot in the panthle.

Khushab tahsil, whose attention was. turned to religion by an

example of second sight (ilhdm) by a Path an i with whom he

was staying. The head-quarters of the sect are at the Ramsar

tank at Girot where a great festival takes place on Baisakhi

every year. His followers are chiefly Aroras and Khatris of

Shahpur and the surrounding district^ and their tenets, &c.,

are those of Vaishnav Hindus. They are initiated at the Ramsar

tank where they are taught special prayers and have their

heads shaved. Some wear the sacred thread, others do not.

The Bamchandr ke Sewak (75), are Vaishnav Hindus, The Hamchaodr

who specially worship Ramchandr and his idol. ke Sewak.

TheKrishnis (121) are Vaishnaus, who specially worship the The

idol of Krishn.
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Chapter III, B- The Mula Santls (107) are Vaishnav Hindus, who follow

.""T . Mula Sant, a Gaur Brahman of Suliman in the Chiniot tahsil.

Belipions Life. ^e 13 8a^ *° -iavo lived some 400 years ago and to have spent

The Mula Santia. years worshipping in a hole he had dug. His followers are

chiefly Ar6ras and make pilgrimage to his tomb at Sulimao.

Their tenets, &c, are Vaishnav. They are chiefly found in

Jhang, Shahpur and Gujranwala.

MasalmAoi. Of the whole population of the district 85 per cent, are

Mnsalmans, and it may be said that except the money-lending

and trading classes (Khatri, Arora, Sunar) and the Brahmans,

the whole population profess Islam. Of the Musalmans again

97 per cent, call themselves Sunnis, but probably the great

mass of them do not know the difference between Sanni and

Shiab. All Musalman males are circumcised, repeat the

Kalima, pray in mosques according to* the Muhammadan

formula with their faces towards Mecca, marry by nikdh and bury

their dead, and all look upon Mecca and Madina as holy places

of pilgrimage, though very few in this district have actually

sqen them. The great mass of the agricultural and menial

classes, except in the Salt range, are very lax in their

observances, seldom go through the form of saying prayers,

and are ignorant of the tenets and principles of the religion

they profess. The Awans as a rule are much stricter than their

neighbours, especially in keeping the fast of Ramzan and in

saying their prayers at the five prescribed times, viz., namdzvela,

peshi, digar, namdsha and khuftdn.

TheShiahs. Bhera 1,495

Shahpur 4,260

Khuahab ... 8,825

Total District 9,580

The Shi&hs, who form only 2 per cent, of the Musalmans in

this district, are chiefly found in the neighbourhood of Shahpur,

Sahiwal and Girot. They are mostly Sayads, Kuraishis and

Biloch. Their tenets are those described in Section 288 of

Mr. Ibbetson's Census Report, and the chief difference between

them and the Sunnis seems to be that they consider Karbala

a sacred place as well as Mecca and Madina, add to the Kalima

a clause " Ali Wali-Ullah "■ (Ali is the Vicegerent of God), keep

their hands at their sides during prayer instead of crossing them

in front like the Sunnis, say " God is Great" five times instead of

four at a funeral, and carry out the tdzids with lamentation

during the first ten days of the Muharram.

Religion of menials The Chuhr&s (3,013), Lai Begfs (1,048), and Bala Shahis

and Jangal tribes. (162) are probably all Chuhra by caste. They together make up

12 per cent, of the Chuhra caste. The great mass of the

Chuhr&s in this district belong to the Musalman religion, are

called MusaUis, and do not eat animals that have died a natural
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death. These Musalman Chuhras are treated as true Musalmans Chapter III, B.

by the peasant population who do not refuse to eat food or —-

drink water from their hands. Bui, a considerable number of RelieiousLife

the caste have not been circumoised, and do eat carrion. Eelirion of menials

They are still called Chuhrft, and have their own primitive and Jangal tribes.

religion, which consists in making simple offerings at a small

shrine over which is set a flag consisting of a rag on a pole.

They consider Lai Beg and Bala Shah as Gurus and do them

honour, many of them describing themselves as belonging to

their sects. Lai Beg is said to have lived in the Gujranwala

district.

The Sansis by tribe are 459 in number, and the Sansis by

religion are 300, most of whom have returned themselves as

Shafis from an idea that Imam Shafi authorised the eating of

animals considered abominable by the orthodox Mnsalmdns.

They have a primitive religion of their own, not unlike that of

the Chuhras, but their ideas have been largely affected by the

prevalence of Islam.

Every village has its mosque distinguished by its three Mosques, temples

pinnacles, sometimes a mere kachcha building little better than and shrines,

the mud-bnilt huts of the peasants, but generally more preten

tious with at least some carved wood on its front, a slightly

raised platform covered with the sweet-scented hhavi grass,

an arrangement for heating water for the ablution before

prayers and a wall round the sacred enclosure. In villages of

older standing, the mosque is often a masonry building with

dome and minarets ornamented with painted scroll-work and

some verses of the Kuran. The most imposing mosque in the

district is that at Bhera, said to have been built by Sher Shah,

King of Delhi, in A. H. 947. In those villages in which several

Hindus or Sikhs have settled there may often be seen a small

thdkurdwdra, shivdla, or dharmsdla, but it is only in the large

towns that these buildings are of any size or importance.

The Musalman peasantry generally are by no means

bigoted or very particular about the forms of their religion.

During an outbreak of cholera it was noticed that many men

went to prayers in the mosques, who had hardly ever been

inside one before and who did not know the proper .genntlexiona

to make. A man who is attentive to the prescribed religious

ceremonies is known as a namdzi—a pious man. The number

of the pious is however increasing, and the Awans in particular

pay great attention to the prescribed religious services and

keep the Ramzan fast strictly.

Each mosque has its Imam or Ulma, who keeps it in order

teaches the village boys to repeat the Kuran by rote and con

ducts the service at marriages and funerals. 1 Few of them

have much learning, or much influence over the people. Greater

rcverenca is shown to holy men or saints (/afti'rs and jw») wad
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Chapter III, B- to their tombs (khdnguh), which are frequently to be seen sur-

7~T . rounded by trees and brushwood, aa no one dares to cut down a

Beti^tauLife- tree or even to carry away the fallen wood from a fakir's grave ;

Moeqaes tempos an(^ ploughs and other articles are sometimes left at such a grave

afid Ebrines. for safety, the owner feeling certain. that no one would dare to

steal in the neighbourhood of a fakir's tomb. These- tombs are

sometimes mere earthen graves, but more often a pile of

Etones or bricks has been erected,with a wall to enclose the grave.

When a villager desires anything strongly he makes a vow

imannat) to present something at the tomb of somefakir, one

of the most common offerings being a rag (berak) tied to a twig

of some tree above the tomb. If the prayer was for a child

and has been answered, the happy mother hangs up a toy cradlo

[paghura) j if a cow has calved, some milk is presented at

the shrine ; if a stolen bullock has been recovered, the vow is

paid by hanging up a halter. One khangdh at Ishar is famous

as a place for getting toothache cured. The sufferer comes and

throws kauri shells down at the grave, and his pain at once

ceases and does not return for as many years as he has presented

kauris. I once saw a boy come and seat himself formally

at a shrine near which I was encamped and on enquiry found

that he had come there to be saved from a periodical fit of ague

which was due. I gave him some quinine, and the saint did not

fail his worshipper that day. At the highest point of the road

from the Salt range villages to Shahpur, above Kathwai, is a

shrine (not a tomb) devoted to Gorra, the ancestor of all the

Awans of these parts. It is usual for an Awan as he passes

this place on his way down into the plains to promise that if

hiB journey is successful he will put up a stone to the genius of

the place on his return. The trees around are full of such

stones, and as it is not the custom for the unsuccessful to knock

down any of the stones, the number of the offerings continues

to increase and to prove the efficacy of such vows. • It is not

only dead saints who can confer favours and perform miracles

by their holy powers. The Sayads of Shah Ajmal near Girot

have the power of curing the bite of a mad dog. A holy man

at Shahwala near Uttira is known as vatta bhann (stone-

breaker) because he can crush stones in his hand ; he can also

fell trees by a wave of his hand. When a saint has by

austerity or miraculous power gained a reputation of this sort,

it often descends not only to his tomb but to his sons and

grandsons, who are revered as Mians or Pirs though their

own character may be far from 6aintly. Some of these Pirs

have a large following who deem it meritorious to make them

presents and show them honour, and look upon them in much the

same way as the orthodox Hindu looks upon his family

Brahman. It is usual for the Pir to make tours among his

followers (murid), receive their obeisance, enjoy their hospitality

and collect their offerings. Sayads and Kureshis enjoy a

similar reputation owing to their descent; and among the Sikhs,

similar offerings are made to Bedis and Bhaia who come round
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periodically to collect them. Among the most revered Firs in Chapter III, B.

the district are (1) Pir Sattar Shah, Kureshi, of Pail in the Salt Social and

range, a most worthy old man ; (2) the representative of the «"igioasUft.

Pirs at the shrine of Khwaja Shams-ud-din at Sial Sharif, southJg. temPles

of Sahiwal, a branch of the famous shrine at Tausa Sharif in

Dera Ghazi Khan ; and (3) Pir Badshah of Bhera who has a

large following among the Awans of the Salt range.

When a dead saint, Musalman or Hindu, has attained Fairs and pilgrim-

sufficient fame, it becomes usual for his worshippers to make a a°es-

pilgrimage to his tomb and present some offering there. Often a

particular day is fixed as the most propitious day on which to

make the pilgrimage, and on that day a crowd gathers from far

and near, both Hindu and Musalman, booths are erected and a

sort of " Holy Fair " carried on, religion being combined with

amusement. There are numerous small gatherings of this

description at Bhrines in different parts of the district, bat the

most important are those given in the following statement :—

Locality where shrine is

situated or fair held.

Shahpnr

Girot

Khushdb

Shekhpur (adjoins Bhera)

Haxira (on the banks of

the Ohenab).

Tnrtipnr (6 miles south

west of Bhera).

Girot

Sial Sharif (sonth of Sahi

wal).

Nihang (10 miles south of

Sahiwal).

Pir Sabi (6 miles north of

Sahiwal).

Nabi Shah (6 miles south

west of Bhera).

Bhera

Dharema (10 miles south

east of Civil Station).

Name of shrine.

Shah Siiams

Dial Bhawan

Ha&z Diwan

Snlt&n Ibrahim

Shah Shahamdi ...

Pir Adham Sultan ...

Mohammad Jamali

Khwaja Shams-ud-

din.

Pan] Pir

Pir Sabz

Shah Shah abal' ...

Pir Kiyandth

Sultan Ha Lib

Date and duration

of fair or gathering.

-8

-■i
m a

23rd, 24th and 26th

of Chet.

30th Chet and 1st

Baisakh.

20th Chet

Two last Sundays in

Chet and two first

Sundays in Baisakh

1st Sunday in Boisakh|

13th, mh and 15th

of Sawan

20th Bamzan

24th Safar ... - ...

1st Magh

2nd Friday of Chet .

From 15th to 20th Harj 2,000

15th Phagan

From 25th to end of

Bamzan.

12,000

8,000

8,000

6,000

5,000

6,000

4,000

8,000

3,000

2000

1,300

1,000

The largest gathering is at the Shah Shams fair at

Shahpur town at the shrine of the ancestor of the Sayads of

Shahpur, where numerous booths are erected and tent-pegging,

merry-go-rounds, Ac, provide amusement for the holiday.
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and

Chaptor in. B. makers. The Hindu fair of Dial Bhawan at Girot is oon-

SociaTand sidered an auspicious occasion for a Hindu boy to have his

Beligious Life, head shaved and to don the sacred thread (janju) . At the Sultan

Fain and pilgrim. Ibrahim fair at Shekhpur near Bhera, held on four Sundays in

•KM' spring, it is the fashion to have oneself bled at the hands of the

barbers of Bhera, so that the place becomes like a shambles.

This operation, performed at the shrine on these auspioious days,

is supposed to protect the patient from all diseases. At a small

gathering held in the Muharram at Chawa in the Bhera

tahsil it is usual for Naushahi fakir$ to have religiouB verses

sung, the effect of which is to throw some of the hearers into a

state of religious ecstasy, in which the patient becomes uncon

scious or raving. ' He is then suspended by the heels from a tree

till he comes to his senses. But such praotioes are reprobated by

the learned as a work of Satan.

For the Hindus Narsingh phShdr at the petrifying spring

and cascade in the Katha gorge and the temple at Sakesar are

places of pilgrimage and small bands of Hindu pilgrims from

the East wend their way by these sacred places to others on the

Frontier.

The Shahpnr rustics are wonderfully free from superstitions,

owing possibly to want of imagination. They have little dread of

ghosts or goblins, though some places {pakki jah) have a

reputation for being haunted by demons {jinn) and some dis

eases are supposed to be caused by the patients being possessed

with a devil. There are, however, lucky and unlucky days. On

the 3rd, 8tb, 13th, 18th, 23rd and 28th of the lunar month

(called gaddi) the earth is believed to be asleep and the peasant

will not begin to plough, or sink a well, or hold a marriage on

one of those days. Tuesday is a lucky day to begin to plongb,

and Monday to begin to cut the harvest. It is unlucky to sow

or to gather in tbe grain after the 24th day of the lunar month ;

and a bride should not go to her father-in-law's on a Sunday.

A Musalman will not lie down with his feet towards Mecca.

When a Persian wheel at work utters a sound like a shriek (kuk)

louder than its usual inharmonious soreech, this is considered an

omen of ill, and to avert disaster the owner of the well sacrifices

a sheep or goat and smears the blood of it? neck on the pivots

of the well-machinery. It is common to wear as protection

against the evil eye (nazr) an amulet {taunt) inside which is

written a charm, such as a verse from tbe Euran or a square of

figures so arranged as to total up to 15 each tray. This is worn

on the arm, round the neck or tied to the end of the pagri. Bul

locks, camels and horses are protected by similar amulets. In

the Salt range it is nsual to erect a cairn on the spot where a

man has been killed, and in some places numerous such cairns of

atones mark where villagers were killed in the unsettled times

before Maharaja Ranjft Singh's strong hand imposed peace on

tbe land.
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Table No. VIII shows the numbers who speak each of the Chapter III, B-

principal languages current in the district separately for each 7~T

tahsil and for the whole distriot. Of the whole population 999 £euSous*Lue.

per thousand are returned as speaking Panjabi, against 997 per ranging*,

thousand at last census. Of the remaining one per thousand, '

the 375 speakers of Hindustani dialects are probably chiefly

officials and their descendants, Purbya sycea and gardeners,

table-servants, &c.—the number has fallen off from 708 at last

census, but that may be a matter of classification; the 261

Pashtu speakers are chiefly Pathan coolies and merchants only

temporarily resident in the district ; the 7 Gnjrati speakers are

probably Parsi merchants ; the 13 Tamil speakers domestic ser

vants ; the 19 Farsi .speakers attendants of an official of Persian

extraction ; and the 53 English speakers (against 27 at last

census) officials and their families. The Panjabi spoken in this

district belongs to the group of dialects which has been aptly

named Western Panjabi, and of which a grammar is being

compiled by the Rev. Mr. Bomford and a dictionary by the

Rev. Dr. Juke. During settlement a collection of verses and

proverbs current in the district was made which, it is hoped, wiH

soon be separately published with a grammar and ■ glossary.

There are numerous sub-dialects in the district which may be

arranged in two groups : (1) the dialeots of the plains, which are

closely allied to those of J hang and Mooltan ; and (2) the Salt

range dialect, which belongs to the group spoken on the plateau

of the North Punjab. Both groups hare the future in t, the

passive in t, make frequent use of pronominal suffixes, and have

such forms as cuti (we), itthe (here), which are characteristic of

Panjabi generally ; but while the dialects of the plains have the

genitive postposition in dd, the dative in nu and the present

participal ending in dd, the corresponding terminations in the

Salt Range dialect are nd, dh and nd, and there are many other

marked differences which cannot be detailed here. The dialects

throughout the district, however, shade off imperceptibly into

one another, and every resident of the district is, bo far aa

dialect goes, easily intelligible to every other. Although the

distriot boundary approaches near the Indus and ' there are a

few villages of Pathans in the north-west corner, Pashtu is

nowhere the mother-tongue of the people.

Table No. XIII gives statistics of education as ascertained

at the census of 1891 for each religion and for the total popula

tion of each tahsil. Statistics regarding the attendance at

Government and Aided Schools will be found in Table

No. XXXVII, and a brief account of these institutions will be

found in Chapter V
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Chapter III. B- The figures for education of males compare as follows :—

Social and

Religious Life.

Education of

Actual number or males

Tear of

Census.

1868

1881

1891

NUMBER PER 10,000 MAL

Total

learning

Total

learning
Learning. Literate.

and

literate.

Learning. Literate.
and

literate.

3,562

4,528

10,588

16,605

5,089

14,150

21,133

"l6G

176

"'477

643

260

637

818

13Although the uguiC° — — .

probable that notwithstanding the instructions, some persons

have been entered as literate who can hardly be said to bo able

to read and write, the error was probably much the rfame at

last census, and the figures afford a trustworthy basis for com

parison and show a fairly satisfactory progress. Since 1881

the proportion of males able or learning to read and write has

risen from 6 to 8 per cent, of the total male population, or, in

other words, while the total inorease of population is 17 per

cent, the number of learning and literate males has risen by

nearly 50 per cent. The nature of education depends upon the

class of school at which it was acquired. There are, especially in

the villages, a large number of petty indigenous schools, where

the education given is of a very elementary character. At the

mosque schools the boys are taught little more than to repeat

the Koran by rote and at the dharmsdla schools only a little

reading and writing, generally in the Gnrmukhi character.

Ten of these schools with 363 scholars have now been brought

under the grant-in-aid system and the nature of the instruction

is improving. The number of schools managed by the Local

Boards under the rules of the Education Department and the

number of boys attending them are steadily increasing. In 1881

there were 35 Boys' Schools under the Department's rules with

2,1 11 pupils; in 1896 there were 49 such schools'with 2,967 pupils,

and there is a marked improvement in the quality of the educa

tion afforded by them. So that altogether the advance made in

education in recent years is really greater than shown by the

figures ; and the progess made since 1-868 is really very marked.

Turning now to the age figures we find the proportions

as follows :—

J>UMBEBOF MALES.
Number fee tho

MALES.

uaA»D

Learningand

literate.
s .

Age period. tit
Literate.

M Literate.

11— **

a
"3'5

3
•3
A

c
is * 135

3 ■

0 to 14 4,413 1,074 5,487 40 10 60

IS to 21 451 4,240 4,691 10 96 106

25 and over ... 66 11,297 11,363 109 109
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Social and

Religions Life.

Education of males.

As might be expected, the learners are found chiefly among Chapter III. B.

the boys under fifteen, and only one per cent, of those between

15 and 24 continue to attend school. There is one curious

result of the figures. If, as I have shown reason to believe,

education is spreading rapidly, one would expect that the pro

portion of learners and learned among the younger generation

from 15 to 24 wonld be much higher than among their seniors,

but the proportion is actually lower (10'ti as compared with

10'9 per cent.). It follows that either the belief or the figure

is wrong, or that the literate classes are considerably longer-

lived than the illiterate.

Taking the figures by religions the proportions

follows (counting learning and literate together)

are as Education by

ligions.

Total number of learning

and literate.

Proportion to total number

of males per thouaand.
Religion

1881. }891. 1881. 1891.

Hindu 9,039 12,860 298 377

Sikh 745 2,389 286 463

MoBalman 4,345 5,845 23 27

These figures bring out strongly the great backwardness

of the Musalman population in the matter of education as com

pared with the. Hindus, and Sikhs. The increase since last

census in the proportion of total males educated is largest for

Sikhs, next for Hindus, and least of all for Mu sal mans ; and

now among Hindus one male out of every three is educated.

Among Sikhs almost half the male population have some educa

tion, but among Musalmans only about one in forty can read and

write. Many of the Hindus and Sikhs can do little more than

keep their acoount books in a Hindi character, while the

.Musalmans generally nse the Arabio character. The Mnsal

man Khoja and Piraoha traders however mostly keep their

account's in Hindi. As. the Hindus and Sikhs largely patronize

the State schools, and as a rule learn the Arabio character there,

it is probably gaining ground over the indigenous Hindi, which

is seldom used for anything but accounts. Comparatively few

even of the Hindus and Sikhs can read or write in the Nftgri or

Ourmukhi character.

"Wbe"h the figures are compared by castes, at the ton of the

list come the Mohial Brahman* whose occupation is chiolry

service in the army, offices, &c, then come the Hindu tr«dmg

castes of Khatri and Arora, and near them the Bhatia Khatrfs.

The Musalman Ulama or mosque-teachers and the Hindu

Brahmans come next, then the Musalman trading caste of

E d jx oat i on

c ast e
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females.

Chapter III, B- Khoja. At the bottom come the Mnsaltnan Rajput and Jat

SociaTand agrioultarists, and the only menial castes which appear on the

BeligiouB Life. l'st at *M are the Mirasi (bard-musicians) and the Julaha

Ednoation by (weavers), who, like weavers in other countries, are given to

caste*. discussion and argument and more ready to accept ednoation

than the other menial castes.

Knowledge of The number of males knowing English is SO), including

English. 26 Christians and a Parsi. Of the other religions the Hindus

(181) and Sikhs (28) have roade more advance in English than

the Musalmans (70) ; and the castes which have taken most to

English are the Khatrfs (93), Aroras (59), Brahmans and

Mohials (35), Bhatias (7), Sheikhs (16), Sayads (7), Ulama (7),

Pathans (5), and Rajputs (4). There has undoubtedly been

a considerable increase in the knowledge of English in the

last ten years. There are now four English schools against

one in 1881, and the number of boys learning English is

markedly on the increase.

of Only three per thousand of the females in the district are

returned as learning or literate ; at last census the proportion

was only one per thousand. The number of learners has

increased from 97 to 232 and of literate females from ISO to

475. In 1881 there was only one Board Female School. Now

there are ten female schools in the district with 454 scholars,

but the instruction given is very elementary. Rai Sahib

Diwan Chand's female school nt Shahpur is one of the best of its

class in the Punjab. The numbers returned by religions are

205 Hindu, 121 Sikh, 349 Musalman, 31 Christian, find one

Parsi, and the chief castes having educated females are Arora

(200), Aw*n (M), Biloch (18), Brahman (9), Khatri (29),

Khokhar (18), Jat (10), Rajput (7), Ulama (64) ; but .probably

very few of these females could read a simple book or write

a letter without help.

Literature. There is almost no indigenous written literature in the

district. The only printingpress is at Bhera where a vernacu

lar newspaper, the Dost^i-Hind (Friend Of India) is published

weekly in the Arabic character, the circulation being about

500 copies. The character indigenous to the district is the

lands akhar (tailless letters) character, a sort of short-hand

derived from the Nagri ; but this is seldom used except by

shopkeepers, who generally keep their accounts in this charac

ter, and few of whom can read the aocounts kept by their

fellows of villages at any distance. Gurmukhi and Nagri are

taught in the dharmsdlda and temples, but to very few. And the

oharacter otherwise in universal use, both by Hindus and Musal

mans, is the Arabic character taught in the Government schools.

Prose literature is almost unknown, except in the form of the

sacred books of the different religions and commentaries* thereon,

and practically the only form of indigenous literature is the verses

composed by local bards {mirasi) and sung or rather recited by
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them on festive oooasions. These are of various kinds, snoh as

the idrxcdr, a historical poem ; the jcut, or panegyric ; the pohri or gociiil »

epio ; the sitth or satire ; the martia or dirge ; the doha or dohra, Religious

rhymed couplets; the dhcla,a poem in blank verse, generally of Literature,

an erotic nature. Specimens of most of these have been collect

ed, and will, it is hoped, be shortly published, along with the pro

verbs which condense and embody the experience of past gener

ations. The people greatly enjoy listening to the recital of these

verses, and are readily moved to laughter by the satires and to

tears by the dirges.

The villagers are generally fond of music, which is supplied Mn«io and

them for the most part by the professional bard-musicians 0g'

(mirdsi) who travel about to wherever their services are heeded

and assemble in numbers on occasions of marriage and other

rejoicings. In their music drums of various sorts play a promi

nent part, time well marked being almost more important than

tune to the rustic ear. The commonest drum in use is the dhol,

a barrel-shaped instrument ; there is a smaller drum of similar

shape (dholki) ; the daph shaped like a large tambourine ; the

tdsha, a kettledrum with an earthenware frame j the bhehr or

naghdra, a very large kettledrum, made by stretching a bullock-

skin over an earthen jar, often carried on camels and hence

called shutari, and the rabdna, a sort of tambourine. Of these

the daph, tdsha and rabdna are played chiefly by Chuhras and

Musallis, and the dhol by Mirasfs and Pirhats. Along with

these drums are played different sorts of pipes, such as the

tharnd, a pipe with a wide mouth and a reed mouthpiece, or

the bentri, a smaller pipe, often played with some melody by

belated rustics on their way home from the fields ; or stringed

instruments such as the earangi or late. The airs they play are

seldom melodious to a Enropean ear, but the learned among

them ascribe them to one or other of the 6 rags or 30 rdgnU of

Indian musicians. Most of them are appropriated to certain

hours of the day or night and cannot be sung or played nearly

so well at othea times.

The villagers, especially in the Thai, are fond of looking

on at dancing in which many of thorn are quite ready to join.

Almost all their native dances are of one type,— a number of

men taking places in a circle round the players, and then moving

inwards and outwards with a rhythmic motion of the feet,

keeping time with their arms, turning half round and back

again, and at the same time slowly circling round thB musicians.

The music gets faster and faster and the dancers gradually

work themselves up until the whirling cirole of excited shout

ing dancers forms a striking pioture in the blaze of torches

lighting up the scene. The most common dance of this kind is

called ghumbar ovdhria. Another danced in much the same way

but to different time is the bdgha in whioh the danoer alternately

beats with his feet and raises his arms ; and a similar circular

danoe called tammi is danced by the women.
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Chapter III, C SECTION C—TRIBES, CASTES AND LEADING

Tribal. FAMILIES.

^amuf™* Table No. IX gives the figures for the prinoipal castes and

General distribu *"r'bes °^ *ne district. As regards the landowning tribes,

tioa of landowning statements showing the number of estates and the areas owned

tribes. by each, will be found in the assessment reports. Their general

distribution may be broadly described as follows :—In the

Chenab valley the land is chiefly owned by the Ranjhas, along

side whom are found a few villages of Pathans, Rihans and

Nissuwnnas. The Gondals are the dominant tribe of the Bhera

Bar, and own also a number of estates on either side of it in the

valleys of the Chenab and Jhelam. West of them in the Jhelam

valley come the Bbattfs and the Khokhars, the latter of whom

occupy much of the land on both sides of the river from Bhera

down to the Jhang border, interspersed with cognate tribes, such

as the Mekuns and Jhammats and with other tribes such as the

Biloohes and Sayads. In the Thai country the dominant tribe

are the Tiwanas, north of whom along the Salt range and

within its valleys almost the whole area is owned by the Awans,

a very compact tribe.

Carte. Among the Hindus, ideas of caste, though they do exist to

a certain extent, are not nearly so prominent and have not

nearly so great an influence on their daily life as they have

among the Hindus of the east of the Province, while among the

Musalmans, although strong social feelings and prejudices

exist, they are not of a religious character, and -have not to do

with semi-religious ideas of purity and impurity, all Mnsalmans

being considered equal before God ; so that it may be said that .

caste, as a religious institution, does not exist among the Musal-

mans. Nor are ideas as to difference of caste from a social point

of view so powerful in the Shahpur district as they are among

the Musalmans of the east of the Province, who have been pre

vented from forgetting their own original caste prejudices by

the proximity of larger bodies of Hindus of all castes, in many

cases belonging to tribes whose blood-relation with themselves

is still remembered.

Tribe. The population generally is however clearly subdivided

into tribes (fcdm or tat) having a common name and generally

supposed to be descended from a traditional common ancestor

by agnatic descent, ». e., through males only. Some of these

tribes are very homogeneous, as, for instance, the Awans, who

number 52,526, or 11 per cent of the total population. Others

again, such as the Khokhare, who are returned as numbering

24,040, or 5 per cent, of the population, are rather a loose conge

ries of olans than a compact tribe. The tribal division is of some

importance in questions of marriage and alienation of property,

for although among Musalmans any marriage which is legal

according to Mnhammadan law is held valid, it is customary to

marry only within the tribe or with certain other tribes who are
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considered to be closely allied, and alienation to a non-agnate

is much more readily allowed if he be a member of the tribe

than if he belong to another tribe.

Almost every tribe is again subdivided into clans (muhi),

or smaller groups of agnates, distinctly recognized as descended

through males only from a somewhat remote common ancestor,

and usually bearing a common name, exactly similar to the

clan nam«* of a Scottish clan and used very muoh in the same

way. For instance, just as Donald, the sou of Duncan, of . the

clan Campbell, would, in a village in which there were many

Campbells, be generally known as " Donald, the son of Duncan,"

but when he went elsewhere, would be described as " Donald

Campbell; " so in Sbahpur, Jahana, the sou of Bakhshu of the

Tatri clan is among Tatris known as " Jahana Bakshfi da, " but

to other people as " Jahana Tatri." The clan is almost more

important than the tribe, as the mutual agnatic relationship of

men of the same clan is more fully recognized.

Within the clan comes a still narrower group of agnates

which may be called the family fkabilaj, also consisting of

agnates descended from a common male ancestor, not very

remote, and much resembling the family group among European

nations, except that the agnatic family group is much more

clearly marked off from the relations through females only in

the ideas of a Shahpur peasant than is the oase in Europe ; for

instance, a sister's son, though recognised as a uear relation,

holds a very different position from a brother's son, who is one

of the nearest agnates. Indeed all through the system of

relationship, relations through females are described by en

tirely different names from relations through males, and are

classed entirely apart from them. The basis of the whole family

aud tribal system is agnatio relationship, the agnatic family

having developed in the course of time into the agnatio clan, and

that again into what is, in theory at least, the agnatic tribe.

Tribes, Castes

and Leading

Families-

Family.

The castes and tribes of most importance in point of nam

bers are shown in the following table, in which they arearranged {riot?

partly according to occupation and partly according to the place

they occupy in the social scale according to the general ~i:—

tion of the people :—

Tribes of most im

portance in the dis-

Total Percentage

Tribe. Prevalent religion. Prerilent oocupatlon. number.
popoJatto

A.—Dominant Tribei.

Bttoch
Patbau
Rijpot

Jat
Aw«n

Kbokhar ...
Ariin

Itnaalman
Do. ...
Do. ...
Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.

Do. ...
Do. ...
Do
Do
Do

Market gardening

10,683
3,108

njm
47.188

84,040

2
1

IS

w
11

•
2
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IILO

Tribes, Carta

and Leading

Families-

Tribes of moat fan-

Tribe. Prevalent religion. Total
number.

Percentage
of total

population.

B.—PHatlf damn.

portanoe in the dis- Brahman

triot. Sayad
Hindu

Do.

Receipt of offerings.
Heceipt of offerings
and agriculture.

Mosque service and
te&chmg,

Miscellaneous

O—MneumKU Ctasaa.

Khatrl
Khoja
Piricha

Sonar

Tarkbin
Lobar
Kumhar
JuUha
Nsi ...
Teli ...
Maehhi
Qassab
Dhobl

Moebl
Kirasi
Chuhra

Hindu and Sikh

Do.
Musalmin

Do. ... ...

Money-lending and
shopkeepitig.

Do
Trade

Do

D.—AHiw and Mtnialt.

Hindu and Mnsalmin

Mnsslman

Do. ... „. ...
Do
Do

Do
Do. >

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

Silversmiths and
money-lenders.

Carpenters
Blacksmiths
Potters
Weavers

Barbers
Oilmakers ...
Bakers
Butohers
Washermen ...
Leather workers ..
Bard-musicfa

6,458
0,606

3,1*1

6,718

40,829

16,530
3,4*6
608

4,138

12,668
6,026

14,164
26,888
8,611
2,818

12,646
6,461
6,467

18,263
10,330
36,401

Dominant land- The Biloch, who form more than two per cent, of the total

population, have increased from 8,865 to 10,588, or by 19 per

cent. In this district they are a fairly distinct tribe, and the

term is seldom applied to camelmen who are not trne Biloch,

except perhaps in the Bhera tahsil, where- the tribe owns

little land. In this district they are fonnd chiefly in the Shah-

par (4,646) and Khusb&b tahsils (3,952). In 8hahpur they

own 20 estates with an area of 32,540 acres and in Khusb&b

15 estates with an area of 29,723 acres. They are fonnd

chiefly (1) round Khusb&b where before Ran]it Singh's time

they held independent sway, and again (2) on both sides of the

Jhelam abont S&hiwal which was the seat of another rnling

family of this tribe. Its leaders are now Sardar Bahadur

Khan of Khushab and Sardar Mohammad Ghiragh Khan of

Sahiwal, both Divisional Darbaris. The Bilochis- are only fair

agriculturists and some of them are extravagant. They furnish

many good cavalry recruits, especially from the village of

Jamali in the Thai. The principal clans are the Jatoi (623),

Lashdri (761) and Kind (613), bnt these account for a very

small proportion of the whole, and evidently many who at last

census returned themselves as belonging to these clans have

now given other names. There are SO headmen of this tribe

in the district.

The Pathina. The Pathans number only 3,203 against 3,076 at last

census. Of these the 261 Fashtn-speaJcers were probably

coolies and merchants only temporarily resident in the district.
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There are one or two Pathan villages in the Bhera (1,065) and Chapter HI, C

Shahpnr tahails (516), bnt the Pathans are chiefly found in the ., —~

north-west corner of the Khusbab tahsil (1,616) in which they Leading-*

own two villages of 8,986 acres. JEere we are just on the

border of the territory occupied by the cis-Indus Pathans of

the BannU district. They are fairly good agriculturists, bnt

somewhat extravagant and hot-tempered This tribe has 82

headmen.

The remaining land-owning tribes* may almost all be The Bijputs

treated of together, as they are of similar character aud Juta'

apparently of similar origin, whatever their traditions to the

contrary. A Shahpur peasant when asked his tribe will gener

ally give his local clan-name, such as Jhawari, Mekan, Midh,

Kalaa. These names are very similar to the clan-names of the

Scottish Highlands or to ordinary English surnames, and

indeed are in this distriot sometimes used in much the same

way (a usage I have never noticed in the east of the Province);

for instance, a witness telling a story will say Jalal Mekan did

this, or Nabbu Tarar did that, just as one might speak of Neil

Maolean or Peter Jackson. When a man bears the same

clan-name as another, it means that they are related to each

other through agnates, for only agnates take the clan-name,

a daughter's son taking the clan-name of his father not of his

mother. This again is the same as in England where (within

limits) all the Macleans in a community would be agnates of

other, and all the Jticksons of each other. When a

it is further asked what great tribe he belongs to, he will,

if an ignorant man, be unable to tell ; if a man of ordinary

intelligence, he will probably Bay, " We join with the Bhattis

or Khokhars or some other well-known tribe, or he may say

" We are originally Chohau Rajputs." If asked, whether he is

a Rajput or Jat, he will, unless an unusually humble-minded

man, say ho is a Rajput. But the distinction is by no means

certain, aud there are many tribes, some members of which

would call themselves Jats, aud some Rajputs, or which some

.of their neighbours would admit to be Rajputs while others

wonld call them Jats. There are a few tribes which, whether

from their higher pretensions or from their having occupied a

more important position than their fellows, are generally

admitted in the neighbourhood to be of Rajput descent, while

others do not even claim this honor for themselves. The fact

is that the distinction is one of rank, not of descent, and that

in this distriot Rajput simply means an agriculturist of high

rauk and Jat means an ordinary agriculturist with no such

pretensions. The chief practical distinction between them is

that the so-called Rajput is more particular about the, tribes

aud families with which he will exchange daughters in marriage

than the Jat is.

There are other, tribes again which call themselves neither

Jfct nor Rajput, aud yet evidently belong to the same great race
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. C as the others. For instance the Khokhars, who have here been

~ reckoned separately in this census, sometimes claim to be de-

udLeadni? scended from Qutb Shah of Ghazni, and so to be of Arab descent,

Families. bat many of them return themselves as Rajput or Jat, and there

The Bajpfits and can be no doubt that thev are of the same race as their neigh-

J*ti. hours. The Awans again make a still stronger olaim to Arab

origin, but they too are probably of the same race as the Jats.

Another distinction arises in this way. An ordinary Jat attains

some fame as a holy man, and hands the saintly character down

to his descendants, who are called Firs or Miyanas. After a

generation or two they claim an Arab origin, and as the fanoy

takes them, call themselves either Sayad or Koreshi ; soon their

true origin is forgotten and the Arab origin is believed by

themselves and generally admitted by their neighbours.

My opinion is that, with few exceptions, all the landown

ing Masaiman tribes of this district, whether oalling them

selves Jat, Rajput, Khokhar, Awin, Sayad or Koreshi are of

one Aryan race and were formerly Hindus. Their common

dialect, common customs and similarity of physique and

character are strong evidence of a community of descent and

race. There is, however, great practical importance in recog

nising the difference of tribe. Men of one clan-name look

upon eaoh other as agnates and have a fellow-feeling with

each other which affects their daily intercourse. Clans whioh

on both sides admit a common origin are more closely connected

with each other than with other clans by the vague feeling of

relationship, and are often more ready to intermarry with eaoh

other than with other unrelated clans. Members of a tribe

whioh is generally admitted to be of Rajput origin are more

likely to receive respect from their neighbours, than a mere

Jat. And a man who is generally believed to be a Sayad or

Koreshi is sure of some reverence from all true Masaimans.

The most convenient way of describing the main Musalmau

landowning triben of indigenous origin will be to tnke them in

order of locality beginning at the Chenab and ending at the

Salt range.

Bbert ... 7,068

Btaabpur 231

Khtuhib 66

Total Diitrict ... 7,865

In that part of the Chenab river-valley which is inoluded

in this district the principal tribe are the Ranjb&s who own

there some 50 estates or 79,239 acres, or more than a

third of the area of the circle. Their villages are very com

pact and they are only found in any numbers in the immediately

adjoining portion of Gujrat district up the river, or in Gujrau-

wala across the river. Their' numbers in this district have

only increased since last census from 7,047 to 7,865, or by 4.

The fianjhaj.
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per cent. They are a tribe of doubtful rank, many having been Chapter III, C-

returqed as Jats and many as Rajpfits at last census. They yribes~Caites

are on the whole a peaceable and well disposed section of the u£ Leading

population, subsisting chiefly by agriculture, which they practise Families-

well and carefully. An important subdivision of the clan, oalled The Binjbii.

Chfiha, owns several villages on the Gujrat border. There are

altogether 122 Rrinjha headmen, all in the Bhera tahsi'l.

Bhera '.. ... 1,730 The Cbadnart.

Shabpar 639

Khn«h<li ... 77

Total Dintrict 2,846

South of the Ranj has in the Chenab valley come the

Chadhars, another very similar tribe, also of doubtful rank.

Their head-quarters are in the Jhang district down the river.

In this district they own 8,483 acres in the Chenab valley, and

elsewhere are chiefly tenants.

Bhera ... 913 Tha Sipral

Shahpur 567

Khuriial. 684

Total District 8,004

In the same neighbourhood are three estates owned by

the Sipras, another Jhang tribe, who own 5,078 acres in the

Chenab valley here and are chiefly tenants elsewhere in the

district.

A small area on the Jhang border is also held by Rihans

and Nissuwanas, two other tribes chiefly found in Jhang.

Bhera ... 19,282 The Gondalt.

Shahpur 2,084

Khnahib 201

Tot al District 21,467

The chief tribe of the Bhera Bar are the Gondals, who

occupy a fairly respectable place in the social scale and call

themselves Rajputs. They stretch across the whole Doab in

the adjoining portions of the Gujrat and Shahpur districts,

from the Chenab valley to the Jhelum river an,d across it into

the Jhelum district. There are also one or two villages owned

by them in the Bhera tahsil. In Bhera they own 5 villages

and 15,178 acres in the Chenab valley, 30 villages and 1 11,190

acres in the Bar and 15 estates and 45,411 acres in the Jhelum

valley, so that they own more than a fourth of the whole

Bhera tahsil. Their numbers are returned as 10 per cent,

above last oensus, but they mnst have increased in a much

greater proportion than that. Physically they are a fine

race, tall, strong and well made, and until recently they were
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Chapter III. C a pastoral people subsisting almost entirely on the produce of

their large herds of cattle. Since the introduction of British

rale however, they have gradually been taking more and more

to agriculture to which they now devote a considerable amount

of attention and skill. They are still greatly addicted to

cattle theft, which was formerly considered an honourable

pursuit, and but few of them have taken service in the army

for which they seem well fitted. The Gondals have altogether

187 village headmen.

Tribes, Castes

and Leading

Families-

Tile Gondale.

Tbe Harrala, Ltks

and Nagyanaa.

The Bhatsi's.

The Khokhara.

Harrala— Bhera

Shahpur

Khgshib

Total District

1,221

1,5*2

In the Bar, south-west of the Gondals, come the similar

cattle-owning, cattle-stealing tribes of Harral and Lak, the

former of whom own 10,484 acres in the Bhera Bar and the

latter 12,636 acres in bo,th tahsile, and then the Nagyanas,

a holy clan, small in numbers but owning 10,022 acres in the

Shahpur Bar.

Shahpor

Khnahlb

8,501

5,095'

Total District ... 15,069

Turning now to the volley of the Jhelam we find, west

of the Gondals all along the river from Miani to Shahpur, the

agricultural population consisting of a number of comparatively

small and unimportant clans, some of which class themselves

as Bhattis and some as Khokhara. Of these two terms the

latter has more signiBcance here and does apparently mean

a close connection between the clans calling themselves by

that name, but the term Bhatti is very loosely nsed, and

signifies no real connection between different clans. If a Jat

in the Jhelam riverain after having mentioned his clan-name

i9 pressed to give a wider tribal name, he will probably, unless

he is a Khokhar, say he is a Bhatti, just as a Gondal in the

Bar will say he is a Chauhan, and in each case with equal

truth. These so-called Bhattis also- own a considerable area,

south of Shahpur, and altogetner in the. Shahpur tahsil Bhattis

own 27 estates and 31,815 acres. They are fairly industrious

peasants but greatly wanting in thrift and deeply in debt as a

rule. There are 21 Bjiatti headmen in the distriot.

Bhera 6,816

Shahpnr 10,880

Khuahab 6,403

Total District 24,049
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On both sides of tbe Jbelam, from about Bhera down to Chapter III, C.

the Jhang border and on into Jhang, there are many villages

owned by clans calling themselves Khokhar, either as their Tribes. Cartes

only designation or as a secondary tribal name in addition to aRimiliesnK

their local clan-name. Although used somewhat vaguely by The Khokart.

some clans, it has a more definite meaning than Bhatti, and

the Khokhars are here a fairly compact tribe of the ordinary

Panjabi Musalman type, and evidently of indigenous origin,

notwithstanding the claim some of them make to be descended

from Qutb Shah of Arab blood. The Khokhars own 10 villages

and 12,438 acres in the Bhera lahsil, but are most numerous

in the south of the Shahpur talis! 1 near the Jhang border.

In that tahsil they and oognate fribes claiming Khokhar

descent own 68 estates and 58,571 acres, or 13 per cent, of the

total area of the tahsil excluding State lands. So that the

Khokhars may be said to be the principal landowning tribe

of the Shahpur tahsil as the Gondals are in Bhera. At last

census 16,589 persons were returned as Khokhars, tbe number

now returned is 24,040, an increase of 45 per cent., but

evidently some clans have been classed as Khokhars now that

were not so classed formerly. The headmen calling themselyes

Khokhar number 83.

Meltans—

Bhera

Shahpur

Khulhab

Total District 6,863

Among the other Panjabi Musalman landowning clans

of the Jhelam valley are the indigenous clan of Mekans, a

compact clan, found chiefly immediately to the eaat and south

of Shahpur. In the Shahpur tahsil they own 29 estates and

49,275 acres, or 11 per cent, of the total appropriated area,

and so come little behind tbe Khokhars in importance as

landowners. They were formerly noted for turbulence, but

have now settled down quietly, to agriculture and are fairly

prosperous. Related to them ' are the Jhammats, another

compact local clan, not separately returned, who own 9 villages

and 26,553 acres immediately "south of Shahpur. They are

bad managers and many of them in debt. The Mekans have

43 headmen and'the Jhammats 35.

Hhoia 266 TheJoiyaa.

Shahpnr 681

Khuabab 1,669

Total Distrin ... ... 2,496

In the valley of the Jhelam on the Khushab side the.

principal landowning tribes are the Biloch, Khokhar and

Bhatti already mentioned The Joiyas hold 8 villages and

The Mekans and

979 Jhammats.

4,399

485
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Chapter III, C 30,260 acres in this tahsil south ef Khuahab. They are quiet,

industrious cultivators. There are 14 Joiya headmen.

Tribes, Castes

Bhera

Shabpur

Khushib

Total District

290

8,156

2,790

The A wsuh.

In the Thai country west of Khushab by far the moBt

remarkable landowning tribe are the Tiwanas, a fairly compact

local tribe, who have by their strong right hand gained for

themselves in comparatively recent times an importance out of

all proportion to their numbers. Notwithstanding their claims

to high Hindu descent and their pedigree reaching back through

Noah to A Jam, they were until about a century ago an ordinary

Panjabi Musalman tribe inhabiting a few villages at the north

of the Thai desert. After a severe struggle with their neigh

bours, the Awans, the head of the clan established independent

authority over the Thai, and even after the Sikhs under Ranjit

Singh brought them under subjection, they found it advisable

to employ the Tiwana Chief as their local Governor. On the

outbreak of the Second Sikh War the Tiwanas took the British

Bide, and by their bravery and loyalty, both then and in the

mutiny, gained great distinction and bigh reward. They are.

still much valued as cavalry soldiers, and many of them are

serving in the army, which perhaps accounts for the fact that

they are almost the only tribe in the district of which there are

more females than males resident at the time of the census

(1,453 females to 1 ,337 males). Several of the members of the

chief Tiwana family have titles and jdgvrs and seats in Darbar

They have also obtained grant* of waste land on the inundation

canals from the Jhelam in the Shahpnr tahsil where they hold

6 estates and 17,691 acres, besides the 12 estates and 40,911

acres owned by them in the KhuBb&b tahsil. Their number

was returned as 3,202 at last census and is now given as 2,790

only, the apparent decrease probably being due to more correct

classification. It is not unusual for members of other Thai olans

to call themselves Tiwanas, and many of the men enlisted hi the

army as Tiwanas do not belong to the true Tiwana clan. The

Tiwanas include 13 headmen. The other villages in the Thai

are owned by various petty clans which are little known and

have no claim to Rajput rank. They are principally shepherds,

tall, strong and of primitive ways, ready to migrate with their

flock-.' and herds according to the changes of the season.

Bhera

9habpor

Khnnhab

Total District 62,626
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North of the Thal come the very compact tribe of the

Awāns, who hold practically the whole of that part of the Salt

range which is included in the Shahpur district, and the

greater portion of the plain lying at its foot. They own all

but one of the Khushāb Salt range villages, and four-fifths

of the cultivated area of that circle. They are essentially the

tribe of the Salt Range in this neighbourhood and extend north

and west into the Jhelam and Ráwalpindi districts. A number

of them are also scattered as tenants in the villages across the

Jhelam, and they own 5 villages and 4,292 acres in the Bhera

tahsil, and 9 villages and 11,742 acres in the Shahpur tahsil.

They are distinctly a peasant tribe, and although they claim to

be descended from Alif Shah, known also as Qutab Shah, and

through him from Ali, son-in-law of the Prophet, they are so

far as language, customs and physique go, an indigenous Panjabi

tribe. They are a brave and high-spirited race, but prone to

keeping alive old feuds and given to quarrelling, which often leads

to riots and ruinous litigation. They are excellent cultivators

and display great industry in reclaiming land from the steep

hill sides, and maintaining their complicated system of irriga

tion from the mountain torrents by means of embankments and

terraces. Their numbers were returned at last census as 48,485

and now 52,526, an increase of 8 per cent. A considerable

number of them have taken service in the Army and Military

Police and make good infantry soldiers. There are 133 Awan
headmen in the district.

Bhera - *- - -- - - |- •- 903

Shahpur “. . ." ... - - -- - 441

Khushāb ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,810

Total District - ... 2,654

North of Khushāb towards the Jhelam border are 3 villages

with 13,578 acres owned by the Janjáás, a tribe found chiefly

further north in Jhelam and Ráwalpindi. They are admittedly

Chapter ill, C.

Tribes, Castes

The Awāns.

The Janjuás.

of high rank and claim a Rájpüt descent, but are more probably

the descendants of the aristocracy among the Awāns, just as the

Rájpáts are the aristocracy of the Jats and the Khánzádás of

the Meos in Gurgáon.

Their numbers were returned in 1881 as 3,766, but now as

only 2,654, probably a result of more careful classification.

They make good cavalry soldiers.

Of the minor landowning and cultivating tribes the only

ones of importance are (1) the Aráíns (8,236 against 8,574 at last

census; but probably 1,953 Mális should be included), who are

chiefly found in the Jhelam valley and especially near the large

towns and villages where they ply their occupation of market

gardening; indeed the term Aráin practically means a market

gardener, and it is probable that many now calling themselves

Minor land own

ing tribes.
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Tribss, Castes

and Leading

Families.

Minor

ing tribe*.

Priestly

The ~

The Bayadc.

Aram or Malyar from their occupation originally belonged to

other tribes. They are a quiet, industrious people, the .men

usually cultivating small plots of land on wells and jkalcvr»,~mh\le

the women carry the green produce for sale to the neighbouring

towns and villages. The high percentage of infirmities among

Arafna is noticeable and may be due to the great use they make

of town manure. They own little land but are valued as

tenants-. (2). There are a few Ahirs (1,027) owning land chiefly

in Kaushab and near Sahiwai. They are ordinary Muaalman

peasants like their neighbours. (3) The Dhudis ( 1,742) are an

ordinary peasant tribe owning a little land in the Jhelam valley.

(4) Tho Sials (2,714) are an offshoot from the great Jhang

tribo and own little land in this district, being chiefly found

towards the Jhang border. (6) The Mughals (3,160) are pro

bably for the most part indigenous Panjabis who have called

themselves by the name of a ruling race, just as others call

themselves Rajput, Sheikh or Sayad. (6) The Tarars (1,894)

are an offshoot from the Gujrat tribe of that name and are

found chiefly in Bhera tahsil where they own a httlu land. (7)

Tho Kambohs (735) are an industrious tribe of some standing

in the Jhelam valley where they own .some land. Some of

them hold good positions in the service of Government.

Bhera

Shahpur

Khnshat

Total District

... 2,712

... 1,653

... 1,090

... 5,455

The Brahmans are found chiefly in the large towns and

villages of the Jhelam valley, where their Hindu clients live.

They own very little land in this district and chiefly confine

themselves to religious or semi-religious occupations, such as

performing ceremonies, casting horoseopes and receiving the

offerings of the pious. Few of them have any real knowledge

of Sanskrit or more than a smattering of religious lore. Their

numbers at last census were given as 5,462, but this may have

included the Muhials (432) who have now at their own request

been returned separately. They are chiefly fonnd in Bhera,

are considered to rank high as Brahmans, and are generally

called Mahta as a honorifio title, but have mostly given np

receiving offerings and many of them take service in the army

or subordinate oivil Bervioe.

Bhera

Shahpur

Khosbab

Total District

3,739

3,437

2,330

9,506-

At last census the Sayads were returned as 8,625, so that

there is an apparent increase of 10 per cent. A large propor

tion of these 80-called Sayads are probably of indigenous
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Chapter III C-

Tribes, Castes

and Leading

Families.

desoent and hare come to be considered as Sayads because

descended from some holy man who handed down his saintly

character, to his posterity. The Sayad proper is a Pir

reverenced and respected by the faithful, who support him by

their offerings and sometimes gift to him a portion of their

land. Bat in this distriot there are several large colonies of

landowning Sayads especially near Bhera and round Shahpur,

where a Sayad family held semi-independent sway before Ranjit

Singh subjugated the country. In the Shahpur tahsil they hold

21 villages and 19,878 aores. They are unthrifty, bad managers,

and for the most part in debt to their Hindu neighbours.

... 1,867 ThsUlma.

Shahpur 326

Khnshib 279

Total District ... 8,141

At last census the Ulroa were returned as only 754. In

fact Ulma is not the name of a tribe or caste. A Musalmdn

of any tribe if he learns enough Arabic to conduct the services

in the mosque and teach the village boys to read the Koran

by rote is called an Ulma, but his original tribe is not forgotten,

and if his descendants do not continue to act as mosque attend

ants they will not be known as Ulma but as belonging to their

proper tribe. Indeed many Ulma must have been returned

under the name of their proper tribe.

Beam 1,942

Shahpur 1,781

Khoshib 2,025

Total District ... 0,718

At last oensns ... 7,499

The Sheikhs are a very miscellaneous lot, and it is to be

feared that few of those so returned are of true Arab desoent.

A Panjdbi who has attained a reputation for piety and become

revered as a Pir transmits an odour of sanctity to his descend

ants which after a few generations if it does not make them

Sayads will probably make them Koreshi Sheikhs, and most

of oar landowning Koreshis are probably of this origin. Many

of them have received gifts of land and taken to agriculture,

bat make unthrifty managers. They own 7 villages and 6,289

acres in Shahpur tahsil and 6 villages and some 5,000 acres in

Khushab, chiefly in the Jhelam valley and at Pail in the

Salt range. Like the Sayads they are reverenced by their

fellow Musalmaus aud some of them accept offerings from

the" faithful on their periodical visits. Other Sheikhs again

are, as Mr. Ibbetson describes, descendants of converts to

Islam from castes neither very high nor very low in the social

scale, and are generally found in the towns.

The Sheikhs.
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~ Shahpur 786

Tnbas, Castes r7
•^Leading Khnihab 1SS

Total ... 1,429

The fakirt, who in this district are almoEt all Musal-

ruaus, also generally assume a religions character and make use

of blessing? or curses, as the case may be, to expedite the alms

givings of the faithful. They are for the most part simply laiy

beggars who find a roving mendicant's life more to their taste

than one of monotonous industry. Jn some parts of the district

they have acquired land by gift, but are rapidly losing it to

their more thrifty neighbours.

The Bharais (813) go abont beating drums and begging

in the name of Sakhi Sarwar.

ClMtea : Practically the whole of the trade of the district is in the

The Khojis and hands of four castes, t!,e Aroras, Khatrfs (including Bhatiis)

Piriohii. Khojas and Pirachfis, the two former castes Hindu and the two

latter Musalman. The Khojas (3,420 against 1,551 at last census)

and tbe Pirachris (598 against 424) are found chiefly in Bhera,

Shahpur and Miani tewns, where they do a considerable amount

of trade, chiefly in cotton and grain. Some of them hare deal-,

ings with Bombay aud Karachi on the one hand and with Persia,

and Bukhara on the other. In the competition with their Hindu

rivals they are handicapped by the prohibition of interest by

their religion, but manage to hold their own. They own some

land chiefly round Bhera.

Tbt Khatrd and The Khatris and Aroras between them make up three*

fourths of the total Hindu and Sikh population of the district.

More than a fourth of them -live in the towns and most of the

remainder in the large villages, where they alone are the traders,

shopkeepers and bankers of the community. They are a

thrifty and intelligent body of men, mnch more patient and

far seeing than the Musalman peasants, who are as a rule mnch

indebted to them. By advancing small sums to the peasants

at a high rate of interest and allowing it to accumulate until

it is impossible for the peasant to pay, they hare managed

by n judicious use of onr unsympathetic Civil Law to compel

the peasants to part with a large proportion of their more

valuable land by sale or mortgage, which in many cases is

practically equivalent to a sale. The Khatri or Arora money

lender generally prefers a mortgage to a sale, as this doee not

expose him to a suit for pre-emption and he finds it easier to

persuade his peasant debtor to mortgage than to sell his land.

Tet since the last settlement thirty-five years ago about 3

per cent, of the cultivated land in the Jhelam valley has passed

by sale into the hands of money-lenders. Khatris are the

chief owners of 3 estates in Bhera, and 5 in the Shahpur

Tahei I, and own tome 1 7,000 acres chiefly in the neighbourhood
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of the large towns, and of the flourishipg village of Cliak Bam-

das, which is owned entirely by a family of Khatris of long

standing as landlords- Aroraa own 6 estates in the Shahpur

tahsil and 3,790 acrw>. Both classes, however, hold in mortgage

abont 12 per cent, of the cultivated area of the Jhelam valley

and a considerable proportion of the bes.t land elsewhere, and

altogether these two money-lending classes between them are

responsible for about an eighth of the total land revenue of the

district, and are entitled to realise the landlord's profits of a

similar proportion of the. lands. Besides this they have as

creditors obtained a hold on much of the land not yet actually

mortgaged ; and altogether a very large share of the landlord's

profits from the land of the district finds its way into their

pockets. No class has benefited from British Rule nearly so

much as these Hindu money-lenders. Our laws and our

priuciples of political economy treat thrift as almost the only

virtue, and have given the patient and parsimonious shopkeeper

an advantage he has not been slow to use over his thoughtless

and extravagant Musalman neighbour; and so he has secured a

command over much more than his share of the accumulated

capital and even of the land of the district. The Khatris and

Aroras too have been much more ready thail the peasant

classes to avail themselves of the means of education offered

by our schools, and thus have improved their position and

especially have secured a very large proportion of the ap

pointments in our courts and offices. While among the

Musalmans only about one male in forty can read and write,

more than one male in three can do so among the Hindus and

Sikhs ; and more than half the males in the district having a

knowledge of English belong to the Arora or Khatri caste.

The Bhatias are in this district a sub-section of the Khatris

witb whom they eat. The numbers of these tribes are as

follows i—

Khetri

Bhatia

Arora ...

Taheil

Bhera.

10,662

1,236

10,829

o

■a

00

■u
■a
a
Eh

2,261

678

17,784

B

M

M

— JO

■8-

Eh

Total

iDistrict.

3,717

48

12,706

16,630

1,862

40,829

Hindu.

15430

1,718

32,551

Sikh.

1,080

128

8,092

The Bhera tahsil may be considered a sort of boundary

iveen the Khatris and Aroras. In this tahsil the numbers of

and BAwalpindi the Khatris greatly exceed the Aroras in

the south and went, ia the Shahpur andnumber, while to I

Chapter III, C.

Tribes, Casta

and Leading

The Khatris and
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Chapter IIL C- Khuah&b tabsils and in the Jhang and Dera Ismail Khan dia-

TiIIimTTt ♦ triots the Arords greatly outnumber the Khatris. The Khatris

luid Leading occupy a considerably higher rank in the social scale than the

Families. Aroras, and are, as a rule, more intelligent and enterprising and

The Kbatni and less pusillanimous. According to the statistics the increase of '

Arorfa. numbers since last census has been Khatris and Bhatias 11 per

oent. and Aroras 1 7 per cent., so that apparently the Aroras

are baying the better of the Khatris in this respect. As regards

religion 7 per cent, of tbe Khatris and 20 per cent, of the

Aroras have returned themselves as Sikhs, but some of then,

especially of the Aroras, are only nominally Sikhs, and not very

clearly distinguished from Hindus; the Khatri Sikhs, however,

are generally more particular about their teuets and customs, and

may mostly be considered true Sikhs.

In this district practically the whole of the artisan and

Artieans and mg,,^ classes are Musalman except the Sunars, many of whom

are Hindu, and the Chuhras, many of whom still profess their

own primitive religion. Some of the classes of artisans, such

as Lohar, Julaha, Teli, Dhobi, are more trade-guilds than tribes,

and a family giving up its traditional occupation and taking to

another would, after a generation or two, be considered to be

long to the caste whose common occupation it had adopted, so

that the different castes are not divided from each other by fixed

and lasting boundaries. Still so strong is the tendency to follow

the ancestral occupation and so closely are the persons belonging

to each such caste or trade-guild inter-connected by community

of occupation, which generally carries with it inter-marriage

and similarity of social customs, that these well recognised

divisions are of real importance in the frame-work of Bociety.

In general estimation the different artisan castes take rank

according to the nature of their usual occupation, workers in

metal and wood ranking higher than workers in clay, and they

again higher than workers in leather. Lower down, the distinc

tion is partly made according to the nature of the food eaten,

Mirasis ranking low because they eat almost any one's leavings,

and Chuhras lowest of all because they eat the flesh even of

animals that have died a natural death.

The condition of these classes as a whole has greatly im

proved since the introduction of British rule. The enormous

rise in the prices of agricultural produce and the rapid develop*

ment of cultivation and irrigation have led to a great demand

for the services of all whose work is connected with the opera

tions of agriculture, and • their remuneration has increased in

proportion. Those who are paid in kind, such as the Tarkhan,

Lohar, Kubhar and Musalli, get a larger proportion of the pro

duce, and its money value has greatly risen. The custom of

paying in cash for all services required on State works, sucb as

canals and rail wayn, combined with the greater plenty of silver

coin and the greater demand for labour of all kinds, has made it

much more commou to pay for services in cash than in kind,
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and has led to a marked rise in money wages, which taken Chapter III, C

along with the greater steadiness in the demand for Inbour, has xrtbes Castes

benefited the lowest class of labourer more than he has suffered and Leading

from the rise in prices. A much larger proportion of the lower Families,

castes than formerly have amassed some little wealth in coin or Artisans and

ornaments, and it is not uncommon to find members of the nienia!s<

artisan castes in possession of plots of laud as mortgagees.

The demand for tenants to break op new land has led many of

these castes to give up their traditional occupation and be*

come cultivators, which means for them a distinct rise iu the

social scale and an improved means of subsistence.

The Sunarsor Zargars (4,139 against 3,597 at last census, The Sunt™,

an increase of 15 per cent) are the workers in gold and silver,

and have much tnoro employment than formerly in making up

the jewellery in which form all classes of the people prefer to

hoard their savings. Two-thirds of them are Hindus and one-

third Musjilman. They are chiefly found in large towns and

villages. Many of them advauce money on the security of

ornaments. Some have a bad reputation as receivers of stolen

jewels, the proceeds of house-breaking, which they melt down

at once to avoid recognition.

The Tarkhans (12,568 against 10,270 at last census, an Th.Tarkh.aiw.

increase of 22 par cent.) do all the carpentry work of the dis

trict, making agricultural implements, the wood-work of the

Persian-wheel, &o., generally in return for a customary pay

ment in kind. They are also the bricklayers of wells and of

buildings of burnt brick. They are found chiefly in the

villages and are practically all Musalmans.

The Lobars (6,026 against 5,074 at last census, au increase The Lohan.

of 19 per cent.) are the blacksmiths and workers in iron. They

are practically all Musalmans and are found chiefly in the

villages. Tlwy are regular agricultural menials receiving pay

ment of customary dues in kind in retnru for their making

and- mending the irou part of agricultural implements, the

oostomer furnishing the iron.

The Kubhars (14,164 against 11,769 at last census, an ThaKnbhtrt.

increase of 20 per cent.) are the potters, makers of bricks and

clay vessels. They are almost all Musalmans, live both in the

towns and villages, are trne agricultural menials and get

customary dues in kind in return for making the earthenware

vessels required for the Persian-wheel and for domestic use.

Many of them also keep donkeys and aot as petty carriers

within the town or village area. ,

TheJulahas (25,889 against 22,472 at last census, an Th»Jnlahas

increase of 15 percent.) are more generally called Paoli in this

district. They are almost all Musalmans aud are found not

only in the towns but scattered through the villages all over

the district. Their principal, almost their sole, occupation is
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Castes

The N»i«

Tho Telia.

The Machhis.

H,g MalUhs.

The Dbobi's.

The Mochi'e.

weaving cotton and wool into cloth. They are paid not in kind

but by the pieoe, seldom earning more than three annas a day.

A considerable quantity of coarse cotton cloth woven by them

is exported towards Peshawar and Kabul, but their occupation

has suffered by the growing fashion for European and machine-

made piece-goods. They are a turbulent class, ever ready to

resent their position of inferiority to the peasantry and are at

present rebelling against the customary poll-tax or ground-

rent imposed upon them hy the landowners.

The Naia (8,91 1 against 7,541' at last oensns, an increase of

18 per cent.) are found everywhere and are almost all Musal

mans. They are the barbers of the country, even Hindus

having their heads shaved, by Musalman Nais. They also

act as leeches,- perform circumcision and are the recognised

messengers in the case of all domestic ceremonies, carrying

notices of births, marriages, and in this district also of deaths.

In the villages they are paid in kind among the regular menials.

The Tells (2,818 against 2,1 12 at last census, an increase of

83 per cent.) are all Musalmans and their occupation is oil-

pressing. They are closely connected with the Qasais or

butchers (6,451 against 5,^202 at last censns, an increase of 24

per cent.) who are rather a trade-guild than a tribe and are

most numerous in the large towns. Some of the Qasais act as

sheep-dealers or themselves keep flocks of sheep and goats

which they breed for sale. Some of them have a bad reputa

tion for helping to make away quickly with stolen cattle. The

Penjas (122) or cotton-scutchers, are generally Telis by caste.

The Machhis (.12,646 against 11,156 at last censns, ao

increase of 13 per cent.) are all Musalmans and are scattered

all over the district. Their ohief occupation is that of bakers,

the men fetching the fuel and the women baking at their ovens

the cakes brought by the village house-wives and taking pay

ment in kind at the time. Water-carrying is generally done by

the people themselves.

are the boatmen of theThe Mallahs (1,017 against 1,278)

rivers and are all Musalmans.

The Dhobfs (6,457 against 5,624, an increase since last

census of 15 per cent.) are the washermen and are almost

all Musalmans. The Chhimbas (493) or calico-printers, .

(80), and Maris (129), Charohas (276) or dyers

(436) or tailors are generally of the Dhobi caste. They rank

low as handling dirty clothes and keeping donkeys.

The Mochis (18,263 against 15,314 at last census, an in

crease of 19 per cent.) are all Musalmans. They are the

workers in leather and rank low because they handle skins.

In this district they generally conflne themselves chiefly to

making shoes and other leather-work besides tanning skins.

The Mochi whose perquisite the skins of dead i
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benefited considerably by the greet rite in the

owing to the demand for export.

The Mirasis (10,339 against 8,844 at last census, an in

crease of 24 per cent.) are the bards, mosioians and genealogists

of the people, and their services are in reqoest at all domestio

fnnotions and especially at marriages. Their women are often

prostitutes, and it is a noticeable fact that in this tribe almost

alone of all tribes in the district the number of females exceeds

price of skins Chapter III, C-

that of males (5,181 females to 5,158 males), a fuot which sug

gests that the ranks of their women are recruited otherwise

than by birth within the caste. The Bhats (285) or bards may

be mentioned along with the Mirasis whom they resemble.

The Chuhras (35,401 against 28,297 at last census, an in*

crease of 25 per cent.) or sweepers have increased at a greater

rate than the rest of the population, probably owing, to immigra

tion, as numeroiiB families of this caste have been attracted

from neighbouring districts by the great increase of cultivation

and the demand for labor. They are most numerous in the

Bhera<17,136) and Shahpur tahsils (12,003), where canal irriga

tion has so* greatly developed cultivation, and least numerous

in Khushab tahsil (6,262), where progress has been slower.

Indeed many seem to have migrated across the river from the

Khushab tahsil. Besides their traditional occupation of doing

scavenger's work they are the ohief field labourers and get

payment at customary rates in kind for their assistance, espe

cially et harvest time when whole families of them move about

country to help in reaping the grain, getting as a rule every

int.y.first sheaf, which sometimes means as much as eight

i a day. They are alao the ohief earth-diggers of the

district and make large earnings at suoh work as making roads

or clearing ont oauals, the usual rate of wages being a rupee a

marla or Be. 1-9-0 per thousand oubio feet equivalent to

about three annas aday, while twenty years ago the usual rate

for snob labor was lees than two annas a day. The position of

the Chuhras has been mnoh improved by the great increase in

the demand for labour, but they are an unthrifty hand-to-mouth

class and are the first to feel the pinch of bad times. They are

very ready to wander, and small encampments of them may

often be seen at the roadside, the whole family moving about

the country in search of food, with a small tent of rags, a cot

or two, a bundle of clothes, a donkey and a few dogs as their

whole worldly belongings. They furnish a considerable number

of criminals, the Chuhra generally confining himself to petty

thefts and house-breaking and leaving the more gentlemanly

pursuit of cattle-theft to the Jat or Rajput peasant. Most of

the Chuhras in this district (30,477) are nominally Musalmans,

and are called Musallis; only 177 are returned as Sikhs (Mazhabi);

and the unconverted Chuhras who have adhered to their own

primitive religion axe returned as 4,747. Few as the Mazhabis

are here, they have furnished a few recruits to the Pioneer

Tribes. Castes

and Leading

Families.

The UiHeU.

Th» Chahrfa.
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Chapter III. C- regiments. The Masailis are in this district admitted to an*

_ „~~: ^, usually equal terms by the Musalmaos, who accept water and food

udLea&tnf from their hands only requiring that they should be circumcised,

Families- should hare repeated the Kalima and should hare given up

TheChdhrf*. eatiug carrion or anything "abominable." The unconverted

Chuhra eats the leavings of anybody, the flesh of animals that

have died a natural death, snakes, lizards, foxes, jackals, or as

one of them put it, anything but dogs,— he would even eat his

donkey, if it happened to die.

TheBizigara. The Basigara (1,065) and Nats (305) may be taken to.

gether. The numbers at last census were 594 and 320, an

increase of 50 per cent. They are acrobats and tumblers and

have no fixed residence, but move about from place to place

living in moveable shelters made of grass, and using donkeys

and camels to carry their goods about on. The Bazigars are

almost all returned as Hindus and the Nats as Musalmaos ;

both are a gipsy, almost outcaste, tribe 1'ving largely on the

leavings of others and on jangle vermin. Their women used to

have a reputation for ohastity.

TbeSfnafa. The Sansis (459) are especially a jungle tribe, have no

fixed residence, and are often found encamped in waste places

where they capture and eat jungle vermin of all sorts. Theyare

not a particularly criminal tribe in this distriot.

of dif- '8 worthy of remark that so far as the statistics can be

compared, almost every caste shows an increase sinoe last

censuB approximating to that of the total population, so that

the social composition of the people is muoh the same as

formerly. The tribes showing the most marked increases are

the Tarkhans (22 per cent.), the Lobars (19), the Kubhars

(20), the Telia (33), theQasais (24), the MooMs (19), the Mirasis

(24), and the Chuhras (25). Most of these are-the classes

directly depending for their prosperity on agricultural con

ditions, and their great increase is probably chiefly due to the

prosperous condition of agriculture, which has not only increased

their fecundity but attracted immigrants of these classes from

other districts.

TriUl CTutom. A detailed account of the tribal custom in this district

will be found in a separate volume. Its general character is as

follows :—

Restrictions as to Among Hindus a man may not marry a woman of his

own clan, so that he cannot marry an agnate of his own, and

as conversely a woman must marry a non-agnate of her

father, and the children invariably belong to the tribe and

clan of their father, not of their mother (just as in Europe

a child takes its father's surname and not its mother's), it fol

lows that any relation through a female, of a man, whether

through his mother, sister or daughter must belong to a

different group of agnates, ».«., to a different clan. Among
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the Musalman tribes of the east of the Provinoe, the same rale Chapter III, C

prevails in practice, although in theory a marriage with an -—

agnate's daughter would be lega], so that in those tribes also ^SxlFjfJi8

all relations through females of a man are necessarily his Families

non-agnates. Among all the Musalman tribes of Shahpar fio«triotion» m to

however, Mahamraadan Law has had snoh a strong effeot as awrrlage.

regards the question of intermarriages of relations that it has

entirely abrogated the rale forbidding intermarriage of

agnates, and such intermarriages are everywhere very com

mon ; indeed it is thought preferable that a man should marry

his cousin, whether she be related to him on his father's or

his mother's side, rather than that he should seek a wife

outside the family, the reason for this preference probably

being that a marriage within the family is less expensive and

difficult to arrange than a marriage With an outsider, and

tends to keep the property within the group of relations.

The effect of this breaking down of the old rule has been that,

as a man's sister's son or daughter's son may be also his

agnatio relation, for instance if his sister have married his

father's brother's son, or his daughter have married his brother's

■on, alienation of the property to a sister's son or daughter's

son does not necessarily mean alienation to a non-agnate, and

the power of the agnates to forbid such an alienation)—based

as it is on the old rale which still holds among Hindu and

other exogamous tribes that " the land must not leave the got,

or group of near agnates *'—has been very much weakened,

and alieatinns to snch relations through females are much

more common thau they are in the east of the Province. Indeed

the power of the agnates to forbid alienation having been

thus weakened, it is among some tribes, such as the Awahs,

no longer strong enough to prevent alienation to a sister's son

or daughter s son, though he be not himself an agnate, and

can hardly prevent alienation even to a non-relative by a

sonless man.

Generally speaking, marriage is a contract, not- between Betrothal and

the persons tg be married, but between their families, and «»arriag».

is arranged for them by their agnates with the consent of

the mothers, usually while the parties themselves are too

young to give an intelligent consent. When the contract has

been privately agreed on between the families, the betrothal

is completed with elaborate ceremonies of the nature of a

sale, in which mouey plays a principal part. A girl is looked

upon as a valuable piece of property, and betrothal is a con-

traot by which the girl's family bind themselves, often for a

money consideration, or in exchange for another betrothal,

to transfer the ownership of the girl to the boy's family

on her reaching a marriageable age. If either of the parties

die before the marriage actually takes, place, the contract

is at an end, and the boy's family ate not, as in Sirsa. con

sidered entitled to olaira that the girl should be married to
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' III.C- another boy of their family, if her original betrothed should

_.. 1 . die. The ceremony of marriage actually transfers the owner-

Md'Lea&ing 8n*P °* tne K'1' ^rom ner" agnates to those of the boy.

Families- It is accompanied by many elaborate ceremonies, the binding

Betrothal and form being among Musalmans the- nikdh made according

marriage. to'the Mohammadan Law, and among Hindus, the circura-

ambulation of the saored fire nnder the auspices of the family

Brahman*. After the marriage the girl remains in her father's

house, and actual possession of her is not delivered until she

reaches puberty.

Effects of be- While such is the usual course of betrothal and marriage,

trothal. ft ig muoh more oommcr. in Sbahpur than it is in the east

of the Province, for betrothal and marriage to be deferred

until the parties are grown up, and unmarried women of fall

age are much more numerous in Shahpur than they are fur

ther east. One consequence of this is that the consent of the

parties themselves becomes muoh more important, and it is

not uncommon for a grown-up girl to refuse to marry the

man selected for her by her parents and guardians and to

elope with the man of her ohoioe. Suoh oonduot is bitterly

resented, not only by the. family of the man she has rejected,

but by her own family, and often leads to quarrels and litiga

tion, and although the Musalmans cannot deny that suoh a

marriage is valid by Muhammadan Law, many of them

would welcome legislation to make the marriage of a woman

without the consent of her parents or guardians, especially

to a man of an inferior tribe, void altogether. There is

also a general feeling that while a girl's family, who incur

no expenses in making the betrothal, have no claim to com

pensation if the betrothal be broken off, the boy's family,

who have to go to some expense to carry out the betrothal,

have a claim, not only to a return of their expenses, but to

damages for the breach of oontractjand that the claim for

compensation should lie, not only against the girl's family,

bat against the family of the man she has married.

Nomber of wiree.. Although a Musalmin may marry four wives, all alive

at one time, and a Hindu as many as he pleases, it is not

very usual for a man to have more than one wife at a time ;

and where he does marry a second wife during the lifetime

of the first, it is generally beoause the first has not borne him

a son, or because of some serious quarrel with her ; or

when he marries the widow of a deceased brother.

DiToros and Divorce is very rare, and although a dower is always

dower. mentioned at a marriage of Musalmans, it is rarely paid, it

being usual for a wife to relinquish her right to dower to her

husband on his death-bed.

Inheritance : mm. Ordinarily the whole family remains living in common

until the father's death, and his wife, children and sons' wives

and children are nnder his control, as well as the whole of
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the joint property. As the daughters prow up, they are

married into other families, and leave their fathers' control

for that of their husbands' fathers. As the sons grow op,

wives are found for them who join the father's family and

come under h'is control Often the father gives a married

son a separate house with a share of the moveables and some

times a separate plot of land ; but this is a. matter "for the

father's own decision, and such a partition, unless approxi

mately fair and intended to be final, is liable to be cancelled

on the father's death. When that occurs, the whole of the

father's estate devolves on the sons, who sometimes continue

to live as a joint family,* but more often make a division

among them of the moveable property and dwelling-houses,

and either then or afterwards, of the land also. All the sons

take equal shares without regard to age and without regard

to the number or tribe of the mothers. The custom of divid

ing the property among the sons according to the number

of mothers, which is not uncommon in the east of the Province,

is practically unknown in Shahpur. If one of the sons have

died before his father, his sons or widow take his share of

the estate by representation. In the presence of sons or

son's sons, daughters get no share of the property ; they are

maintained by their . brothers until suitably married into

another family.

Where there are sons, their widowed mother gets no

share of the estate, but is maintained by her sons ; and if

they divide the joint estate among themselves, they usually

set apart a portion for their mother's maintenance during

her lifetime. Where there are no sons, or son's sons, the

whole of the estate devolves on the widow, two or more son-

less widows taking equal shares. The widow holds the whole

estate till her death or re-marriage, and has power to make

all ordinary arrangements for its management and to enjoy

the whole of its produce. Generally she can do as she

pleases with the moveable property, but must not alienate

the immoveable property without the consent of the husband's

agnates. If, however, the agnates do not make proper arrange

ments for necessary -expenses, the widow can alienate so much

of the husband's immoveable property as is absolutely neces

sary, even without their consent. The widow of an agnate

who has died without sons or sons' sons, is in all cases entitled

thus tc succeed to her husband's share, even although, owing

to hip father being still alive, it had not yet come into his

separate possession, or although he was living associated with

his brothers (except among the Hindus, where in that case the

widow is entitled to maintenance only). When a widow in

possession of her deceased husband's estate dies or re-marries,

even though she marry her deceased husband's brother, the

whole of her former husband's estate, moveable and immove

able, reverts to her husband's agnates, who take it in the

Chapter UJ, C.

Tribes, Castes

and Leading

FamUiea

Inheritance : sons.

Inherit&noa:
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Chapter Itl C- shares in which they would have taken it had he died with-

Tribes, Cartes
out leaving a widow. A widow having minor sons has maoh

the same power over the estate as has a sonless widow until

Families-' her boob are old enough to manage.it for themselves; bat

Inhari I m * o • : if she re-marry, she loses not only her control over her former

husband's estate, but also the guardianship of his children.

If she does take them with her to her new home they cannot

succeed to any share in the estate of their step-father; they

still belong to the family of their own father, and (if sons) are

entitled to succeed to their father's estate.

lafcer Uaaeei When a man dies without agnatic descendants or widow,

the married daughters or their sodb in no case succeed to a

share in the estate ; but it is the almost universal custom in

this district (nnlike Gorgaon and Sirsa) that the unmarried

daughters succeed in equal shares to the whole of their father's

property, moveable and immoveable, till their death or mar

riage, when it reverts to the agnatio heirs, the powers of

the daughters over • the estate being similar to those of the

widow. Failing unmarried daughters the father of the

deceased takes the estate ; if the father be also dead it goes to

the brothers in equal shares. Ordinarily, all the brothers,

whether of the same mother or not, succeed equally, but if

the property had been divided there is a tendency among

Mnsalmana lor the full brothers to exclude the half brothers,

and among Hindus an associated brother excludes an un-

associated brother. If one of the brothers have died, his

sons or sonless widow take his share of the estate by

representation. If there be no agnatic deeoendants of the

deceased's father, his mother takes a life-interest in the estate ;

failing the mother, or on her death, the unmarried Bisters

take the whole estate till their death or marriage, then the

father's brothers and their agnatio descendants take i( in

shares proportioned to the number of brothers ; and so on, the

nearest agnates and their Agnatic descendants taking the

estate in preference to the more remote. Where there are

two of a class, they share equally, and the right of representa

tion prevails to the fullest extent. No heir excludes the agnatio

descendant or the sonless widow of another heir of the same

class. Only agnates and the sonless widows of agnates, and (till

their death or marriage) -the daughters of agnates, inherit. A

married daughter, or sister, or a daughter's Or sister's son, can

in no cape inherit. When the estate goes to a female, she has

a life-interest only, and on her death or marriage it reverts to

the agnates.

Igtrldhan. There is no general custom of considering part of the

joint estate as being the special property of. the women.

Whatever is given with or to a woman becomes merged in

the joint estate under the control of the agnates, although

they should not alienate any suoh property without the

woman's consent unless in case of necessity.
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Willa are almost entirely unknown. If a proprietor Chapter III, C.

wishes to interfere with the devolution of his property m-xi^TT^

aooording to the ordinary rules of inheritance, he must carry ^5^*312?

out'his intentions in his lifetime. An expression of his Families-^

wishes as to the disposition of his property, if not carried Will*,

out in his lifetime, has no force after his death.

A~noog the Hindus a man having no son or son'i

may adopt any near relation he pleases, even a daughter's son

or sister's son, hut not a distant -relation or stranger, and

the person adopted succeeds to the whole of his estate, as if

he were a natural son, to the exclusion of the other natural

heirs. Among Musalmans, adoption is praotioally unknown

exoept among the Awans, where a man having no son or son's

son-may adopt any Aw&n he pleases and make hira heir to his

whole estate ; hut the. adoption must be made by written deed,

and is more of the nature of gift than adoption.

The power of an owner to alienate by gift his moveable Gift,

property is practically unrestricted, unless when he has sons

or sons' sons, in which case he ought not to give away an

unreasonably large portion of the moveables so as to injure the

sons. A proprietor having sons or sons' sons has no power

to alienate by gift without their consent any portion of the

immoveable property, except that he can give a small portion

of it in dowry to a daughter, or for charitable or religious

purposes ; and he cannot give a large share of the immoveable

froperty to one son than to another. But a proprietor

aving no sons or sons' sons is, among the Awans, almost

absolute owner of his whole estate, and can gift it to any

relative without the consent of the others ; among other tribes

he cannot make a gift of immoveable property to one relative

without the consent of the agnate heirs, except sometimes a

small portion to a daughter or daughter's son, or son-in-law.

Briefly it may be said that the influence of the Muham- •influence of the

madan Law on the custom of Musalman tribes is conflned to Mun»n,inad*n

questions relating to marriage and divoroe, and does not

extend to questions relating to property. Among all Musalman

tribes a marriage must take place by nikdh, and any marriage

which is legal according to Muhammadan Law is allowed to

be valid, and although the rules regarding dower and divoroe

are rarely aoted on, they are admitted to be binding on all

Musalmans. But the elaborate rules of the Muhammadan

Law regarding inheritance, wills and legaoies are never aoted

on, the custom in such matters being founded on the entirely

different basis of agnatic relationship. For instance a

daughter gets no share in the presence of sons, a sister no

share in the presence of brothers, a widow either gets the

whole estate or none at all, and the right of representation

prevails to the fullest extent. To iutroduce the elaborate

rules of Muhammadan Law in those matters would revolutionise
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and Leading
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Chapter III, C the tribal custom of all the Shahpur tribes and give rise to

endless injustice and discontent. The only effect of Muham-

mfldan Law on questions relating to property has been the

indirect influence already mentioned, viz., that by breaking

influence of the down the rule requiring a woman to be married to a non«agnate,

Mohammadan i*w. it hafJ weakeneci tne power 0f the agnates to forbid an

alienation of immoveable property to a relation through a

female.

The principal men of the distriot. viz , those who are, by

family and position, held entitled to be invited to "Divisional

Darbars, are enumerated in order of rank in the following table.

Of the 14, 8 are Tiwanas, 2 Nuns, 2 Biloch, 1 Sayad and 1

Khatri :—

Divisional Darbarit.

Darbaris.

Name.

14

Malik UmarHayat
Khin.

Sardir Muhammad
Chiragh Khan.
Malik Mubariz
Khan.
Malik Khuda
Bakheh.

Malik Muhammad
Khan.
Malik Alam Sher
Khan.
Khan Bahadur
Malik Hakim
Khan.
Malik Ahmad
Khan.

Malik Khan Ma-
bammad Khan.

Sayad Sultan
Mahmud Shah.

Sardir Bahadur
Kban.

Diwan Jawihir

MaL
Malik Musaffar

Khan.

Father's i

Khan Bahadur MaUk
Sahib Khan, c. a. i.

Sardir Mnbirik Khan

Malik Jahin Khan,
Sardir Bahadur.

Malik Saltan Mah
mud.

Malik Jahin Khan ...

Malik

Malik

jMalik Fateh Khan ...

Malik Sher Bahadur
Khan.

Sayad Sultan Ahmad
Bhali.

Sardir Jawuya Khan

Diwan BUhan Da* ...

Malik Fateh Khin ...

Ditto

Year
Residence. Tribe. of

birth.

Kilra Tiwina UN

Sihiwal Biloch IBM

Jahanibad Tiwina isn

Khwajabad Do. ISM

Kot Mohammad Do. IMS
MicnanTiwana ...

Do. 1829

Kot Hakim Khin Nnn 1928

Mitha Tiwina ... Tiwina mi

Ditto Do. 1966

Shahnnr Sayad ISIS

Khushib BUoob 1SS6

Bbera ... ... Sahni Khatri 1849

Mniaffarabad ... Tiwina •M

Niirpur Nun 1S7S

There are also 11 pensioned officers, who, by virtue of their

former rank in the Army or Civil Service, are entitledto a

seat in Darbar ; of these 9 were commissioned officers in the

Native Army. A list of them will be found in Table No. IX A.

Karsi-DaaUna. Next in rank come those men who have been accepted'by

the Commissioner as worthy to be dignified with a chair on

official occasions (kursi-nashin) . A list of them will be found in

order of date "of acceptance in Table No. IX B. Of the 81, 4

are Awans, 2 Ssyads, 3 Koresbis, 2 Kambohs, 2 Brahmans, 4

Khatris and 5 Aroras.

The "Tiwanas' of ^v ^ar tne moa' important family in the distriot is the

Mitha. Tiwina. Tiwana family of Mitha Tiwana on the edge of the Thai. An
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aooonnt of their early history has already been (riven in Chapter Chapter III, C-

II, and a fall aooonnt will be found in Massy's " Punjab Chief<«, " ~ .

■•Volume II, page 279. The three Maliks who. in the last aSdWing

generation did .such good service for Government and received Families-

the title of Khan Bahadur, besides other rewards, viz., Maliks L4ading familitt.

Fateh Sher Khan, Sher Muhammad Khan and Sahib Khan, The Tiwfnfti of

c. s. I., have all died. Malik Fateh Sher Khan left a minor son, Mithn Tlwin*.

Muhammad Sher Khan, now nnder the Court of Wards, who

holds a perpetual jdgir in two villages, value Rs. 4,758, besides

a life jdgir for his father's mutiny services. He holds also a

' lease of unproductive State land at Fatehpur below Sakesar in

addition to his ancestral land.

Malik Sher Muhammad Khan, Khan Bahadur, left two

minor sons, Dost Muhammad and Grhulam Jil&ni, who are also

under the Court of Wards. Malik Dost Muhammad holds a

perpetual jdgir of the value of Rs. 7,411 and a lifn jagir in

consideration of his father's mutiny services of Rs. 724. The

brothers own a large area of unproductive land in the Kbushab

Thai, and 1,500 aores of land near the Jhelum, part of which is

irrigated from the Corbynwah Canal bat is not very productive.

Malik Sahib Khan, Khan Bahadur, c. s. i., after doing

excellent service in the mutiny, obtained a grant of 8,700 aores

of waste land at Kalra in the Shahpur tabsil and constructed

a canal to irrigate it. This has now become a most valuable

estate. Malik Sahib Khan, who had earned a reputation for

straightforward truthfulness and integrity, died in 1879, leav

ing one son Malik Umar Hayat Khan, who was brought np

under the Court of Wards and educated at the Aitohison

College in Lahore, where he gained a fair colloquial knowledge

of English. In 1895 he was on coming of age put in. charge

of his splendid property, the inoome of which is well over a

lakh of rupees per annum, besides large accumulated and

invested savings. He promises to make a careful and enlight

ened landlord. He has an excellent stud of brood -mares and

young stock and takes a great interest in horse-breeding. He

holds a life indm in consideration of his father's services and

is at present the first Darbari in the district.

Malik Fateh Khan, known as Motidntcdla or " the Man of

Pearls," who died so bravely at Dalfpgarh, left several sons

besides Khan Bahadur Malik Fateh Sher Khan. Of these Malik

Alam Sher Khan is still alive and enjoys a perpetual jagir

of Rs. 2,081 besides a seat in Darba> ; Malik Sher Bahadur,

who held the post of Munsif, is now dead and hie sons, the

eldeat of whom Malik Khan Muhammad of Sherpnr, has a

seat in Darbar, enjoy a perpetual jagir of Rs. 1,286. Another

brother, Malik Ahmad Khan, Extra Assistant Commissioner,

has h seat in Darbar and a perpetual jagir of Rs. 1,699.

In the other main branoh of this family, viz., the descend-

ants of Malik Ahmadyar Khan, to which Maliks Sher
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Tribes. Castes

and Leading

Families-

Tiwintt

Hitba Tiwina.

Chapter III, C Mahammad Khan and Sahib Khan belonged, were Maliks

jHhan Klian and Fateh Khan, brothers of Malik -Sahib Khan.

Malik Jahan Khan served as Kardar nnder Diwan Sawan Ma],

did good service in the Mooltan campaign and in the mutiny,

and received a mutiny pension. His sod Malik Mahammad

of Khan holds a lease of 511 acres of valuable land at Kot

Muhammad Khan, south of Shahpur, and has a seat in Darbar.

He does good service as Honorary Magistrate and Munsif and

Sub-Registrar for the Shahpur tahsil. Malik Fateh Khan,

the other brother of Malik Sahib Khan, did goad servioe in the

maliny, for which he received a grant of land, a life mudfi, and

ultimately the title of Khan Bahadur. His son Malik Muzaffar

Khan has a seat in Darbar and owns or holds on leaso about a

thonsand aores of valuable land at M uzaffarabad near Shahpur

Civil Station. He was at one time Jamadar in the Guides

Cavalry and promised to make a good officer, but resigned his

mission to attend to his father's property at home.

The Tiwinia

The Tiwioia

Hwtfli.

Several other members of this Mitha Tiwana family have

attained to good positions in the Army and Pelioe, the Tiwsnas

being considered among the best of the oavalry soldiers in the

Native Army.

of Another branch of the Tiwana clan derives its origin from

Hamoka on the right bank of the Jhelam, south of Khushab. An

account of it will be found in Massy's " Punjab Chiefs," Volume

II, page 308. Malik Saltan Mahmdd Khan did good service

nnder Edwardes at the siege of Mooltan, and again made himself

most useful daring the mutiny. He was for years Inspeotor of

Police in Shahpur district and won universal commendation for

the impartial and trustworthy manner in which he porformed

his duties. His only son Malik Kbuda Bakhsh Khan was

brought up under the Court of Wards and is now an Officiating

Extra Assistant Commissioner. He owns a fine estate of 2,266

acres i>t Khwajabad in the Shahpur tahsil, besides other- land

purchased elsewhere, and 1,500 acres of valuable land held on

lease, almost all irrigated by his private canal. He is a good

horseman and an enlightened and careful landlord' and possesses

a very fine stud of brood-mares and young stock. He has a seat

in Darbar. His -cousin Malik Obulam Muhammad Khan of

Hamoka is Sub-Registrar of the Khushab tahsil. Malik Sahib

Khan, the head of another branch of this Hamoka family, enj&ys

an indm and the privilege of a chair.

of A third branch of the Tiwana olan belongs to Hadali

between Khushab and Mitha Tiwana. Sardar Bahadur Malik

Jahan Khan did good service in the mutiny, became Risaldar-

Major of the 1 8th Bengal Lancers and Aide-de-Camp to the Com*

mander-in-Chief, and was given the title of Sardar Bahadur

for conspicuous bravery aVid merit. His eldest son Malik

Mubariz Khan was Risaldar in the 9th Bengal Lancers, where

he was highly thought of, and now
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he and his brother own a very fine property consisting of 3,000 chapter III, C

aores free of land revenue for ever, and hold on lease 1,40 0 ~~~Zl,M

aorea, all being irrigable from their private canal. Malik ^^d^eavdiw*

Mubariz Khan has a seat in Darbar and makes a good landlord. Families.

He has a good stud of brood mares. The Tiwfau of

The Waddhals of Hadali, another branch of the Tiwanes, Had4li"

also deserve mention. One of them, Malik Fateh Khan, Risaldar

in the 18th Bengal Lancers, was a good old soldier and obtained

a lease of 505 acres of valuable canal-irrigated State land south

of Shahpur. His three sons have all risen to good positions in

the Native Cavalry.

Closely related to the Ti wands are a family of Ndns, with The Kdn family,

whom the Tiwan4s infcer-tnarry. An account of them will be

found at page 310 of M assy's " Punjab Chiefs," Volume II. It is at

present represented by two cousins, Khan Bahadur Malik Muham

mad Hakim Khan and Malik Muhammad Hayat Khan, both of

whom have a seat in Darbar. Malik Hakim Khan did good service

in the mutiny, when he was wounded, and afterwards as Tahsfl-

dar, retiring on pension with a reputation for uprightness and

honesty. He has a fine estate at and near Kot Hakim Khan,

having purchased from Government 1,500 acres and taken on

lease 511 acres more. It is all irrigable from the private canal

owned jointly by him and his cousin. He has developed his

estate most successfully, showing himself an enlightened and

.considerate landlord, a good type of the gentleman of the old

sohool. He is one of the last of the older generation and is

much respected in the district. He enjoys a life mdfi for his

mutmy services and has a promising family of sons. He ren

dered good service as an Honorary Magistrate, but has lately

resigned the appointment on the ground of ill-health. His

unole Malik Fateh Kban Nun, did good service ab the siege of

Mooltau under Edwardes, and received a pension. His son

Malik Muhammad Hayat Khan was educated at the Aitchison

College and passed the Entrance Examination of the Punjab

University. He holds 3,500 aores of valuable land at Nfirpur,

west of Bhera> irrigated by the private canal owned jointly by

his cousin and himself. He promises to make a good and

intelligent landlord. > •■..'«<. ■.

An account of the early history of the Biloch Chiefs of The Bilooli family

Bihiwal haa been given in Chapter II, and a fuller account will of Sihiwsi:

be found in Masay's "Punjab Chiefs," Volume II, page 801.

Sardar Langar Khan was succeeded by his eldest son Muhammad

HayAt Kh&n, and he again by his brother Sardar Mubarak

Khan, who died some years ago, much embarrassed by debt.

The present head of the family is Sardar Mnhammad Chiragh

Khan, who was for a time Darogha of Canals under the Deputy

Commissioner. He and his brother Fath Khan and nncle

Lashkar Khan hold a perpetual jagir in five villages of the

' 3,572, and the two former own a large area of land
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Chapter III. C in Qirot Sahiwal and other estates. The ontstanding debts of

— Sardar Mubarak Khan were paid off by means of a loan from

^^LeSdin? the ^alra estate, bnt the family are bad managers. Sardar

Families Muhammad Chiragh Khan has a seat in Darbar.

fKhJhiShfWllil7 Another family of Biloohes held independent sway in

Khnshab until they were swallowed up by Maharaja Ranjit

Singh as described in Chapter II. The head of the family is

now Sardar Bahadur Khan, son of Sardar Allahiawaya Khan,

who has a seat in Darbar, and holds a life mdfi of Rs. 71 and

an indm of Bs. 200. He has great influence in Khnshab and

its neighbourhood and is a useful member of the Municipal

Committee and District Board. His brother Sardar Fateh

Khan is a jamadar in the 7th Bombay Lancers and his son

again holds the Davies (Shahpnr) Scholarship at the Aitchison

College at Lahore.

The Sayad* of Before the oonquest of Maharaja Ranjit Singh the Sayad

Shahpnr. family of Shahpur held practically independent sway over the

town of Shahpnr and a tract in its neighbourhood . The descend

ants of Fath Shah hold in ancestral shares a perpetual j&gir of

Rs. S72 in Bunga lohhral, and own about half the area of the

Shahpur estate. The present bead of the family is Sayad

Sultan Mahmfid Shah, who has a seat in Darbar, and holds

a small area of State land on lease.

The Diwin family An account of the Diwan family of Bhera is given in

of Bhera. Massy's " Punjab Chiefs," Volume 11, page 8 1 2. Members of the

family held good posts under the Sikhs and shared their defeat at

Chilianwala. They own some 700 acres, and hold 1,800

acres of valuable State lands on lease near Bhera. The pre

sent head of the family is Diwan Jawahir Mai, who has a seat

in Darbar and is Honorary Magistrate and Sub-Registrar for

the Bhera tahsil. He did excellent service for yearfas Manager

of the Kalra estate under the Court of Wards and was

rewarded with a grant of land on the Chenab Canal. He is

intelligent, trustworthy and useful. His brother Diwan

Lakhmi Das is an Extra Assistant Commissioner, as was his

oonsin Diwan Kirpa Ram.

The Lamba family Sardars Hari Singh and Gian Singh, sons of Sardar Atar

' Singh Lamba, of Kila Atar Singh in the Guj rat district ("Panjab

Chiefs/' Volume II, page 236) harenoconnection with this district

except that they hold jointly in perpetual jagvr the estate of

Naushahra in the Salt range, valne Rs. 4,458.

ot Stats A number of gentlemen of note belonging to other districts

hold grants' of land in this district. Nawab Ata Muham

mad Khan Khagwani, of the Dera Ismail Khan district,

formerly British Agent at Kabul, owub t2,000 acres at Sardar-

pur and holds on lease over 8,000 acres at Nawabpur in

the Shahpnr tahsil, irrigated by a canal partly belonging to him.

Sardar Tara Singh of Rawalpindi who accompanied Sir
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Grantees of State

Douglas Forsyth's Mission to Yarkand, owns about 1,000 acres Chapter III, D>

of irrigated land at Tarasinghwala near Bhera. Abdnr Rahman v vT"

Khan and Muhammad Nawaz Khan, Isa Khels of the Banna Commauties

district, hold a valuable lease of 4,475 acres at Jalpana in the and Tenures-

Shahpnr tahsil irrigated by their private canal. iSa;- Risaldar

Mnhamtnad- Salim Khan of Peshawar and his son Muhammad >

Amtn Khan hold grants of good land sooth of Shahpnr, at

SaKmabad for meritorious military services. A family of

Shahaadas, grandsons of Shah Shaja of K4bul, hold a grant of

1,200 acres of irrigated land at Shahiadpur near Shahpnr.

Risaldar-Major Rai Bahadur Arbel Singh of the Ludhiana

district, holds a grant of land for excellent military services at

Gnrbakhspura in the Bhera tahsil, and similar grants are

held by Subadar- Major Pir Shah, Risaldar Hari Singh and the

Bona of Risaldar Sher Singh.

The title of Rii Bahadur has been conferred on Assistant

Surgeon Radha Kishn of G irot, who holds a lease of land at ' e1,

Rampnr in the Shabpur tahsil, and that of Rai Sahib on Pandit

Dfwan Chand, of Shahpnr, a most worthy old gentleman, who

has established and maintains at Shahpnr one of the best girls'

primary schools in the Punjab.

SECTION D—VILLAGE COMMUNITIES AND

TENURES.

Table No. XV shows the number of estates held in the various Village Imim

forms of tenure in 1894-95. Considerable changes in the

number of estates has been made at the recent revision of

settlement, owing chiefly to the erection into separate estates

of grants of State land to individuals. At regular settlement

the total number of estates, i. of areas for which a separate

record of rights has been made, was returned as o47 ; now it is

717, of which 59 are held by lessees of State land, and of the .

remainder 66 are held on a joint zamind&ri tenure and 608 are

held on the pattiddri or bhaiynchdra tenure, that is, the common

land is owned on shares either according to fixed fractions or

proportioned to the revenue paid by each individual owner.

The prevailing tenure is .the bhaiyaci&ra where the extent

of possession is the measure of each man's rights ; and if

reference be had to the past history of the country, and

the system of revenue management under tbfe Sikhs, to say

nothing of the vicissitudes to which societies and families are

subject even nnder the best ordered Government, it will not be

a snbjeot for surprise that suoh should have been the result.

Captain Davies in his report on the regular settlement

thus describes the causes which led to this state of affairs :—

" On the diseolution of the Mughal empire, anarchy for a long time prevail,

ed, during which the country became the theatre of inoeeaant fighting of tribe

with tribe, varied by the inoureions of the Afghani. To this enooeeded the
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Chapter IIJ, D. srinc!in9 rule of tbe Sikhs, when, u ha* been very truly remarked,

i ' ency was rather to abandon righta, symbols more of misery than of Decent, than

VillagB to eontend for their ezaot definition and enjoyment,' and if these canass of

ComaWutiet themeelvea were insufficient to weaken the strong ties that bind the peasant to

and Tenure!' the soil of his fathers, the oooarrence at times of famines and other calamities

Village tenures. would oononr in bringing aboat this result. Nor are these the only stMH that

would tend to disturb the original equilibrium, even where this had ever

existed. Our every-day experience tells us tbat tbe several members of a family

are not equally gifted. One is provident, another reckless ; one is poshing and

active, while another is altogether wanting in energy. It is needless to say, that

while the former passes unscathed through ordeals such as have been described

above, the latter Is forced to succumb to them. Again nnder such a rule at tbe

Sikhs, the former would probably succeed in making a friend of the ruler for

the time being, and with his assistance would extend his possessions at the ex

pense of his weaker brethren ; and be it remembered then was ordinarily no

redresa should be presume on his influence to do this.

State of tenures " Among all the villages of the district, 66 only retain the communal form

at regular settle- of tenure, all the others having lost, or retained only in tbe shape of vague forms,

ment. even the relation that exists in pattiddri villages between ancestral right and

tbe possession of land. In some few villages the relative rights of the members

of the community according to the family genealogy are well known and could

be accurately stated; but were found at the time of settlement not to have been

acted upon for years, even for generations, and could not therefore be restored,

the existing status being taken as the basis of operations. The distribution of

the revenue among the members of a village, accordingly, is regulated solely by

possession, each man paying upon the land held by him at rates varying accord

ing to tbe nature of the soil. In the Thai and Bar tracts, a portion of the revenue

was thrown upon the cattle of tbe village, but this forms the only exception

common to all the district, to the rule as above stated, hi tbe Bhera tahsil during

the Sikh rnle, a house tax, called buha, of Rs. 2, used to be collected from all the

residents in the village ; and the custom is still retained, a portion of tbe revenne

being thrown by the people upon the bouses and raised by a bouse rate, that

reducing the sum to be levied by grazing and soil rates. "

^8tat« of tenures A^t the recent revision of settlement it was found that the

* ereT,,e w 1 e" process of disintegration had continued. As already stated the

number of estates held joint had decreased from 66 to 56;

and the owners of very few estates desired to pay their land

revenue in proportion to ancestral shares, in almost every

estate the rule of distribution being that each owner should pay

the land revenne chargeable on the land of his holding accord

ing to olass and soil. This was the rule followed even in the

case of land irrigated by wells, except in the Ara circle of the

Shakpur tahsil where the cultivation is almost entirely depend

ent on wells, and the ownership is by wells and land attached

to them. In the estates of that circle and in a few others

elsewhere the distribution of the revenue was made by putting

a lump sura on each well and its block of land, this sum being

distributed over the owners of the well in proportion to their

shares in the ownership. .As mentioned by Captain Davies,

at regular settlement in the Bar villages a portion of the

assessment was generally charged on the houses and another

on the cattle of the village, but now that rights in the land

have become more valuable, this mode of distribution is no

longer desired by the people and in all cases in that tract the

whole assessment has now been charged on the owners of the

land. In the Thai, however, it is still the general custom to

charge a portion of the assessment on the cattle, the usual
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mode being to charge all the cropped area of the year at the Chapter HI. D

uniform rate of four annas per acre exoept melons, which in vTlVi?

some Tillages are exempted and in others charged at two annas

per acre, and the remainder of the revenue is spread over all

the cattle of tbe Tillage, whether owned by landowners or

others, In the following proportion : Camel 16, buffalo 8, cow atthe '

or bullock 4, sheep or goat 1. """^

Table No. XV shows the number of proprietors or share* Proprietary

holders and the groBS area held in property under each of the

main forms of tenure, and also gives details for large estates

and for Government grants and similar tenures. The figures

are for the year 1894-95. The accuracy of the figures is, how

ever, exceedingly doubtful ; indeed land tenures assume so

many and such complex forms in the Penjab that it is im-

Eoseible to classify them successfully nnder a few general

eadings. From the re murks just quoted, it will be readily

conceived that proprietary rights were somewhat ill-defined at

the regular settlement ; and that innumerable claims were

set up, based upon the tradition of ancestral rights, but un

supported by recent possession. The manner in which these

were dealt with is thus described by Captain Davies :—

" The causes already described had combined to produce the state of things Proprietary right

described, and tbe tt »tu«, at fmnd to have existed for a long pe+ied, wae accepted at regular settle-

as the basic of our future operations both in oar judicial decisions, and in the pre- ment.

paratton of the record of rights and liabilities. Pedigree tables had been drawn

oat ia the first Instance ; bat it was fonnd that although tbe genealogies of tbe

village communities were well known, and there were often faru/s and pattit,

or as they are called varhi$, yet these bad not been acted on for several genera

tions. Possession in no way corresponded with shares, and the lands of proprie

tors of oue nominal division were otten found mixed up with those of another.

The State dues during tbe Sikh times were taken in kind bj kankit or baldi i

while items of common income, each as dharat, knmidna, and in the Thai, pivi,

were appropriated by the headmen on toe pretence of defraying Tillage expenses.

Since, annexation the revenue has for tbe most part been paid on holdings by

a bifha rate, or by a distribution on ploughs, 4co.

" From the foregoing description of the conditions under which proprietor

ship bad existed for a period long anterior to the supervention of British rale it

will be understood that pctnttior. was the fact mainly relied on in the decision

of disputes connected with the title to land. Suits of this kind may be reduced

to three classes :—
I.—That in which parties out of possession sued those in posseeaioa, for

whole Tillages or lot particular plots of land.

It—That in which parties in possession of a certain portion .of land sued •

descendant of the common ancestor, in possession of a larger share,

to obtain re-allotment in accordance with ancestral shares.

III. —Claims by collaterals against widows, daughters or sons-in-law of

a deceased sharer, either to obtain possession of tbe inheritance or

to restrain the parties in possession from alienating the same.

" The classification might be extended farther, but the above divisions com

prehend the great mass of litigation ; and a sufficient general idea will be

conveyed of the latter by following this arrangement, and describing the argu

ments ordinarily put forward on both sides,

" Very strenuous efforts were made to recover possession of land of which claims of the fixtf

the original proprietors had lost possession through aeoident, calamity, or as the

result of .thou own improvidence, and fearful perjury was resected to to- obtain
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ChftBter III D tni> end Where the disposesesion iu beyond the period of limitation, it tii

* generally alleged that the land claimed had been either mortgaged orient tb

VilllUfe the Party in possession, bnt ordinarily no deed was forthcoming, and a* in the

Communities majority of the cases this was only a device to obtain, hearing for a very

aid Tenures antiquated claim, and the defendant had admitted long possession on his side,

T™7 ' the suit failed in its object. In other cases, the party in possession, mistrustful
Claims of the first ot the T^jajty 0f his prescriptive title, would foolishly seek to strengthen it by the

production of a fictitious deed of sale ; of course if he failed in establishing the

?;enoines8 of the deeds the plea was fatal, but I fear, that, in many instances,

orged document! succeeded in passing for genuine ones, to carelessly were

legal instruments of all Vinds drawn up In former days. At often .however, as

good grounds for believing that perjury or forgery had been committed, existed,

a prosecution was instituted. In this way numbers paid the penalty of attempt*

ing to mislead the Courts; and I hare reason to know that these proceeding*

were attended with the best results.

Those of the "The second olaas of cases were, as a rule, very simple, as enquiry

everywhere showed, that, as far as the memory of living men carried them back,

possession had been unequal, and had constituted the sola criterion tor regulat

ing each man's rights and liabilities.' With few exceptions therefore, claims to

obtain re-allotment of land in accordance with ancestral shares vre rejected.

The exceptions were chiefly where land had been held undivided by the different

members of one family, each having cultivated in accordance with his means and

ability.

" The third description of oases Were more embarrassing, because, while
ThiM olass. throughout the district, and more particularly among the A wans, the feeling

against landed property passing through females is very strong, the dictates

of natural justice disincline from passing orders the effect of which will be

suddenly to deprive a man of land which he has cultivated for many years and has

learned to look upon as bis own. The voice of the country, however, was too

strong to be directly opposed, and it was only by means of arbitration that, on

the death of the widow, any portion of her deceased husband's inheritance could

be reserved to her son-in-law. Attempts by the widow during her lifetime

to effect the same object by means ot a formal gift or fictitious sale of the pro'

perty to the son-in-law were invariably disallowed as opposed to local custom,"

Proprietary rights The decisions given at regular settlement still form the

ow. basis of the system of proprietary right throughout the district,

bat there has been a great development towards farther separa

tion of rights and subdivision of the land. The total number

of proprietors whioh at regular settlement was 88,641 was

54,023 in 1893, an inorease of 61 per cent., or roaoh the same

as the increase in the total population of the district ; bat the

number of separate proprietary holdings whioh was at regular

settlement 20,813 had increased in 1885 to 38,714 and in 1893

to 68,569—this great inorease being chiefly due to partition and

alienation. Daring the six years ending 1898, areas aggregat

ing 274,472 acres and paying an aggregate revenue of Rs. 74,360,

or about an eighth of the total land revenue of the district, were

divided between the individual owners, the number of new

holdings constituted being 18,687. This rapid separation of

rights in the land is a marked feature in the progress of the

distriot. It is, generally speaking, a great advantage, as an

owner pat in separate possession of his share of the land is

likely to develope it much faster and cultivate it much better

than he did when other shareholders might claim the portion of

the joint holding in his possession. It has its drawbacks, how*

ever, the chief being that it makes alienation easier, and that

it leads to enclosure and the exclusion of the non-proprietors
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from the enjoyment of the undefined bat often valuable privi- chapter HI, D

leges they exercised over the land when it was held in common.

In the Thai, owing to the small value of the land, a peculiar Com

custom exists by which in most estates all residents, whatever *»d '
--nn/— hi ujusi estates all residents, whatever a

their position or antecedents, are recorded as owners of the land Pr

they happen to cultivate. At the recent revision in those estates now

by common consent of the whole body of proprietors all residents

cultivating land or paying grazing dues on cattle were admitted

to be proprietors in the estate on almost equal terms with those

who were entered as proprietors at regular settlement. In

many of the Bar estates a similar rule seems to have existed at

regular settlement, and almost every cultivator, whatever his

caste or position, was then entered as owning the land he culti

vated, but now in that circle rights in land have become bo valu

able that the former owners nowhere agreed to admit new

comers to an equality, and in that circle, as elsewhere through

out the district, only those men have been recorded as owners

who derived a title in the ordinary way from the owners of

regular settlement.

On the river Jhelum the boundaries of estates and holdings ]

once fixed are not altered by the action of the river, but at the

recent revision of settlement, owing chiefly to the inaccuraoy

and incompleteness of the previous maps, a dispute was found

going on as to boundary between almost every pair of estates

on opposite sides of the river. Complete and accurate maps

were made inoluding the actual bed of the stream, and all boun

daries were authoritatively laid down in accordance with pre

vious decisions. Now that the boundary fixed can be laid down

with ease and accuracy from the maps now drawn to scale, it

is probable that these frequent and troublesome disputes will

become a thing of the past. On the Chenab the barbarous and

inequitable rule still prevails by which the proprietary right in

the land changes with changes in the deep-stream of the river,

so that here it was not possible to lay down a permanent

boundary. Bat on this river also it is probable that the pre*

paration of correot and complete maps will narrow the area of

future disputes and afford a safe basis for their decision.

The rights of irrigation from each well used for that pur- ajgtt, 0f irrigation,

pose have been stated in detail in the statement of rights in

wells attached to the jamabandi of the standing record. Regard

ing rights of irrigation from canals, both State and private, a

separate map and file have been drawn up and attested for eaoh

canal (exoept the new Sahiwal Canal now in process of develop

ment), but this has not been made part of the standing record

of the villages concerned. A very important class of rights of

irrigation is found in the villages in the Salt range and along

its base, where the cultivation is almost entirely dependent on

the drainage from higher ground or on the torrents from the

hills above, and rights in the water mo much more imnorr.n.nr.
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and valuable than rights in the land. At regular settlementchapter III, D. Captain Davies carefully recorded these rights, and at the

Village. recent revision also special attention was paid to the correct

£: record of all rights in torrents or in drainage water in this part

Rights of ir of the district. In the case of most of the well-defined torrents

tion. *the water is divided in accordance with traditional shares by

erecting long embankments of stone and earth in the bed of

the torrent soon after it debonches from the hills so as to divert

the proper share of the whole water of the torrent towards the

fields of those entitled to a share. Those fields are some

times situated miles away from the point where the

torrent is first divided, and on the way to them the water

is divided into smaller and still smaller shares, until in many

cases the share in the total volume of the torrent falling to a

particular owner is only a very small fraction, and yet is neces

sary for the irrigation of his field far out in the plain. These

rights are of the utmost importance, and have been very care

fully attested and recorded in the administration paper of each

village and also in the list of holdings (jamabands). They are

often the cause of feuds and riots, and any attempt to infringe

them should be severely punished under the Penal Code. In

the case of the smaller torrents generally and of drainage water

flowing downwards in no well-defined channel, the usual custom

is that the owner of the higher field can turn the whole of the

water on to his field, and only when he has had enough or his

embankment is breached by the accumulation of the water, is

his neighbour lower down entitled to irrigation; and so from

terrace to terrace the water passes down the slope until it has

all been absorbed. In these cases also the right of each field

to water has been carefully recorded in the list of holdings.

Tenancies, Table No. XVI shows the number of tenancy holdings and

the gross area held under each of the main forms of tenancy as

they stood in 1894-95. The number of tenants and the area

held by them is rapidly increasing with the development of the

district. At regular settlement the total number of tenants

was 21,385, of whom 4,565 were occupancy tenants; in 1898 the

number of tenants’ holdings was 60,587, of which 4,315 were

held with rights of occupancy. The area held by tenants was

at regular settlement 92,519 acres, and in 1893, it was 298,142

acres, or three times as much. Of this area tenants with rights

of occupancy held at settlement 17,021 acres, and in 1898

16,526 acres, so that only 6 percent of the total area held by

tenants is held with rights of occupancy. Of the 269,099 acres

held in 1893 by tenants-at-will paying rent, only 27,889, or 10

per cent, paid rent in cash, £fonly on 6,860 acres, or 8 per

cent, were the rents fixed in cash without regard to revenue

rates, while 158,284 acres or nearly 60 per cent, of the total

rent-paying area paid as rent half the produce in kind. -

Occupancy rights The following extracts from the settlement report will."

£" " show how tenant right was treated at regular settlement.

|
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" The term " hereditary ou'.tivators " was not understood in the district of Chapter III D.

Shahpur for several years after the annexation of the Punjab ; but enquiries '

showed that there were, in the river valleys at any rate, persons who, though Village

they had no claim to proprietary title, asserted a claim to cultivate the land in Communities

their^posseasion, subject to the payment of a rent more favourable than was de- and Tenures-

manded from the mere teoant-at-will. These men had acquired their rights by n ...
one of two ways. They had either broken up the waste land, (generally land on UccuPftn<>y n*hts

the banks of the river) and were called dbddkdrdn or banjarshigd/dn, or they 0 ™Sular »»ttle.

had sunk a well on the land which they cultivated, or had cleared out and pat into lneDt-

working order an old well, situated in the land they tilled.

" In either oasa, it was the custom to allow tenants of the above description

a certain amount of indulgence, compared with ordinary tenants, in taking their

rents by batdi or kankit. If the prevalent rate for batdi was equal division be

tween landlord and tenant, then the dbddkdr or banjar shigdf was allowed to de

duct out of the crop a certain portion, varying from one-quarter to one-half of it.

In dealing with cases of this description, the Settlement Officer reoords that ho

first enquired whether the cultivator asserted any proprietary claim. As a rule,

■uoh a olaim was rarely raised. Among Muhammadans, the idea of hereditary

property is very strong, and a man whose family has been one hundred years

out of possession, is still popularly recognised as the owner of what once belonged

to his ancestors. Generally speaking then, the cultivator at occe answered that

he was not the owner, but that such & person was. The privileges which either

party possessed were then enquired into, and it was generally found that the

cultivator, after paying his share of the revenue, enjoyed whatover profit was

left on his cultivation, giving only five per cent, on his quota of the Government

demand ordinarily in grain or kind to the nominal proprietor ; but tho cultivator

was not allowed to transfer his rights by sale, or gift or mortgage.

" The circumstances which produced this coudition of affairs had next to be

considered, and if it turned out that the oultivator had been enjoying favourable

terms for Buoh a length of time as to render it a matter of moral certainty that

he must have reimbursed himaolf both tho principal and the interest of hie

original outlay of capital or labor, then it was settled that, for the future, he

required nothing beyond a recognition of his right to occupy the land he held,

subject to a fixed money payment, which in such cases was assessed at an in

crease of from 35 to 40 per oent. including extra cesses, on the revenue dnmand

of the land. Excluding cesses, 25 per oent. was the highest rate of mdltkdna

paid by any tenant. In those instances where it was found that the expendi

ture incurred by the cultivator had not been made good to him, a certain

number of years, varying with the circumstances of each case, was fixed,

during which he was to pay at certain favourable ratos, and after the

lapse of the period so fixed, his rent was to be brought up to the standard of

similarly circumstanced cultivators. But it was only in the bela or taildb land

that an arrangement of the above nature could be made. Where the land was

dependent for its irrigation on a well, other circumstances had to be taken into

account, not only the original outlay, but the annual expenditure for wear and

tear of the well and of its machinery. And as it is generally a very unsatisfac

tory arrangement to allow the landlord to undertake the repairs of the well, the

cultivator always had the option given him of doing so ; and, if he oonsented

then he was allowed to pay at revenue rates with an increase of from 12 to IS

per oent., which increase went to the proprietor as hak-mdlikdna. The difference

between the 12 or 18 per cent., and the 50 per cent, of profits, remained with

the cultivator to enable him to make necessary repairs; the proportion of the

profits thus made over to the oultivator, varying of course with the nature of the

repairs which h9 would probably be called on to execute. If the cultivator

refused to undertake the exeoutiou of his own repairs, he received but a small

share of the profits, the bulk going to the landlord, who was in future to be

responsible for keeping the well in fair working order.

" Out of 1,132 hereditary occupants of well lands, 564, or about half, kept the

well in repair themselves, the proprietors being responsible for the repair of the

wells irrigating the lands held by the remaining 568 cultivators.

In the latter case—Of the former—
215 pay from 5 to 10 per cent.
Ml „ „ 11 to 18 „
14 „ „ 20 to 25 „
90 ,, a lamp sum in cash,
t „ varying rates in kind,

91 pay from 6 to 10 per cent.
88 „ „ 12 to 18 „
21 „ „ 20 to 24 „
71 „ a lamp stun in cash.
197 i, varying rates in kind.
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ChftptOr III, D. "In addition to the above there were a few who, with the consent of the

— proprietors, wen excused all payment on account of mdUkdna.

Oammmaties " TheBe remarks do not apply to the Kilowal tahsil or the Zail Musa reoeiv-

ftnd Tminres e<* transfer from Qnjrit. In those parts of the district, the heavy assessments
ana xenurw. 0£ tjj0 gjjjjj t;mes ha(j quite trampled out proprietary rights, and artisans, and

Oconpancy rights village servants, and proprietors, all paid the Government revenne by an equal

■A regular settle- rate, levied, generally speaking, on the number of ploughs employed by each

' ' man. In thcae parts o£ the district, cultivators of long standing were recorded

as owners cf the land in their occupancy and they paid their revenue at the

village revenue rates. They had of course no proprietary title in any of the village

lands, except what was in their actual possession as cultivators.

"In the Salt range and the Thai tenant rights wore of comparatively small

importance, for the number of non-proprietary occupants of land here is very in

ferior to the number in the other portions of the district. The hills and the

Mohar are the only tracts where cultivation is carried on to any large extent,

and these divisions are held by brotherhoods of cultivating proprietors of the

Awan tribe, with few outsiders among them. The only exceptions are whoro

whole villages belong to saintly characters, of whioh there are three in the Salt

range, and, in the Mohar the villages owned by the Janjuha tribe. In. the

former, almost the entire cultivation is in the hands of non-proprietors, the

proprietors taking their rents by batdi at easy rates, usually a third of the

produoe. In the latter, the Janjuha proprietors, through apathy and in

difference, have allowed not only rights of occupancy to grow up, but have given

opportunity to men of other tribes to creep iu and supplant them in the

proprietorship of a greater part of the lands still left to them by the Awans. Of

course these last are proprietors of their own holdings only, and have no share

in the common land or common profits.

At the recent revision of settlement the rights of tenants

with rights of ooonpanoy were carefully defined and recorded,

but no attempt was made to classify them under the different

olauses of the Tenancy Act. Only 16,526 acres in 4,315 hold

ings are held with rights of occupancy. In the great majority

of cases such tenants cither pay rent in kind (3,588 acres) or

in terms of the revenne rate with or without malikdna (12,351

acres), and except in the few cases in which a regular suit for

enhancement was brought, no change was made in the rent

except that in the latter case the tenant was made responsible

for the new revenue due on his land with malikdna on it at the

old percentage. As in most cases the revenue due and with it

the malikdna receivable by the landlord have been substantially

enhanced, suits for enhancement of the malikdna percentage

are not likely to be numerous and should be charingly grauted.

Tenants-at-will. Of the 269,099 acres held in 1893 by tenants-at-will paying

rent, 21,029 acres pay rent in terms of the land-revenue with

or without malikdna, and here also the old rent has been re

calculated in terms of the new land revenne. This form of

rent is chiefly prevalent in the Bar and Thai uplands, and as

the value of rights in the land increases, is likely rapidly to

make way for rent fixed in kind or in cash without reference to

the land revenue. It is » relic of the- days when the burden

on the land was so heavy that the owners were glad to get any

one to share it with them. Of the whole cultivated urea of

the district 40 per cent., almost entirely held by tenants-at-will,

pays rent in kind. As regards such holdings oare has been

taken to record in the list of holdings and the administration
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paper the share taken by the landlord of the grain and straw Chapter III, D.

of different crops, the customary deductions from the common villa.

heap before division between landlord and tenant, and allow- c:#"

ances regarding fodder, &c., so as to afford a guide to the and Tenures.

Courts in deciding disputes regarding rent. Tenants-at-will.

For the district as a whole the nominal share of the gross Share of produce

produce received by the landlord from tenants-at-will paying:* by land

rent in kind is as follows:- OTO,

Area paying rent

Nominal share paid. in kind at

each rate.

Acres.

Half produce or more - - - - 158,284

Two-fifths ... - - - - - 26,751

One-third ... - - - --- - 54,426

One-fourth or less... ... . . - - 2,249

Total area under rents in kind -- 241,710

Thus for the whole district the average share taken is 0.45

of the divisible produce, or, if it be assumed that all round one

seventh of the total produce is deducted from the common heap

before division, then the average share of the gross outturn

received by the landlord is for the whole district 0:38 per cent.

It differs greatly, however, in different circles and for different

soils. On sailáb land in the river valleys and on land irrigated

by inundation canals the nominal share is almost everywhere

one-half; so it is on lands irrigated from wells in the Jhelam

valley, except those situated at a distance from the river; also

on all lands in the Sün valley of the Salt range. The rates

of two-fifths and one-third are paid on lands irrigated from

wells at a distance from the river in the Jhelam and Chenáb

valleys, on poorer classes of soil in the Salt range, and along

the foot of the hills, and on unirrigated lands generally.

Large deductions are made from the common heap of Deductions from

grain before division between the landlord and tenant. These the co", *P
deductions are generally very considerable, and are usually before division.

made in the form of so many topás (a measure of capacity) per

local maund or per plough paid to village artisans, menials and

others who perforu some service or have some claim, such as

the blacksmith, carpenter and potter, the laborers who reap,

thresh, winnow or carry the crop, the attendants on mosque

and guest-house, the barber and even the beggar who goes

about the village. Some detail of these fees will be found

further on under the head of village menials. In the assess

ment calculations liberal allowances have been made for all

these deductions everywhere, generally amounting to one-sixth

of the total crop on lands irrigated from welis, and one-eighth on

other classes of cultivation.
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Chapter III. D. A farther deduction has to be made for fodder allowed to

■— be fed off to the well-bullocks on land irrigated from wells. It

Village j8 asnai for the landlord to allow the tenant to grow on the well

anTrenures3 two or three acres of turnips, jovaar and other green crops, of

Division" of fodder which the landlord takes only a nominal share. Again in years

between lan d tor d of drought when fodder is very scarce, the tenant is allowed to

and tenant. ont tne wheat green and to give it to his bullocks to keep them

alive. In such a tract as the Ara oircle of Shabpur, in a bad

year as much as one-third of the wheat crop may be consumed

in this way, the landlord practically getting no share of that

portion of the crop ; and in Rabi 1892, after an almost total failure

of the winter rains, it was found that nearly the whole orop on

many wells in the Chenab oirole had been consumed green

in this way, so that there was almost no grain produce on those

wells, and it was estimated that half the area of wheat in that

circle had been used up as fodder before it ripened. On the

other hand, in the case of some classes of land, an addition has

to be made on account of the share of the straw taken by the

landlord, which is sometimes of considerable value. For

instance, on sai/db lands, the landlord generally takes half the

straw as well as half the grain. In the case of wheat the

weight of straw averages,. 12 maunds per acre and its average

price two annas per maund (in bad years it sometimes fetches

a rupee a maund) ; so that the landlord gets on snildb land

nearly 12 annas worth of straw on every acre under wheat.

Number of hold- Owing partly to partition, partly to alienation, and partly

ings and fields. to increase in the number of tenants, the number of separate

holdings—a " holding " being a parcel of land held, whether in

one place or in different parts of the estate, by the same owner

and the same tenant with the same rights—is rapidly increas

ing. In 1887 the number of such holdings was returned as

111,381, and in 1893 as 138,914. On the other hand, the

number of' " fields " has b»"en reduced by revision operations

from 563,913 to 509,678—a " field " or survey number being

a parcel of land lying in one place in the occupation of one

person or of several persons holding jointly and held under one

title. At regular settlement and in the annual papers before

revision it was usual to find a field so held divided up into

'several survey numbers owing to its having been divided by ita

cultivator into several plots for Convenience of cultivation.

This consolidation of survey numbers has perhaps been carried

too fur especially in the case of large areas attnched to wells

in the Ara circle, but on the whole it will certainly reduce the

patwari's labors, and the bulk of his annual records. In the

case of large tracts of waste land, the square has generally

been adopted as the most convenient survey number. For the

whole district the average size of a survey number is about 6

acres—but of course it ie very small in the highly cultivated

parts of the district—and the average size of a "holding" is

about 22 acres or four survey numbers.
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A complete report on the varions cesses realised in the

district was submitted with Deputy Commissioner's No. -9^ dated

20th September 1892, and has been separately printed. In

some 30 estates in the north of the Khusbab tahsil a special

rate of 5 per cent, on the land revenue was imposed by Captain

Daviea on outsiders who had obtained a proprietary footing in

the estate, and conferred on a selected headman under the

name of hah dla lambarddri in addition to his ordinary remuner

ation of 5 per cent, as headman. By Government's No. 196,

dated 8th October 1 898, it was held that this is not a cess at

the disposal of Government but a talukddri due belonging to

the whole proprietary body. The orders accordingly were that

nnleBs the proprietary body wished to have- a special entry

made in the administration paper saying that these talukddri

dues are to be made over to a headman to be nominated from

time to time by Government, then no entry whatever beyond

the entry providing for the levy from the inferior proprietors

of the talukddri due should be made. In no case did the pro

prietors agree to leave this income to one headman to be selected

by Government, and it has therefore simply been stated in the

administration paper of these estates that the due is leviable

from the inferior proprietors (mdlikdn kdbza) without stating

to whom it is payable. It is to be feared that this vagueness

of decision may lead to troublesome litigation in some estates.

In 1850, shortly after annexation, it was reported that in

this district as elsewhere in Northern India a custom prevailed

by which the village artisans either made a small payment in

money or rendered some service in the line of their own parti

cular occupation to the proprietors of the village in which they

resided. In Sikh times the proceeds of this tax were realised

as part of the income of the State; but the British Government

relinquished it to the landowners. At regular settlement it

was recorded as lavied in 393 of the G67 estates in the district,

and in almoat all those estates it is still in force. It is ordi

narily charged on weavers, washermen, butchers, cobblers,

carpenters, blacksmiths, potters, silversmiths and barbers, but

not on Brahmans, musicians, shop-keepers or sweepers. It is in

fact a tax on artisans and is called kamidna from kammi, a

worker. Moreover when a man of the artisan class givos up

his caste occupation and becomes an agriculturisthe is exempted

from the tax. The rates charged vary considerably in different

village*, but the most common rate is two rupees per annum

payable half-yearly by each adult male working at a trade, boys

and men being let off with a lower rate. The total realisations

for the whole district amount to about Rs. 11,000 yearly. The

tax is generally realised by the village headmen through their

private accountant (dhwrudi) and applied to the payment of the

village watchman's salary, or credited to the fund for common

village expenses, or in some cases appropriated by the headmen

or the landowners of the village. It is in many villages strongly

Chapter III, D>

Village

Communities

and Tenures.

Village

Tax on
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Chapter III, T). objected to by the artisans, who are generally led on by the

vrjT~ weavers, aud is evidently felt as a galling poll-tax, realised by the

Communities landowning class as a mark of superiority from the artisan class.

and Tenures. Malba is the name given to the fund for common expenses

Malba. Qf the village, and the malba cess is a cess levied for common

purposes from the revenue-payers in proportion to the land

revenue payable by each. At regular settlement in all the

papers of villages settled by Mr. Ouseley one uniform condition

was recorded to the effect that only tbe following items should

be chargeable to the village, viz., fees on warrants for realis

ation of arrears, the patwari's writing materials, cost of feeding

indigent travellers, and expenditure incurred by headmen when

employed on business connected with the village,—the total

expenditure not to exceed 5 per cent. Captain Davies, on the

other hand, entered the malba at a fixed percentage on the

assessment of the estate, generally at the following rates :—viz.,

5 per cent., where the assessment does not exceed Its. 500 j 4

per cent., from Rb. 500 to Rs. 1,000 ; 3 per cent., from Rs. 1,C00

to Ra. 2,000 ; and 2 per cent., where the assessment exceeds

Rs. 2,000. In these estates settled by Captain Davies the prac

tice was for the headmen to realise the percentage fixed at

settlement, and spend it pretty much as they liked. Dissatis

faction with the administration of the common fund is frequently

expressed, and it is difficult to check the accounts. At the

recent revision it was held that it was not advisable to interfere

with long-standing custom, and the previous arrangements were

allowed to stand, the former entries regarding malba being

repeated, with the addition that the headmen are bound to

keep an account of the income and expeBses of the common

fund with some shop-keeper in the village, which shall be open

to the inspection of every revenue-payer, and every half-year

to explain the accounts of the common fund to the whole body

of revenue-payers. The only exception to this action was that

in some estates in which the percentage fixed was not in accord

ance with the general scale, or for other reasons was unsuitable,

a different percentage was fixed as the maximum rate to be

oollected.

Other village cesses. In 86 villages of this district a sort of octroi tax, called

dharath, is levied on all Hales of village produce to outsiders

and on all purchases of outside produce by residents of the

village, the most common rates being a quarter of a ser per

maund (=10 annas per cent.) on sales of grain and one paisa

per rupee ( = Rs. 1-9-0 per cent.) on the value of other articles.

It is usual for the headmen to give a contract for the year to

some shop-keeper in the village (dharwai) who pays them a sum

agreed on for the monopoly, and charges fees at the customary

rates on all sales, the sellers being bound to come to him for weigh-

ment, and he in return being bound to weigh their goods for

them. The income from this source aggregates about Ks. 2,800

per annum and is generally credited to the common fond or
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spent oq such public objects as improving the village well or Chapter III. D-

supplying oil and tobacco to the village mosque or guest-house. vill~

In 57 villages a custom exists by which the landowners realise Commuwties

s tax, varying from Re. 1 to Rs. 7 on each marriage of a daughter and Tenures-

of a non-proprietor. It is paid by the bridegroom's father and other Tillage

is called jhajhri or sometimes bakri as it is often paid inthe068968-

form of a goat or a sheep ; and is appropriated by the owners of

the land on which the bride's father lives or by the landowners

on whom he is dependent.

At regular settlement certain allowances were given to inimdan.

leading members of the agricultural community in, the form of

a percentage on the assessment of the estates with which they

were connected, to be deducted from the land revenue before

payment into the treasury. In return for these allowances

they were expected in a general way to use their influence in

their own and neighbouring villages in order to put down crime

and aid in the general administration. In 1886 advantage was

taken of the powers given by Revenue Rule 174 to define their

duties and fix their responsibilities by putting each inamdar in

charge of a circle of villages and requiring him to perform all

the duties of a zaildar within that circle. This system has been

found to be of great advantage in all branches of the local ad

ministration. Now that for every village in the district there

is some leading agriculturist living in the neighbourhood' who

is personally responsible for assisting the officers of every

department in carrying out their dnties as regards that village,

it has become much easier to get things done than it was when

there were only the village headmen to apply to. And the

eagerness shown not only by the inamdars themselves, but by

candidates for the post among the more influential headmen, to

distinguish themselves by assisting the various officers of Govern*

ment who come into their neighbourhood, has rendered work of

all sorts among the villages much more thorough and satis*

factory. The system has since been extended, and its main

features are now as follows :—

(1) . The total amount to bo expended on these indms or

service allowances has boen fixed for tho term of settlement at

Ra. 8,500, or about 1£ per cent, on the total final assessment of the

district, including assigned revenue and water-advantage rate.

(2) . The total sum of Rs. 8,500 has been distributed as

follows :—

Annul Tamil Bhkea. Tahril Skahpui* Tabsil KiNIM. Total Distiict.

valuo of
mam. Number

of in&ius.
Total
valuo.

Numbur
of inama.

Total
value

Number
of inama.

Total
value.

Number
of inams.

Total
Talue.

Rupees 200 4
Re.

sop
Its.

000
900
900
300

2
1(8. Rs.

1,800
2,660
3,400
7»

„ 160
.. 100

.. »

«
11
4

900
1,100
200

3
«
0
6

6
14

i

400
760

1,400
280

•
17
34
U

ToUl ... * 3,000 24 8,700 26 3,800 71 8.500
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and Tenures

Inimdiri.

(3) . The inamdars have been graded and each man

receives the allowance of his grado in the form of a deduction

from the land revenue of some one estate in his circle, usually

one in which he is himself a headman.

(4) . The rules applicable to the appointment and dismissal

of inamdars are those contained in Revenue Rules 172 to 174.

(5). An inamdar may be reduced in grade for gross neglect

of duty with the sanction of the Commissioner.

(6) . On a vacancy, occurring in any grade, an inamdar of

a lower grade may be promoted to that vacancy, the successor

to the indrn of the vacant circle being given an allowance of a

lower grade, each inamdar of course continuing to draw his

indm from the revenue of a village in his circle, and the total

number of indms of each grade in each tahsil not being ex

ceeded.

(7) . On first appointment no inamdar is to be placed above

the Rs. 100 grade, without the Commissioner's sanation.

(8) . Inamdars' circles are not to be altered without the

Commissioner's sanctipn.

The 75 inamdars were selected and graded chiefly with

reference. to their local influence and usefulness, but care was

also taken to spread the indms over the district so that no

locality should be without its inamdar. This consideration made

it necessary in some cases to pass over deserving men in villages

already possessing an inamdar in favour of less worthy men in

parts of the district hitherto unrepresented. For instance some

of the inamdars in the Bhera tahsil are distinctly inferior in

character and merit to some unsuccessful applicants in the

Khushab tahsil, who had to be denied indms, because the number

for that tahsil is limited.

The district has been divided into circles, the boundaries of

which coincide, as far as possible, with those of the patwarls'

circles, and each of these circles has been placed in charge of

an inamdar, who has been required to perform within it all the

duties of a zaildar under the Revenue Rules. These circles

inclnde, as far as possible, villages having a connection with each

other or with the inamdar, but in some cases the connection is

little more than that of neighbourhood, for this district is not

so much held by well denned tribes as some others. Each

inamdar has been given a sanad specifying his grade, his circle

of villages and his duties therein, and a register of inamdars

has been drawn up in which from time to time notes should be

recorded regarding the conduct and qualifications of each inamdar

and candidate for the post. These appointments are highly

Srized and cost the Government a large sum of money annually.

To hesitation should be shown in calling upon the inamdars to

perform the duties imposed upon them by the rules and. in
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punishing neglect by reduction or dismissal. If properly made Chapter III, D-

use of they will be found a most important aid in the local wvT~

administration, and a valuable link between Government and the Communfties

people. A list of the inamdars will be found in Table No. IX C. and Tenure*-

The number of each tribe is as follows :—■ Ioamdart.

Tribt. Number of inimd&ri.

Awan 14

Binhja / 8

Khokhor 7

Sayad 5

Biloch ... 5

Pathan f *

Gondal *

Koreahi 8

Other tribea ... ' ... 25

Total ... 75

At regular settlement, especially in the Khushab tahsfl, Village headman

settled by Captain Davies, a systematic plan was carried out for

reducing the number of village headmen, which had in the sum

mary settlements been allowed to increase with hardly any check,

to a reasonable figure, so that they might form a class possessed

of some weight and authority in - the country. The opportunity

of the recent revision was taken by large numbers of the men who

were then brought under reduction or their representatives to

push their claims to reinstatement, and several hundreds of

applications from such men and from new claimants demanding

an increase iu the number of headmen were presented. Very

few of thcso were accepted, as it is undoubtedly an advantage

to the administration to have the power, influence and respon

sibility of the village headmen confined to as few hands as

possible. Where the number was increased it was on the ground

that some well-marked division of the village landowners had

been hitherto unrepresented, and was important enough to deserve

a separate headman of its own. Headmen were also appointed

in a number of new estates where none had hitherto been

appointed. The total number of headmen in the district is now—

tahsil Bhera, 724 ; Shahpur, 430 ; Khushab, 283 ; total 1,437;

aud averages about two to each estate and about one to every

Rs. 400 of land revenue. The average income of a headman

from fees on land revenue, water-advantage rate and water-rates

is about Hs. 23 per annum.

A rough idea of the relative importance of the landowning

tribes may be got from the number of headmen of each tribe as

shown in the following statement, in which, however, the num

ber of Hindu headmen is unduly swelled by the figures for
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Chapter III D. Bhera town where many of them are headmen of only one or two

VmTee ™1,s

Communfties

and Tenures-

Tillage]

Tribe.

Lamharddra or village headmen.

Bhera.

Gondal

Awin

Banhja

Khatri, Brahman and Arora

Bilooh

Sayad ,..

Mekan ...

Jhammat

Pathin

Bihan

Koreshi

Bhatti

Nun

Hatar

Jova

Abir

Kalefir

Sial

Makhdum ...

Tatri

Kamboh

Chachar

Miscellaneous

Total

183

21

in

29

G5

1

21

1

2

16

38

5

&

n

n

2

4

4

12

7

4

186

734

Sbahpnr.

4

14

41

13

35

20

42

32

11

G

1

9

14

8

12

5

C

8

8

4

G

6

119

KhushAb.

13

t

24

12

4

80

Total

District.
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The great increase in cultivation and irrigation has

necessitated a considerable increase in the number of the

patwaris ; and the increase in the assessment has made it possi

bly to raise, their number and rates of pay without increasing

the rate of patwaris' cess. At regular settlement the patwari

was paid by the proceeds of the oess in the estates of his circle,

and the rate varied from circle to oirole from 3 to 6£ per cent

Bub the income from the cess is now funded and the patwaris

placed in grades and paid from the General Patwari Fnnd ; so

that thero is now no reason for having various rates for

the patwari cess. It has accordingly been sanctioned at 4

per cent, on the land revenne and water-advantage rate

throughout the district. The income of the Patwari Fund is

estimated as follows :—

Source.

Fixed land revenue .„ ,.; Mi

Water-advantage rate

i of State lands

Total

but this income is likely to increase as the deferred assessments

fall due and canal irrigation extends, so that it will probably

rise to about Rs. 30,000 during the next five years.

Previous to the commencement of revision operations the

total number of patwari circles was 142 and the number of pat

waris and assistants was 145, but since then the total number

of circles has been raised to 183, and of men employed to 198.

The sanctioned grades of patwaris are as follow:—

NUW»«B OF PATW1RM.

Total cost

mem^m

T°nal

cost.
Shahpnr. Khashab. Total.

pay per

mensem.

is IS

24

24

12

23

23

87

78

78

Bs.

15

12

10

Bs.

655

'876

730

Bs.

26

26
M4

Total 65 60 58 183 2,161 25,932

The fifteen assistants receive pay at the rate of Rs. 7 per

mensem each, a total cost of Rs. 1,260 per annum. They are

not attached to particular circles, but are employed, six in

Bhera tahsil, five in Shahpur, and four in Khushab, under the

orders of the Tahsildar, who deputes them to assist any patwari

whose work is unusually heavy, and who will find in them

trained men ready to take up the work of any circle that falls

Chapter III, D.

Village

Communities

and Tenures.

Patwaris.
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Village

Communities

and Tenures.

Fatwaria.

vacant. The total cost of the patwari establishment will there

fore not exceed Rs. 27,192 per annum.

The patwaris' circles throughout the district have now

been reconstituted in accordance with tho above arrangements,

the distribution being made on two main principles, (1) that

the work of all kinds done by the patwaris, including di-allu-

vion and assessment of canal rates, shall be as nearly as possi

ble equal for each circle, and (2) that the boundaries of former

circles should not be altered without good reason, so as not to

lose the advantage of the existing patwari's knowledge of

his villages.

The new patw&ri'a aud assistants have been appointed

from among the accepted candidates for the post of patwari,

and are all passed and qualified men. All but 35 are residents

of this district, and almost all have actually assisted iu the re-

measurement work of the present revision, so that they are

well acquainted with survey work and with the duties of

a patw&ri. Of the patwaris formerly appointed a considerable

number of old and inefficient men have been weeded out in the

course of settlement operations, and the remainder have all

been thoroughly trained in their duties. Almost every man

has had his pay raised under recp .t arrangements, and the

rates of pay are now liberal. Strict performance of the pat

wari's duties should now bo required, and especially no excuse

should be received for the patwari not residing within his

circle.

Village watchmen. The following are the statistics for yillage watchmen in the

district outside the municipal towns : —

Population of

villages in

1891.

Number of

families in

villages iu

1891.

Number of

AvSBACjJt PKK

WATCHMAN

Tabtil.
villa <re

watebmeu in

1892.
Of popu

lation.

Of fami

lies.

libera 171,008

127,033

141,795

33,825

27,441

31,410

162

141

177

1,056

907

801

208

196

178

Shahpm

Khushab

Total District ... 440,736 92,670 480 916 193

For the whole district there is one watchman to 916 of

population or to 193 families. No watchman in this district

is paid in kind, or otherwise than in cash at a fixed rate of

monthly salary. Of the 480 watchmen about 65 are paid at the

rate of Us. 4 per mensem, about 15 at the rate of Rs. 5 per'

mensem, and the remaining 400 or so receive pay at the rate

of Rs. 3 per mensom, so that the total cost of the village watch

men is about Rs. 18,000, or less than 3 per cent, on the land

revenue assessment of the district. In most villages the

arrangements uro those which were made at regular settlement
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when the population of the district was only 302,700, and as

population has increased by 60 per cent, since then, and has

greatly shifted its location, the village watchmen arrange

ments require general revision.

The general rule as regards the levy of the village watch

men's pay is to charge it at an all-round rate on all the houses

in the village except those of persons who are exempted by

general consent as too poor to pay, or as servants of the com

munity, such as barbers, bard-musicians and mosque attendants.

In a considerable number of villages, however, the watchmen

are paid either wholly or partly from the proceeds of the tax

on artisans (kamidna) and the balance only is spread over the

houses. From a report mado in 1873 it appeared that of

the 667 villages then iuhabited, no cess was levied in 100" vil

lages, a rate on tho land revenue was levied in 9, a rate on

houses only in 165, while in 182 villages the watchmen were

paid entirely out of the kamidna income, and in 21 1 they were

paid partly out of the kamidna income and partly by a rate on

booses.

The village servants consist of the carpenter, blacksmithi

potter, shoemaker, barber, and sweeper. Each has his appointed

work and in return for his services receives certain fixod

dues from the cultivators at each harvest, These dues are

generally deducted from the common heap of grain before

division between the landlord and tenant, and vary greatly in

different parts of the district. For instance, in the Jhelam cir

cle of the Shahpur tahsil, it is usual to allow the village menials

on wells so many topds of grain for each cultivating share of

a well, which is generally a third or a fourth of the whole area

attached to the well, and on other classes of cultivation so many

topds per plough. The average allowance in this circle may be

stated as follows :—

Chapter III, D.

„ Village

Communities

and Tenures-

Village watchmen.

Village

Laborer or kamfn. Service.

Lohar Xron-wcrk 24

Tarkhan Wood-work 37

Kubhar Pottery 30

Muaalli General labor 75

Kubhar Carrying the grain honic ... 57

Nii Barber 24

Hirasi Bard-mabiciao 16

Fakir dara Dara attendance ... 0

Mubassil or wazokash ... Protection and weighing ... 100

Imam maajid Mosque attendance 16

Total 385

Number of topab

ALLOWED

Per well

on cbahi

Per plough

on other

soils.

4

5

10

12

4

2

1

1C,

2

5C
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Chapterlll, D- The agricultural labor of the country is largely supplied

_.7T~ by the village menials above described, but at harvest time

Communities ^arge bands of laborers, mostly of the sweeper caste, move

and Tenures- about the country to assist in reaping the crops, their custom-

Agri cultural ary remuneration being one sheaf out of every 21, which some-

laborers, times means as much as eight annas a day. When men are

employed on weeding they are paid at the rate of about Rs. ?•

per acre, and on threshing and cleaning grain, at four sers of

grain per day and their food. The usual rate of wage3 for

earth-work is a rupee per marla which is equivalent to Rs. 1-5**0

per thousand cubic feet. Table No. XXvII shows the general

rates of wages at different times. Thirty years ago, the usual

rate for unskilled labor wa3 1^ annas a day, and now it is

three annas, and the rates for skilled labor have similarly

risen. Notwithstanding the rise in the price of grain, the

condition of the unskilled laborer is now much better than it

was, owing to the rise in wages and the greater steadiness in

the demand for labor.

Patty village In some villages one or more persons, who are looked on

grantees. as the dependents of the proprietary body, receive concessions

from that body, as a whole, in return for service, but such

grantees are much fewer in this district than in districts further

east. The grants are generally made for services rendered at

mosques, shrines and village rest-houses, and sometimes take the

form of a grant of proprietary right in th9 land so long as the

grantee performs his duties, but more often consist in the pay

ment by the whole proprietary body of the land revenue due on

the grantee's land. At the recent revision of settlement, a

tendency was noticeable to resume these grants, and leave

such services to be paid for directly.

Transfers of land. Table No. XXXII gives statistics of land transfers. The

statistics for the different assessment circles have been discuss

ed in detail in the assessment reports.

Salos of land. The statistics for the whole distriot regarding sales of land

give the following yearly averages for five years' periods :—

Period.
Number of

sales.
Area sold.

Price per

•
Acres. Rs.

1865-70 61 1,407

1870-75 137 2,524 11

1875-80 ... ' ... 129 2,493 19

1880-85 (t» ■•« •■■ ... •>• 177 3,544 13

1885-90 638 7,355 15

1890-93 (three years) 750 8,270 20

The number of sales and area sold per annum show a steady

increase. The price paid has risen from about Rs 10 to about

Rs. 20 per acre, and for the last eight years has equalled more

than fifty times the annual land revenue assessment of the land
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sold. The area annually Bold equals about a three-hundredth Chapter III, D.

part of the total area, excluding that owned by the State, and vnw

about half of this fraction annually passes into the hands of non- CoinmuStiet

agriculturists. The selling value of the whole privately-owned and Tenures,

land of the district is now abont three crores of rupees, or fifty Bates of land,

times the new land revenue assessment.

The statistics regarding mortgages of land give the follow- Mortgages of

ing annnal averages of five years' periods :— land-

1

Period.

Number

of
Area

mortgaged.

Area re

deemed

from

mortgage.

RCFIE8

mortgages. Of area

mortgaged.

Of ftrea

redeemed.

Acres. Acres. R». Rs.

1866-70 204 6,678

1870-78 338 8,681

.. . ■ :..... *.•

1876-80 5215 6,969 '2,810 i •■•
■

• ••

1880-86 676 9,118 3,466
i ■

• ••

1886-90 2,099 30,180 7,979 9,948 2,667

1890-98 (three years) 2,103 17,403 7,769 8,674 4,1.24

1

The great increase in the last eight years is partly doe

to settlement operations which brought to light many old mort

gages whioh had hitherto escaped record ; bnt there can be no

doubt that the amount of mortgage is rapidly increasing. On

the average of the last three years the area mortgaged annually

exceeded the area redeemed by 9,634 acres, or abont a two

hundred and fiftieth part of the total privately-owned land in

the district. As, however, the land most commonly mortgaged

is cultivated land of comparatively good quality, the assess

ment of the mortgaged land is a better* measure of the amount

of mortgage than is the total area. On the average of the last

three years the assessment of the land mortgaged has exceeded

that of the land redeemed by Rs. 4,450, or 0*7 per cent, of the

total .new land revenue assessment of the district. The follow

ing statement shows the increase of mortgage since regular

settlement :—

Area under mobtuage

IN ACBI6.

Percent

age of

assessment

of mort

gaged land

on total

assessment

of the

district.

Revenue

assessment
Period.

Number of

mortgages.

Total.
Of whioh

cultivated.

of mort

gaged land.

At Regular Settle-?

ment 1866-68 ... j

Rs.

.24,2433,107

14,627

38,008

168,642

21,243

80.706

6

13In 1893 74.3G2
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Ill, D- This shows a great increase in the last thirty-five years.

Villain ^e co^'vate^ area under mortgage now equais 12 per cent, of

Communities the total cultivated area, and pays 13 per cent, of the total

and Tenures- assessment of the district. The cultivated area held on mort-

Mortgagcs of gage by new agriculturists, i.e., by men who were not land-

ltfnd' owners at, the time of the regular settlement, is 58,500 acres,

paying an assessment of Its. 52,053, or 9 per cent, of the total

assessment of the district. A certain proportion of this is held

by village artisans who themselves cultivate the land, but by

far the greater part is held by money-lenders taking rents from

cultivating tenants or from the owner himself who cultivates

the land as a tenant under tho mortgagee with little hope of

ever redeeming it.

Alienation of land. Fqi. the di8trict> „„ a whole> tneae figure8 are bad enough.

But in the more thickly peopled and fully cultivated parts of

the district the proportion of the land alienated from its original

owners is much more serious. For instance, in the Jhelam

circle of the Bhera tahsil 7$ percent, of tbo whole cultivated area

have changed hands by sale since settlement, 4 per cent, having

passed finally into the hands of money-lenders, and 16 per

cent, are now held under mortgage, almost entirely by the non-

agrioultural classes. Among the causes of these transfers

are — (1) that many of the owners of land in pastoral villages

on the introduction of canal irrigation found they bad more

land in their hands than they could themselves cultivate and

readily parted with their rights in the excess area for cash ;

(2) that many of them, being addicted to cattle-theft and

rioting and of a litigious disposition, became involved in costly

proceedings before the Griminal and Civil Courts and burdened

their lands for money to pay the fines and costs ; and (3) that

the standard of food, clothing and dwellings has risen greatly

since settlement, and many landowners have lived beyond

their means. The chief cause of the numerous transfers how

ever undoubtedly is the great rise in the money-value of land,

which made the money-lending classes anxious to get a hold

upon it by advancing money on every opportunity to the

improvident Mnsalmiin landowners, combined with our legal

systom which makes it possible to. obtain and execute decrees

containing more interest than principal.

Proceu of expro- The process by which this state of things has been brought

ownere" PeM"nt about may be best understood by taking the case of a typical

Musalrrmn peasant, say in the Ara circle of the Shahpur tahsil.

Fifty years ago, under Sikh rule, the grandfather owned a

share in a well, and with his two puirs of bullocks cultivated

his 8 or 10 acres of land annually. The representative of

the Sikh Government took from him in kind the whole of

the third of the gross produce which in that circle forms the

landlord's ahare, leaving him just enough to support himself,

his family and his cattle. He had little need of cash for his

daily transactions, and there being no margin of profit left him
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on fail cultivation, had no credit on which to borrow. Then Chapter III, D.

came British role, and his assessment was commuted from? — '

kind to cash, and reduced at first to 80 per cent, and soon _ Village,

after to 50 percent, of the nut profits of his cultivation, the an^enurss!

other 50 per oent. being presented to him by a generous but Pro^g, of Mpro.

short-sighted Government. Thirty years ago, after the priation of peasant

assessment of the regular settlement had been made, and prices 0ffnMI'

began to rise rapidly, the father succeeded to an unencumbered

property, and found he could iu fair years easily pay the reve

nue demand, and have a considerable profit over, and so was

ranch better off than his father had been nnder the Sikhs. But

he was unthrifty, and perhaps .unlucky in bad seasons, and

finding that the Hindn money-lender in the neighbouring town,

with an eye to that margin of profit, was quite ready to ad-

vanoe him cash, whether in order to pay the land revenue, to

replace a dead bullook or to indulge some extravagant wish,

he too readily plunged into debt, agreeing to the rate of inter

est demanded. Notwithstanding his efforts to pay off the debt,

the high rate of compound interest ate up all his payments,

and after ineffectual struggles against the meshes which sur

rounded him, he suocumbed to his patient, far-sighted creditor

and mortgaged his land for a sum which he could never

hope to repay, and which was largely made up of interest

charged year after year on the small advances actually made,

and of interest on interest. When the son succeeded five or

ten years ago to the ancestral land, he found himself at the

mercy of the raoDey-lender mortgagee, who realises as land

lord's profits the same third of the produce which the Sikh

kardar realised from his grandfather as' State dues, and who,

if the peasant kicks too hard against the pricks, has the power

to tnrn him ont of his ancestral holding and make him a land

less laborer. The now merely nominal proprietor is thus even

worse off than his grandfather was nnder Sikh rule, for the Hindu

money-lender, now really his landlord, having his pecuniary

self-interest alone to animate him and plenty of other tenants

available, is likely, to prove a harsher master than the Sikh

kardar, who knew it would be difficult to find another tenant

if he pressed his man beyond the power of endurance. And

what has the State gained by the course of events ? The Sikh

Government realised one-third of the gross produce ; the British

Government voluntarily gave up half of this to the peasant,

hoping to make him more prosperous and independent, but he

is even poorer and more of a serf than' he was; when we found

him, and the revenue so generously relinquished by the State

now finds its way into the pockets of the money-lender, who

practically ran no risks in making his small loans, and has

already recouped himself for them many times over.

Notwithstanding the great increase of agricultural in- Economic oondi-

debtedness, which is even worse than the above figures would tion of tha poople.

•how, for there is a very large amount of unsecured debt due by
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Chapter III, D. the peasantB to the money-lending classes, the economic con-

— dition of all classes of the people has greatly improved since

Com^mFti«a *ne commencement of British rule. The owner of land who

andTenaret- has managed to keep his expenditure within his income and to

Economio condi- retain unencumbered possession of his ancestral holding, is very

Hon of the people, much better off than his grandfather was. His cultivation

has extended (the average area of cultivation per proprietor is

now 13 acres against 9 at regular settlement) ; there has been

a marked increase in the means cf irrigation ; the produce of

his holding has been greatly increased ; prices of agricultural

produce have approximately doubled ; and notwithstanding the

recent great increase in the total land revenue of the district,

it, absorbs- a mnch smaller fraction of the gross produce than it

did in the days of Sikh rule. The greatly increased margin of

profit is secured to the peasant proprietor, so long as he keeps

out of debt, and his standard of comfort has risen in a marked

degree, as regards food, dress and general mode of life. Even

the indebted proprietor who has alienated his ancestral land

is only a degree worse-off than his grandfather was under a

rapacious Sikh kardar. The large tenant-class have, owing to

the rapid expansion of cultivation and irrigation, found it easy

to get land on favourable terms. The artisan and laboring

classes have shared in the general prosperity, employment has

become more certain and abundant, and the construction of

roads and railways has made them mnch more secure against

famine. Strong evidence of this prosperity is to be fonnd in

the comparatively high birth-rate and low death-rate, and in the

marked decrease in all.kinda of infirmities shown by the results

of the recent census'. The class which have benefited most

by the introduction of British rnle is the money-lending class,

who have taken fnll advantage of the commercial character of

our legislation to annex to themselves miich more than their

proper share of the capital which has been accumulated under

the pax Britannica.

Character of the Some account of the character of the different tribes is

people. given in Section C of this Chapter. On the whole the Mnsal-

man peasants of this district ore a fine race, of good physique,

manly, fairly industrious, hospitable and well disposed. Their

chief faults are want of thrift, jealousy and factious spirit*

Although little more than a generation has passed since the

district w«s a scene of anarchy, crimes of violence are uot

common, Only some 12 murders on the average are committed

annually, and these are generally due to sexual jealousy or ill-

feeling engsndered by disputes about land. Riots are not very

numerous or serious, and are wonderfully few considering the

quick temper which characterises many of the people and parti

cularly perhaps the A wans. When the strong arm of the law put

down crimes of violence, the jealous character of the people made

them take to intrigue as a means of injuring their enemies, and

our defective system of legislation made our Law Courts, both
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Criminal and Civil a ready instrument to their lands. One of the Chapter III, ft*

worst features of the present character of the population is the _rr~

readiness with which partisans combine to manufacture or communities

bolster up cases against members of the opposite party, and and Tenures

the utter disregard for trnth they show when they come into character of the

Court either as parties or witnesses. Sometimes the man who people,

so readily commits perjury is influenced by a desire to help a

friend,, but mote often the motive is to injure an enemy, the

motto of the jealous partisan apparently being always to hit a

man when he is down. There are, however, signs that this fac

tions, litigious, intriguing spirit is not so strong as it was, and

some hope that the coming generation will display less of this

flaw in an otherwise admirable character than did their

fathers.
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CHAPTER IV

PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION.

SECTION A. -AGRICULTURE, ARBORICULTURE

AND LIVE-STOCK.

Chapter IT, A.'

Total ares and

oaliira-

Agricultnral traota.

Table No. XIV gives general figures for cultivation and

irrigation and for State waste land ; while the rainfall is shown

in Tables III, III A and III B. Table No. XVII shows

statistics of lands owned by the State. Table No. XX gives the

areas under the principal staples, and Table No. XXI the average

yield of each. Statistics of live-stock will b6 found in Table No.

XXII. Further statistics are given under their various headings

in the subsequent paragraphs of this chapter. Land tenures,

tenants and rent, and the employment of field labour, are

subjects which have already been noticed in Chapter III.

According to the professional revenue survey made at

various times between 1853 and 1865 the total area of the

district is 4,651 square miles, or including the rivers 4,697

square miles ; according to the recent re-measnrements made by

the patwaris it is, including that portion of the rivers which

lies within the boundary of the district, 4,741 square miles, of

which in 1893 477 square miles were returned as uncultnrable,

8,186 as cnlturable, and only 1,074 square miles or less than a

fourth of the total area of the district, as under cultivation.

According to the records of regular settlement which

were compiled at different times between 1855 and 1864, the

total cultivated area excluding land recently thrown out of

cnltivation was 304,870 acres. The area uuder cultivation

has gone on steadily increasing year by year and was returned

in 1888 as 612,659 acres, and in 1893 as 687,217 acres, or

much more than double the area of regular settlement. During

the last six years cultivation has increased at the average

rate of more than 12,000 acres per annum. The increase of

cnltivation in the different tahsils since regular settlement has

been 181 per cent, in the Bhera tahsil, 173 per cent, in the

Shahpur tahsil, and 89 per cent, in tho Khushab tahsil. Tne

more rapid rate of increase in the two former tahsils has been

mainly due to the extension of irrigation from inundation

canals.

The mode of cultivation varies with the physical character

of the different parts of the district which have been already

described in Chapter I. At the recent revision of settlement

the district was divided into assessment circles based on
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these physical features and the resulting modes of cultivation. Chapter IT, A

The main divisions are (1) the Chenab valley ; (2) the Bar . :—*

uplands between the Chenab and Jhelam ; (3) the Jhelam Arfoiiciltare

valley ; (4) the sandy Thai uplands west of the Jhelam ; (5) the and Live-stock.

Mohar tract along the foot of the Salt range; and (6) the valleys Agricultural tract*,

inside the raDge. The administrative division of the district

into tahsils made it necessary to subdivide the Bar and Jhelam

valley tracts, and the distance of part of the latter tract from tho

river made it necessary to constitute part of it a separate circle,

so that the assessment circles as finally fixed were as follows : —

TahBil.
; circle

now adopted.

Bhcra

Sbahpur

Khushab..

Chenab

Bar ...

Jhelam

Bar ...

An ...

Jhelam

Jhelam

Thai

Mohar

Hill ...

Corresponding circle

of regular settlement.

C Hithar

t Nakka

Utir ...

f Nakka

I Hitbar

Utar ...

jO*

[(Nakka

t Nakka

I Hithar

C Hithar

( Kakka

Thai ...

C Danda

t Mohar

Hill ...

Brief description

of present circle.

j Chenab valley.

Upland.

j Jhelam valley.

Upland.

| Upland.

| Jhelam valley.

| Jhelam valley,

Sandy upland.

hills.| Foot of 1

Salt range.

In the Bhera and Shahpur tahsils and in that portion of the Soilt of the cii*

Jhelam valley which lies in the Khpshab tahsfl, the peoplo as J beI'm tr,et'

a rule recognise no differences of soil except such as are based

on the existence or otherwise of irrigation, and on the capacity

which each kind of soil possesses of retaining water for a longer

or shorter period. In the riverain, land annually inundated

by ordinary floods is called kachcha ; higher land subjeot to

inundation by high floods is called btla, a term generally applied
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Chapter IT. A- to the islands in the river channel ; a thin layer of alluvial

— soil over river-sand is called rappar ; a deposit of silt on old

Agriculture, ]an(j ja while 8e« or naildba is the' general term for land

and Live-stock- subject to inundation from the river. A light sandy soil is

Soils of the cis- called ratuli (i.e., sandy) ; a more fertile loam with a less

Jbelam met. admixture of sand is called from its color ratti (i.e., red);

and a still stronger clayey soil is known as dor, or, if it be in

a hollow ofteu filled with rain water, dabbar. With sufficient

moisture dar is tho most productive, but in ordinary seaaoas

ratti gives the best crops. Land impregnated with salts is

everywhere known by the name of shor, kallar or kalri. Maira

is bighlying generally sandy ground on which rain water does

not lie ; patches of hard barren land off which water flows

readily are called rari ; both are included in the term thangar,

which means highly ing land. Bhutri is light sandy loam, while

a harder lowlying loam is called rohi. The long narrow

depressions which are frequent in the Bar, and are. probably

old river channels, are generally known as xiaoi; if very

narrow they are called nali ; a wide hollow is called

chura, and a small hollow chol ; lowlying ground in which grass

grows well is called talla. Bag is the sloping bank of a

hollow or depression. Cultivated land is generally called rarhi ;

if embanked to catch the drainage water off neighbouring higher

land it is kardhi, karhat or pal ; if near the village and benefit

ing from its manure it is nydi (a term also applied to patches

of cultivation in the Bar) ; if irrigated from wells or jhalart

it is chdhi or dot ;-if irrigated from a canal (ndia) it is nahfi.

In thiB tract for assessment purposes the soils have been

classed according to means of irrigation as follows:—

1. Chdhi, including all land irrigated from wells or jha*

Idn, whether assisted by canals or river floods

or not.

2. Nahri, i.e., land ordinarily irrigated by canals.

3. Saildb, i.e., land subject to inundation from the

river.
■

4. Bdrdni, i.e., land dependent on the immediate rain*

fall only.

Soils of the Thai. In the Thai the peasants make the following distinctions of

soil. Ldhga or paili is the name given to the patches of hard

level soil which appear here and there, between the sandy

hillocks, benefit from their scanty drainage and produce fair

crops of bdjra and moth. The sides and surfaces or the hillocks

themselves are sometimes (especially near the villages) slightly

scratched and sown with the seeds of the water-melon, and

this primitive style of cultivation is known as vdri. When

uncultivated, the sand-hills are known us tibba or man, or collect

ively as Thai, and i he hard patches between are called lak, or,

when extensive, paili. In this tract no distinction of- soil or

class has been made for assessment purposes.
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The wide barren plain of hard salt-impregnated soil near Chapter IV, A-

of the hills, known collectively as ehhaehh, is A ^~7.

rari. A little cultivation is carried on here by Arboriculture

i of the rainfall on the field itself and this is known as and Live-stock.

hundi or bdrdni, but the most usual form of cnltivation is by Soils of th« Mobir.

means of long low embankments so constructed as to guide the

drainage of the higher barren soil frarij on to fields lying at

a slightly lower level, wliich then become oapable of cultiva

tion, and are known as rariddr. The stony land at the base of

the hilla is called gar or garanda, and the .cultivated land

further oat on to which the water of the hill-torrents is con

ducted by a system of embankments is called ndladdr, And

corresponds to the hail of the hill circle. Still further ont the

lands whioh only benefit from plentiful drainage bursting the

banks of the nearer fields .ire known as ehhalddr. Patches of

cnltivation inside the hills are called ehdhri. Here for purposes

of assessment the soils are classed as (I) ndladdr or lands

benefiting from hill-torrents (2) rariddr, or lands receiving

drainage from barren tracts lying slightly above them ; or

(3) bdrdni (the bundi of last settlement) or lands dependent

on their own rainfall alone.

The soil of the valleys, formed by the gradual disintegra

tion of the limestone and sandstone rooks of which the upper ™&

surface of the range is chiefly composed, is exceedingly fertile

and its powers are being constantly renewed by fresh deposits

brought down by the torrents from the surrounding hills, so that

there is little need of manure or fallows. It does not vary

ranch in general oharacter throughout the tract, ezoept that in

Jaba and other villages to the north-east, which are bounded

on the north by a range of sandstone, instead of the usual lime

stone, the soil is more sandy and less fertile than in the villages

to the west. Its productive powers, however, differ greatly in the

several villages, and even in the same village, according as the

situation of the field places it more or less in the way of inter

cepting the fertilising deposits brought down by the hill-torrents

after rain, or of receiving the drainage from neighbouring

higher grounds. It is on this distinction that the peasants

base their classification of soils, which has been followed in

the recent settlement. Where a torrent debouches from the

hills on to comparatively level ground, a strong embankment

iB thrown across it, not to hold up the water permanently, bnt

to tnrn it ont of its deep natural channel on to the higher-lying

culturable land. Should one embankment not be sufficient,

another is made lower down to control the surplus

water, and so on, until the whole of the water brought down

by the torrent, laden with its limestone mud, is poured

over the fields on the slopes of the valley. If the torrent

is a large one, the embankments are so arranged as to

divide the body of the water into several more manage

able streams. The fields which receive the first flow have

Soils of the Salt
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Chapter IV A- strong aud high embankments .built round tlieir lower

.—~ edges so as to retain the water until the field iB thoroughly

Arlortaottwe saturated, it is then passed on through an opening made

aad Lm-itocJt- in the embankment to the field below, and so on, in turn,

Soil* of tk Salt until the whole of the water has percolated into the soil. Thus'

nmgm. the slopes of the valleys have been gradually worked into a

succession of terraces, one below the other, and in some

cases the dams are so strong and so well designed that the

natural channel of a large torrent remains perfectly dry and,

even after heavy rainfall on its catchment area in the hills, the

whole stream is turned on to the ridges on either side, and

passing down gradually from terrace to terrace irrigates a

large area of comparatively high land, which would naturally

remain dry and almost unculturable. Those fields which get the

first flow of water are the most favourably situated, for they

are sure of irrigation even after a Boanty shower. They are

generally to be distinguished by the high and strong embank

ments Deeded to retain the water sufficiently long after heavy

rainfall, and are known as hail, (This term is also applied to

land situated immediately below a village-site and benefiting

from the drainage of the village, which usually brings down some

fertilising manure along with it) The fields situated farther

from the mouth of the gorge, so as - to receive only the surplus

water of the torrent after the hail has been irrigated, or which

receive only the surface drainage from a small area of higher-

lying land, are classified as maira. Their embankments are

generally lower and weaker than those of the hail fields, and

their soil looser and lighter. Those fields again which are so

situated as to get very little drainage at all, and to be depend

ent almost entirely on the rain which falls directly on them,

are known as rakkar or bdrdni and are often more stony than

hail or maira. These are the only important distinctions

of soil recognised by the people and useful for assessment

purposes.' All land not irrigated from a well or permanent

water-course has accordingly been classed as hail, maira or

kirdni. The small area irrigated from wells is classed as chdhi,

and the insignificant area irrigated by small perennial streams

is classed as nahri.

Umbm of irrigation. The classification of the total area under cultivation accord

ing to means of irrigation is as follows (in acres) : —

Chabi. Nahri. Sailab. Birani. Total.

At 8«ttl«iiMnt (1854-64) 131,545 2,192 45,625 125,508 304,870

In 1893 .., 286,624 87,654 68,838 293,201 687,217

looreaae per cent. 80 Great 53 134 125
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The number of wells in use has increased from 4,646 Chapter 17 A

at settlement to 6,778 in 1887 and 6,865 in 1883. The —
average area returned as ehdhi per well is 34 aores, and the Agriculture,

area of ehdhi crops actually harvested per well 25 acres on and Iive^tSik-

the average of the last three years, i. only three-fonrtbs of Means of rrriga-

the total area retnrned as ordinarily cultivated with the aid of tion.

irrigation from wells aotually produces an irrigated crop on

an average of years.

The area flooded directly by the rivers is not capable of

any further marked increase, and has remained fairly con

stant at abont 69,000 acres for the last five years.

The area cultivated by means of the local rainfall, aided

in part by mountain torrents or the drainage from neighbouring

higher ground, has much more than doubled since settlement

arid has increased in the last five years by 40,000 acres. On the

average of the last 6ve years, however, only 2,00,432 acres have

produced an nnirrigated crop, so that on aa average of years

more than a fourth of the nnirrigated area under cultivation

fails to produoe a crop.

The enormous increase in canal irrigation is . a marked

feature in the history of the district. The area irrigated by

canals increased from 68,650 acres in 1888 to 87,654 acres in

1893, and is likely to go on increasing rapidly as canals are

being further developed.

Facility of irrigation from wells depends (1) on the qqality Wellt.

of the water, (2) on its depth below the Burface, (3) on the

continuity of the supply. In the river valleys and those parts

of the Bar uplands which adjoin them the sub-surface water

is almost everywhere sweet ; there is however a noteworthy ,

exception in a small belt of land running from Dhakwan to

Kot Pahlwan where, the subsoil water is impregnated with

salt to such an extent 'as to injure the crops in dry years ;

there is some reason to believe that in this tract the effect of

the spread of canal irrigation has been to increase the saltness

of the well water, and the state of the crops irrigated from

wells in that area should be watched. In the Bar uplands far

from the rivers the water in the wells is often brackish

and unsuitable for irrigation. In the plain portion of the

Khushab tahsil, exoept in the narrow strip immediately along

tile river, the subsoil water is so impregnated with salt as

to be quite useless for. purposes of irrigation and in many

places undrinkable, so that irrigation from wells in that large

tract is almost unknown. In the Salt range the subsoil water

in the basins of the valleys is generally sweet, even close to the

margin of the Salt lake of Uchhali. As for the depth to water,

-• * a. -i i_ ~f
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Chapter. IV, A. water varies from about 15 {est near the river to about 40 feet

. .—~ near the edge of the Bar upland; but in the Ara circle in

Ax^rictdtare 80me places about ten miles from the river water is uot found

and Live-stock- within 55 feet from the surface. The introduction of canal

Wells. irrigation has had a marked effect in raising the water-level in

the Jhelam oircle, where in many places instead of 200 pots

on the Persian-wheel only 150 or less are now required ; this

effect has been greatly enhanced by the record flood of July

1893, since which the subsoil level at the head-quarters

station has risen to within 6 feet of the snrfaoe- and the

foundations of some of the bnildings threaten to subside.

In the- Bar uplands the depth to water varies from 50 to 80

feet, and many wells require 400 pots on the Persian-wheel.

In the Thai the depth to water is 55 feet or more.

The continuity of the supply of water depends on' the

nature of the substrata ; in many parts of the district there is

a substratum of water-bearing sand through which water per

colates regularly and rapidly into the well. This is called the

aach, and the success of a well depends on whether it has been

sunk far enough to reach this stratum. If the sack has not

been reached the water is soon exhausted and the well cannot be

constantly worked, so that the area it irrigates is small. In the

Chenab valley as a rule the sack is better the farther one goes

from the river, and the wells near the river are more easily

exhausted and irrigate a smaller area than those towards the

Bar.

Almost everywhere in the district the wells are made of

bnrnt brick set, not in mortar, but in mud ; and so good

is the subsoil that such wells last for many years. In the

Bar such wells practically last for ever, and many old wells

made by the former inhabitants centuries ago have been dug

out, repaired and set agoing. The site of such a well is some

times 'discovered by noticing that goats will not sit over it.

The cost of a well depends chiefly on the depth to water

and varies from Rs. 156 near the river to Rs. 500 or more in

the Bar. An ordinary well in the river valleys may be

taken as costing about Rs. 200 besides the peasant's labor.

When a. site is to be chosen for a new well the landowner

calls together his friends and procures Rs. 1-4-0 worth of gut.

The experienced men among them consult as to what would be

a good place, and sekct if possible ground raised slightly above

the level of the land to be irrigated. They try to get a site-

towards the north, as it is found by experience that water

flows better to the south than to the north I This idea is

probably due to the general slope of the country being south

wards. It is also fonnd that water does more work when it

flows nearly level with the ground than, when it flows at a

higher level. When the Bite has been chosen a blessing is

praye_d for (du& kher dkKi), a potf ul o£ water is poured on
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the place, and a lump of the gur pat on it. Then the most Chapter IV A-

respectable men present take a spade (kahi), and' all holding . . ""TT

it together strike it into the ground to mark the spot chosen Arboriculture

(thappa mama) ; the younger men then commence the excava- and Live-stock*

tion and the rest of the gur is distributed. Wells.

The universal means of irrigation from wells is the Persian-

wheel, the wood-work of which costs about Bs. 30. Sometimes

this apparatus is set up on the bank of a canal or of a branch

of the river, when it is called ajhaldr. The rope-and-backet

apparatus is used only for the purpose of raising drinking-

water from the .deep wells in the Thai. The cost of irrigation

depends chiefly on the depth to water. In the river valleys

smalt bollocks are strong enough to work the wheal, but in

the deep wells of the Bar, where the wheel carries 400 pots,

only the strongest cattle can work the well, and male buffaloes

are most generally used, often costing Bs. 60 or more each.

Here a well, in full work requires 18 buffaloes, giving three

pairs to each third of a well, and the owners of a well, some

times six or ten in number, generally get tenants to join

them for the season, the produce of the irrigated land being

divided between them in proportion to the number of

buffaloes supplied by each. In other circles also it is common

for a number of landowners to have shares in a well, but

there it is usual for each sharer to wock the well for a period

corresponding to his share, irrigating his own land from the

well for that period.

The area ordinarily cultivated with the aid of irrigation

from a well varies greatly in different parts of the district, and

so does the area annually harvested per well. For the whole

district the average area so attached to a well is 34 acres,

and the average area of irrigated crops actually harvested is 25

acres. The extremes are found in the Ara circle where 54

acres are on the average attached to a well, but only 24

acres give a crop in the year ; and in the Salt range.where

the area attached to a well averages only 2£ acres but produces

4£ acres of irrigated crops annually.

The nature -of the crops grown on a well varies con

siderably in the different tracts, and has been described

in the various assessment reports. For instance in the Jhelam

circle of tahsil Bhera a well on the average gives annual

ly 25 acres of crop, of which 6 acres are grown in the

kharif and 19 in the rabi. The kharif crop includes 14 acres

of jovdr, ] ^ acres of bdjra, 2 acres of cotton, and an acre of

maize, china, sugarcane or rice, and the rabi crop jwi* acres of

wheat, 1 i acres of barley, half an acre of gram, 2 acres of

turnips, carrots and other vegetables, half an acre of poppy, and

half an acre of pulses, oilseeds, or tobacco. In the Ara circle

of tahsil Shahpur a well gives on th*e average 24 acres oE

crop, of which 6 acres are grown in the kharii and 18 in the

rabi ; but here the detail is 4aores of jowdr, 1£ of cotton, and $

acre of china, lajra or other crop in the kharif, and in the rabi
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J, A. 13 acres of wheat, 2$ acres of vegetables, half an acre of barley,

Agriculture an acre °' oilseeds and 1 \ acres of pulses, tobacco, &c.

^jl??n^Jur®- The Ara circle may be taken as the' extreme type of

nofcrftiv cul^VRti°n dependent almost entirely on irrigation from wells,

tionon well jLndJk" ^n ^B oircle the average area attached to a well is 54 acres,

bat of this only 24 acres are cropped in a year. A well with

its block of land is generally/divided for purposes of cultivation

into three parts (trihdi), each worked by two ploughs, so that a

well in fall work has 6 yoke of 12 oxen. Each part of the

well-block again is subdivided into two or three or four plots,

one or more of which are cultivated for one year only and then

left uncultivated for a year or more, because it is found that,

owing to some quality of the soil or water, continuous cropping

gives a very poor outturn. It is also found that if land which

baa borne a wheat crop is sown even years after with jowdr, or

jowdr land with wheat, the crop is bad, so that often wheat fol

lows wheat, and jovdr jowdr continuously, but at an interval of

one or two years. As water does not sink into the soil

readily the well water can be conveyed a long way economically,

and small water ohannels (dd) carry it sometimes nearly half a

mile from the well. In other parts of the river valleys the

area attached to a well is smaller and more compact and a

much smaller proportion of it is allowed to lie fallow for a year.

Little attention is paid to rotation of crops ; wheat often follows

-wheat year after year ; bat sometimes wheat is followed by

cotton or jowdr. Manure is applied to chdhi lands so far as

available, and as fnel is generally plentiful in this district, less

of the cowdungis consamed as fuel than in the east of the

Punjab and more is available as manure. Owing to the trouble

of carriage the lands near the village site generally are the

best manured, and similarly of the lands attached to an out

lying well, the fields nearest the well usually get more manure

than those at a distance, so that often outlying fields get practi

cally no manure at all and are consequently left fallow more

frequently than those near the well. Fields intended to grow

rich crops such as sugarcane or poppy are plentifully manured.

Canait. There was practically uo canal irrigation in the district

until in 1860 Mr. Macnabb, Deputy Commissioner, cleared oat

at his own expense an old river channel whioh developed into

the canal called after him the Macnabbwah, and induced Malik

Sahib Khan, Tiwana, to excavate a large canal to irrigatea grant

of waste land given him at Kalra. The profits secured were so

great that numerous other canals were soon after constructed,

some by the State and others by private persons, and although

several of these have since been abandoned or absorbed in others,

there are now in existence four State and 16 private canals,

more or less in working order. The State Canals are ( I the

Station Canal, and (2) the Sahiwal Canal, both in the Bhahpur

tahsil, the latter of which has now absorbed the Maccabbwuh

aud the old Sahiwal Canal, (8) the ltaniwah in the Bhera tahsil,
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and (4) the Corby nwah in the Kbushab tahsfl. The first two Chapter IV. A

are the property of the Imperial Government and the two last

are Provincial property.

The State Canals in the Shahpur talis!!, which then con

sisted of the Station Canal, the Macnabbwah and the old Sabi-

wal Canal, were purchased in 1870 by the Imperial Government

from local funds at a cost of Ra. 20,610. In 1877 to 1880 an

additional capital expenditure was incurred and the capital out

lay raised to Rs. 40,730 at which it stood till 1891. Taking the

average? of five-yearly periods we have the folloWingstatintios:—

Period.

Capital

outlay to

end of

year.

Collections

lass re

funds.

Working

expense*.

Net re*

venne.

Interest

pharges.'

Percentage

of net

revenue
•

on capital

onMay.

Mm. Ra. Rs. Bs. Rs. Ra.

1870-75 20,610 6,006 4.107 1,899 .824 92

1875-80 40,789 11,781 6,929 4,858 1,629 11-9

1880-85 40,789 18,413 9,668 8,760 1,629 21-5

1885 90 „ 40,789 34,849 17.751 17,098 1,629 42-0

Since 1800 farther expenditure has been incurred under

an Engineer Officer -specially deputed for the improvement of

these canals, and the accounts for the last three years stood as

follows :—

Capital

outlay to
Collections

less

refunds.

Workiog

expenses.

Net re

venue.

Interest

charges.

Percentage

of net

revenue

on capital

outlay.

Year.
end of

year.

Rs. R«. Re.

38,629

Ra.

10,972

Rs.

1890-91 40,739 49,601 1,629 26 9

1891-92 81,181 48,315 26,536 21,738 '■ 8,247 26-8

1892-93 1,86,867 67,161 28,624 88,687 5,475 28-2.

For the first twenty years of their working the balance of

revenue at the credit of these canals, after deducting working ex

penses and interest, was Rb. 1,29,430 or more than three times

the capital expenditure up to that time ; and in 1893, after twen

ty-three years of working, these canals, notwithstanding a new

additional capital expenditure in the last two years of

Rs. 96,128, after deducting from the income all kinds of ex

penditure, including. working expenses, interest, anr1 even the

capital outlay itself, had brought in a clear profit to the State

of Rs. 53,501.

Agriculture,

Arboriculture

and Live-stock
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Chapter IV, A- Still more favourable are the returns of the Raniwall Canal

~ in the Bhera tahsii. This canal was. originally excavated in

ArooricSture 1870 by the Deputy Commissioner with the aid of takdvi ad-

and Lire-stock varices to the amount of Rs. 19,500, and the income of the

Provincial Caoala. canal in the first year of its running was Ks. 5,642 and in the

second Rs. 19,070. The taidvi advances were paid off and in the

third year after the commencement of the canal the capital

cost was extinguished and Government was in possession of a

canal which had cost it nothing, capable of irrigating 6,000 Rcres

and having a net revenue of Rs. 7,000 per annum. Since

then the canal has been gradually extended out of revenue,

yet in no year have the working expenses exceeded the in

come. There is no capital account, for the capital has been

repaid, and there is no interest charge against the canal.

Taking the average of five-yearly periods the statistics are

as follows :—

Period.
Collections

less refund*.

Working

expenses.
Net reTenne.

Rs.

9,920

Bs R*3669

1870-76 6,251

1876-80 14,167 6,626 7,641

1880-86 ..; 28,430 8,200 20,230

1886-90 38,280 11,245 27,035

The corresponding figures

been—

for the last three years have

Period,

Collections

lees re-
Working

expenses.
Net revenue.

I funds.

Be. Rs. Rs.

35,7771890-91 i 46,390 9,613

1891-92 I 33,964 7,094 26,870

1892-93 1 50,750 22,039 27,711

This canal, after extinguishing its capital cost, has, during

the twenty-three years since it was commenced brought in to the

Provincial Government a net profit of over Rs. 3,80,000.

The Corbynwah Canal in the Khushab tahsii was originally

made in 1879 by Captain Corbyn, Deputy Commissioner, at the

cost of the District Board and Khushab Municipal Committee,

but finally in .1891 was acquired by the Provincial Government,
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together' with Malik Sher Muhammad Khan's Canal" along-

side whioh it- ran. The capital ooet of the oombined canal Chapter

to Government is estimated at Rs. 38,671, including Rs. 13,671

spent on improvements after the acquisition. During the five

years ending 1892 it irrigated on the average 2,428 acres, had

an income or Ks. 1,959 and an expenditure of Hs. 1,019, and

brought in a net profit of Rs. 940 per annum.

The private oanals now in existence are as follows :—

Agriculture.

Arboriculture

and Lire stock.

Provincial Canala.

No.

1

2

8

4

6

6

7
■8

9

10

11

ia

13

14

16

16

River.

Private

Name of

n
Jbelam

Makhdumanwala...

Dai mwa la

Mubkamdinwala -

Piranwala

Amir Chaodwala

NunSnwBla

Sultan MahmAdw&la

Nabbewila

Cbaharumi

Sahib Kbanwala

MekananwAla

Cbillwala

Sarfaraz Ebaowala

Jhammatanwala

Nathuwala

Kandanwala

Approxi

mate area

irrigated.

Total Private Canals

Acres.

1,000

200

800

2,400

100

5,500

6,600

100

600

12,000

6,000

6,600

4,500

200

600

100

This area ia approximately the maximum irrigated in a

good year, the average irrigation being considerably less.

Besides the Malik Sher Muhammad Canal bought up and

absorbed in the Cerbynwah, as already mentioned, the Jahan

Khanwala in Bhera was purchased by the Provincial Govern-

ment some years ago for Rs. 5,000 and absorbed in the

Raniwah, and the Manotewala has recently been purchased by

the Imperial Government for Rs. 1,200, and absorbed in the

Sahiwal Canal. A full account of each of the private oanals

will be found in the assessment reports.

At the recent revision of. settlement, after fulPdiscussion, the

following rules were sanctioned for all State Canals. in the Bhera

and Shahpnr tahsils :—

Rnlti for asiettment of lands irrigated by Stale Canuls in the Bhera and

Shahpur tantili.

1. All irrigation from State Canals ahall be chargeable wfth water-rate as

follows :—

Flow irrigation—

Rioe ...

All other crops

Grass lands

Lift, irrigation—

All i

Bate per acre.

Rs. a.

... 8 8

... 8 8

... 1 4

... 1 4
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Chapter IV a- 2' The tmeu">8 officer shall have discretionary power to remit, in whole' or^n part, the water-rate on lands which bare taken water, bat on which the

Afrricultnre, crops hare failed or been very poor.

Arboriculture 8. He shall also have disoretionary power to remit not more than half the

and Live Stock water-rnte on l«nd assessed at ehdhi or lail&b rates.

Canal -rates. N 4. W hell the water-rate is remitted ' in whole or in part, a proportionate

remission of the water-adramtage rate will be granted.

On the Corbynwah in the Khnshab tahsfl the same rules apply exoept that

there the sanctioned water-rates are as follows:—

Flow irrigation— Pnfaert.

Ba. a.

Crops of all kinds — > 1 8

Grass lands 0 2

Lift irrigation—

Crops of all kinds 0 IS

The soil on this side of the river is very, inferior to that

on the other side, the grass lands in particular being very poor

and ranch impregnated with salt, and the supply of water is

precarious; hence the lower rates fixed.

On private canals from the Jhelam the oanal-owner gener

ally takes as the price of the water one-fourth of the gross

produce of the land irrigated, both grain and straw, after

making the usual deduction for village menials. The accounts

of the Kalra estate under the Court of Wards show that the

average value of this income is about Rs. 2-6 per acre irrigated,

or very nearly the same as the flow rate of Rs. 2-8-0 per

acre on the State Canals. Indeed on State Canals it is common

for the cultivator to make over one-fourth of the gross pro

duce to a speculator of the shop-keeping class who in exchange

agrees to pay the can al-rate of Rs. 2-8-0 per acre. For lift

irrigation the owners of private canals generally charge from

Rs. 16 to Rs. 22 on each jhalar or Persian-wheel erected on the

bank of the canal. In some oases the owners of the land

through which a private canal passes are entitled to the irriga

tion of a certain area free in return for their having given the

land over which the canal passes—a source of frequent dispute'

and litigation.

On the small private canals from the Chenab river, the

canal-owners usually take a water-rate in cash at the rate of

Re. 1 to Re. 1-4-0 per acre, the soil being inferior and the oanals

less advantageously situated than on the Jhelam side.

Resides the water-rate, a water-advantage rate is levied on

all land irrigated by cannls, whether State or private, at the

rate of eight annas per acre on the Jhelam and four annas per

acre on the Chenab Canals ; and on all land irrigated by private

canals an additional royalty rate of four annas per acre on the

Jhelam, and two annus per acre on the Chenab, is charged to

the owner of the canal, by way of asserting the right of the

State to the water in the rivers.
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On an average of years the area ordinarily cultivated with Chap

Agriculture,
the aid of irrigation from canals produces about 86 per cent, of

orop ; i.e., about 14 per cent, of the area is either left unsown or A^foricaltnre

fails to ripen. Of the total area of such crops harvested, wheat and Live-stock,

occupies about 40 per cent., cotton 30 per cent., jowar 9 per Crop* on eaaal

oent., and6fi/ra8 per cent., so that by far thetnost important crops irrigated l»»d*,

are wheat aud cotton. The area sown for the rabi is somewhat

larger than for the kfaarif. The canals generally commence to

flow in the beginning of April and cease flowing in the beginning

of September. Crops grown on the lands dependent on canals

are somewhat precarious, dependent as they are on the rise and

fall of the river. Should the river rise early after a dry winter,

so that the canals "can be opened in time to irrigate the ripening

wheat, great benefit results ; on the other hand, should the river

fall eariy in August and the canal cease to flow, the cotton crop

suffers and the land is not moistened for the rabi sowings. Very

little land irrigated by canals gets any manure and little atten

tion is paid to rotation of crops. Virgin soil irrigated by canals

produces excellent crops for a few years and then gradually de

creases in fertility unless it is so situated as to catch the rich silt

deposit brought down by the river Jhelam. For this reason and

also because of the greater certainty of receiving irrigation, lands

near the heads of canals, if commanded by them, are generally

more fertile than lands at the tails of canals and water-courses.

The saildb lands being those lands which are flooded Crops

naturally by the rivers are fairly constant in total area, being la"d,>

about 69,000 acres or 10 per cent, of the total cultivated area,

but they vary greatly in value according to the greater or less

certainty of irrigation by the fluctuating river-floods. Large

tracts of land are so situated as to be sure of being flooded

by the river except in very extraordinary seasons, while other

large areas are so flooded only when the river rises above its

ordinary flood-level. This is especially the case in the Shah-

par tahsil where the area actually harvested with -the help of

the river-floods averages only 87 per cent, of the total area

recorded as saildb, the similar percentage in the Bhera-Jhelam

cirole being 98. The characteristic crop of the saildb lands

is wheat, which occupies about 60 per cent, of the total area

harvested. No regard is paid to manuring or rotation of crops,

wheat following wheat year after year, and the: fertility of the

soil being restored by the silt deposits left by the river. Some

remarks on this subject will be found in Chapter I. Land

which does not receive a good fresh deposit of silt is apt to get

choked with a thistle-like weed (lei) which the people do not

take enough trouble to eradicate properly ; but a good fat bit of

saildb land, well situated to intercept silt, is very easily cultivated

and produces excellent crops with very little labor.

While in 1898 the total bdrdni area was returned as 298,201 cultivation o n

acres, on the average of the previous five years only 200,432 b<rani 1

acres had produced an unirrigated crop, so th&t on an average
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Chapter IV, A. of years more than a fourth of the un irrigated area fails to

. r**7. produce a crop. The character of the bdrdni cultivation varies

Arooriculture' greatly in the different parts of the district according to the

and Live-stock, character of the soil and rainfall.

ba^ni landi! °n *n oyr^D8 to lbe large area available for cultiva

tion, only the lowest lands are cultivated with the aid of the

drainage from surrounding higher lands conducted on to the

fields by means of long shallow drains (*«a), and many of

these fields have embankments along their lower ends to retain

the water thus brought on to the land. The area actually

harvested on an average of years amounts to less than 70 per

cent, of the total area under cultivation. Of the area harvested

about 60 per cent, is bdjra, 15 per cent, cotton and 10 per

cent, jovear ; only about 7 per cent, is grown in the rabi,

chiefly wheat.

In the Thai the bdrdni cultivation is of two kinds (1) the

lowlying patches of comparatively hard soil (lahga) between

the sand-hills are cultivated with the aid of the drainage from

the high ground, and (2) the sides of the hillocks themselves

are sown with water-melons. Of the total cultivated area

(23,000 aores) about 5,000 consists of this latter description of

cultivation, the seed being simply scattered over the pand.

The average area harvested is only 58 per ceDt. of the total onl>

tivated area and 29 per cent, was sown but failed. Of the

average area harvested about 90 per cent, is cropped in the

kharif, 16 per cent, being bdjra, 33 per cent, moth, and the

rest chiefly water-melons.

The system of embanking land in the Mohar to oatch the

drainage from the Salt range and other high ground has

already been described. The rainfall is very variable and On an

average of years only about 60 per cent, of the total cultivated

area produces a crop. Of the total area harvested about 45

per cent, is.bdjra and about 30 per cent, wheat. In good years

a considerable area of cotton is grown.

The system of embankments in the Salt range has also

been described. In this circle the rainfall and drainage are

much more certain, and on an average of years every 100

acres of cultivation produce 94 acres of crop. Of the total area

harvested 44 per cent, is wheat and 37 per cent, bdjra. The

general rnle on nnirrigated lands is to grow wheat immediately

followed by bdjra, and then allow the land to lie fallow for a

whole year, when again wheat is grown followed by bdjra.

The cultivators of neighbouring fields generally arrange to

make the change together, so that larga blocks of land are at

one time covered with ripening wheat, then' with bajra and

then lie bare during the ensuing rabi and kharif harvests,

during which another block of the village area is producing its

wheat and bajra orops in its turn. The soil is so fertile and

so much benefited by the deposits of limestone mud brought
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down by the torrents that no manure is generally required or Chapter IT, A.

given. The best hail land which is situated nearest the mouth

of the gorge or just bolow the village site, often produces two ArDOTtadture

crops every year,—generally maize, jovodr or bdjra in the and Live-stock,

kharif, and wheat in the rabi. '

In the Mohar and Salt range there are a few perennial Irrigation

streams (ji) which are made use of to irrigate small areas of P^ennial streams,

land by means of narrow channels built to conduct the water

on to it. The principal areas so irrigated are in the two

Kathas where excellent poppy is grown on the nahri area, and

farther up on the same Katha torrent at Sodhi and Jhunga

Saloh, where excellent dofaali crops are got by this means an

about 73 aores of land.

The plough {hal) is, with the exception of the coulter 4griamml impfc*

(phdla), made entirely of wood. The ploughshare (kur) is a mmtU and °P*rati<m*'

strong flat pieoe of wood, generally of kikar or phuldh, broad The P'onga and

at the baok and centre but gradually tapering to a point to Ug

which the iron coulter {phdla) is fitted by a staple (kunda).

At the centre of the ploughshare is fitted the shaft (hal) which

is fastened in its place by a wedge {og), and is attached to the

yoke when ploughing is to be done. Another shaft (killa) is

driven into the ploughshare behind the hal and to this is

fastened the handle (hatthi) by which the ploughman guides

the plough. The yoke {panjdli) has three divisions marked off

by bars, the two inner being fixed (gdtra) and the two outer

(velna) being removeable so as to allow the yoke to be passed

over the necks of the bullocks. In ploughing a field is generally

divided np into sections (bhanga), and each section is ploughed

in narrowing circles beginning at the outside and ending in

the middle. The plough like the Persian-wheel is always

turned by the left {tajje pher), and the right-hand bullock

(bdhari) should always be stronger than the left-hand one

(andri) as he has more turning to do. When the plough

man wants to turn to the left he calls out dhh dhh and

touches the quarter of the right-hand bullock ; and to turn

to the right he calls out tdhh tdhh and touches the left-hand

bullock. The depth of a ploughing varies much in different

soils. In the sandy fields of the Thai the furrow (or) is a

mere scratch, and even in the best of soils it is rarely

deeper than six inches. A good farmer will plough his

land as often as he can to pulverise the soil and expose it

to the air ; more especially on land irrigated by a well, which

is sometimes ploughed as many as ten or twelve times, while

land fertilised by river-silt is generally ploughed only once or

twice before sowing.

Sowing is most generally done by drill (ndli), the drill Sowing,

being a hollow bamboo with a wide mouth, which is attached to

the back of the ploughshare and fed by the ploughman's hand ;

but on taildb lands it is often done broadcast (chhatta).
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Generally speaking, tbe peasants are very careless as to the

quality of the seed, being content to sow any old staff they get

from the village shop-keeper ; but some of the more intelligent

and well-to-do among them keep the best of their grain

for seed. A. great improvement was made on tbe Kalra and

Ohansnagar estates under the Court of Wards by getting good

seed from Amritsar and J hang. The field after sowing is levelled

and pulverised by means of the sohdgga, a heavy log or beam

drawn over it by bullocks, the drivers standing on it to make its

weight greater.

Embankments are made with the help of the kardh, a sort of

large wooden shovel drawn by bullocks and held by the driver.

Beginning at the top of the field the peasant drives his oxen

towards the lower part holding down the kardh so that it

to the lower edge of the field, where the driver lifts the kardh

up so as to deposit its contents on the embankment (bannh)

part of the field. This process both levels the field and raises

an embankment at its lower edge to retain the drainage water.

On lands irrigated from wells, the field is divided for irriga

tion purposes into small compartments (kidri) by ridges {bannhi)

raised by means of the jandra, a large wooden rake worked

by two men, one of whom presses it into the soil and pushes

the earth np while the other assists him by pulling at a rope

attached to the rake. Digging is usually done with ' an iron

mattock (kahi) with a short wooden handle, worked by strik

ing it downwards into tho earth and drawing it inwards to

wards the digger, who thus finds it most convenient to throw

the earth behind him. Weeding is done with the ramba, a

flat iron spud with a sharp edge and a short handle, used

also for catting grass close to the roots.

Reaping is usually done with the ddiri, a siokle with a

curved saw-edged blade. The corn is tied in small sheaves

[gaddi) whioh are thrown on the ground, and afterwards pat

up into stacks (passa). Grain is thrashed (gah) by being

heaped on the threshing-floor (pir), which is merely a level

space of ground beaten hard for the purpose, and trodden out

by bullocks. The corn is tossed and turned with a pitch-fork

(trangli), and when the grain has been threshed oat, it is win

nowed by letting it fall from a basket-tray (chhajj) held up by

a man, so that the wind blows the chaff away from the grain.

The grain is then put up into a heap until all the parties inter

ested can gather to have it divided among them. Stored grain

is very liable to be attacked by weevil (ghun) owing to the careless

way in which it is kept in mud huts or bins. The broken straw

(bhoh) is generally stacked at the threshing floor, the stack

(pasta) boing thatched with straw and protected with a hedge

of thorns. In the JSalt range tho bhoh stacks are often put

This the bullocks pull down

behind his ballocks to the higher
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up in hexagonal shape, sleeping cots tied together being used Chapter 17, A.

to give the stack its shape. icultnre

The number of carts in the district is extraordinarily few, Arboriculture

especially considering the suitability of the whole of the ois- aDd Live-stock-

Jhelam tract, with its firm soil and good roads, for wheeled Carta,

conveyance. According to the last returns, however, the num

ber seems to be increasing and is now 2,185, of which only 51

are in the Khush&b tahsil. The class of cart (gadd) in common

use is a poor affair, the wheels being often made of block wood,

without any spokes, and oan only carry a very small quantity

of stuff.

The area under crops will be found in Table No. XX, and Crops grown,

the estimated average produce per harvested acre of each

of the most important crops in each assessment circle is given

in Table No. XXI. This estimate was framed during the reoent

revision of settlement after careful enquiry and observation,

and is meant to be a fair estimate of the actual average on a

series of years. The proportion of total harvested area occu

pied by the different crops at last settlement and now will be

seen from the following statement :—

AT LASl 8KTTLMMINT.
AviBioi or rive

TEARS ENDING 1893.

Cbop.

Area iu Percentage

total area.

Area in

acres.

Percent,

age of

total irea

1

'Rioe 394

131,224

9,739

602

15,802

69,415

4,442

10,005

2,340

5,864

" 46

3

2,000

211,671

13,103

" 42

3

1

7

18

2

5

1

3

Wheat

Barley

Maise 6,721

38,578

92,0871

Jnwar 0

21

2

4-

1

2

Bajra

Other eereals 8,975

26,053Gram

MuDg and mash 4,119

14,084_ Peas, moth and other poises

Total cereals aod pukes ... 239,833 85 416,391 82

rk >S ( Linseed aDd til 2,696

1,901

1,033

21,879

1

1

3,854 1

° | I Rape and others

Sugarcane

16,822

1,272

3

Cotton iaa ... ... 8 31,868

67

1,230

6
Other fibres

1,004

12,959

708

1,351

•••

Tobacco ...

Vegetables and fruits 4

1

29,971

3,542

2,796

6

1

1

>'°ppy

Miscellaneous

Total 283,364 100 607,803 100

Almost every crop has increased immensely in actual area, -

except sugarcane and tobacco, which are almost stationary.

The crops which have increased most in proportion are rape-
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Chapter IT, A. seed, vegetables and poppy, while wheat, bdjra and cotton, the

Agriculture 8tftP'e crops, occupy a smaller proportion of the harvested area

Arboriculture than thev did ttirty years ago. Still wheat occupies 42 per

and Live -stock- cent, of the area cropped and forms the staple food of the people ;

Crops grown. bdjra, wliioh is largely consumed in the winter months, occupies

18 per cent, and cotton 6 per ceut. of the total area.

By far the moat important crop is wheat (kanak) which

Wheat. occupies 42 per cent, of the total harvested area. It is grown on

all classes of land, but greater care is taken in its cultivation on

the lands irrigated from wells than on other classes of soil. In

such lands ploughings for wheat begin as early as the previous

January and go on at convenient seasons throughout the year

till seed-time, sometimes as many as 12 ploughings being given.

On other classes of land ploughing begins in June and goes on

till October, the more ploughings the better for the crop. The

commonest kind of wheat grown is the soft red bearded variety

(ratti ehihgari), but sometimes one sees a field of a coarse white

wheat known as vadhdnak or ddgar, the outturn of which is

abont a fourth larger than that of the red wheat, and its flour

whiter but not so nourishing, while its straw is very inferior.

Only a very little beardless red wheat \rodi /dl) and fine white

wheat (ddudi) are grown, as they are considered more subject

to injury by birds and winds. Generally speaking, the peasants

are very careless about the quality of the seed, and it is -often

sown more or less mixed with barley. Sometimes a little oats

(jodra) is sown with the wheat to be gathered before it for fodder.

The amount of seed used is for good soils generally about

a maund an acre, but on poor unirrigated soils as little

as 24 sers is sown. On $aildb lands about 32 sers and in very

good chdhi lands as much as 1£ maund per acre. Wheat sow

ing begins with the month of Katte (about 15th October; and

goes on to about the middle of December, though sometimes, if

the season has been a dry one and favourable rain falls in De

cember, sowings may go on into January, but the sooner wheat

can be sown after 15th Ootober the better. On unirrigated

lands little is done to the wheat after it is sown ; it is left to the

rains, and the outturn depends very much on whether the winter

rains are favourable or not. If the winter is a dry one, large

areas fail altogether to produce a crop, and the outturn is gener

ally poor. If rain falls at opportune intervals in January, Feb

ruary and March the outturn, even on unirrigated land, may be

very good. On . lands irrigated from wells, the amount of irri

gation depends on the rainfall, but in dry seasons the wheat

crop may be given as many as 15 waterings to ripen it. If the

crop promises to be a very strong one, the green wheat is cut

(tap) or grazed down to prevent its growing too rapidly. On

lands irrigated from wells the tenant is allowed to cut a reason

able amount of green wheat for the well-bullocks which varies

according to the dryness of the season, and may in a dry year

amount in the villages distant from the river jto aa much aa half
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the orop. Little attention is paid to rotation of crops, wheat fol- Chapter IV, i

lowing wheat without a break, especially on lands flooded by

the river; in the Salt range, however, wheat is generally 4^c?^?j""*'

alternated with bdjra. On saildb lauds the outturn is much re- an*j £i^8toQ

duced by the prevalence of weeds, suoh as the thistle-like lei, wheat

the onion-liko bhuhhdt, or the thorny jodh, and little trouble is

taken to eradicate them ; on irrigated lands, however, more atten

tion is paid to weeding. The estimated outturn of wheat on lands

irrigated from wells is in most circles 10 maunds per acre, but

in the Jhelam cirole of fihera it is 12 maunds, and in the

Hill circle 13 maunds ; on land irrigated from canals it is

almost everywhere 8 maunds per acre. On land flooded by the

rivers it is 8 maunds on the Jhelam ; and 7 on the Chenab,

and on land dependent on rain it varies from 6 mabnds in the

Bar to 2 maunds in the Thai. For the whole district the all-

round outturn on all classes of land is 8'6 maunds or 12 bushels*

per acre, and the total annual average yield of wheat for the,

whole district is 1,800,000 maunds with a money value at 26

sera per rupee of Us. 28,80,000, or more than four times the new

assessment of the district. The quality of the wheat grown

generally improves as one goes further from the river, and that

of the Salt range is famous for its good quality, its freedom from

admixture with other grains or dirt, and the greater nutritious-

ness of its flour. It is valued for export and generally oommands

two annas per mannd more than that of the riverside. Heaping

begins in the plains about the end of April and in the hills

about the beginning of May and lasts for about a month.

The next most important orop is bdjra or spiked millet B»jr».

(penicillaria spicata) which occupies 18 per cent, of the total

harvested area. It is the chief orop in the Bar where 45 per

cent, of the harvested area is bdjra, and in the Mohar where

the proportion grown is 44 per cent. ; in the Hill oirole too it is

grown on 37 per cent, of the area harvested. It is chiefly

sown on nnirrigated land and the amount of seed is usually

about 2 sera per acre, sown broadcast. The land is ploughed

from March onwards from two to five times and the seed is

sown after good rain in May or Jnne but more often' after the

monsoon bursts in July. In the Jhelam valley sometimes but

rarely the seed is sown in irrigated land in June and the seed

lings (paniri) afterwards transplanted. Great trouble is taken

to protect the crop fro birds. A. platform {mannha) is erected

in the middle of the field, and on this a woman or boy sits all

day long frightening away the birds by slinging (khabdni) bits

of earth at them or waving rags and olanging pots by means of

strings radiating over the field. The reaping begins in October

and goes on to December, the ears (sitta) being cut off from time
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Chapter IV, A. 6 maunds per acre in the Bar and on embanked lands in the

Affrieufture Moha> and Salt range, 4 maunds in the Jbelam valley, and

Arboriculture from 2 to 3 mannds ia the poorer lands of the Moha> and

and live-stock. Thai. On nahri and saildb lands its prodnce is 6 or 7

Bijra. mannds per acre and on lands irrigated from wells 8 or 10

maunds. The straw (tdnde) is not very nutritious and in good

years is neglected, though in years of drought it may sell at as

much as a rupee per head-load.

Cotton- The crop next in importance is cotton (ydr) whioh occupies 6

per cent, of the total harvested area. Almost every well has

from one to three acres of cotton : it is largely grown on canal-

irrigated land, where about 30 per cent, of the total harvested

area is cotton ; on unirrigated lands in the Bar it is also grown

largely in good years; but it is not grown to any great extent

in the Khushab tahsil, except that in very favourable years a

good deal is sown in the Mohar. It is sown in March or April,

about 8 or 10 s6rs of seed (peva) to the acre. Tbe variety of

cotton usually sown, known as the indigenous variety (deti)

with a yelldw flower, gives ordinarily 10 sera of ginned cotton

to a maund of unginned ; but a foreign variety (vil&iti) with a

red flower, now being gradually introduced, gives 13 sere to the

maund. On lands irrigated from wells cotton baa to be watered

a good many times and weeded twioe or thrice. Cotton

picking (choni) begins in October and goes on to tbe end of

December at intervals of a few days as the pods (doda) ripen

and burst ; it is generally done by bands of women and girls, who

are given about an eighth or a tenth of the crop for their trouble

and may be seen returning in the evening laden with their

snowwhite spoils. Tbe produce of cotton averages 5 or 6

maunds per acre on lands irrigated from wells, 4 mannds on

oanal-irrigated lands and from 2 to 4 mannds on unirrigated

lands. The wood is cut for fnel, and sometimes the same roots

are left to produce two or even three crops [mohdi), but more

frequently they are stubbed np and the land sown with wheat.

.The cotton crop is often sold standing at prices averaging about

Rs. 18 per acre.

jo^fe, Jowdr or great millet {sorghum vulgare), whioh occupies

7 per cent, of the harvested area, is largely grown on lands

irrigated from wells, where it is used more as a fodder crop

(chart) than grown for grain, and a considerable portion of it

is cnt green and fed to tbe bullocks, especially when the mon

soon rains are scanty. In the Ara circle, however, it is generally

allowed to ripen, and there produces about 8 maunds per

aore ; elsewhere 6 mannds is a fair crop on lands irrigated from

wells, and 4 or 5 maunds on other classes of land.

Opium. Opinm is a very valuable crop where it can be grown ;

but it requires a- peculiar soil and climate, and great care in

growing, weeding and watering. The land which it is proposed
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to sow with this crop is allowed to lie fallow for one season at Chapter IV, A.

least. Daring the rains it is repeatedly ploughed and well —~

manured. Jfc then remains untouched till the beginning of AxKrknlture

November, when it is prepared to receive the seed, whioh at and Live-stock,

the rate of lialf a ser to the acre is sown broadcast, mixed Opium,

with equal parts of sand to ensure eqnal distribution. Water

is supplied a* often as the surface shows signs of dryness. The

young plants begin to show themselves about the twelfth day,

and from this time, till 'the pods begin to ripen, the successful

cultivation of the crop depends on the attention paid to water

ing, weeding and manuring. The pods begin to swell in March,

and towards the end of this month, an estimate can be framed

of the probable yield of opium. Traders then come forward, and

buy the standing crop, after whioh the cultivator has nothing

to do but supply water as required. The drug is obtained

by making incisions in tiie pod with a three-bladed lancet.

The incisions are made vertically, about half an inch in length,

in the centre of the pod. Three strokes are made with the in

strument each time, making nine cuts, and this is repeated four

times at intervals of as many days, making 36 incisions in all,

the whole operation extending over about a fortnight. The

work is carried on during the middle of the day, as it is foand

that the heat assists the exudation of the juice. The morning

following the making of each set of incisions, .the juice which

has exuded from the cuts is scooped off with shells, and collected

in cups made of the leaves of the plant itself. It is estimated

that one man (women and children are not much employed in

this work) cau, on an average, incise the pods and collect the

juice of about 10 marlas acre) of the crop in a day ; and as

this is repeated four ti mes, and the laborers are paid from two

to four annas a day, the cost of extraction varies from eight to

sixteen rupees an acre.

The following figures will give some idea of the extent and

value of the crop :—
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Acres. Mds. Sen. Rs. Re.

1860 708

"*50 ' 6

Nil.

1866 8,000 10 Nil.

Average of five years ending 1889 2,830 413 6 13 6,321

1889-90 4,005 840 8 18 8,962

1890-91 ... ... 3,636 707 " 12 7,610
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The area cultivated varies very much with the character

of the season and the selliDg price of opium in the previous

season. The soil and climate most suitable to the poppy are

found in the villages along the Jhelam, and especially in those

immediately above Shahpur, about Bakkhar, Chachar and

Jhawari, and almost every well in that neighbourhood has its

acre or more of poppy ; farther up the outturn decreases, even if

the same amount of labor and care be expended on its cultiva

tion. A little opium of excellent quality is produced at Katha at

the foot of the Salt range, where the poppy, watered by a

perennial stream, comes to maturity earlier. Until about 35

years ago, the poppy grown in this district was all of the red or

variegated variety, but some white poppy having been introduced'

from the east it was found to give a larger and better outturn,

and now very little coloured poppy is to be seen. The system

of selling the standing crop to Khatris which prevails, is due to

the peasants' time being required for the ripening wheat at the

seasons for extracting opium and to his seldom having the

patience and skill necessary to collect the drug. Opium is very

little consumed in this district, which retains only about 7

maunds per annum for its own consumption ; most of the pro

duce is sent to Lahore and Amritsar, but a demand for the

Shahpur drug is springing up from Rawalpindi and Peshawar..

The average outturn per acre may be taken as 6 sers

and K8. 8 per Ber as the price of the fresh juice (which loses

one-fourth of itB weight in drying), giving Rs. 48 as the aver

age price of the opium of an acre of poppy. Adding to this

Rs. 10 as the value of the poppy-seed gives the total value of

the produce as Rs. 58 per acre. The crop is generally sold

standing to Khatri speculators at a price averagiug about Rs. 50

per acre, but varying from Rs. 20 to Rs. 80 or more according

to the promise of the outturn.

Maize is grown to a small extent on wells in the river

valleys and on manured lands in the Salt range. Its cultivation

is spreading. About 18 s<'ts of seed is sown per acre, and the

average outturn on irrigated and manured lands is about 12

maunds per acre.

Rice is grown chiefly on canal-irrigated and taildb lands in

the Jhelam valley. Previous to 1888 the cultivation of rice on

canal lands was rapidly increasing, but in that year, owing to

the great quantity of water consumed in irrigating rice, the

canal rate for that crop was raised, and this led to a great con

traction of area. The average outturn of unhusked rice is about

10 or 12 maunds per acre.

Barley {jo) occupies 3 per cent, of the harvested area and

is grown chiefly on lands irrigated from wells, the average out

turn being from 10 to 15 maunds per acre on such lands.

Oram (chhola) occupies 5 per cent, of the harvested area

and is grown in all parts of the district, except the Salt range.
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It js seldom irrigated from wells bat is found on all other

classes of soil. The average outturn on irrigated and flooded

lands is 7 or 8 manads per acre and on nnirrigated lands 5 or 6

maunds.

Pulses occupy altogether about 4 per cent, of the harvested

area. Moth is the principal crop in the Thai where it forms 33

per cent, of the total crop ; it is grown on poor land and the

produce is about 3 maunds per acre.

Mung is grown chiefly in the Salt range and its outturn is

about 4 maunds per acre.

Sesamum (til) is grown chiefly in the unirrigated lands of'

the Bar, but is a very precarious crop. Sometimes the produce

is very good, but the average outturn is estimated at only one

maund per acre.

Tdramvra (jamdhu) is commonly sown among the stubble

of a kharif crop or on the poorer soils where the rainfall is not

suitable for the sowing of more valuable crops, so that its pro-,

duce is often very poor ; it is estimated at 3 maunds in the Bar,

1 maund iu the Mohar, and 2 maunds per acre in the Salt

range.

Sugarcane (kamdd) is grown only on lands irrigated from

wells and is most common in the Chenab valley and near the

towns of Bhera, Shahpnr and Sahiwal. In> the Chenab valley

nearly every well has its two or three patches of cane aggregat

ing from one to two acres per well, but the crop, though very valu

able, practically occupies the land for three harvests, and requires

so mnch attention and such careful cultivation and watering that

few wells have more than 2 acres. It is a most useful crop.

When ready to be pressed ib affords employment for a time to

a large number of hands, and each person engaged in cutting and

peeling the canes, in carrying them from the field to the press

(velna), in tying them into convenient bundles, in feeding the

press, attending to the fire, or stirring the juice, is not only

allowed to chew and suck as much raw cane as he likes, bnt is

permitted to carry away a few stalks every day. The leaves and

ends of the canes make a useful fodder for cattle. The average

produce is about 20 maunds of gur per acre, but much of this

goes in payment to the persons employed in extracting the juice.

In the Jhelam valley comparatively little cane is grown for the

purpose of making sugar, as it is found more profitable to sell

it to be sucked raw (ganna). Two varieties are grown—one the

indigenous (daft), and the other the aahdrani, so called because

its seed was brought from Saharanpur some twenty years ago.

The latter variety is much superior to the indigenous cane, and

has now almost superseded it. It is usual to Bell the standing crop

near the towns to Khatris, who retail the stalks in the bazar at a

paita or less per stalk, and near the towns the price paid for

cane of this kind is from Rs. 12 to Rs. 18 per kanal and :

ages about Rs. 120 per aore,

Chapter 1V> A>

Agriculture,

Arboriculture

and Live-stock-

Moth.

Til.

Tarimirs.
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T, A. Very little tobacco is grown in this district and smoking is

. r~T. not nearly so general among the people as it is in districts

ArDorfcSture further east. It is discouraged by the Pirs of SiAl Sharif, but

and Live-stock, is fairly genera! in the Salt rauge.

Tobacco. Vegetables occupy 6 per cent, of tho total harvested area

Vegetables. an(j seem to be growing in popularity. They are principally

grown on lands irrigated from wells and are chiefly consumed

as food for the well bullocks. Towards the end of the cold

season they form an important part of the diet of the peasant

classes. By far the most common vegetable is turnips, which

are generally not thinned out sufficiently and are consequently of

small size ; but near Jhawari a very good sized turnip is grown.

Carrots and radishes are the commonest vegetables after turnips.

Mehdi (Lawtonia This plant, so often seen in our gardens as an ornamental

inm»i$). hedge, is extensively cultivated about Bhera, where it oocupies

108 acres irrigated by canals, for the sake of the dye extracted

from its leaves, which, dried and reduced to powder, form a

regular article of commeroe. The mode of cultivating it is as fol

lows : The soil is prepared by repeated ploughings, not less

than sixteen, and heavy manuring. Before sowing, the apad is

allowed to' soak in water for twenty-five days. It is then spread

on cloth and allowed to dry partially. The plot of land in which

it is proposed to grow the mehdi is then formed into small beds,

and some days before sowing these are kept flooded. The seed

is scattered on the surface of the water, and with it sinks into

the ground. For the first three days after sowing, water is

given regularly night and morning ; after that only once a day.

The young plant first shows above ground on the fifteenth day,

after which water is only given every other day for a month,

when it is supplied at intervals of three days, and this is continued

for another month, by which time the plants have become nearly

two feet high. They are now fit for transplanting. The mode

of conducting this operation is as follows : The young plant on

being taken out of the ground is reduced by nipping off about

six inches from the centre shoot. After havingbeen subjected to

this treatment, the young plants are singly pnt into holes previ«

ously dug for them at distances of about a foot from each other.

They are then watered daily until they have recovered the shock

of transplanting, and afterwards as they may require it. The

fields are weeded regularly once a month. The first year nothing

is taken from the plants, but after that they yield for years, with

out intermission, a double crop. At each cutting, about nine

inches are taken from the top shoots of the plants. The two

crops are gathered in Baisakh (April and May) and Katik (Oc

tober and November) of eaoh year. The laborers employed

in planting out the mehdi, instead of receiving their wages in

money, are liberally fed as long as the operation lasts, and a dis

tribution of sweetmeats takes place when it is over. The sea

son for sowing is during the month of Baisakh ; that of trans

planting, Sawan (July and August.) A year's produce of an
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Agriculture,

Arbericnlture

and Lire-stock

Mebdi (laiMonii

acre, of well grown mehdi is 20 maunds of dry leaves, of Chapter IV, A-

which about 6 maunds are gathered in the spring, and the

rest daring the ■utumn months ; and the same plants continue

to yield for twenty or twenty-five years.

The selling price of the leaves averages a rupee for 20

seers, so that the value of the crops per acre is about Rs. 40.

After the first year, the expenses of cultivation do not much

exceed those of other crops. The produce of the mehdi grown

in this district is nearly all carried across the Jhelam, and sold

in the northern districts ; none of it finds its wuy to the south.

Besides the use to which the leaves are ordinarily put, viz., as

a dye for the hair, hands, &c, they are also given to goats and

sheep, when attacked by itch..

In the Thai, in favourable years, water-melons are very Water-meloni.

largely grown on the sandhills round the villages and hamlets.

The seed is often simply scattered over the sand, and the rain

and son do the rest. When the season is good the melons are

produced in great quantities and of a large size. They are known

as kdlakh, titak, ror or pitta, according to the different stages of

their growth. A camel-load sells in Nurpur for four annas, and in

Khushab for a rupee or one rupee four annas. In the villages any

one is welcome to eat as many melons as he likes, provided he does

not take away the seed which sells at 24 sers per rupee. Theseeds

are ground, sifted, mixed with flonr and made into cakes, which

are largely eaten by the people. Melon-seeds are also exported

to Lahore and Amritsar, where their kernels are sold by native

druggists at 1 i scr per rupee as a medicine (maghz-tarbuz).

When a crop has been sown, its produce even on irrigated Causes rednoiDf

land depends very much on the quautity and opportuneness tte out,torn °* oroPe-

of the subsequent rainfall, and as that is exceedingly variable

in this district the outturn varies greatly from year to year

and from village to village. The crops are also apt to be choked

by weeds, of which the most troublesome are the le'ha, a thistle

like weed, which especially infests lands flooded by the river,

and the onion-like bhukdt, which is very common on poor lands

irrigated from wells. The peasants rarely take sufficient trouble

to eradicate these weeds which consume a large proportion of

the nourishment in the soil. In the riverain mice moltiply in

dry years and devour the kernel of cotton seed and other crops.

Birds and insects of all kinds greatly reduce the outturn of the

crops. In the kharif harvest considerable trouble is taken to

drive away the birds from the ripening jowar and bdjra crop,

and when locusts make their appearance, a campaign is

organised against them and myriads of them are killed ; but

against the ravages of other insects the peasant is almost helpless.

Anaccount of recent visitations of locusts will be found in Chaptc r

I, where also the other insects that attack the crops are men

tioned. Wheat often suffers in cloudy weather from rust (kungi)

which greatly reduces the size and weight of the grain ; hot
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Chapter IV. A- W'D<^B ak° cause the grain to shrivel up and are especially

— ' injurious in the lauds lying along the foot of the Salt range.

Agrienltnre, Hail-storms often do great but partial damage ; and an account

arfUfflMtoek °^ a very destructive storm will be found in Chapter I. White

Oaoaee reducing an'8 (*ivvi) attack the roots of many plants, and weevils {ghun)

the outturn of cropt. consume much of the ill-garnered grain. Altogether the quan

tity of food that reaches the mouths of the people is no large

multiple of the seed that is sown.

Arboriculture. Table No. XVII shows the areas of waste land owned by

the State and now almost entirely under the management of the

Forest Department. An account of these areas will be given

in Chapter Y. B

At annexation there were very few artificially planted trees

in the district. The early British Officers lost no time in open

ing up the district by means of roads and endeavoured to

arrange for the planting of trees along the lines of road. Their

efforts were wonderfully successful wherever moisture was suffi

cient, and the lines of good trees along the roads from Shahpur

to Khushab and to Bhera are due to them. They also en

deavoured to encourage tree-planting throughout the district by

making each well-owner plant a marla of good trees, generally

ahisham, near his well, and many of those little plantations may

still be seen. Successive Deputy Commissioners have continued

these efforts and as opportunity offered, and more especially

as canal irrigation extended, have planted new lines of roads

and established groves and gardens, which h ave been most

successful, especially in the neighbourhood of the head-quarters

station and in the Jhelam valley generally, the soil and climate

of which are very suitable for trees such as the kikar and

ahisham. About 35 acres of nurseries are maintained. The

area under groves has steadily increased from 551 acres in 1890

to 984 acres in 1893, the increase being chiefly on the State

land bordering the road from Shahpur to Sahiwal to which canal

irrigation has lately been extended. The length of avenues

along the main roads was increased from 402 miles to 486, and

many 'blanks were filled up. The income and expenditure of

the District Board on arboriculture steadily increased, and for

the three years ending 1392-93 averaged per annum as follows :

Income Rs. 9,378, expenditure Rs. 7,949,—net profit Rs. 1,423.

The income was derived from (1) sale of garden produce from

the 17 gardens in different parts of the district, the income from

this source averaging Rs. 1,500 ; (2) sale of grass in the groves

maintained by the District Board j (3) sale of produce in other

land under preparation for plantation ; (4) sale of wood from

thinnings. The expenditure was partly on gardens and nurseries

and supervising establishment and on tree-felling, but mainly

on the extension of groves and avenues. Endeavours were made

to introduce the best kinds of fruit trees, and private persons were

encouraged to start gardens ■ of their own, some twenty such

gardens having been made in the last three years. A great deal
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of planting of groves and orchards was also carried oat on the

Kalra estate under the Conrt of Wards. On the top of Sakesar

hill some 3,000 or 4,000 trees of different kinds have been

sown or planted, and although the dryness of the soil and climate

prevents them from making any rapid progress, this attempt

at afforestation has greatly added to the amenity of the sani

tarium. Not only have the District Board and Municipalities

planted gardens, avenues and groves in all the most populous

parts of the district, but private individuals also have followed

.their example, 'wherever irrigation from canals and wells has

become available. Since the beginning of oar rule many parts

of the district, where formerly only stunted bushes were to be

seen, are now fairly covered with valuable timber and fruit trees

which afford a plentiful supply of wood for fuel, agricultural

implements and building purposes, and add to the reserve of

fodder in times of drought. The improvement already attain-

ed is very marked, and as the people generally have now fully

realised the advantage of arboriculture in snoh a dry climate,

there is reason to hope that the rate of progress hitherto shown

will be maintained or even accelerated, and that the spread of

of trees will add greatly to the comfort of the people and im

prove the climate of this arid district.

The agricultural stock of the district has been oarefnily Cattle,

enumerated at various times (see table No. XXII), and the

following statement gives the results of the more important

enumerations : —

Ye»r.

Cows,bullocks andbnffalces

ofallagos.

Sheepand

goats.

Horsesand

ponies.

Mulesanddon

keys.
t

Camels. ox

P

1869 ... t 154,163 172,888 3,486 9,495 14,908 38,686

1887 • . • • • * 367,364 266,010 6,466 18,306 16,181 64,128

1890 880,794 808,888 6,686 19,347 16,319 63,646

1898 ... ... 866,707 808,331 7,696 20,660 12,688 67,009

There has been a very large increase in stock of all kinds,

except camels, daring the last twenty-five years. Buffaloes, which

are greatly valued for their milk, have increased in a mnoh faster

ratio than the less valuable cows. Horses and ponies, for which

this district is famons, are rapidly increasing in numbers and

improving in quality. Prices of all kinds of stock have also

Chapter IV, A.
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Chapter IT, A. risen greatly. The present value of the existing stock may

- ■i^jture be estimated roughly as follows : —

BnlU and bullocks

Cows

Male buffaloes

Cow buffaloes

Calves and young buffaloes

Sheep

Goats

Horses and ponies

Mules and donkeys

Camels ... ..

...

Number by

inmeratu

in 1893.

Average]

value

110,940

128,625

15,372

35,190

71,680

193,264

115,067

7,696

20,660

12,638 |

Rb.

20

15

30

40

10

2

2

50

10

50

Total

Us.

22,18,800

18,54,875

14,07,6

7,15,800

3,86,528

2,30,184

8,94,800

2,06,600

6,81,900

84,97,697

Tais estimate gives the total value of the stock in the

district at abont 85 lakhs of rupees or thirteen times the new

annual assessment. The owners of stock derive a large income

from the sale of surplus animals, and of ghi, hides, wool and

hair, of which articles a considerable quantity is annually ex

ported from the di st riot, and the prices of whiohhave risen

greatly since last settlement. A bullock's hide now fetches

Rs. 2-8-0, a buffalo's Rs. 4, a sheep's 4 annas, and a goat's 8 annas.

Each sheep brings in about 3 annas per annum for wool and each

goat one anna per annum for hair. The total income from sale of

Bnrplus stock, ghi, hides, wool, and hair cannot be much less

than four lakhs of rupees per annum.

Cattle are a precarious property, especially in the dry up-

lands of the Bar and Thai, where they are apt to die in great

numbers in a y«ar of drought when the grass fails to sprout

and fodder is scarce. For instance, after the dry year 1891-92,

in the Bhera tahsil, the number of cows and bullocks of all

ages was found to have fallen off from 110,816 to 86,165, and

the number of buffaloes from 39,175 to 81,934, that is, one-fifth

of the total number of horned cattle in the tahsi! had died or

disappeared within the year, representing a loss of about four

lakhs of rupees, or nearly two years' land revenue. At present

however (April 1894) the cattle are everywhere in excellent

condition and rapidly increasing in numbers.

Cows and bullocks. Cows and bullocks have greatly increased in nnmbers

with the increase in cultivation, which must have increased the

amount of fodder available. There are no very distinct breeds

in the district, and little care is taken to improve the breed,

although the services of the Government bolls got from Hissar

are appreciated. There are at present 17 of these in the district.

Generally speaking, the cattle of the river valleys are poor and
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weak, and those of the Bar are larger and stronger, though some- Chapter IV, A-

times, especially after a year of drought, few good animals are Aariroltwe

to be seen even in the Bar, except the bullocks, which are usually Arboriculture

bigger and stronger animals the further one gets away from the and Live-stock.

river and the deeper the wells are. In the Salt range there is Cows and bollocks.

an excellent breed of peculiarly mottled cattle, which often

fetch Rs. 60 or Rs. 80 per bullock. Notwithstanding the large

breeding grounds of the Bar and Thai and the great herds of

cattle which are driven from place to place in search of grass,

the number of cattle exported from the district is surprisingly

small. There is no great cattle fair in the neighbourhood, and

cattle are generally bought or sold in small numbers at the

breeders' village. There is a considerable amount of trade

between the agriculturists of the river-valleys and the breeders

of the Bar, the former generally purchasing the surplus cattle

of the Bar villages ; and this trade is facilitated by the general

custom of sending the cattle of the Bar down into the riverain

in dry seasons to graze, while those of the riverain are

driven into the Bar and Thai when the grass has sprouted well

after rain. The best animals are not often sold, and although.

a good bullock costs as much as Rs. CO, and a good cow about

Rs. 40, the average price of a bullock may be taken as Rs. 20

and of a cow as Rs. 15.

There has been an extraordinary increase in the number Buffaloes,

of buffaloes, partly owing to the increase iu cultivation and

partly, no doubt, to the increased prosperity of the people.

They are found chiefly in the cis-Jhelam part of the district

and are generally grazed in the Bar in the rains and in the

hot weather are driven down to the river held* where they find

a nutritious food in the kdh grass (saccharum spontaneum) .

The breed of buffaloes usually kept is a very good one, the

females being good milkers and valued for their ghi, and the

males being largely used in working the deep wells of the Bar.

For a good buffalo-cow Rs. 80 or Rs. 100 is sometimes paid,

but Rs. 40 may be taken as the average ; and while Rs. 60 is

often paid for a good male buffalo, the' average price is not

more than Rs. 30.

The cattle-owners of the district derive a large income Ghi.

annually from the sale of ghi, the price of which has risen from

Rs. 8 per maund before annexation and Rs. 13 per maund at

regular settlement to an average of Rs. 23 per maund now.

The amount of milk given by the half-starved cows of the

district is often over-estimated. While good cows giving 8

sera of milk a day or more can sometimes be procured, the

average cow of the district probably does not give more than

lasers of milk per day for six or nine months of the year.

Similarly a very good buffalo-cow will give as much as 13 sers of

milk a day, but the average buffalo*cow of the district probably

does not give more than 3 se*rs a day for eleven months. One

s£r of cow's milk gives an ounce of batter and one air of
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Chapter IV. A. buffalo's milk two ounces, and a third of the weight of batter

—- goes in the process of making it into ghi ; so that a cow on the

Arforlculture average gives about 6 sera of ghi in nine months, and a

and Live stock bnffakvcovr about SO sera of ghi in eleven months. Allowing

Ghi. for home consumption cne-fourth of the ghi produced, there

remains available for export from the cis-Jhelam tahslls some

5,000 mannds, worth more than a lakh' of rupees. A large

quantity of ghi is annually exported to Peshawar, Rawalpindi,

Amritsar, Dera Ismail Khan and Karachi.

Hides. There is also a large export of hides to Europe through

Karachi, and the prices' of hides have greatly risen in recent

years ; a bullock's hide now fetching Rs. 2-8-0 and o buffalo's

Rs. 4.

of cattle. Large numbers of cattle are annually carried off by disease,

and the people are very careless in protecting them from

contagion. Outbreaks of rinderpest and foot-and-mouth

disease are of almost annual recurrence, and the sick and

healthy animals may often be seen standing together, or shut

up in the same cow-house. The following account of the

common, diseases with their native names and remedies is

taken from a Civil Veterinary Report on the cattle of the

Shahpur district furnished by Veterinary Snrgeon J. A. Nunn

in 1884 :—

H\nd*rp**t—thaddxdn, chtchak, pir mixta, fxriydn, dhakka, wdh and pvrii.—

Trtatmtnt : lit, sulphur, salt and ginger in equal parti are given as a drenoh ;

2nd, nitre, camphor and ponnded dhattra seeds, mixed with gur and

•rater; 3rd, ia first stages, milk, and ghi ia given as a drench, afterward

kikar leaves are mixed with batter into » paste and given as an electuary ;

4th, kattka (acacia eattchu. the native ca(acha) is mixed with country

wine as a drenoh.

Foot-and-mouth ditto** (munfc khvr).—Treatment, Ac. : Salt and powdered

ajwain (hqvtticum ajmoan) seeds are given aa a bolus when ulcers are only

•sen ia the month. When the feet are attacked, tandhir (red oxide of lead)

ia made into a paste with lamp-black and applied locally. Another prescription

is salt, sweet oil and " ghi " given internally.

Anthrat (joWu, tatt) affects cattle. The symptoms described coincide with

tfiose of black quarter, vis., that it chiefly attacks animals after rain, when

there is a great spring of fresh grass or when they are pastured on marshy

ground. Swellings appear on the various parti of the body, and the animal

quickly dies. It ia described as being inoorable, bnt sometimes treatment ia

tried, by giving large quantities of ghi and milk, and firing the swelling.

. 6lot* anthrax or malignant throat (galghotu).—Both diseases are described

by this name, bnt more generally it is gloss anthrax that is meant. It is con

sidered very fatal, and the only treatment adopted is the application of

the actual cautery to the trachea, and round the throat ander the jaw.

Bpltnic apoplexy (ti(t and huka).—The only treatment adopted is bleeding

from the inside of the nostrils and making an inoision ou the bridge of the note.

Rhtumatitm (dabak, tak).—Rhneumatism in horned eattle is met by the

following treatment. Aaafostida (nine') and ouggal or mieose (dadmiata

macrocephala) mixed in flour U gives and the back rubbed with dry aju>a\n

(liqwiticum ajowan). The patient ii kept ia a warm room, and bleeding h«Q

recourse to from the ears and tail.
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Colic (dard ehikam or til).—Treatment: Country spirit, tobacco, ghi,

yur, salt and oj'uiain, mixed with vinegar and water in which leather has been

soaked. Ghi and milk given in large quantities is aaid to be a certain cure.

Boom or husk (dhins) Qujgal (dolomaia macrocephala) , atafw tida

and onions made into a bolus with barley flour is given, aboat a chhatdk, and

the smoke of a burning black rag is blown np the nostrils.

Chronic indigestion (jigir).—All grain is stopped, and ground ginger, nit,

anola (emblica .officinalis) ajwain is given in water.

Lympanitii (pattha lag gia).—Oar and bijra (penicillana spicata) flour are

given as a drench, and the animal is bled underneath the tongue.

Pleuro-pneumonia contagiosa.—Phepri or khulak,—mehdi (lawsonia inermis

kaUra. (cochlospermum gossypium) (or talix babylonia), ajwain, gur and water

are given internally.

Prolapsus uteri (dhdnt or havans)—The organ is anointed with oil and a

rope truss applied.

Red water (haemato albuminuria).—Loya or holla, katira [cochlospermum

gossypium) is soaked all night in an earthen vessel and the liqnor given as a

drenoh with barley floor gruel.

Tetanus {trismus) {mukh band).—A line is drawn all round the body com

mencing at the nose, with a hot iron, and the following drench given.

liajith (madder, rubia cordifolia or ft. tinctorum, haldi (turmeric, curcuma

tonga) and gur mixed with water.

Umbilical hernia (phor).—The hernioal sac is fired and pern (cotton-seeds

and mustard oil) given as a drench.

Bilious fever (Sirdoi).— Salt, ajwain and water coloured with mehdi

(lauisonia inermis), is given internally.

Diuresis (dhak&tfa).—Katfra (0. gonypinm) and water coloured with mehdi

are given internally.

Mange (khurak).—Sulphur is given internally in the food and the body is

washed with soft soap.

Unlike every other kind of live-stock, the number of camels Camels,

has fallen off since regular settlement, owing, partly to the

development of cultivation, the fodder grown on cultivated lands

being" more suitable for feeding horned cattle than camels, but

chiefly owing to the development of road& and railways which

have lessened the demand for camels as beasts of burden.

Camels are bred both in the Bar and Thai ; very few are to be

found in the Salt range. Those of the Thai are inferior in size

and endurance to those of the Bar where a very good stamp of

camel is bred by the Kaliars, a tribe who make this their chief

business. The female camels are little used aft beasts of bur

den, but are allowed to roam about the jungle with their young ;

while the male camels are annually in the cold weather em

ployed in the carrying trade sometimes at a great distance from

their owners' homes. A considerable number are employed in

carrying salt from the mines at Warchha. The profits of camel-

breeding and camel-hiring, however, are not what they used to

be, except in war-time. A camel reaches maturity at about 8

yean, is fit for work np to 15 years, and seldom lives over 20

Chapter IV, A

Agriculture

Arboriculture

and Live-stock.
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years. The following are the names of a camel at different

stages of his existence :—

Name of camtl.

Age in veabs.
Male. Female.

Less than duo Toda Todi.

One Masat ... Mazat.

Two Tirhan Tirhan.

Three Chhatr Chhatr.

Four ... ... Doakk ... Doakk.

Five ... ... Chaugii .. Chaugi.

Six Chhigga Chhiggi.

Eight to fifteen ... Utth Daohi.

After fifteen Khamba 1 Jharot.

A male camel is also called lihdk from two to four years

old, and a female purdph, and a male camel of about thirteen is

called armosh. A good male camel capable of carrying 6

mannds of baggage costs Rs. 80 or Rs. 90, but Rs. 70 is about

the average price for the ordinary full grown camel. Camel's

milk, from which butter cannot be made, is drunk by the camel

breeders; camel's hair (milass) is used to make ropes and

coarse sacks (bori) ; and from camel's hide are made the large

jars (kuppa) in which ghi is carried. The camel, although he

can eat most plants and find food for himself in almost any

jungle, is particularly fond of the salsolas (khdr or lana) and of

the leaves of the acacia (kikar or phul&Ji). He is a delicate

animal and is subject to many diseases. Some of them are

described as follows by Mr. Nnnn :—

Anthrax (chhalli) is described as being most contagions and destroying

hundreds of camels annually. The symptoms are red, i.e., dark oolonred nrine,

and a most offensive or putrid smell from the animal before death, with rapid

decomposition afterwards. It is looked npon as being incnrable, but sometimes

chillies ore given powdered and mixed with gur or the animal is tied up iu a

warm place, and almonds, fresh blood of a goat, honey, pi-pal (ficm religiosa),

black pepper, and asafnetida is given.

Jdkarjdna or rheumatism.—Ajwain (Liquslicxtm ajuwan) mixed with the

urine of another camel is given for three or four days, when the animal is said to

generally recover.

Hulbi or strangles.—The swelling and abscess is said sometimes to

extend down the neck to the sternnm, the part is tired and mako (solanum

nigrum) and amalt&s (cathartocarpus Astula), the Indian laburnum seeds, boiled

in water is tied on the wound as poultice.

Kipdli, catarrh or influenza.—The symptoms are drooping head, stops feeding

and ruminating, and mucus flows from the nose, a hard swelling is found inside both

ears. The same drenoh is given as to the horse, and the ears fired in a circle round

the roots.

Sheep have greatly increased in numbers, especially in tho

Thai, where they are displacing camels and even horned cattle,

and it would be difficult to imagiue a country better adapted

for sheep raising than those wide dry plains, with plenty of

ranging ground over them.

The genuine Shahpur sheep stands about 30 inches high

and 26 to 27 in girth, but as compared with English sheep,

Leioester or Southdowjis, is a leggy animal. The chief dis

tinguishing points are a curved (i.e., Roman) nose, small muzzle
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broad forehead, very long drooping ears, sometimes 13 or 14 Chapter IT, A.

inohes in length, eyes set back inside of face, tail short and Aericultur

small. The wool fine and of a fairly long staple, the ears, face Arboriculture

and legs generally black, and often the wool is partly colored, and Live-stock

Dumbdt or fat-tailed sheep are found in the Salt range ; in some Sheep.

of them the size of the tail amounts to a deformity. Mr. Nann

saw one the tail of which measured over two feet across at the

broadest part, and was so heavy that when lying down, the

animal could not rise without assistance, and was told that from

the tail of a similar sheep that had been killed, over 80 ponnds

of fat had been taken. The dumba if crossed with the Thai

sheep loses all its characteristics in about the third generation.

The male lambs are castrated at 6 months old, and are sold as

yearling wethers to dealers who come from all parts of

country to buy them. Many are taken to Rawalpindi and other

cantonments for commissariat purposes. Sheep are shorn

twice a year at the beginning and end of the hot weather

and give about three-eighths of a ser of wool each time in

the Bar, and double that quantity in the Thai. The white

wool of the Thai is famous for its fine quality and sells un-

cleaned at about 4 sers per rupee or rather at six fleeces [pothi)

per rupee ; thus a Thai sheep produces about 5 annas worth of

wool every year. The head-quarters of the trade in Thai wool

is Nurpur whence a large quantity is annually exported towards

Mooltan and Karachi, and where a good quality of blanket (lot)

is made. The wool of the Bar is largely consumed at Bhera

where it is made into felt (namda). A good' sheep fetches Rs. 4

or Bs. 5, but the average price maybe taken as Rs. 2. Sheep

often die in large numbers of epidemic disease, and are subject

to that form of splenic apoplexy or anthrax (pharikki) which

is commonly known as " braxy " in Scotland. A sheep's skin

fetches 4 annas.

The number of goals also appears to be increasing. They Goats,

bred chiefly in the Bar, Thai and Salt range, where they

" the poor mau's cow." There are five differeut breeds : —

l. — Bhali, a very large goat, standing 3b' inches high,

with long hair and long narrow ears, one measured

being 13 inches.

II.—Hajiridn, which are much the same except that

the ears are broader and the teats are very small ;

this sort of goat is the best milker.

III.—Boji, a small goat with very small ears.

IV.—Barbali, which is very rare. This is _ not an in

digenous breed, but from time to time has been

brought up from Sindh by boatmen on their

return from voyages to Sukkur and down the

Indus ; it is a very small species, not more than

18 to 20 inches high, with small ears and horns,

very slight-limbed and black and tan in color.
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V.—Munja or bulna, a small blaok and tan colored

goat, with short ears and horns. This breed have

a most extraordinary cutaneous appendage from

each side of the neck, growing out of the jugular

channel about the Bize of one's finger, and from 5

to 6 inches long.

Goats are shorn once a year at the end of the cold season,

and give fths of a ser of hair (jatt), which sells at 6 sers

per rupee, giving one anna per goat per annum. It is made

into ropes and coarse cloth used for nose bags for horses and for

camel saddles. A good goat fetches Rs. 5 or more, but Ra.

2 is an average price. A goat's skin is worth 8 annas.

Hones and ponies. This district is one of the best in the Punjab for the breed

ing of horses and ponies, and the number of these animals is

rapidly increasing, owing to the good prices they command,

and the interest taken in horse-breeding by the leading land

owners. Their number is given as more than doable what it

was thirty years ago, and their quality is also steadily improving

owing to the introduction of good blood by the importation of

stallions by the Horse-Breeding Department and the District

Board. There are usually 10 or 11 Government stallions

in the district. Formerly the breeders preferred Norfolk Trotter

sires, but now they much prefer thorough-bred or Arab blood.

The District Board has three Arab stallions for the breeding of

ponies, and one stallion of the indigenous " anmol " or " price

less " breed. Some of the larger breeders have also good stallions

of their own, which have been passed by the Superintendent of

the Civil Veterinary Department, The country mare is a good

upstanding animal about 14-2 or 15 hands, with good forelegs,

slightly bow-necked, but, like most country-breds, slack in the

quarter with badly set on tail, and inclined to be siokie-backed.

These faults, however, are rapidly disappearing with the intro

duction of better blood. A considerable number of colts are

annually purchased, both by dealers and by Army Officers,

who consider the Shahpur stock to be one of the best stamp of

remount to be found in the Punjab. Such animals fetch on

the average about Rs. 250 or Rs. 300, bnt the average price of

all the horses and ponies in the district is probably about

Rs. 50, as a good many of the ponies are of poor quality. It

is estimated that of the 8,000 horses and ponies in the district

about 1,600 are fit for transport purposes. Mr. Nunn describes

the diseases to which horses are liable as follows :—

Anthrax (t imak).—The animal perspires and falls down. I am inclined to

think that it is the form of anthrax so well known as Lndhiana fever. Treat

ment consists of majith or madder and haldi (turmeric, curcuma lo nga) mixed

op with our, the animal being kept in a warm place ; but it is seldom caceess-

fal. There are two plants koowa as majith, the rubia cardifolia and ruMa tin,:

torum. The first is the one ns«d.

Strangle! (Inula*, fchuo or nebeta).—The swelling is ponltioed with ;owe>

flonr (terghum tmlfare).

Chapter IT, A-

Coats.
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Lymphangiti* (zihrhdd).— Chillies boiled in human nrine with ginger, Chapter IV. A-

ajwain, aed milk axe given internally.

Catarrh influtnza and glandtrt (tandr).—Treatment: Black pepper, chillies, 4*t£15,l*i?re'

onions, Inttan (garlio, allium sativum) and gur, also the smoke of a bine Art011Cllltttr6

or yellow rag burned under the nose is blown into the nostrils. Ma LlVe-ltOOlC.

Ringbone (merum and chakol).—Firing and fomentation with gait and H orsea and ponies,

water, a bandage of goat's hair steeped in catechu and lime juice is applied at

night. A dog's head is burned and the ashes mixed with borax given in

water, internally, about one tola weight.

Bone spavin, splint (hadda, berhaddi).—In both these the ashes of a dog's

head are given internally and a poultice applied with a bandage of fine ground

gram, gur and salt.

It is said that if a horse has been robbed by the Bsddle

{laga). and a lijrht is brought behind it, it is apt to get staggers

(chdnni) and die on the spot. When a horse id in extremity,

a boiled crow is sometimes pushed down his throat, but this

remedy is seldom efficacious.

Table No. XXII A shows the results of horse-breeding

operations undertaken by the Civil Veterinary Department.

The number of branded mares in the district has gone on

steadily increasing until now there are over 600 of them,

served by the 10 or 11 Government stallions, and producing

about 125 colts and fi'lies annually to those stallions. The

work is superintended by a zilladdr, and there is' also for each

of the three tab.si Is a passed Veterinary Assistant maintain

ed by the Distriot Board. These men geld abont 150 colts

annually, a measure which must also tend to improve the breed

of horses and ponies. Large studs of very good quality are

maintained by Malik Umar Hayat Khan, Tiwana of Kalra (78

branded mares), Malik Khuda Bakhsh, Tiwana of Khwajabad

(45 branded mares), Malik Mubaraz Khan, Tiwana of Jehan-

abad (22 branded mares), Khan Bahadur Malik Hakim Khan,

Nun of Kot Hakim Khan (22 branded mares) and the Mekans

of Kot Bhai Khan and Kot Pahlwan ; and many of the well-to-

do landowners have one or two good mares. They have learned

the advantage of giving the young stock liberty, and many of

them have runs maintained for the purpose.

A horse fair is held at the head-quarters station annually Horse fair,

about the 20th March and is generally attended by from 1,500

to 2,000 animals, most of which, however, are brought not for

sale but to compete for the prizes offered for the best animals

in the different classes. The Imperial Government usually

offers Rs. 1,600 in prizes towards the encouragement of remount

breeding and the District Board Rs. 400 for ponies. The

animals shown for these prizes are usually considered among the

best in the Punjab for quality, this district being especially

good for the breeding of bone. The horse-breeders, large and

small, take great interest in the show and compete keenly with

each other for the prizes offered. Opportunity is taken of the

gathering to have a day of sports and races, tent-pegging being

the favourite amusement. The number of remounts pnrchased

at the fair varies from 15 to 40, many of the best animals being
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Chapter IT, B. bought up beforehand by purchasing parties sent oat by the

—7. different regiments, or being retained by their owners for better

llttdujtries and P"ces tnan 'be remount agents care to give. A number of

Commerce. mules and donkeys are also brought to this fair, either for sale

Hone fair. or to compete for prizes. A charge of 2 per cent, is made on*

sales, and the income, which varies from Ra. 250 to Rs. 400 is

credited to the Provincial Government. The expenditure is

about Rs. 125.

Mule-breeding is not so popular in the district as is horse-

breeding, but on the average of the Inst five years 816 mares

were served by the 10 or 12 donkey stallions supplied by the

Civil Veterinary Department and 160 mules were produced.

Some of the animals produced are of excellent stamp, fit for

mountain batteries and command a price of Bs. 400 or move ;

but the great majority are only fit for transport purposes, ■ and

sell at about Bs. 150. Most of them are bought up when young

either for the Army or by dealers, .and there are only about

350 mules in the district of which about 100 are fit for trans*

port purposes.

Donkeys are rapidly increasing in numbers and are re

turned as more than double the number of twenty years ago.

They are mostly of a very poor stamp, especially in the Salt

Range, but are most useful beasts of burden, costing very little

to keep. Droves of them may frequently be met, driven by

their Khatri or Eumhar owners, each carrying from one to

two mannds of goods, and often stopping to graze as they go

along the roads. It is estimated that of the 20,000 doqkeys in

the district abont 3,500 are fit to carry the transport load of 120lbs.

A few excellent donkeys of a superior breed are to be. found

in the Jhelam and Chenab valleys, but the ordinary donkey of

the district is on the average not worth more than Rs. 10.

SECTION B.-OCCUPATIONS, INDUSTRIES AND

COMMERCE.

Occupation.. Table No. XXIH shows the principal occupations followed

by the people, the figures being for the total population and

including the women and children dependent upon the actual

workers. Further details will be found in CenBns Table No. XVII

B. The following abstract gives the percentage of the total

population engaged in each main branch of occupation :—

Occupation. Percentage of total

population.

Government 1-9

Pasture and agriculture 63*8

Domestic, service ... ... ... ... ... ... 6-3

Preparation and sopply of material substances 25'3

Commerce and transport ... .. fil

Professional 2-fi

Indefinite and independent 6 0

Total ... 100
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Some remarks on the traditional occupation of the various Chapter IV , B.

tribes and castes will be found iu Chapter III C. The pro-

cesses of the more important industries have been described indaU?rV'i0n,'(i

in the various monographs on manufactures in the Punjab. An

account of the trade in salt, saltpetre and barilla has been

given in Chapter I. The following description is given of the

process of tanning as carried on in this district :

A cow's hide is the moBt generally useful, being strong and

soft j a good one is worth Rs. 2-8-0. A buffalo's hide is the

strongest of all, but very hard. It is used for shoe-soles, &c. :

worth abont Ks. 4. A camel's hide is too hard for most purposes,

but is used for making ghi kuppds : value Ho. 1. A bullock's hide

is inferior iu usefulness to a cow's hide. A horse's hide is

scarcely any use at all, being too thin and fine. A goat's hide is

useful for parts of women's shoes, &c. : value about 8 annas.

The process of preparing a hide is as follows:—The skin is

soaked a day and a night in water, then taken out and scraped ;

then spread hair downwards on straw, and after rubbing the

upper side with one chitdk of sajji and one-and-a-half sir* of

lime, and a little water, it is tied up with the sajji and lime inside.

It is then soaked for six days in two sera of lime and water after

which it is rubbed on both sides with broken-up earthenware.

This is repeated at intervals till the hair is all off. It is then

taken out, well washed and scraped, and has now become an

adhauri, or untanned leather. The tanning process then begins.

Well bruised kikar bark ( jand is also used, but not considered

so good) is soaked in water and the hide thrown in. When

the tanning has left the bark, fresh bark is put in. This takes

some days, after which the hide is sown up with munj, an

aperture being left at one end, and hung up, the open end

being uppermost. It is then half filled with bruised bark and

water poured in, which, as it drops out, is caught in avessel and

poured back into the skin ; this is continued until the lower part,

when pricked, shows the colour of leather. The open end is

then sown up, the other end opened, the skin inverted, and the

process repeated with fresh bark, until the whole is tanned.

The skin is then well washed, rubbed with the hand and dried

in the sun. It is then soaked in water with bruised maddr

plants. Til oil is then rubbed over it, and it is again soaked a

day in water. Then dried, sprinkled with water, rolled up, and

beaten with clubs. It is then rubbed on the flesh side with a

stiok, called a wedng, made from the wild caper (capparie

aphylla) : the whole process in the hot weather takes about

twenty-Bix days ; in the cold, about eight days longer. Just

before the skin is used, it is soaked for a day in little water

with a chitdk of alum, four chifaka of pomegranate bark, achtidk,

of salt and a chitdk of til oil. During the day it is several times

well twisted.

In almost every village the cotton of the district is woven Weaving,

into coarse cloth (khaddar), from which the clothing of the
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Chapter IV, B. peasantry is made, and which is exported in large quantities,

Ocoupations Girofc an^ Khushab being the oentres of this trade. The

Industries and wea™rs •re usually Pdoli by caste, and the importance of the

Commerce. cotton industry to the district can be seen from the fact that

Weaving. 43,615 persons, or 9 per cent, of the total population were

returned as deriving their subsistence ohiefly from industries

connected with cotton ; this total, however, includes, besides

26,419 weavers, 4,167 cotton cleaners and 9,600 spinners, the

latter being almost all women. Fine cotton striped goods

bordered with silk (lungU) of good quality are made at

Khushab, where also are made good coloured khes, loom-woven

checks, and diapered cloths (iulbul chashm).

" 8)110 Pagris, and the other scarf-like forms of silk popular, are

woven, sometimes plain and sometimes with gold ends, at

Khushab, which has a name for silk weaving and has sent good

specimens to various exhibitions.

Felt or namda rugs are made at Bhera and Khushab, in

both white and grey, unbleached or colored wool, decorated

with large barbaric patterns of red wool merely felted and

beaten into the surface. The white felts bear no comparison

with those of Kashmir and parts of Rajputana, and the texture

it so loose and imperfect that they seem to be always shedding

the goat's hair with which they are intermixed. The wool is

not perfectly cleaned, and they are peculiarly liable to the

attacks of insects. But they are among the cheapest floor

coverings produced in the Province.

Goat's hair and camel's hair are worked up into rope, as in

moat pastoral districts. At Nnrpar, lois or country blanket* are

made, but they have uo special character of color or texture.

Colte? *ad lapi- The wares in wood and metal from this distriot which have

du7 work* been sent to several exhibitions, give an impression of great

technical aptitude, which seems to find bnt little employment and

scanty remuneration. It is a commonplace to say that there

is in this country but little of the subdivision of labor, and

none of the machinery, which make European products cheap ;

bnt even in India there are few examples of the anion in one

craftsman of so many trades as are practised by the Bhera cut

lers. Long before the introduction of maohinery the Sheffield

cutlery trade was divided into many branches, and the man

who forged a blade neither ground it, nor hafted it, nor fitted

it with a sheath. At Gujrat and Sialkot the smith forges caskets

and other articles of the koftgar't trade in complete indepen

dence of the workman who damascenes them with silver and gold.

But at Bhera, the same artizan fashions the blade on tho anvil

grinds and polishes it, cuts the hilts or handles from stone of.

mother-o'-pearl, and makes a leather covered sheath for dagger

or sword. The favourite hilt is in the green slightly translu

cent stone fsang-i-yashm) largely used in the bazar for amulets

and neck beads, which has been identified as a very pure serpen
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tine called Bowenite. It is found in masses in a gorge near

Gandamak in Afghanistan where it costs Rs. 8 per mannd, but —

by the time it reaches Bhera it is worth Rs. 40 per mannd. jjjgggyj*!

Some of it is a delicate apple green, and other pieoes are like commerce,

▼erde antique marble. It is very useful in mosaic work. Besides 0„ti«rv ^ j»pi.

knife handles and dagger, hilts, it is fashioned at Bhera into darr work,

caskets, paper-weights, cups, &o. The work is always liberally

smeared with oil to remove the white msrkb left by cutting

A favourite form for a dagger hilt ends in an animal's

head. In the collections of arms in the possession of some of

the Rajputana and Central India Chiefs, this design is seen

beautifully wrought in crystal, and jewelled jade. The Bhera

rendering is a very elementary attempt at a head.

resemble Parbeck marble, and are fonnd

in the neighbouring Salt range. The names given are vague,

and seem to be applied on very slight grounds. Su/eimnni-

patthar, $ang-i-jarah, pila patthar, eang-i-marmar are some of

them, and they explain themselves. These are used for dinner-

knives and arms as well as for the ornamental articles made

in stone.

A pretty herring-bone pattern of alternate zig-zags in

black and mother-o'-pearl is frequently nsed for hilts. The

mother-o'- pearl is imported from Bombay. The lapidary's tools

in use differ in no respect from those in use at Agra, and

indeed all the world over where machinery and diamond-pointed

drills are not nsed. A heavily loaded bow with wire string (or

two for thin slices) is used for sawing, corundum and water

furnishing the iron wire with a cutting material, while the

grinding and polishing wheels are the usual discs of corundum

and lac, turned with the drill-bow for small work, or with the

strap for heavy ; but always with the to-and-fro non-continuoua

revolution of Indian wheels.

The best country iron, known at Bhera as ddna, is in fact

rt of steel ; and when this is used, some of the blades of

Bhera cutlery are of tolerably good quality, but it gets rarer

yearly. Old files of English make are sought out and reforged

into various forms. Old blades of stub and twist steel are

often refurbished, and the 46 or jauhdr (the wavy markings in

the texture of the blade) are still prized. These markings are

rudely imitated for the benefit of English purchasers. The

blade is covered with a mixture of lime and milk, forming a

sort of etching ground on which, as it is drying off, the artificer's

thumb is dabbed, with the effect of printing the concentric

markings of the skin. Ka$»* (sulphate of iron) is then applied

as a mordant, and, when skilfully done, the effect is not unlike

that of a real Damascus blade. No expert, however, could be

for a moment deceived by this etching.
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frames are

Oo<mpation!>

Industries and

Commeroe.

Wood-o»rving.

most

rates at

Bihiwil laoqner.

Jow»lry.

At Bhera chaukats or door and window

elaborately carved in deodar and ehisham wood. The

which these beautiful works are supplied to native purchasers

are almost incredibly low, bat as a European demand has

arisen they have been raised. The work differs from that of

Ohinfot in that the projeotieres are flatter, pilasters and other

details being often merely indicated in relief instead of a half

or quarter seotion being imposed. And the whole of the

surface is completely covered with boldly outlined forms of

foliage and geometrio diaper made out for the most part with

a V-seotion cut. There is something rude and almost barbaric

in this direct and simple method of execution ; but although

there is no attempt at high finish, the general design and

proportions are so good, and the decorative scheme is so fall

and complete, that the technical imperfection of the work as

carving is scarcely noticed. A large door-way, completely

covered with ornamental work, measuring ten feet high and of

proportionate width, costs to a native purchaser about Be. 25,

which is but little more than the price paid for an ordinary

flain door in other places. No use has been made by the

ublio Works Department of this beautiful and wonderfully

cheap carpentry. The production of these doors and windows

is not confined to Bhera; they are also made at Miani and

perhaps at other plaoes in the district. Wood-oarvers from

Bhera have been sent to more thau one exhibition in England

where they and their workmanship have earned admiration.

The lacquered wood turnery of Sahiwal differs from that of

other places in being more crude in color and simpler in execu

tion. A particularly unpleasant aniline mauve is nsed ; but

there is a bettor class of vases, platters and toys made in two

colors, red and black, or red and yellow, or black with either.

The scratched patterns are bolder and larger than elsewhere

and many toys, e.g., children's tea-sets, are finished in trans

parent lac only, the color and grain of the wood showing

through. Chess-boards with chess men and a large variety

of toys of forms that might pnnle an English ohild, are

made at very cheap rates, but they do not seem to be as

popularly known -as they deserve to be. From the same town

ivory toys of some neatness and skill in execution were seut to

the Punjab Exhibition.

Combs are made at Nurpnr from olive-wood got from near

Kalabagh on the Indus.

There is nothing very noteworthy or distinctive in the

jewelry or silversmiths' work of the country-side. From the chief

places of the district, as well as from Mittha Tiwana, specimens

have been seen which show an average of skill in work and

design at least equal to that of most rural districts. Some

account of the ornaments worn will be found in Chapter 111 B.

Good embroidered shoes are made at Jabba and Anga.
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It may be mentioned that the flower-worked chaddar or ohrni Chapter IT, B.

of red or blue country woven cotton cloth ornamented with silk —r

embroidery is worn in the district, but few are made for sale. Iadusfriesand

In Ehushab are made jars and drinking vessels of earthen- Commerce-

ware which are much prized, as is the earthenware of Surakki Phalkfrfa.

in the Salt range. The blacksmiths of Kufri are also noted for

their ironwork.

There is a considerable manufacture of gunpowder in the Gunpowder and

district at Bhera, Ehushab, Shahpar and other towns ; the fireworks,

number of licensed manufacturers in 1892 was ll, and the

total output about a thousand mannds. It is made ,by

mixing saltpetre, sulphur and charcoal in proportions varying

with the quality of powder desired ; the most usual proportions

being a maund of saltpetre to 5 sers of sulphur and 10 sers of

charcoal. These ingredients are mixed together and pounded in

a wooden mortar (chattu), and when well mixed the powder is

pat in the san to dry. It is then ground in a hand-mill

(chakki), damped and rolled in a basket (chajj) till it forms

grains of gunpowder. A considerable quantity is exported

from the district for use on public works aa blasting-powder,

and most of the rest is consumed in making fireworks, of

which the people are very fond, qaantities being let off on

occasions of marriages or other rejoicings. The fireworks of

this district are generally very good and are of several different

varieties of which the most common are the gola, the only

merit of which is that it goes off with a loud noise like a

cannon, the dsmdni gola which on bursting in the air falls in

colored globes of fire ; the andr which resembles a fountain

of fiery sparks ; the chakkar or wheel ; the matdb or colored

light; and the hawa or squib.

Soap is manufactured on a small scale in Ehushab in the So»P-

following manner. A maund of khdr (sajji) and 20 sers of

lime are pounded up together and put into an earthenware

vessel (mat) in the bottom of which a hole the size of one's

little finger is made. Water is poured on the mixture and

filters through the hole at the bottom where it is caught in

other vessels. This solution is mixed with a maund of sesa-

mum oil (til he tel) and 10 sers of fat, which have previously

been heated and mixed up together. This mixture is allowed

to stand for three days and then heated for two hours till soap

forms on the surface, leaving the water below. The soap is

then skimmed off and put into moulds; about 1J maund of

soap being got from the above quantities of the ingredients.

Six families of Ehojas are engaged in this business and make

about 300 mauods of soap in a year.

A large number of excellent recruits are got from this Service in the

district for the Native Army. According to a census taken in Army »»d Civil Ser-

1891, there were then in the Army 1,194 natives of Shahpnr T,oe"

district drawing pay aggregating Bs. 31,747 per mensem,
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Chapter IV, B. and 161 Army pensioners, whose pensions aggregated Rs. 1,774

sem. The Tiwanas, Biloches and other tribes of the

occupati

Industrie

per mensem.

•uies and Thai make excellent cavalry soldiers, while the Awrins of the

Commerce- Salt range are good infantry men, and many of them have

Service in the enlisted in Punjab Regiments and in. the Hong Kong Regiment.

Army and Civil Ser-
vice. In 1891 there were 1 ,676 natives of this district in the

Civil Service, including the police, drawing an aggregates pay

of Ha. 32,846 ; while 32 Civil pensioners drew in the aggregate

Rs. 617 per mensem. The town of Bhera has supplied, in

comparison with its size, a very large number of Civil servants,

some of whom have attained to high posts.

Altogether residents of the district in 1891 drew from

Government in the form of pay and pension more than eight

lakhs of rupees, or about li times the annual land revenue of

the district

The wheat trade. The ordinary course of the wheat trade, until recent years

was that the peasant producer sold his grain to the village

shopkeeper who sent it in to the market-town, and there it

was bought by the large grain merchants resident in the

district, who sent it on to Mooltan, Sukkur or Karachi,

where it was sold to European exporting firms. Much, perhaps

most, of the trade is still carried on in this way. Rnt within

the last ten years or so, the large European exporting firms

of Karaohi have begun to sent agents of their own to towns

like Khnshab and Bhera,. where they purchase wheat from the

local dealers through a broker (ahrti), generally a resident of

the place, who arranges for storing the grain purchased till it

is despatched to Karachi and makes advances of cash if neces

sary, oharging the usual rate of interest in such cases, i.e.,

8 annas per cent per mensem = 6 per cent, per annum (the

rate always understood when none is expressed in such trans

actions). The broker gets for hia services a commission on his

purchases at the rate of 8 annas or sometimes 4 annas

per cent. Otherwise the profit and loss of the transactions

rest entirely with the exporting firms. The broker pnrchases

in the local grain-market, partly from local grain-dealers, partly

from village shopkeepers who send in their grain to the market*

town, and only rarely from the producer, as it is not common

in this district for the peasant to bring his own grain to the

market-town. Sometimes the broker deals direct with a land

lord having a large quantity of grain to dispose of. But the

cases in this district in which the exporter's broker has

bought directly from the producer are rare—as a rule some

local grain-dealer collects the grain and sells it to the

broker.

The effect of the operations of the Karachi firms has been

that in many cases the local large grain merchant, through

whom all grain destined for England used to be sent from the

market-towns here to Mooltan, Sokkar or Karaohi, has been
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eliminated, and the profits he used to make are divided between Chapter IV, B.

the exporting firm and the petty grain-dealer. The elimina- —.

tiori of one link in the-chaim must tend to raise the price paid Tndnn?riti01rtH

to the producer, and give him a larger share of the profits of Commerce

the trade ; bat, as a rnle, the local petty grain-dealer still comes The wheat trade.
L«4bm. *■ mm J lL_ ■ ■ * * H 2 _ I 1

The local grain merchants repudiate the idea of wilfully

mixing earth with the grain, although they admit mixing up

inferior wheat, or wheat having a large admixture of barley,

with wheat of a better quality. They assert, however, that the

exporting firm's agent and broker regularly mix earth with

the grain, the rale being that into each bag containing 2}

mannds are put 2$$ maunds of wheat and A maund of earth.

It seems that when grain is purchased at Sukkur or Karachi

by the exporting firms they insist upon the "refraction"

aliowanoe (here called tach, perhaps for "touch") of 6 per

cent, of barley and 2) per cent of other matter, so that it is

probable enough that when a grain merchant has sent his

grain down to Sukkur or Karachi, and so bound himself to

tell jt for export, he does, before selling it, adulterate it down

to that standard.

The opening of the railway through the distrust has Meet of the

greatly altered thecourse' of trade and much that used formerly w*7-

to go by river or by camels now goes by rail. Io 1894 it *■

was estimated that about 700 maunds of grain went by river

from Bhera to Sukkur, at a rate of 4$ annas per maund, and

4,000 maunds from Khushab to Mooltan at a rate of 2 annas

per maund; but the carriage of goods by rail, though more

costly than by river, is so much safer and more expeditious

that it is generally preferred.

Trade tn grain varies very much with, the greatly fluctnat- Trade in grab

ing supply and demand. In years of good harvest, consider

able quantities of grain are exported, - chiefly from Bhera

and Khushab to Sukkur and Karachi ; the wheat of the Salt

range being considered the best for export. In yean of

failure of harvest in this district large qnantities of grain are

poured in from Amritsar, Ferozepore, the Chenab Canal tract,

and even from Jhang and Bannu. On an average of years

the net export of food grains is probably by no means large.

There is, however, a considerable export of oilseeds to Karachi,

and practically no import.

Cotton is largely exported both in the raw and manufac

tured state. Raw cotton is exported mainly from Khushab

towards Mooltan. The coarse cotton cloth largely manufac

tured by the village weavers is exported in considerable

quantities from Khushab, Qirot, Bhera and Sahiwal, much of

itbeiog carried across the frontier by Powinda traders on

their way back from their annual expeditions down country.
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Chapter IV, B. Formerly large quantities of this eloth were exported by

Khoja and Piiacha traders to Kabul and Bukhara, but recent

'l high customs duties imposed by the. Amir of Kabul and

the Russians have practically killed this trade.

The wool of the Thai is in good demand for its fineness of

texture, and is collected by the Khatris of Nurpur who Bell it to

dealers from the neighbouring large towns, and they in their

turn export it, generally towards Mooltan. A large quantity of

ghi is exported to Peshawar, Rawalpindi, Amritsar, Dera Ismail

Khan and Karachi. There is a great and growing export

through Karachi to Europe of hides and bones. Most of the

opium is sent to Lahore and Amritsar, but a demand for the

Shahpur drug is springing up from Rawalpindi and Peshawar.

More than a lakh of maunds a year of salt are sent from the

Warchha salt mine by cp.mel mostly to Khushab whence it is

sent by river to Mooltan, or by rail to other places to the south.

A considerable quantity of lime is sent by rail from near Bbera

to Lahore, Amritsar and Mooltan. Abont 6,000 maunds of salt

petre are exported annually to Europe through Sukkur and

Karachi. Safji or barilla is exported in considerable quantities

towards Rawalpindi, Sialkot and Amritsar. The trade in this

article is chiefly in the hands of the Khatris of Sahiwal.

Import trade. The imports are almost entirely brought by rail and con

sist mainly of piece-goods and, metals from Europe, sugar from

Sialkot and rice from Peshawar. Daring the cold season

travelling merchants from Afghanistan bring down majith

(madder), fruits, Bpioes, gold coins, &o., some portion of which

they sell in this district on their way through.

System of book- ^'ne better class of Hindu and Sikh bankers and shop-

keeping, keepers keep three account books (vahi), (1) the day-book X«aAr,

parchun or bandi), in which all transactions are recorded day

by day as they occur ; (2) the cash-book (voter), in which only

• t.Bl

i are entered as they occur; and (8) the ledger

(khdta vahi or simply vahi), in which each client's account (lekha)

is written up from the day-book at the shop-keeper's leisure.

The great majority of shop-keepers, however, keep up only the

ledger, making entries in it from memory or from rough notes

which are destroyed, so that there is no means of checking the

entries. The ledger (vahi) is kept in the form of loose leaves

fastened together lengthwise in such a way that a leaf can

easily be extracted without detection. Each page (panna) has

its number (angg), and it is usual, on opening a new ledger, to

get a Brahman to imprint on the seventh page a coloured picture

of Ganesh and his rat, adding the invocation " Om Svasti

Ganeshdyanama " with the date and a blessiug. The account

of each client shows on the left side the debits or oat-goings,

and on the right side the credits (dgit). Generally once a year

the balance (bate) is struok, interest (vedj) charged, and the

pet balance carried forward to a new account. As the peasant
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who has his dealings with the shop-keeper (kirár) is often Chapter IV, B.

utterly ignorant of accounts and very careless, he is often taken Decavati

advantage of by the shop-keeper, who will, as occasion offers, - I: £a

(1) dole out old grain of sorts for food purposes in the s:"...

cold season and take repayment at harvest time, a ke:

few months later, in wheat or its money equivalent,

plus from 25 to 50 per cent. interest ;

(2) exact full repayment on the threshing-floor, leaving

the customer insufficient grain wherefrom to pay

his land revenue, and feed himself till next harvest;

(3) a month or so later pay his debtor's land revenue and

taking advantage of his necessity, eharge him at

least the highest average rate for money lent;

(4) take one anna per rupee as discount (katt or gadd

- chhora) when making a loan, but charge interest on

the discount; -

(5) cut six months' interest out of a loan, and record the

gross sum as a loan free of interest for six months;

(6) cause the debtor to go before the Sub-Registrar and

state that he had received the whole loan in cash,

whereas in fact the amount was chiefly made up of

simple and compound interest;

(7) misrepresent debits in the ledger by entering inferior

grains as if wheat ;

(8) allow no interest on repayments in kind and either no

or short interest on credits in cash, and cause the

customer to believe, when he is making a payment

to account, that a concession of grace has been

made when a small remission is credited to him out

of the interest due (chhot or mor);

(9) generally keep accounts in a loose unintelligibla way.

which makes the separation of interest from principal

impossible;

(10) keep only a ledger, plus sometimes a sort of day-book

in loose sheets or book form, and write up the former

at any time; -

(11) strike the balance in a casual way, naming as present

one or two witnesses either brother lenders or men

of the class known as “four-anna witnesses”;

(12) charge a full year's interest on grain or money, lent

a few months or even weeks before the striking of

balance. -
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, C- The usuaVrate of interest charged between bankers of good

^^^"^T. credit on bills of exchange (hundi) is one pice per day on

and Measure!,land ~ annas per cent, per mensem, or nrarly 6 per cent.

Communications- per annum. On ordinary loans to shop-keepers of good credit

Rates of interest, the usnal rate is 1 per cent, per mensem = 12 per cent, per

annum. Bat a peasant rarely gets a loan at less than one

pice per rupee per mensem = Re. 1-9 per cent, per mensem or

Rs. 18} per cent, per annum ; and often the rate charged is 24

or 86 per cent, per annnm ; and with the aid of the methods of

calculation detailed above, the money-lender often so manages

hia accounts that a good solvent customer's money debt is

doubled inside three years, and his grain debt inside two years,

and if the lender be exceptionally dishonest, and the debtor

exceptionally helpless and stupid, the debt doubles itself in an

even shorter period.

SECTION C—PRICES, WEIGHTS AND MEASURE'S,

AND COMMUNICATIONS.

General. Table No. XXVI gives the retail hdtar prices of commodities .

for the last thirty-five years. The wages of labor are shown

in Table No. XXVI 1, and some remark on the subject will be

found in Chapter 111 D, where also the prevailing rent rates are

discussed.

Prices of agricui- The following extract from the report of the recently

total produce, revised settlement shows what are the prevailing prices of agri

cultural produce :—

Enquiry waa made by examination of the books of tbe principal traders in

seven towns in different parts of tbe district, viz., Midh on tbe Cbenib, Bhera,

Shabpur and SAhiwal along the east of the Jbelaro, Kbuabib on its west bank,

Nnrpur in the Thai, and Naushahra in the Salt range, and the results were checked

by comparison with tbe prices recorded for tu« district bead-quart ers in tbe Gaxette.

It is found that on a series of years the averages for the different towns do not

differ very much, so that it is sufficiently accurate to take their average as re

presenting prices for the whole district. Tbe harvest prices thus ascertained are

as follows (in sera per rupee): —

if
9 .

Period.

i

i

&

i
E

i
(

i 1
£

Cotton,

frinnei

i Ohi.

a o 1

Fifteen yean, 1860-01 41 47 SI il a 38 17 It . « 3J

Thirteen j-oari, 18*5-77 26 30 31 3S m 32 •13 11 41 1

Ten years, 1878-87 21 28 St 17 31 z7 11 11 , 38 H

under erop ... ... 49 IB 7 3 1 I 10

Taking the average of the fifteen years, I860 to 1864, which cover tbe period

of settlement operations, as representing the prices of last settlement, and the

average of tbe last ten year* as representing the prices now prevalent, it may °*
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Mid that that quantity of each article which would then have fetched Ri. 100 Chapter IV C.

in silver, now fetches as follows:—Wheat Rs. 196. bdjra Rs. 188, jowdV Ra 186,

|ram Rs. 189, barley Rs. 184. tdrdmira Its. 133, our Rs. IBS, china fU. 192, Prices Weiehts

cotton Kb. 12fl, and ghi Rs 179 ; that is to say—the principal food grain'—wheat, and Measures,> Utd

Mj'ro, jowd', gram and barley, which together occupy three-fourths of the area Communications,

under crop—hat* tuch incrnued in money value mors than 80 per etnt. since last
tettlement, and the price of wheat, which is by far the most important, haa prat- °* NT

tiraUy doubled. Cotton, however, which occupies 10 per cent, of the cultivated *ut** produce,

area has risen in price only 26 per cent. ; and the price of ghi has risen 79 per cent.

In order to ascertain the prices to be assamcd for the present assessment cal.

culations, we cannot do better than take as our guide the averag% prices of the

last ten-year period, which .includes years both of plenty and of scarcity, of brisk

export and of brisk import. To go further back would involve us in the low

prices which prevailed before the extension of railway communication to this

neighbourhood, and the establishment of the export trade through Karachi to

Europe, which now regelates the pi ice of wheat throughout the Punjab ; nor

would it be safe to speculate much on the probable future of the wheat trade,

which depends so greatly on the harvests in America and Russia, on the value

of silver, and other factors difficult of estimation. Making gome allowance for

the distance of the peasant from market, and the low prices of the villages as

compared with the towns, I have assumed the following prices as the basis of

assessment calculations throughout the diatrict (in sers per rupee) :—

§

1

1

| 1
1

1

A

11

o ■
1

Average prices for the ten

years, 1878-87 ... " ...

o O

21

V

IS ss S7 SI

«0

•7 11 IS

IS

ss n
Average prioes assumed for
usesament purposes SO ss « SS 15 46 s

For the six years since 1887 the average harvest prices for the district cal

culated in the same way have been as follows (in sirs per rupee) :—

i

§

J
i

£

J

Barley.

j
is a I O

I

Average \>rire for the six
yc«VT8, 1888*99 19 to » M » 17 11 0 S8 1H

The price* of all produce have, therefore, been considerably higher daring

the last six years than during the previous ten, and although at this moment

(1884) owing to good harvests here and low prices in England, grain is cheap,

there is no reason to suppose that the prices assumed for assessment purposes

are in any case too high. Indeed in some oasea they are obviously too low. For

purposes) of comparison hereafter I estimate as below (I) what may be considered

average bdtdr harvest prices under present circumstances .; (2) the prioea that

might now be fairly taken for assessment purposes, i.e., aa the prices which producers

are likely to get on an average of years for their surplus produce (in ssrrs per

L
.%.

\
i

Jowir.

i .a* ft 1
Se S o o o

Average baiar harvest prioes
Fair assessment prices

so
ss

ss
ts

27 17
SS

so so
ss

11
11

10
IS-

so

atas 36
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Chapter IT, C» I» eery cue, except wheat and fhi, it Menu safe now to uumc higher price*than were actually assumed in the assessment calculation*, and, if those calcula

tions were again worked out on tbe-prices that now ecem fair, they woald give a

considerably higher estimate of the money value of the half net produce.

Trioeaof land. The market value of proprietary rights in the land has bean

steadily rising and is now donble what it was twenty-five years

ago. The total value of the proprietary rights in the land of the

district is now about three crores of rupees, or fifty times the

land revenue assessment.

The following statement shows the approximate averagevalue

of land of different classes in the different assessment circles :—

TabaO.

,h ...<

CkeaA

Bir

Jhelam

Thai

Mohir

Bill

1
5

I
SB

R». 23 per

N 10 per acre all round

„ SO I Hs. 40 [ R. 80

„ 10 per acre all round

„ so per cultivated aero

„ 60 | Ra.40| E*. SO

„ 80 I Bs. 40 ' R». W

„ 7 per cultivated acre '

„ 40 I Rh. 40| la, 40

■■ loo s

Hs. 30

i

a*, so

BS.SS

Be. SO

.. 1»

a*. 10

as. io

Ra.10

.. S

Be. I

i of time The Government offices date their transactions by the

Christian year, the feasts and fasts of the Musalm&os arc re

gulated by the Muhammadan, calendar but in all other matters

the year used is the Sambat or. solar year of Vikramnditya. This

year is divider) into two seasons (rut), the hot weather (unhdl)

and'thecold weather (siil), and into 12 months, each of which

begins about the middle of an English month. The names

of the months are as follows :—

Month. Correapondinp Month. Corrt$yonding

BnglUK Month.M»fU*k Month.

Obetnr .. March—April. Assfi September—October.

Visit Wi ... April — May. Katte .. October—November.

Jetl. ... May-Jane. Magghar . November—December.

Kir ... June- July. Pol, .. December—January.

Siwan ... July—Angoii. Mil! .. January- February.

Bbsdre ... August—September. Phaggsn .. February- March.
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Tie week is divided, as in Europe, into seven days, named Chapter IV, C

after the principal lnnar bodies, and as the names correspond prices, Weights

throughout, both the Indian and the European system must have and Measures, and

had the same origin. The names of the days of the week are Communications.

as follows :— Measures of time.

Etwar Sunday. | Buddhwar Wednesday.

Sowar Moodily. I Vinvar or Khamis ... Thursday.

Mangalwar Taeaday. I Jamma ... Friday.

Chhanohbanwar ... Saturday.

The twenty-four hours are divided into eight pdhars or

watches, four from sunset to sunrise and four from sunrise to

sunset, so that the length of a pdhar varies at different times

of the year. The different parts of the day and night are

marked off as follows : —

Name.

Approximate

English time at Explanation.

Addhlrat 12 P.M. Midnight.

Aasahur or sarghi or kukknr

bang.

4a.h. Karly morning or oook-crow.

Dbamini or ^6b phntti 5 A.H. Dawn.

Namai vita 5-80 a.m.

Gam.

Horning prayer time, half an

Vadda vela or denbbhre vela

hoar before sunrise.

Sunrise.

Roti vfla 9 a.m. Breakfast time. -

Kirakki roti vela 10 a.m. Hindu*' breakfast time.

Dopahar 12 noon Noon.

Dehdhalea t r.M. Karly afternoon.

Peshi 3 P.M. Mid afternoon.

Niddhi peahi or luhreshi 4 P.M. A little after peahi.

Di'gar — 6 P.M. About an honr before sunset.

Dehn andar bahar 6-45 P.M. Just before annaot,

Deh lattha 6 p:m. Sunset.

Kakkaria nimasha 6-30 p.m. Early twilight.

Annberia nimasha 7 P.M. Just before dark.

Botivela 8 P.M. Supper-time.

Kufta or sotavela »T.U. Bed-time.

Addhi rat 12 P.M. Midnight.
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Chapter IV, C. In measuring clotli, ropes, &c, the usual measure is the cubit

— . (hatth), generally measured from, the elbow round the fingers

•^Measures and to the knuckles and considered to be 24 inches in length, so

Communications- that an English yard (gas) is exactly \\ hatth. A wooden

Measures of hatlhra used by weavers near Sahiwal was found to be 244

length. inchts and another at Girot 24| inches. Twenty cubits (hatth)

of cloth make a javvil. In measuring distances and areas the

unit of length is the karu or double pace. The indigenous karu

probably varied from place to place, but the karu now used is

the kadam of G6 inches adopted by Government in its land

measurements. .The koh is of somewhat indefinite length, but

generally equals almost exactly a mile-and-a-balf. The

peasauts estimate distauces by such vague measures as $advdh,

the distance a sliout can be heard, golimdr, the distance a bullet

can reach, or Ma bhak, the distance at which you can hear a

lamb's blent.

Mmmm of area. The people have now adopted almost everywhere the sys

tem of measurement of areas employed by the Government Land

Surveyors, the table of which is as follows :—

9 square karus — 1 marla — 1 pole.

30 marial — 1 kanil — | rood.

4 kanals — 1 bigha — i acre.

2 bighis = 1 ghama — 1 acre.

Measures of In measuring by weight the standards authorised bylaw

weight, are now almost universally used as follows, the maund being

82f tbs. avoirdupois -

8 rattia — 1 niissa.

12 missis = 1 tola (or standard rnpee).

5 tolas = 1 Ana or rhhatiki.

4 anas = 1 pa.

4 pis m 1 ser.

40 sere =■ 1 man (maund).

8 mans « 1 khalwir.

According to the old Sikh measure (Lahori vatte) which

is still sometimes referred to, the ser consisted of 100 tolas

instead of 80; so that a Sikh man = standard maund.

Measnrei of cupa- While grain is now generally measured by weight in all

large transactions and in the towns, it is still measured by

capacity in all small transactions in the villages. There is a

great diversity in the measures used in different parts of the

district, but the most common system is one based upon a

tupa which contains almost exactly 2 standard sera, of wheat

or bdjra. The table is as follows :—

4 poropfs — 1 topa — 2 sera.

4 topis - 1 pii = 8 sers.

10 pais — 1 man = 2 standard mannds.

4 mans - 1 khalwar - 8 standard maunds.
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This system prevails generally throughout the Jhelnm Chapter IV. C-

valley and in the Sun valley in the Salt range. On the _. ""^Z

Chenab, however, the topa in use holds only 5 of a standard aniMeasnresand

ser of wheat, and 4 pail make a man, so that there the man Communications-

= 26] standard sers. Abont Bhern and Miani the topa in Measure* of caps-

use in the villages contains ouly 1£ standard sers. On the d*J-

other hand in the Tappa tract of the Salt range about

Kbabakki, the topa contains 3 sers of wheat and 5

= l| standard mannds.

The Government standard rupee is now in almost universal Meaaurei of value,

use as a measure of value, the subdivisions in use besides

the ana, paisa and pdi being the adhela — J paita, and the

panjia — I of an ana. Cowrie shells (kodi) are also used to

pay for small quantities of pepper, salt, gur, Ac, and vary in

value from 64 to 80 to the paisa. They are generally dealt

with in fours (chanakk).

In counting fractions it is usual to reckon by halves, qnar- Mode* of

ton and eigfiths ; and in the case of large numbers, by scores in*"-

{vihdra), e.g., 1 14 is " 6 less than 6 scores " (chhe ghatt chhe viha)

and 126 is " 6 over 6 scores " (chhe utte chhe viha). In counting

consecutively great use is made of the fingers, one method being

to bend them inwards in turn beginning with the thumb and

going on to the little finger, which counts five, then going

backwards raising the fingers in turn so that the little finger

the second time counts six and the thumb ten and so on.

Another way of counting on the fingers is to count the joints

by putting the thumb against them, each finger counting three

and all four fingers counting twelve. Some count the top of

the finger also, making four to each finger. Sometimes instead

of counting beads, to mark the number of times the name of

Ood is repeated in prayer (xcuzifa) a man will use the fingers

of his left hand to count the tens, and the joints of the

fingers of his left hand to count the hundreds, thus enabling

him to keep count up to a thousand.

The figures in the margin show the communications of the Commuoioatio

district, and Table No. XLVI

Communications. Miie». shows the distances-between

the more important centres.

100 Table No. XIX shows the

j| area taken up by Govern-

•a ment for communications

■ during the last ten

The river Chenab skirts the district for 25 miles, and is Rivera,

navigable, but is little used for purposes of trade by residents

of this distriot. The river Jhelam passes right through the

district, and is navigable throughout the year. Some account

of the trade by this river has been given in Chapter IV B.
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Chapter IV, (J. The usual mode of conveyance is by the flat-bottomed country

PriceiTweiehts ^ORt (Writ, the chief mooring-place being Khushfib. There

and Measures, and are 'n ^e district only 238 boats of all kinds, large and small,

Communications, and 150 of these belong to the Khushab tahsil. The ferries

on the Chenab are under the management of the authorities of

the Gujranwala district. Those of the Jhelam are (with the

exception of that at Khushab, which is managed by the Deputy

Commissioner) managed by the Shahpnr District Board and

are enumerated below with the distances between them,

following the downward course of the river, and the amount

at which' the ferry dues were leased for 1897-98:—

> for 1897-9&

KohliaD ... 580

3 ... 346

H . ... 665

5 ... 055

]ooo

3

5

Total deluding Khushab

At Khushab there is a bridge-of-boats which is erected

at the beginning of the cold weather and taken down in April

when the river begins to rise on the melting of the snows.

During the hot season, passengers and goods are ferried across

in the usual way.

The Sind Sagar Branch of the North-Western Railway

passes through the northern corner of the Bhera tahsil, crosses

the Jhelam by a fine bridge (with a footway for foot passengers)

at Chak Nizam, again enters the Khushab tahsil, keeping

parallel to the river as far as Khushab and then striking

across the Sind Sagar Doab to the Indus. A branch of it

also runs from Malakwal by Miani to Bhera. There are

altogether in this district 8 stations and 4 flag stations.

Although only one train crosses the Khushab tahsil each

way in the 24 hours the introduction of the railway has

revolutionised the course of trade and done much to equalise

prices. It has more than once been under consideration to

extend the Bhera Branch to Shahpur, but the scheme has

been deferred in favour of others more promising.
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The following table shows the principal roads of the dis- Chapter IV, C.

trict, together with the halting-places on them, and the con-.# Weights

veniences for travellers to be found at each :- easures, and

Communications.

.Dis- Roads, rest

Route. Halting-places. *:- Ramsaars. houses, an encamp

-
1ng-gro

thiles.

[ Shahpur ... ... . ... | Staging bungalow, sardi, and

-
encampin 4.

Jhávarián - 10 | First six metalled. Sarii

© and encam d.

Shahpur to Gujrát “. Jhak Rāmdās - 9 | Sardi and encamping-ground.

Bhera .. - 11 Ditto ditto and

rest-house. .

Miáni - - 9 |Sardi and encamping-ground.

U Badshahpur ... I 12 Ditto dittos

Laksin ... ...] ... [Sardi and encamping-ground.

Bhágtánwála - 10 Ditto ditto.

Mithalak ... - 10 |Encamping-ground.

Dharema ... - 11 | Sardi and encamping-ground.

Lahore to Deraját ...+ | Shahpur ... - 10 Ditto ditto a nd

* *: bungalow.

Khushåb. ... - 8 tto ditto and

bungalow

Hadáli ... - s::*ground,

| Mitha Tiwána - 9 Ditto ditto.

U. Adhi Sargal - 14 Ditto ditto.

---

Ván Kaila - - Sardi and encamping-ground.

Bannu to Lahore ~!
Mitha Tiwāna - - Ditto ditto.

Gujránwála to Pind Dá-{ Kutheóla ... ... . ..., | Sardi and encamping-ground.

dan Khán ... "Q.] Miáni ... ... I 13 Ditto ditto.

Nihang ... ...! ... I Sardi and encamping-ground.

Shah #" ..* - 10 # - - #:Jhang to pur - - - 11 tt0.

Shahpur ... - 10 Ditto ditto and stag

ing bungalow. -

-,* Rukan ... " ... I ... l Sardi and encam d.

Ramnagar to Miin" ...{|£" . - - - Ditto #:

Nûrewála ... "- 10 | Sardi and encamping-ground.

Khushāb to Sakesar -: 5: ... #| || 1:...

Sakesar ... - 7 | Sardi and rest-house.

Other important roads in the district are from Mitha Tiwána

to Nárpur, 24 miles; from Shahpur to Kotmoman, 34 miles;

from Shahpur by the Katha gorge towards Talagang; from

Uchhali along the Salt range£, by Sodhi to Pail; and
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Chapter IV. C-

FrioM, Weights

«nd Measures, and

Communications.

Roade, reit-

hootea, and encamp

ing-grounds.

Telegraph.

from Midh on the Chenab to Laksin, to Bhera, to Miani and

to Kadirubad. Ekkds and country dog-carts run regularly from

Shahpur to Bhera, 30 miles, and to Khushab, 8 miles.

The opening up of the district by roads is mainly due to

Captain (now Sir W. G.) Davies, who while he was Deputy

Commissioner between 1862 and 1867 constructed most of the

main roads now in use and erected sardis and rest-houses for the

use of travellers. Thanks chiefly to him, this district is now

crossed in all directions by good nnmetalled roads, and com

munication is easy at all times of the year. Besides the staging

bungalows and rest-houses mentioned above there are rest-houses

at many other places, making 37 in all, so that this distriot is

now well supplied with accommodation for travellers. A list of

all such rest-houses will be found in Table No. XLIX.

Some statistics regarding the work of the post office in

the distriot will be found in Table No. XLVII. It shows a

large and steady increase of business in almost all branches.

There has recently been a large increase made in the number

of rnral post offices, village schoolmasters being in many cases

made postmasters also. A list of the preseut post offices is given

in Table No. XLVIII. There are at present one head office at

Shahpur, three sub-offices at Miani, Bhera and Khushab, and

43 branch offices. They are controlled by the Superintendent

of Post Offices, Rawalpindi.

A line of telegraph runs along the whole length of the

Railway with a telegraph office at each station and also in the

town of Khushab. A branch has recently been extended from

Khushab to the head-quarters station at Shahpur.
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Chapter V, k>

General

Administration.

ADMINISTRATION AND FINANCE.

SECTION A.-GENERAL ADMINISTRATION.

The Shahpur district' is under the control of the Com- Executive

roissioner and. Superintendent of the Rawalpindi Division judicial,

whose head-quarters are at Rawalpindi. The ordinary head

quarter staff of the district consists of the Deputy Com

missioner, who is also Magistrate of the district, Colleotor,

District Judge and Registrar, one Assistant Commissioner and

three Ektra Assistant Commissioners, one of whom is

Subordinate Judge, one Revenue Officer and one Treasury

Officer. Kach tahsil is in charge of a Tahsildar who ordinarily

exercises the criminal powers of a second class Magistrate, the

civil powers of a Munsiff of the third grade, and the Revenue

powers of an Assistant Collector of the second grade. He ; is

assisted by a Naib-Tahsild&r with similar revenue powers, bat

usually only third class criminal powers. The village record

staff, working nnder a District Kanungo with one Assistant, is

of the strength shown below—

and

Tahsil.
Office

KanuDgos.

Field

Kaoangos.
Patwaris.

Assistant

Patwaris.

Bhera 1

1

1

3

3

3

05

60

68

6

6

i

Shahpar

Khu.Mb

Total Distriot 3 9 1S3 15

There are two Munsiffs for the trial of civil judicial cases,

one of them holding his Court at Bhera and hearing cases

from the Bhera and part of the Shahpur tahsil, and the other

sitting, at Shahpur head -quarters and hearing cases from the

rest of the district. Statistics of the civil and revenue litiga

tion for the last eighteen years are given in Table No. XXXIX,

and details of criminal trials in Table No. XL.

The official staff of the district is assisted by the

Honorary Magistrates, viz.:—

(I). A Bench at Bhera with seoond class powers and

jurisdiction coterminous with the municipal limits,

consisting of Sheikh Fazl IUhi, Diwfin Ganpat Rai

and Malik Devi Das ;

following Honorary Magi*,

trates.
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Chapter V, A.

General

Administration.

Honorary Magis-

trates.

Police.

(2). Diwan Jaw&hir Mai who sits at Bhera and exercises

third class powers throughout the Bhera tahsil

except the town of Bhera ; and

(8). Malik Mohammad Khan, Tiwana, who sits at Shabpnr

and exercises the powers of a Magistrate and Mnnsiff

of the second class throughout the Shahpor tahsil.

The police force is controlled by a District Superintendent

of Polioe. The strength of the force on 1st January 1897

is shown below—

Glass of polioe.
Total^

Distribution.

guards and

fixed duties taction.

Reserve.

District ■*• ... •••

Municipal ... •«• ...

846 97 191

100

67

100

Total 446 97 291 67

Besides the regular police there is a force of village watch

men, consisting of 480 men, termed chaukidars, who are posted

in the villages for purposes of watch and ward, and are bound

to report all serious offences to the Police. Some account of

them will bo found in Chapter III, Section D.

The following is a list of the polioe stations in the district :—

• of tahsfl.

polioe

©
Name of polioe station. Class of po)ios station.o ■

SerialN station

i. .-.:.?'»'

1 Shahpor 1st class. *tf-i \o eeifi
2 Sahiwal Do.

8 Jhawariin 2nd class.

4 Bhera 1st otaaa.

• Miani 2nd class. <:1 • ■ * £#9*1

6 Cbak Ramdaa Do. i' v f .i * ■ fifOfi.l

7 Miana Gondal lit olasa.

s Kotmoman Do.

9 Midh 2nd class.

10 Khnahab Do.

11 Hitha Tiwana Do. . r uVUJItoil

12 Cttera Do.

18 Knnd Do.

14 Ntirpnr Do.

16 Nauihahra 1st class.
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Besides these there are second class road outposts at Chapter V, A>

Dhrema, Mithalak, Bhagtanwala and Laksin.

The district lies within the Western Police Circle of the

Proviace under the control of the Deputy Inspector-General Police,

of Police whose bead-quarters are at Rawalpindi. Some statistics

of police work will be found in Table No. XLI. There is a

cattle-pound at each police station and ontpost and also at Pail

in the Salt range.

The district jail at head-quarters contains accommodation

for 321 prisoners ; the average number in jail on the 1st of Janu

ary for the last five years is 223 males and 6 females. All long-

term prisoners are sent to a Central Jail. The jail is under the

oontrol of the Civil Surgeon who acts as Superintendent, and

under, him is managed by a jailor with clerks and warders. For

the last five years the annual cost of maintenance has been

Rs. 14,672, and the average profits of convict labor Rs. 2,434 ;

to that the average net cost per prisoner is about Rs. 60 per

annum. The chief industries followed by the prisoners in the

jail are paper-making, lithographic printing, and the manufac

ture of clothing and other articles for nse in the jail. There

is also a jail garden kept up by convict labor, the produoe of

which is consumed by the prisoners. Statistics regarding the

jail will be found in Table No. XLII.

If allowance be made for the past history of the district, Crime,

its population is by no means seriously addicted to crime. On

the average of the last five years the number of offences under

the Indian Penal Code annually reported has been 3,159, or 64

per ten thousand of population, the similar average for the

whole Punjab being 6^ per ten thousand. The average number

of persons imprisoned during the year has been 807 (including

20 females), or 16 per ten thousand of total population, against

14 per ten thousand for the Province. It says much for the

law-abiding character of the women of the district that each

year only about one iu ten thousand of them is convicted of an

offence considered to deserve imprisonment. The Hindus and

Sikhs find their way into prisou in much smaller proportion

than the Musalmans, the proportion of convicts per ten thousand

of total population being 8 for the former and 18 for the

latter.

The oharacter of the crimes committed is not such as to

indicate any great moral depravity. On the average of the

last five years only 12 murders or attempts to murder havo been

reported, and the motive for this crime is usually jealousy about

women, or disputes about land. Serious riots are of somewhat

frequent occurrence, about 40 taking place annually, but they

are usually unpremeditated, and are often occasioned by a

sudden quarrel about land boundaries, irrigation rights, tres

passing of oattle, building of walls and similar common inci

dents of a peasant's life. The parties to the quarrel lose their
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Chapter V, A. tempers, and strike each other with sticks or stones, and their

— friends on either side cannot resist joining in ; and as axes

Administration. an(* agri°a^tura' implements are always handy and make

Crime. deadly weapons of offence, it too often happens that one or

more of the combatants receives a fatal blow. When the fight

is over, all are sorry for what has happened and they try to

make it up among themselves, so that it is often difficult for the

police to get evidence sufficient to convict in such cases.

Disputes about women are of frequent occurrence and often

lead to crime. The custom of marrying girls later in life than

is usual in the east of the Province often results in a girl choos

ing a lover for herself, and when her relatives do not approve

of her choice, she frequently elopes with him either before or

after marrying the man selected for her ; and this often leads

to bad blood between the families and to cases in the Criminal

and Civil Courts.

The most noticeable crime of the district is cattle-theft>

which accounts for more than a fifth of the cognizable case sen-

qnired into by the police, the average being 214 cases of cattle-

theft out of a total of 1,005 cognizable case?. Cattle-theft is the

traditional pastime and excitement of the cattle-owners of the

Bar, and until recently was not thought to deserve to be stigma

tised as a crime. Indeed it is still the custom in some Bar

villages not to invest any boy with the turban (pag) which is

the sign of manhood until he has shown his title to the honour

by stealing a bullock ; often in case of nnpleasant consequences

he is allowed to steal an animal belonging to a near relative

to whom it is afterwards restored. A man who will not.have

anything to' do with cattle-theft is looked down upon as a

masitar, only fit to sit in a mosque (masit). The cattle thieves of

the Bar now find profitable employment in stealing bullocks

from the cultivators of the river valleys who are less skilled in

this business than themselves. The thief {chor or kdla) loiters

about the village and finds out where the animals are fastened

and how they are guarded, and, generally on a moonless night,

makes a hole in the hedge (par) or in the wall (tannh) of the

enclosure or house in which the cattle are kept, gets out the

coveted animal, and drives it away as fast as he can, choosing,

if possible, hard ground where no tracks x will be left, or places

frequented by other cattle where the marks of their feet

(khurchhi) are likely to obliterate those of the stolen animal.

Sometimes to avoid the skill of the trackers he puts leather shoes

(khussa) on the bullock so that it may not leave identifiable

tracks, and he will sometimes put on and sometimes take off

his own shoes with a similar object. When day breaks he

leaves frequented paths, and drives the animal through the

trackless jungle (ohjdr). When he nears a village in which

some accomplice (russeor) lives he ties up the bullock in some

secluded spot {ohr) in the jangle, goes to his friend and either

shows him the animal or tells him where he will find it. The
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accomplice, at nightfall, takes the animal on to some other Chapter V,

receiver of stolen cattle (raaseor), while the original thief

returns home to disarm suspicion ; and so the animal is passed . . ^•?Ar*L.

on from hand to hand along a chain (ra$na) of receivers, until CatH*^jJJ
ityreaohes a great distance from the place where it was stolen, " e

and is thought to be safe from pursuit. A stolen animal rises in

value as it gets away farther from its owner's home. One rupee

ie a common rite for the original thief to get from the first

receiver, and when it is ultimately thought to be fairly safe

from detection the last reoeiver may pay as much as half its

value for it ; but fts. 5 is a fair price for a stolen cow or

bollock and Ks. 15 for a stolen camel. Receivers generally try

to forward stolen animals into another district so as to delay

police enquiries. Stolen cattle generally are sent sonth or east

into .J hang or Gojranwala, stolen camels towards Jamrou, and

stolen horses towards Lahore, Ferozepore and Amritsar.

Should the thief confine his operations to the Bar he

commonly steals his animal while grazing in the jungle in the

heat of the day or the darkness of the night, when the herds

(chheru), generally boys or old men, are carelessly playing

games in the shade or indulging in sleep. In such a case, the

herd is often afraid to tell the owner of the theft and the

owner does not discover that his animal has been 6tolen until

some hours have elapsed.

When the owner [sad) learns his loss, he does not as a

rule inform the police but proceeds to make up a private search-

party consisting of a few of his own friends and one or two

skilled trackers [khoji), of whom there are many in the Bar,

some of them well acquainted with the tracks of the noted

thieves of the neighbourhood. He shows the trackers the

marks made by the stolen animal, and they proceed to hunt

for its tracks (khure). When they find them, the party proceed

to follow up the track as fast as possible. Sometimes they

find the tracks made by the thief on his way to commit the

theft and a tracker follows them up backwards (pichhure) to

see where he oame from. As they go along after the stolen

animal, one of the party now and then ascends a high tree or

other eminence to get a look out (tangu) for the thief iu the

jungle ahead. When they come near a village or meet any one

in the jungle they make enquiries as to whether the stolen

animal has been seen and sometimes identify the thief in this

way. When they lose the tracks in unfavourable ground, they

make a round (tredh), in hopes of picking them up again.

Some trackers are wonderfully skilful in following [tracks

and working out clues. Frequently they follow up and

discover the stolen animal 50 miles or more from the place

where it was stolen, the search having occupied several

days. In one case a camel stolen from the Jhang District was

tracked through Shahpur, Jhelam, Rawalpindi and Peshawar,

and eventually recovered from the Khaibar. In
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Chapter Y, A- mare stolen from near Shahpur was tracked across the

— Chenab, Bavi and Sutlej and found in Ferozepore district.

General

Administration- When the animal itself cannot be found but the tracks

Cattle-theft. have led to near some man's well or cultivated enclosure (vehr)

in the jungle, the search party seize on him and demand its

restoration. If he is guilty and the evidence strong against

him, he will give it up, or more frequently will get it conveyed

aB a strayed animal, to some pound from which the owner can

get it, or will give some other animal in exchange (vig), or

purchase the owner's pardon' by putting a shawl on the com

plainant's wife and calling her his Bister. In such a case no

malice is borne, but if he declines to return the animal or give

some compensation and the owner still believes him guilty, a

fend (rehd) results and the injured man watches his opportun

ity to get one of bis enemy's cattle stolen in revenge or to do

him some other injury. Should the accused person declare his

innocence he is allowed to clear himself by the oath of some

respectable person in whom the owner of the stolen animal

has confidence. This person, if after enquiry he is convinced

of the innocence of the accused, will swear to his innocence

in some mosque or khdngdh, the usual form of oath (soh) being

somewhat as follows; " God knows, the Prophet knows, and my

soul knows, that this man is innocent and that he knows

nothing about the theft."

Should the track party fail to find the animal, the owner

sends word (dhr) to all his friends describing the brand and

other marks of the stolen animal. When one of these men

(markhitt), it may be years after, discovers the stolen animal,

he informs the owner, and bargains with him for the price

(markhai) of his information. He then takes him to the place

where he saw the stolen animal, often a matter of some risk,

as in the- Bar stolen cattle are often kept apart from the rest

in charge of strong herdsmen prepared to resent the approach

of any one come to identify them {ietu). When he finds it, be

may either endeavour to recover it by force or by bargaining, or

call in the aid of the police.

Many, especially of the people of the Bar, consider it a

Coint of honour not to call in the police till all other means

ave failed, so that many cases of cattle-theft are not reported

at all, or are reported so late that it is impossible to obtain

proof. There is, however, a growing tendency to invoke

police aid, for although all are agreed that cattle-theft is

becoming less common owing to the construction of canals

and the spread of cultivation, the nnmber of cases reported

shows a tendency to increase. The leading men of the Bar

too are finding that it pays better to assist the anthorities to

pnt down cattle-theft than to share in the proceeds of success

ful thefts as a price for their aid or connivance. Apparently

the women also do not quite approve of cattle-theft, for they
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churn the milk of stolen animals and even of their offspring Chapter V , A-

separately from that of animals honestly come by (haldl). General

Registration of deeds is mainly carried out by the nou- Administration,

official Sub-Registrars, who are Diwan Juwahir Mai for the BegUtroUon.

Bhera tahsil, Malik Muhammad Khan, Tiwana, for the Shah-

pnr tahsil, and Malik Gliulam Muhammad Tiwana for the

Khusbab tahsil. The Tahsildars are also er-officio Joint Sub-

Registrars for their respective tabsils. All are under the con

trol of the Deputy Commissioner as Registrar. Details respect

ing the work of registration will be found in Statements

Not. XXXIII and XXXIII A. The number of registrations and

the value of the property affected have more, than doubled in

the last ten years. For the last five years the average number

of deeds registered has been 1,820, and the average value of the

property affected, almost all of it being immoveable property,

has been nearly eight lakhs of rupees.

The gross revenue collections of the distriot for the last Revenue and tax-

twenty-seven years, so far as they are made by the Financial Com- »tion.

missioner, are shown in Table No. XXVIII. They have increased

from about 4f lakhs in 1870 to 7J lakhs, the average of the last

three years. The increase has been mainly in land revenue

and local rates, but the income from excise is five times what it

was in 1870 and the income from stamps has more than doubled.

Tables Nos. XXIX, XXXIII, XXXIV and XXXV give details

for land revenue, excise, income-tax, and stamps, respectively.

A full account of the land revenue assessment and collections

is given in Section B of this Chapter. The income from the sale

of stamps has for the last five years averaged Rs. 83,722, of

which Rs. 52,776 were for judioial stamps and Rs. 30,946 for

l-judicial.

The Excise administration is supervised by an Extra

Assistant Commissioner working under the control of the

Deputy Commissioner, through a Darogha of Ezoise and Stamps.

The total income for the last five years has averaged Rs. 22,014,

of which Rs. 11,865 were from the excise on liquors, and

Rs. 9,74P from that on drugs. An account of the production

and consumption of opium will be found in Chapter IV A.

There is one central distillery at the head-quarters station, and

the number of shops licensed for the sale of liquors is only 14,

or one to every 86,000 inhabitants. There are 12 shops licensed

for the sale of opium and nine for the sale of drugs. Intoxica

tion is exceedingly rare.

The number of persons assessed to income-tax as having

a net income, derived from othnr sources than land, exceeding

Rs. 500 per annum is on the average of the last five years

837, and the amount of tax assessed and collected Rs. 15,926.

This gives these-men a gross income of about 6£ lakhs, and an

average annual income of only Rs. 800 each.
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Chapter V., A> The District Board consists of the ohief executive offioials

Omwal 8n^ °* ^ea^'D? men °* tne district, nominated by Govern-

Administratioa. men^> and is presided over by the Deputy Commissioner as

Distriot Board.- chairman. Most of the Darbaris, Kursinaahins and Inamdars

are members. It exercises control over the construction and

maintenance of roads, the establishment and management of

hospitals, dispensaries, sardis, Test-houses and sohools ; the

planting an'1 preservation of trees ; the management of cattle-

pounds and public ferries ; and ether measures for the promo

tion of the health, comfort and convenience of the public It

has a good Board Office building where it meets about six

times a year and where its staff work under the control of the

Deputy Commissioner. Table No. XXXVI shows the income

and expenditure of the Distriot Board for the last thirteen

years. The gross income is now double what it was thirteen

years ago, partly owing to the increase in the land revenue and

consequently in the local rate, partly owing to ferries, oattle-

pounds and other properties having been made over to it for

management by the Provincial Government, and partly owing

to development of its own properties. The gross income for

the last three years has averaged Rb. 77,110, of which Ks.

49,085 were derived from the local rate on land. Of the annual

expenditure about Rs. 18,000 goes to education, Bs. 10,000 to

hospitals and dispensaries, Bs. 11,000 to minor departments

and Rb. 20,000 to publio works.

The census statistics regarding Education have been dis

cussed in Chapter III B, and the statistics regarding Govern

ment and Aided Sohools will be found in Table No. XXXVII.

There are two High Schools both at Bhera, one being main

tained by the Municipal Committee and the other being an

Unaided Anglo-Sanskrit School. There are five Middle

Sohools at Miani, Shahpur, Sahiwal, Kbushab and Naushahra.

Those at Miani, Sihiwal and Khushab are maintained by the

Munioipal Committees of those places, and those at Shahpur

and Naushahra by the District Board. English is taught at

all of them except at Naushahra j and Sanskrit is taught at

the Miani School. Besides the Primary Branches of these

schools there are 85 Primary Boys' Sohools and 6 Zammd&ri

Schools maintained by the District Board at the places noted

below, besides an Unaided School maintained by Malik Umar

Hayat Khan, Tiwana, at Kalra, instruction being given at all of

them in Urdu in the Arabic character. Besides these there are

28 Aided Indigenous Sohools for boys, at which 821 pnpils are
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Tahiti Bhxka.

Primary
Schools.

Haria.
Badahahpor.
Malak»al
Miiu Gondal.
Bhabra.
Takbc Haaara.
Gurna.
Mldh Banhja.
Oondpur.

Zamlndari
Schools.

Chiiha Miisa.

ttakkan.
Chawa.

TiHsii. BKiarci.

Primary

Jhawarian.
Bakkhar.
Shahpar olty.
Kandin.
Mangowal.

Babowal.
Dharama.
Fartka.
Nihane.
Unaided Kiln.]

Zamlndin
Sohools.

Dhakwan.

Primary
Boboolf.

Jaura.
Jamili.
Knrpur.
Girot.
Kltha Tiwana.
Hadili.
Jabbi.
Kofrl.
Khabakkl.
Uohhali.
Mardwal.

Pall.
Kattba,
Bajar.

Zamlndari
Bohoola,

Daiwil.

- a.

There are altogether 12 schools for girls, including an

Unaided Girls' School at Shahpar oivil station. The follow

ing statement shows the places at which they are maintained

and the language used in teaching. Rai fiihib Pandit Diwan

Chand of Shahpar and Bawa Partap Singh of Miani deserve

special mention for the encouragement they have shown to

female education, and Lala Jawala Sahai of Miani and Lala

Gursahai of Sahiwal have done much to advance education at

those towns.

Female Schools.

-* Shabpnr.

Bhabra Diitriot Board Jhawarian, Gurmukhi.

Bakkhar, Gurmukhi.

Bakkhar Urdu.

City Shahpar, Gurmukhi.

Sahiwal M a n i o i p a 1

Nanihahra, Gurmukhi.

Nurpur, Gurmukhi.

Nurpur, Urdu.

Girot, Gurmukhi.

Sohool, Gormukhi.

Bhma^Nagri, Munioipal

Board, Gormukhi.

Sadr Shahpur, Unaided

Sanskrit.

In 1896 as compared with 1891 the number of Publio

Schools for boys had risen from 51 to 78, with an inorease in

the attendance from 8,642 to 4,294. The Indigenous Schools

examined for grants are now 28 in number with 821 scholars,

oompared with 16 schools and 541 soholars in 1891. The num

ber of Zamindari Schools remains 6, but with a diminished

attendance from 234 to 171. The Girls' Sohools have increased

in number from 9 to 12, and the attendance on these from

374 lo 539. In Public Sohools for both boys and girls the

attendance is now 4,883, or 6*5 iu 100 of the ohildren of school,

going age j for boys, the proportion is 1 1 in 100 ; for girls it ia
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Chapter V., A- bat 1*5. Besides the above, 258 private schools, chiefly in

•— mosques and dharmsdlds, are returned with 3,889 scholars,

Adiniatoration. {^"fif8, tota" of 8,722 under some kind of instruction, or 11*7

per cent, of the ohildren of school-going age.

Medionl. There are in the district 1 1 dispensaries, details regarding

which will be found in Table No. XXXVIII. Those at Bhera,

Sahiwal, Khnshab and Miani are maintained by the Municipal

Committees of those towns, those at Shahpnr head-quarters, at

Nanshahra, Midh, Sakesar, Niirpur and Giro* by the District

Board, and that at Kalra by Malik Umar Hayat Khan, Tiwana.

Eacli is in charge of a Hospital Assistant, except that at head

quarters, which has an Assistant Surgeon ; and all are under

the control of the Civil Surgeon. The expenditure on all the

dispensaries averages about Its. 13,000 per annum, and • the

average number of patients treated per annum is 116,000, or

more than one in five of the total population. This shows how

popular these dispensaries have become. Some 1,200 in-door

patients are treated annually, many of them being operated

on for cataract and stone which are both common in this dis

trict.

A staff of vaccinators is maintained under the control of

the Civil Surgeon by the District Board and Municipalities, and

very few children are now left unprotected from small-pox, the

ravages of which have been reduced nearly to a minimum. On

the average of the last ten years the death-rate from small-pox

was only '34 per thousand per annum.

There is at the head-qnarters station a small church,

known as St. Andrews' Church, capable of seating 24 persons.

No Chaplain is posted there ; but the Chaplain at Jhelam

visits the station four times a year to hold a service.

Canal*. An account of the cnnals has been given in Chapter IV A.

Up to 1894 the Imperial and Provincial Canals of the district

were in charge of the Deputy Commissioner, but in that year

they were formed into a separate Division, and placed in

charge of an Executive Engineer with head-quarters at Shah-

pur, who is controlled by the Superintending Engineer of the

Cheo4b Circle with head-quarters at Lahore and Murree.

Head-quarters of The head offices of the Railway are at Lahore. The public

the department*. buildings in the district are in charge of the Executive Engi

neer nt Gojranwala, who is controlled by the Superintending

Engineer, 1st Circle, Hawalpindi. The Customs (Salt) Staff

is under the control of the Assistant Commissioner, Northern

India Salt Revenue at Khewra. The State lands of the dis

trict have recently been constituted a separate Forest Division

under a Forest Officer with head-quarters at Shahpur, controlled

by the Conservator of Forests, Lahore. The post offices are

controlled by the Superintendent of Post Offices, Rawalpindi.
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SECTION B -LAND AND LAND REVENUE. Chapter ▼., B.

Previous to the establisbment of the Lahore residency, that Land and Land

portion of the Jach Doab in which the eastern half of the Shahpur '..

district is situated, used to be farmed out by the Sikh Darbar to trmtion^undmrtha

different kardars of more or less note. Qulab Singh, subsequently sikbi, oii-JheUm.

the Maharaja of Kashmir, for some years held the lease of Bhera.

Kharak Singh, afterwards for a short time Maharaja of the

Punjab, used to have the direct charge of the Sahiwal tabstl,

and Diwan Sawan Mai of Mooltan sometimes took the farm of

the Kalowal tahsfl. These magnates were succeeded in the

years immediately preceding the Sutlej campaign by men of

less note, who bad smaller tracts of country entrusted to them.

But both they and their predecessors, as a rule, collected their Farmera oolleoted

rents by batai (division of the harvest when reaped and *ile«k6t" by

threshed), or by kankut (appraisement of the standing crops)

or by under-leasing a few villages, here and there, for a certain

cash payment to some person possessing a little local import

ance, who again made his own arrangements for collecting his

rents according to one of the above described modes. As the

principal lessee held his lease subject to renewal annually, of

course any contracts entered into by him were only for a similar

period.

The result of these arrangements was, that the officers who The Sikh Parbir

first attempted to introduce the system by which the collection reoorda maartaaa

of the revenue was made in cash, had very little reliable data to B"nWe»-

guide them. It is true that the archives of the Darbar could

furnish them with the gross amount Which used to be received

into the Sikh treasury during a certain year for a certain tract

of country ; and so, again, the accounts rendered annually by

the snberdinate contractors seemed to show in detail the

proportions in which the payments wero to be credited to each

village. But these accounts purported to show payments on

account of revenue, and were no clue to the gross rental of

each village ; and it appeared from inquiry that the rent of the

village was taken either by batai or kankut, the rate by which

individuals paid varying in the same village from £0 to 25 per

oent. of the gross outturn.

The grain thus collected was often made over by the snb- Diapoeal of grain

lessee, whe had agreed to pay so much for the year's revenue of a oolleotiona.

village, to the kard&r at something under its market valne. The

kardar a>jain often received credit in the Darbar treasury for the

payment in cash of a certain sum on account of one or more

villages, by complying with an order to pay certain troops

stationed in the neighbourhood, their arrears of pay for a

certain number of months. As these troops had been living ou

credit, the kardar settled with them by giving so much in

grain to the banyas to whom the troops were indebted for food,

and so much to the troops in cash. Seeing that the valne of
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Chapter V-, B. grain is continually fluctuating, it is obvious tbat when the

:— payments made in that commodity travelled ronnd so large a

^*^Tenae circle, the figures, which in the Sikh record exhibited the

revenue of a village iu money, were not of much assistance to

the officer who had eventually to assess the revenue.

Peouli»r gyatem In the Sikh time the Bar jungle villages paid a lump assess-

ourront in th« B4r. ment wn ich was composed of a land tax, cattle tax and house

tax. The inhabitants used also to pay another cess called

faroi. The amount of this tax was very variable, and indeed

its collection was accompanied with trouble. It was supposed

to represent 25 per cent, of the value ot the property annually

stolen by the inhabitants of any particular village. However,

this was an irregular source of income for the kardar and was

not included in the official accounts ; consequently it formed no

part of the data on which the assessments of the summary and

regular settlements were fixed.

Tint nummary However, when the Residency was first established, no

settlement, cii-Jhe- better data than these accounts of the Sikh Darbar were procur-

lam- able; and, as it was absolutely necessary that the land revenue'

demand sbonld be fixed for the current year, English officers

were deputed all over the country to assess the' revenue of each

village separately. The Government demand was to be fixed

in cash, and each village was invited to enter into an engage

ment, for a period of three years. The assessments were to be

based on the Sikh returns, on which a redaction of 20 per cent,

was to be allowed. Of course if particular circumstances

seemed to require a larger reduction, the English officers had

the power to afford it. The term of this settlement expired in

the Shahpur diatriot with the Sikh year Sambat 1907, corres

ponding with AD. 1850. Mr. Lewis Bowring, an officer who

produced a very favourable impression on the people of Shah

pur, and whose name was constantly in their months for years

after his connection with the district ceased, fixed the assess

ments of the Bhera and Sahiwal portions of the district. The -

Kalowal portion was assessed by - Mr. Cocks, who, owing to

press of work, had to fix his assessments at Lahore.

Working of fi r ■ t The .Government demand was paid in fnll for Sambats

me^t'di'jhel.m16' 1904 &nd 1905 ^ D" 1848 alld I849)- Th® ool,eotion8 wor«

' still made from individuals in kind, but they were paid during

the former year into the Sikh, and duriug the latter year into

the English treasury in cash. In 1850 a few balances acorned,

bnt still, owing to the high price of grain, and to other causes

which have been fully explained in- other settlement reports

bearing on the same period, the zamindars were able to pay

the greater part of the Government demand during that year,

and also during the succeeding year. But towards the close of

1851, a great cry of distress arose throughout the district, and as

the period of the settlement made in Sambat 1904 had expired
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with the year Sambat 1907 (A.D. I860), it was considered abso

lutely necessary that a revision of the demand should be at once

effected.

Chapter V., B-

Land and Land

Revenue-

As Majdr Birch, the Deputy Commissioner at the time, HeTi«ionof mmm-

, , J- x i j it. -i i* tji menu of the KAlp-

haa no assistant, and the necessity was pressing, Mr. w41 ^tsfl.

Thornton, the Commissioner, determined to revise the demand

for the Kalowal tahsil where the distress was the greatest. He

accordingly, in the course of his tour, went to the village of

JMangni in that tnhsil, and reduced the Government demand

from one lakh to 75,000 rupees. This assessment was commenc

ed and finished in three days, and whs, humanly speaking, the

means of "speedily restoring an almost ruined and deserted

tract of country to a flourishing condition.

Early in 1852, Mr. Ouseley was ordered to revise the of shoes of

Government demand in the Sahiwal and Bhera tahsfls. His Bher" and s»hiw41-

instructions were to make the settlement for the years 1851-52,

or until such time when the regular settlement demand should

be determined ; that as the year 1851 had expired, any increase

in the Government demand was to be collected from 1852 only,

whereas any remission that was considered necessary was to

have retrospective effect. The Government demand throughout

the district was by these operations reduced from Bs. 3,42,492

to Bs.' 2,67,455 ; this demand was collected without difficulty

until the regular settlement assessment was determined, and

when that assessment was determined, it was found that so

far from a reduction on the summary settlement demand being

necessary, an increase on it could be taken.

in

The results of the three summary settlements

the following table :—

are shown Basalt of

m»ry

oia-Jhelam

Tahafl.

MhiwAl...
Kilowil ..

Total ...

Jama Jama Jama
of lilt

summary
of 2nd
summary
settle-
men t.

of 8rd
summary

De
crease.settle

ment.
settle
ment. ^

a—

Re.
1,25464
1,16,860

Re.
1,14,941
99,945
75,617

R~
1,07,679
96,138
63,738

Re.
17,686
22,212
35,24098,978

The revenue of the Khushib and
Faruka talukas transferred to
Shahpurfrom the districts of Leiah
and Jhanir in the years 1863 and
1854 and added to the Sahiwal
tahsil, hare been excluded, so ae
not to disturb the comparison.3,42,492 2,90,603 2,67,466 76,037

The Mitha TLwana, Nfirpur and Sun talukas, as' before The trana-Jhelam

explained, formed part of the jdgir of Hari Singh, Nalwa. *™u durin8 s,kh

After the death of this leader, the two former were transferred

in farm to Malik Fatteh Khan, Tiwana, and were held by him,

with bnt few interruptions, till his death in 1848. At the same

time, the Sun taluka was.for a year or two given in farm to

Ksja Gulab Singh, who at this time held the oontraot for the

greater part of the district, and afterwards transferred in

jdgir to Sardar Gurmukh Singh, Lamba. The Ehabakki and
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[_»•»•■ Katha talukas were for many years, the jdgir of Hari Singh,

Land and Land Masbi, from whom they passed to Maharaja Kharak Singh,

Revenue- the former in 1822 and the latter in 1825. On Kharak

Tb« tr»n»-Jhelam Singh's elevation to the throne they were given to Sardar

tract* during Sikh Bhamsher Singh, Sindhanwalia, aa part of his jdgir, and so

ru*e" remained till annexation. The talukas of Ahmadabad and

Nurpur Sethi went through many hands ; among others, Raja

Gulab Singh held the contract of the former for ten years

from 1833 to 1843, and from 1844 to 1846 it formed part of.

Raja Hira Singh's jdgir, while the latter for nineteen years,

viz., from 1818 to 1837, constituted the jdgir of Sardar Ram

Singh, Billi, a native of Bhagpur in the Maujha.

The management in all cases was identical ; the jagfrdars

being foreigners, seldom resided on the spot, hence every

thing was left to the resident manager or kardar, and as his

tenure of office was often very precarious, he generally

extorted as mnch from the zammdars as he could- The

collections were made by that most iniquitous of systems,

appraisement of the standing, crop, or tip as it used to be

called, by whioh the heaviest share of the common burden

was nearly always made to fall on the shoulders least fitted

to bear it, because, forsooth, the owners were unable to bribe

the kardar or his underlings into making a favourable

estimate of the probable outturn of their fields, as their richer

brethren did. Batdi, a far fairer mede of collection was

only resorted to in favour of individuals whom the kardar

wished to humour, or in respect of lands of which some

Eortion of the State or jagirdar's share of the produce had

een temporarily alienated as a concession to the leading

members of the agricultural community.

tlement^renaJne- ^e first summary settlement of this trans-Jhelam tract

lam. ' was made by Mr. L. Bowring, and, seeing what insufficient

and unreliable data he had to work with, the rapidity with

which the assessments had to be made, and how obviously it was

the interest of the jagirdars, whose income would be affected

by the arrangements made, to mislead, it is rather a matter

of surprise that the first settlements worked so well, than that

considerable inequalities in the assessments were subsequently

discovered. Other causes also combined to render revision

necessary before long; and this was - accordingly affected in

1852 by Major C. Browne for the talukas afterwards received

from Jhelam j and in the following year, by Mr. David

Simpson for those which then formed part of the Leiah

district. The result of these revisions was a considerable

reduction in the assessments of the hill talukas, but more

especially in regard to the jamdt of the villages lying along

the north of the Sun valley. The assessment of the Mitha

taluka was also somewhat reduced, while that of Nurpur was

raised by nearly 30 per cent.
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Land and Land

Revenue.

This second summary settlement worked tolerably well ; Chapter V-, B

bat still it was known thnt the assessment of the Salt range

villages was somewhat oppressive, and from time to time relief

was given in the most glaring cases. This settlement ■ was

ostensibly made for two years only, but soon after this term

had expired, the mutinies broke out ; and before the finances

of the country had recovered themselves sufficiently to allow of

measures entailing extraordinary expenditure being undertaken,

.the Leiah district was broken up, which led to further delay,

and thus it was that no steps were taken for some time to place

the assessment and the rights of property on a sound basis. It

must not, however, be omitted from mention that Mr. Parsons

in 1860 revised the Government demand in the Nurpur talukfi;

the result was a slight reduction ; but a more important change

was made in allowing the proprietary body in each village to

engage separately for their own revenue, instead of the plan

which had been in force up to that time, by which the Tiwana

Maliks had nlono been responsible for the payments of the

whole taluka.

In 1854 regular settlement operations were commenced Regular settlement,

in the Shahpur district as then constituted (see Chapter II) 1864-66.

under Mr. Richard Temple, who was presently succeeded by

Mr. Gore Onseley. By 1 860 Mr. Ouseley had completed the

assessment of the Rhera, Kalowal and Sahiwal tahsils ; he

was succeeded by Captain (now Sir W. G.) Davies, who

assessed the tracts received from Leiah aud Jhelam and

completed the whole settlement in 1866.

The following table shows figures for the resulis of the Results of regular

regular settlement cis-Jhelam, jn continuation of the informa- settlement, oU-

tion contained in the tabular statement on page 215:— Jhelam.

The general fiscal results of Results of

the revision of the assessment settlement,

of the trans-Jhelam tract Jhelam-

made by Captain Davies in

1865 will be seen from the

table given in the margin. Re

duction was nominal, except

in the Hill circle, where, as

before explained, the sum

mary settlement jamas press

ed
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the general character of the assessment in the Sun valley was de

cidedly oppressive ; on the other hand the assessment in the

Thai and Danda circles was a good deal raised. At first sight it

of regular would appear that there had been a considerable reduction in

it, trans- the tirni of the Thai ; but in reality the tax was raised, for

thirty, rdkha containing an area of 220,000 acres had

marked off.

Fiscal results

the regular

meat.
No. Tabsil.

Bhera ••
Bhabpur..
Khuehsb..

Total ..

1,29,879^
l,09,215i
1,40,1*1

3.88.8371 3,76,61

4

s «
1 a

Is
> 2

1,23,889. ...
1,10,917 1,703

1.41,803^ -

1,76,512' 1,70!

Rs.
«,190

7,237

13,427

Note.—The real decrease after deducting-
the inorease ol Ks. 1,702 ie Be. H,72o whtcli
falla at about 3 per cent, on the summary

; but this doee not take intosettlen>ent>a»a j bat this
acconnt the income from
Rs. 13,000), i which for tho
created during this settlement.

es not take into
rakkt (about

first time were

Beviafonof

aer.t, 1887-94.

of "=r==" "' j~ The figures in the

show the general fiscal results

of the regular settlement,

following the divisions of the

district as finally adjusted.

The punctuality with which

this demand was paid is seen

from the faot that in no year

did the balance at the end of

the finanoial year exceed 5

per cent, of the demand and

only in two years, viz.,

1368-69 and 1887-88, did it

cmwuuwua^^. exoeed 3 per cent. At the

end of the agricultural year, however, a*. «., in September, after

the completion of the rabi collections, the balance was some

times larger; thus in 1882 after a series of bad years, and again

in 1887 after the failure of the rabi harvest, the balance in

September exceeded Rs. 30,000, or say 8 per cent, of a year's

demand. This was due to time being given the. revenue-

payers, and on the whole it may be said that during the cur

rency of the regular settlement there were few suspensions and

practically no remissions, and that the assessment was on the

whole realised with ease.

The revision of the first regular settlement of the district

r.<— begun in 1&87 and completed in 1894, the operations

throughout being conducted by Mr. J. Wilson, the Deputy Com

missioner of the district. A detailed account of the principles

and procedure followed is contained in the printed assessment

and settlement reports. The instructions, briefly stated, were

to make the estimated value of half the net produce of eaoh

estate the maximum for the Government demand, taking as a

principal guide the rents paid in money or in kind on an aver

age of years by an ordinary tenaut-at-will, care being taken not

to tax unfairly the capital invested in improvements, and full

allowance being made for all circumstances directly or indirectly

bearing on the profits and renU of the landowners. In order

to break the suddenness of the enhancement in many villages

a portion of the increase was deferred for a few years, so that

the initial enhancement falls short of the final demand as

announced at settlement. For the whole district the statistics

are as follows s—
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Tthtft.

Bhera

Shahpnr

KhoBfaib .

Total

Total assessment in rdphs inclodinc

AtBlGNED BITENDI.

Of regular

settlomeut.

Ba.

1,31,311

1,13,180

1,44,954

3,89,445

Of last year

before re

vision.

Bs.

1,44,660

1,34,988

1,52,315

4,81,963

Bs.

2,55.119

1,94,503

1,95,242

6,44,864

Chapter V, B.

Land and Land

Actual Bavenne-

issessment Beviaioii of l

of 1893-94. ment) 18^.94.

Hs.

2,22,614

1,77,025

1,94;413

5,94,052

======

The final assessment as now fired will give an increase of

65 per cent, over the assessment of regrilar settlement ; and

the present actual assessment (1893-94) gives an increase of

88 per cent, over that of the last year before revision. Besides

which there is an income from water-advantage rate, which

; land revenue, estimated for the present at

7 to increase as canal irrigation extends.

At regular settlement the assessment was fixed at incideooe

Rs. 3,89,445, and the final demand as at present fixed- includ- pared with

ing water-advantage revenue, is Rs. 6,78,064, an increase of

74 per cent. This at first sight seems an enormous increase,

but when compared with the improvement in the resourcea of

the district, it will appear to be much less than might have

been expected. At regular settlement the incidence of the

total assessment on total cultivated area was Re. 1-4-5, and

it is now only Re. 0-15-9, so that, even if prices had remained

the same, the pitch of the assessment would have been lower

now than then. But prices have increased at least 80 per cent,

since the assessment of regular settlement was first imposed ;

for it must be remembered that the assessment of regnlar settle

ment was 3 per cent, below that of the second summary settle

ment, and that again was below that of the previous summary

aettlement, so that for the fifteen years previous to 1864, when

the average market price of wheat was less than a rupee a

maund, the cultivated land of the district paid an< average incid

ence of over Re. 1-4-0 per acre, and now when the average price

is not less than Rs.2 per maund, each cultivated acre pays on the

average less than one rupee The comparison may be made in

another way. During the fifteen years previous to 1864, when

the cultivated area of the district hardly exceeded 300,000 acres,

the landowners of the district would have had to sell at one

rupee per maund 389,445 maunds of wheat, their staple pro

duce, in order to pay their revenue ; while now, when the

cultivated area of the district is over 700,000 acres, they oan

pay their whole enhanced land revenue by selling 423,790

maunds of wheat even at 25 sers per rupee, while the average

market price is 20 sers per rupee ; in other words, while the

OOJO.

that of
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B. land revenue 35 years ago averaged 1£ maund of wheat per

"j . acre u^der cultivation, it now averages little more than § of a
Revenue- n maund of wheat,—its incidence, measured in wheat, is only half

Incidence com- w°at it was. If again we make the comparison in gold.wn

pared with that of find that at regular settlement the- value of the total land

regular Battlement, revenue of the district at two shillings to the ropee was £38,944,

now the value of the enhanced land revenue at one shilling and

three pence to the rupoe is £42,379, or very little more,

although cultivation has much more than doubled ; that is,

the incidence per cultivated acre which measured in gold aver

aged for the district at regular settlement £0-2-7, now averages

only £0-1.-3, that is, it is just half what it was. It is clear then

that at all events the present enhanced assessment' absorbs a

very much smaller share of the total produce of the district

and of the profits of cultivation than did the assessment of

regular settlement. The truth seems to bo that previous to

annexation the Sikh kardars realised from the peasantry of the

district the full net profits of cultivation and indeed often more

than this. Oup early officers, although they reduced the amount

of the Sikh collections by 20 per cent., fixed the assessment in

cash, and owing to the sudden fall of prices which oocurred

soon after, their assessments at the first summary settlement

were also approximately full not assets assessments, and it'was

not until, at the second summary settlement in 1852, their

assessments were reduced by 22 per cent, that any profit wa,s

left to the cultivators of the land. When, soon after, the regu-

ttlement was made and the previous demand practically

lined, prices were still low and the assessment still ab-

1 almost the whole of the profits. Since then owing to the

rapid spread of cultivation and irrigation and the contempo

raneous rise of prices, the profits of the landowners of the

district have, been increasing by leaps and bounds, their scale

of expenditure and standard of comfort have rapidly risen,

and we find it now impossible suddenly to raise our assessments

even to the half net assets standard without eudangering their

prosperity, especially in the case of those peasants, numerous in

some parts of the district, who cultivate their own lands and

make no distinction between the expenses and the profits of

cultivation. The final assessment as now fixed will absorb

about a seventh of the value of the.gross grain produce of the

district (besides which there is a very large income from

cattle), or about 78 per cent, of the half net profits of the laud-

owners, and this is perhaps as high as ft is at present safe

to go.

Revenue anigped The figures given so far are those for the total land revenue

including that portion which has been assigned by Government

to private persons. Of the total present assessment (1894) of

Rs. 5,94,052, Rs. 41,145 are assigned in jdgir and mdfi, and

Rs. 8,509 have been conferred as inams or service allowances

on leading landowners, so that the total amount at present
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assigned is Rs. 49,654, or 8 per cent, of the present total

assessment, and the balance realisable by Government is

■ Rs. 5,44,398, which is the amount entered in the sanctioned

revenue roll {or 1893-94. This is an increase of 38 per cent,

over the demand of 1889-90, which may be taken as the last and

year of repular settlement, besides which there is anew income

of Rs. 33,200 approximately from water-advantage rate, the

whole of which will be credited to the State, so that the' total

net annual increase at present to the State doe to the revision

of assessment is about Rs. 1,83,000, besides Rs. 50,812 of de

ferred assessment to be hereafter imposed, of which at least

Rs. 40,000 will be the share of the State.

The revised assessments began to appear on the revenue wi°oant

roll for 1889-90, and gradually found place on the roll until

by 1893-94 the new assessment for the whole district had

n brought on the roll The figures are as follows

revenue only) : —

Chapter V., B.

Land and Land

Revenue

1865-66

1889-90

189'91

1891-92

1892-93

1893-94

Rs.

3,62,726

3,94,696

4,27,800

4,80,846

4,81,055

5,44,398

Beginning of regular settlement.

End of regular settlement.

Chenab circle new assessments.

Bhera J helam and Bar, and Hill

'lib tahsil.

So far as the revenue roll is concerned, the revision of assess

ment has resulted in an initial increase of 50 per cent. over,

the demand of 1865-66, and of 38 per cent, over the demand

of 1889-90, which may be taken as the last year of regular

settlement.

The collections of fixed land revenue, however, do not

always correspond with the demand, more especially now that

a more elastic system of collection has been' introduced,

suspensions being granted much more freely of late years

than before. The figures for collection of fixed land revenue

on the revenue roll have been as follows :—

Tear.

louu-trx ...

1891-92 ...

1892-98 ...

Total collec

tion*.

3,96,458

4,28,043

4,28,200

6,10,085

Total

llauces.

Remissions

for oalamity

of season .

Rs. ~" R*-

3,867 179

1,967 422

58,193

26,787 "7,882

u*,-. v

•

Ren]arks.

Poor year.

Good year.

Severe drought.

Damage done by

rain, bail and flood,

otherwise a

year.
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T,B.

hlalorr..

Total

of

The severe drought of 1891-92 necessitated large suspensions

in that year, the greater part of which were realised in the

following year of unusually heavy rainfall. A large proportion

of the balance of 1S93 was only nominal, and the total

realisable balance in September 1 893 was only Rs. 18,825, or

about 3 per cent, of a year's demand. Some of this was

realised in Kharif 1893 ; but on the other hand, suspensions

amounting to Rs. 25,273 had to be given in the Jhelam valley

to villages which had suffered from the unprecedented flood

in the Jhelam, and in March 1894 the amount in arrear for

the whole district was Rs. 30,670, or 5 per oent. of a year's

demand.

The actual collections of land revenue, however, embrace

other items besides those that appear on the fixed revenue roll.

They include enhancements of land revenue realised before

incorporation in the revenue roll, water-advantage revenue

realised from canal-irtigated lands at the rate of 8 annas

per acre, and sums realised for grazing, and the sale of sajji

on State lands. Including these and all other items which

come under the head of land revenue, the collections have

as follows :—

a^ntoeU
Tear.

Fixed land Total oolleo-
Remarke.

r6T6HQe.

188849

Ra.

4,14,244

Ra.

47,794

Ra

4,62,088 Good year.

1889-90 8„96,458 78,839 4,70,297 Poor year.

1890-91 4,28,043 69,020 4,97,060 Good year.

1891-92 4,28,200 37,696 4,60,896 Severe drought.

1892-93 5,10,086 1,46,424 6,66,509 Good year.

Statistic*

revenue.

The total collections of the year 1892-93 were therefore

nearly two lakhs above the average of the previous four years,

the rainfall and crops being so good that this large increase

was realised without difficulty. It was made up of enhance

ments of assessment, of balances realised, of water-advantage

and royalty rates newly imposed, and of an improvement in

the income from State lands.

of land • The areas upon which the present revenue is collected

are shown in Table No. XIV, while Table No. XXIX shows

the actual land revenue of all kinds for the whole district and

for each tahsil. The statistics given in Table No. XXXI

(balances, remissions and takdvi advances) throw some light

on the working of the assessment. Table No. XVII

the area and income of State lands,
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The assessments were confirmed for a period of twenty years

from the dates on which they were respectively introduced.

They will, therefore, expire as follows :- Eeww***

tstt

Shahpur

f Chen4b ..

i

1

B4r and Jh«i»m •

Hill

Harvest from which

he re-assessment

came into force.

Kharif 1889 ... Rabil909.
■

Kharif 1801

Harvest with ment.

wbioh the period

of settlement

will expire.

Period of

Rabi 1911.

In the riverain circles the proportion of the kharif to

the rabi instalment is almost everywhere two-fifths to three-

fifths ; in the Ara oirole it is generally one-third to two-thirds ;

in the Bar three-fourths to one-fonrth, or half and half ; in

the Thai the whole revenue is payable in the kharif ; in the

Mohar the proportion is generally half and half ; and in the

Hill oirole two-fifths to three-fifths. For the whole district

the kharif instalment for 1893-94 was Rs. 2,31,698 and the

rabi instalment Rs. 3,12,700. The instalments are payable on

the following dates : —

Khartf instalment.—Throughout the district—16th January.

' Plain portion of the district— lit July.

'.Hill circle -loth July.

Rabi instalment.

The C68808 realised on the land revenue and water-

advantage rate are now as follows throughout the district :

lambarddri 5 per cent., patwdri 4 per cent., local rate Rs. 10-6-8

per cent, total Rs. 19-6-8 per cent., an increase of about

8 per* cent., since regular settlement when the . local rates

amounted, to only 2 per cent, on the land revenue. Including

village cesses the amount payable by the landowners of the

district as rates and cesses of all kinds is approximately as

follows :—

Cus.

. Local rate*

Lambardari

Patwari

Watchman, dec. (say)

** It.

Total Ik
%/,>. e::>r i .7961

Percentage nn total land

Ttventit of the district.

Rs. a. p.

... 10 6 8

... 6 0 0

... 4 0 0

2 9 4

3 0 0

25 0 0

* " -
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Chapter V., B- And as the new land revenue does not exceed foar-fifths of a

I and t d ne* MBe'8 assessment, i.e., 40 per cent of the total

' net profits of the landowners, the cesses at 25 per cent, of

the land revenue equal about 10 per oent. of the total net

profits, and the total demand of land revenue and cesses of

all kinds does not exceed the total value, of the half net

profits, leaving the other half to the landowners of the district.

of As already stated, the total amount of

is Rs. 49,654, or 8 per cent, of the present total assessment.

Of this amount Rs. 8,509 are paid in the allowances to Inamdars

already desoribed in Chapter HI, and the sum assigned in

ordinary jdgir and maji is Rs. 41,145. Of this sum again

Rs. 34,771, or about five-sixths, are held by 220 persons in

perpetuity or daring pleasure of Government, and the rest is

held for life or lives by 79 persons. Details are given in

Table No. ~ '

The principal assignments are as follows : —

(1) . Malik Fatah Sher Khan, Tiwana, Khan Bahadur,

holds a perpetual jdgir in two villages, the present

value of which is Rs. 4,753. He also holds a life

jdgvr of the value of Rs. 3,610 for mutiny services.

(2) . His brothers and nephows hold perpetual jagirs as

follows :—Malik Ahmad Khan, Rs. 1,696, Malik

Alam Sher Khan, Us. 2,081, and the eons of Malik

Sher Bahadur Khan, Rs. 1,286.

(3) . Malik Dost Munainmad Khan, son of Khan Bahadur

Malik Sher Muhammad Khan, the head of the other

branch of the Tiwana clan, holds a perpetual jdgir

of the present value of Rs. 7,411, and a life jdgir

in consideration of his father's mutiny services, of

the value of Rs. 724.

(4) . The Biloch family of Sahiwal hold a perpetual jdgir in

five villages of the present value of Rs. 3,372.

(5) . Sardars Hari Singh and Gian Singh hold a perpetual

•jdgvr in Naushahra of the present value of Rs. 4,458.

(6) . The Mahant of the monastery of Koh Kirana holds a

number of small mafia in 1 4 villages of the aggre

gate value of Rs. 1,377, to be held so long as the

religious services are performed.

A number of smaller grants are held for the maintenance

of institutions or in consideration of mutiny and other services.

Of the total area of the district, 828,693 acres, or more thau

a fourth, is recorded as the property of the State. Of this area

again 51,106 acres were granted at various times to 102 lessees

on long leases for cultivation and the remaining area was until

1897 managed by the Collector with the aid, as regards portions

of it, of the Forest Officer. Borne 4,000 acres of the Utter area
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are granted out annually for cultivation, and the right of taking

grass and sajji in the remaining area is annually leased to

contractors, generally selected from among the leading peasants

of the surrounding villages. The income of all kinds from

State lands shortly after regular settlement was about

Rs. 23,000. For the five years ending 1898 it was as follows:

: g GRAzing Leases

5 # ON AREA

5 # #: 5 : -

- - - CD -

Years. 5 5 ## #3 *: E. #

- ## # - 8 8
# - - # Q. # -

.*.2 ~ : * - * B 2 - .E.

** = 3 2 to c. E. - 5 T:

5 F E.: Ed E.5 : f -

* 3. D so I & C E

Rs. Rs. Rs. * Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

1888-89 ... 16,460 6,132 || 34,057 | 18,815 || 10,220 8,141 | 93,8

1889-90 -...- 15,800 5,412 || 36,032 || 19,562 || 10,273 || 4,208 || 91,287

1890-91 ..., | 16,099 5,540 || 34,530 21,1761-10,217 3,568 || 91,130

1891-92 .., | 16,573 3,403 || 21,051 || 16,152 5,407 || 10,366 | 72,952

1892-93 ... 17,921 6,587 || 28,110 || 25,516 7,046 225 | 85,405

Average -... 16,571 5,415 || 30,756 20,244 || 8,638 5,301 || 86,920

The sudden diminution of income in 1891-92 was due to

the severe drought of that year which caused a great mortality

among the cattle. For ordinary years the income exceeds

Rs. 90,000.

The area of 51,106 acres held under 102 separate cultivat

ing leases was recently made the subject of a separate report

(printed) and the question of its disposal has not yet been

£ settled. The leases were divided into eight classes as

OlioWS :

(1). Grants to be resumed, wholly or partly, because the

terms of the lease had not been wholly complied

with. There were five such cases, in three of which

the grant has been wholly, and in two partially,
resumed.

(2). Afghān War service grants. There were five cases

of grants made to native Military officers for

services rendered in the Afghan War, and in all

of these it has been recommended that proprietary

rights should be conferred on the grantee.

(3). Unexpired leases left for future decision. There were

three such cases.

(4). Leases granted with occupancy rights. In thirty-one

cases, almost all of them small areas of 100 acres or

less, generally attached to wells, it has been decided

that the occupier shall be given an inalienable right

Chapter W, B.

,-

Land and Land

Revenue.

State lands.

Leased State lands.
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Chapter V, B. of occupancy, subject to payment of tbe land revenue

assessed and a mdlikdna or proprietary due of not

more than 8 annas per rupee of land revenue and

water-rate.

(5) Leases renewed till settlement or till canal irrigation

is available. In 34 cases, almost all being of areas

in the Bar, which will ultimately be irrigated by the

great Jhelam Canal, the lease has been renewed until

next revision of settlement or until the introduction

of canal irrigation, whichever event happens first.

(6) . Leases renewed with option of purchasing proprietary

right. This is the most important clasB of oases,

consisting, as it does, of 21 large grants aggregating

24,877 acres, made to men of influence partly as a

recognition of good services rendered atvarious times ;

and many of them consisting of valuable land irri

gated from State or Private Canals. It has not yet

been decided on what terms the lessees shall be

permitted to become proprietors, but the rates used

in estimating the present market value of the pro

prietary rights in these lands were as follows : —•

Soil.

Firat claw

SI

B». Ba.

Chibi ... ■ *•• •«« ■« ■ **■ tat •■* 60 60

Nahri ... • ••■ ■■• it • •>• ••• ••■ 60 40

Birini ... • •■* ••■ ••• 82 24

Banjtf ... *• >•• ••• 24 16

The total market value of this area, calculated at rates

based on those stated above, came to nearly ten

lakhs of rupees.

(7) . Leases proposed to be renewed for a term of years.

Two cases.

(8). Cases on which further orders were awaited. Eight

As the history of those leases shows that unless great oare

is exercised very valuable rights are apt to be alienated, more

or less unconsciously, for much less than their real value, and

that the interests of the surrounding population are ■ apt to be

sacrificed to those of individual grantees,* it is recommended

that to prevent similar errors in. future the following rules be*

adopted regarding future grants of land in this district, in

addition to those prescribed as general rules for the Punjab.
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Rules for grants of land in the Shahpur District.

(1). No grant to be made on any terms west of the Jhelam.

(2). No grant to be made of land required for fuel and

fodder reserves, especially of land situated on the

main road, or near the civil station or of Rakhs

Miáni, Bhera, Sähnu or Pindi Jauri.

(8). No grant to be made until it has been considered

whether the land should not be kept as a fuel

and fodder reserve. -

(4). No grant to be made unless as a special favour, until
the Canal Officer has certified that he can immedi

ately supply water enough to irrigate at least half

the area.

(5). No grant to be made without the special sanction of

Government.

The need, and the advantage, of fuel and fodder reserves

may be gathered from the fact that the right of grazing on 181

acres of land near the civil station sold in 1893 for Rs. 1,051,

an average of nearly Rs. 6 per acre, besides which the lessees

pay Re. 1-8-0 per acre for water-rate and water-advantage

rate ; and the timber standing on this area is worth probably

Rs. 5,000.

The remaining area of State land, amounting to one-fourth

of the total area of the district, has recently been brought

under Forest Settlement, and made the subject of separate

report. Final orders have not yet been passed, but a list of
the areas recommended to be constituted reserved forests will

be found in Table No. XVIII. The result of the Forest Settle

ment operations has been as follows :

- AREA IN ACREs.

TAHsiL.

As measured. Added. Excluded. | As settled.

*

Bhera ... ... ... 148,140 181 943 147,378

Shahpur ... - - 224,342 374 1,392. 223,324

Khushāb ... ... ...| 404,561 | 1,078 18,117 | 387,517

Total District ..., | 77.043. i.e.'s "20453 Tes, no

The area of State land held as rc’h has thus been reduced

by, 18,824 acres, almost the whol of which is unculturable

hill in the Salt range. But the area left is 758,219 acres,

or exactly one-fourth of the total area of the district, and this

chapter W. B.

Land and Land

Revenue.

Leased State lands.

Reserved forests,
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Chapter V, JJ- area has now all been constituted reserved forest under the

— Act, and, with the exception of the Salt range hill lands, has

^Rerann* '^eon declared practically free of individual rights and at the

Be*Kved forests •h80*0*6 disposal of tbe State. The whole of this area has

' now been made a separate forest division under a Forest

Officer with his head-quarters at Shahpur.

History of State The history of these State lands is thus giren in the report

of regular settlement :—

Prior to annexation no recognized village bonudaries existed in the Bar and

Thai jangles. Throughout this expanse, villages inhabited by various Muham-

madan tribes, whose ohief wealth consisted iu cattle, were to be found very

often at distances of 10 to 12 miles apart. Owing partly to the scarcity of well

water, and to the dearth of rain which is a characteristic of the Shahpur

climate, and to the presence of trees and shrubs on which camels feed, and to

there being during some months of the year (if the fall of rain has been at all

favourable) an abundance of grass,—the people carried on very little I

bnt kept np large flocks and herds.

Disputes relating , As t'ie Tillages were few and far apart, disputes about grazing „

to right to nse of of rar0 00<"irence. There was land enoagh for all. Bnt sometimes a dispute

water more common *°°k P1*09 abo.nt the ri»ht of watering cattle at a certain pond or natural tank.

, Two villages situated a dozen miles apart, would perhaps in a season of drought,

session of land both assert a claim to water their cattle at a tank equidistant between their

villages. In the endeavour to enforce their fancied rights, a fight would ensue,

and the victors would probably build a few grass huts for themselves and their

oattle, in which they would reside for a couple of months and then desert the

place for some better locality. The defeated party of one year often turned

the tables on their adversaries in the year after, and took possession of the

disputed water. Might was right, and beyond actual possession, there was no test

by which to judge as to what lands ought to be considered as within the boundaries

of any particular village.

Clever expedients When regular settlement operations commenced, the country having been

resorted to by the annexed some fire years, and the people having had snoh preparatory instruction

people to obtain as two summary settlements could afford, the taminddn, knowing our respect

large g rati n g for prescriptive rights, determined to divide tbe jangle among themselves.

They accordingly established little outposts, with a few men and a few head of

oattle in each of them, at distances of several miles round the parent village,

and proposed to encircle them all in one ring-fence whioh was to represent their

village boundary. Had this arrangement been permitted, the result would have

been that the whole jungle, which may hereafter become valuable property to

the State, would have been appropriated by a few thousand oattle graziers, whose

annual contribution of revenue does not in the aggregate exoeed 35,000 rupees.

To show how preposterous were some of the claims raised, Mr. Onseley mentions

that the present area of mania Lak, after converting large traota originally

included by the villagers in their boundary into Government rakhs, still exceeds

40,000 r

Before the commencement of our rale, owing to the lawlessness of the times
Change since an- however far, parties took their cattle from the villages during the day, they,

nation. brought them back to the protection of the village for the night After annexa

tion people became bolder.. Small parties of. men who would formerly have been

afraid to have separated themselves so far from the main village, daring the

next few years sunk a lacha well and built a hut or two, at some spot favourable

for pasturage, five or ten miles from their village. More than this, aa the people

began to learn the weight whioh is attached by us to possession, they took to

ploughing up and sowing Small patches of ground not equal in sise to a quarter of

an acre, at distances of from three to ten miles from their villages, the object being

to try and make good their title to all tbe intermediate grating land between

these patches and their village sites. Thus Mr. Onseley writes (1869) : " Last

year, when at Mitha Tiwaaa, I had to visit a spot which was the subject of dis

pute between the tamindin of Mitha and Dkhli Mohla. I found that the dis

puted boundary was nearly ten miles from one village and seven miles from the
nth** The dispute itself extended over fire or six miles of
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Chapter V. B-

Land and Land

Revenue

Change ainoe an*

I left the apot the taminddrt of Hoda in the Leish district came np, and declared

that the land which I had been looking at belonged to their village, which waa

aix or Bcven miles away. Daring my ride I was ttken by one party or other to

sea the marks of their possessions, which wore little patches of ground of the size

of a qnnrter of an acre or so, scattered over distnncoa of a mile or more from each

other, in which somebody had sown a fow seeds of bejra which had never ripened

owing to want of rain. The existence of these spots appeared to be only known

to a few men on either side ; and from the recriminations which need to follow

on their being bronght to notice, I believe they were plonghed np and the seed

cast in secretly at night, and then neglected altogether, as the objeot waa not to

attract the attention of the opposite party to toe progress that was being made

in securing giound until the settlement ahilkart should commence operations."

After much deliberation it was arranged that the demarcation of boundaries The prinoiple for

in the Bar should be carried out on the samo principle as hud been adopted in defining boundaries

Gujranwala. The villages were called on to Btate how many head of cattle determined on.

they possessed, and they were allowed an area of waste land calculated npon the

number of their cattle, at 4 acres a head in tho Bar and 10 acres in the Thai,

five sheep or goats being counted as equal to an ox. In the Mitha Tiwana Thai

Mr. Oaseley marked out boundaries arbitrarily, without roference to the num

bers of cattle, or rather, to any exact scalo based upon that number. The quan

tity of land that each village was entitled to being once settled, every effort waa

made to draw out boundaries witha due regard to existing possession, and where

possession did not exist to prevent it, the village area was made of as compact a

shape as was feasible. But so averso were the villagers to this arrangement,

that thoy threw every obstacle in the way of the porsons employed for the

demarcation of their boundaries. The area remaining after this demarcation waa

constituted Government rakhs.

It might have been supposed that the plan adopted would have led the

people to exaggerate their possessions, in order to obtain large pasture grounds,

but such was not the case. The people of this country are everywhere auspicious,

and here they seem to have thought that a trap was being laid to extract from

them the real numbers of their cattlo, in order that the' information might be

afterwards made use of to raise the assessment ; they therefore, if .anything, re

turned the number of cattle as too small. But the arithmetical standard was

liberal in itself and waa not too strictly applied, every care being taken that the

area allotted to each villnge shoald be more than amply sufficient for its

greatest possible requirements.

As already stated some 51,106 acres of this State land were History of State

from time to time granted on lonif lease for purposes of cultiva- lMd. ,iDCS "gnlar

tion to various lessees. The rest, in b.ooks of varying size,

called rakhs, was leased out for grazing purposes to the cattle-

owners of neighbouring villages, the rates realisable being for

most of the rakhs fixed at the following as a maximum

Kind of animal.

Camel ... ...

Buffalo ...

Cow or bullock ...

Sheep or goat ...

Tahsfl Shabpurf

Tahafl Bhera. ,' and Thai

rakhs.

MB. a. p.

18 0

14 0

0 12 0

0 2 0

Ks. a. p.

10 0

0 12 0

0 8 0

0 10

Salt range

Rf. a. p.

0 8 0

0 6 0

0 4o

0 0 e
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Chapter ▼> B. It was found that encroachments were gradually being

—— . made on these State lands, and that there was a danger of

I*2^ren private rights gradually being asserted over them, and it was

HUtorv of State *° stoP tn's ftn° *° declare rights of the State and of the

land iinoe regular neighbouring population regarding eaoh such block of land

settlement, that the Forest Settlement was undertaken. At the same time

the opportunity was taken to rectify the boundaries of some

of the rakhs, especially in the Salt range, where in some places

they were inconveniently near the cultivated fields or even the

villages themselves. The average annual income and expendi

ture of the State lands now constituted reserved forest was.

estimated in 1896 as follows:-—

Tahifl.
Average

annual in

come.

Average

annual ex

penditure.
net income.

Kb. Re. Rb.

Bbera 30,700 8,700 28,000

Shahpur 20,000 500 19,600

Kfanghafe ... ... ... ... 15,600 2,500 13,000

Total District ... 72,200 11,700 60,500



Shahpur District.

CHAPTER VI.

TOWNS, MUNICIPALITIES AND CANTON-

MBNTS.

The distribution by religion of the population of the towns Chapter VI.

and the number of occupied houses in each are shown in Table

No. XLIII, while further particulars will be found in the

Census Report in Tables Nos. Ill, IV and V. Table No. XLIV

shows the population by sex for each town and the number of Statistics of

births and deaths during the last ten years ; while Table

No. XLV shows the income of the different municipalities.

Towns, Munici

palities and Can-

In 1881 the towns were Miani, Bhera, Shahpur (including Increase or de>

civil lines) Sahiwal, Khushib and Girot. tfirot has now "JT" * population

ceased to be a municipality, and the civil lines, whioh are 0

three miles distant from Shahpur, have been reckoned as a

separate town. The figures for total population are as

-i

s

•« a

Total population IN s.°
3

Town.

i

w

■

1855. 1868. 1881. 1891.
orea cent 1881

Mi&m ... ... ttt ,,, 6,005 6,857 8,069 7,149 -11

Bhera ... ... ,,, ... 13,973 14,514 16,165 17,428 +15

Shahpur Municipality 4,717 4,743 6,424 6,337 +17

Shahpnr Civil Lines • •* 1,771 2,328 2,896 +24

S&biw&l 9,437 8,900 8,880 9,210 + 4

Khnshib ... 7,261 8,509 8,989 9,832 + 9

The total increase of the town population in these six

towns since 1881 is only 8 per cent, against 17 per cent, for

total population, so that there is no tendenoy to concentrate in

towns at the expense of the villages. The falling off in the

population of Miani is due to the removal of the Bait mart, the

establishment of which led to a sudden increase of population

just before 1881. Since the construction of the Chak Nizam

bridge aoross the Jhelam and the extension of the railway to

Khewra, muoh of the salt that used to pass through Miani now

goes direot to its destination. Notwithstanding the decrease in

1881, it is still higher than it was at any pre-

As regards Bhera the statistics of the different censuses

since 1855 show a steady but not rapid progress. It is the
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Chapter VI. ohief town in the district and the centre of trade for a consider-

TownsTinnici- a^'e area to son'a an<* west. Since 1881 a branch of the

palities and Can- North-Western Railway has been opened to Bhera and its

tonments. trade has been considerably benefited thereby, yet the increase

IaorwMe or da- of the population is less than that for the whole district.

tion"of towiijr>Pn1*" The boundaries of Shahpnr Municipality include a few

insignificant outlying hamlets within the Shahpur revenue

estate. Its trade and population are steadily increasing with

the development of the surrounding country.

Shahpur civil lines, the head-quarters of the district, are

situated three miles from Shahpur town and are not included

Within municipal boundaries. Since 1881 the villages of Sher-

pur and Muzaffarabad have been excluded, and yet the popu

lation of the remaining area (known as Chak Chhaoni in the

revenue records) has increased since 1881 by 24 per cent., popu

lation and trade being no doubt strongly attracted towards the

district head-quarters. A number of those counted, however,

may have been temporary visitors only come about their cases

in Court.

Sahiwal Municipality is still far from the railway, and

there has been no development of canal irrigation in its im

mediate neighbourhood, which, perhaps, accounts for the very

small increase of 4 per cent. Its population is still less than it

was in 1855, when it was the head-quarters of a tahsil, and the

number counted probably included a large number of temporary

visitors.

The boundaries bf Khushab are those of the revenue estate,

including some small hamlets outside municipal limits. It is

surprising to find that, notwithstanding the opening of the

railway to Khushab since 1881, there has only been 9 per cent,

increase of population. Probably part of the grain which used

to find a market in the town now goes direct to the railway.

Sex and religion 9. The number of females per 1,000 males is 935 in the

m tomu. towns against 897 in the villages, the proportion for the

different towns being Miani 991, Bhera 941, Shahpur town 980,

Shahpur- civil lines 499, Wahiwal 1,024, Khushab 954. Pro

bably these differences are chiefly due to the effects of

migration, males being more ready to migrate than females.

Thus in Sahiwal, the population of whioh is hardly increasing,

there are actually more females than males, and in Miani, the

population of which is decreasing the number of females is

nearly equal to that of males ; and the^Becrease of population

since 1381 is made up of 890 males and only 30 females. In

Shahpur civil lines with its great increase of population and

its large number of Government servants and their followers

and of people attending the Courts temporarily for their cases,

the number of males is double that of females.

For all these six towns taken together, the proportion of

Musalmans to total population, which was 59 per cent, in 1881,
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is now 60 per cent., so that the Musalmans have increased in a Chapter Tt.

slightly greater ratio than the Hindus and Sikhs taken to- —

gether. The proportion of Musalmans to total population for t^5es'ai!d*Oan-

the district is 85 per cent. ; s.o that while Hindus mid Sikhs tonmsats.

form less than one-sixth of the population of the district, they Sax mad

form two-fifths of the population of the towns. The proportion *» towaei

of Musalmans to total population for the.different towns is for

Miani 48 per cent., Bhera 63 per cent., Shahpur town 63 per

cent., Shahpur civil lines 63 per bent, Sahiwal 46 per cent.) and

Khushab 72 per oent. Here it is notioeable that while the

Hindus and Sikhs form more than half the population of Miani

and Sahiwal, they are little more than a third of that of Bhera

and Shahpur and the civil lines and less than a third of that .

of Khushab. Generally speaking, in all these towns, the Hindus

and Sikhs are usually traders, bankers, money-lenders and

shop-keepers, and the Musalmans cultivate the surrounding

lands or work as labourers, but in Miani and Bhera there is a

large colony of Mnsalman traders, Khoja and Piracha by caste.

The town of Bhera lies in north latitude 32° 22' and east Town**

longitude 72° 57' and contains a population of 17,428 souls. It

lies on the loft bank of the Jhelam, 30 miles east of Shabpur.

It is the head- quarters of a fiscal sub-division, and is the

largest and most imposing town and the most thriving com

mercial centre of the district. The town is surrounded by a

wall, partly kacha and partly pakka with eight gates, of whioh

the Lahori Gate to the east and the Thanwala to the north are

the principal. It is the best looking town in the district, being

built of brick throughout. There are some anoient buildings

with wonderful wood-carving. There are alao some gardens

outside the town, among which Thanwala garden, and one in

which the tomb of Miran Said Mahammadi is built, are specially

worthy of notioe. It has a tardi, detached tahril and thdno, a

dispensary, a town hall and a high school.

The early history of the town of Bhera is discussed at

some length by General Cunningham in his " Anoient Geo

graphy of India, " pages 155 to 159, and Archaeological Survey

Report, Volume XIV, pages 35 to 40. The original town stood on

the right bank of the river, and in former days must have been

a place of considerable note, for Babar, in his autobiography,

when speaking of his designs on Hindustan, talks of the

countries of Bhera, Khushab, Ac, and again in describing

Hindustan itself, he defines the limits of the empire

as extending from Bhera to Behar.* Some idea of its

size may also be gained from the fact that it paid so large a

sum as two lakhs of rupees to purchase its safety, when the

troops under Babar, disappointed of expected plunder in Bajaur,

arrived before it in A. D. 1519. Soon after this, says tradition,

the adjoining hill tribes descended and destroyed the city. The

Bibar, p. 256 and 310.
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Chapter YL ruins of the old towa still remain, aad are known by the name

_ —— . of Jobnathnaggar. It is identified by General GanniDgham as

itttto andean- tue caPita^ ot Sophites, or Sopheites, the contemporary of

tonmenta- Alexander the Great* The same author Bpeaks of it . as the

Town of Bhers. refuge, and for some time the capital, of the Brahman kings of

Kabul, expelled about the end of the 10th century by the

Muhammadans.

The new town of Bhera was founded in A, D. 1540, during

the reign of Sher Shah, near a spot where a holy man calling

himself Pip Kaya-nath had for some time been established, and

where his followers are still residing round the tomb of their

spiritual father. The place appears rapidly to have attained to

its former size and importance, as it is one of the few places

mentioned by name in the description of the Lahore tuba given

in the Ain-Akbari, from which we also learn that it was the

centre of a mahdl which paid a revenue of nearly five lakhs of

rupees, and was one of the few spots in the whole empire where

money was coined. After being plundered and laid waste by

Nur-ud-din, as mentioned before, the town was repopulated by

the Chiefs of the Bhangi misl, to whose share it fell in the divi

sion of the territory acquired by the Sikhs. Its appearance has

been greatly improved under British rule.

Bhera is a place of considerable and growing trade, its pre-

sent position as the terminus of a branoh of the railway making

it an emporium for the trade of the country to the south. A

large colony of Khojas aad Pirach&s, Mnhammadan converts

from Hinduism, are settled here, and carry on a traffic with

Kabul and the countries beyond it. Ohi is exported to Rawal

pindi and Amritsar. Rice, gur and sugar are imported from the

Jullundur Doab ; country cloth is exported to Kabul, Mooltan,

Derajat and Sakkur. European cotton goods are brought from

Amritsar and Karachi. Coarse felts and hand pankhdt are ex

ported in different directions. The town is also famous for

lronsmiihs and stone-cutters as well as wood-carvers ; an excel

lent felt and soap are manufactured, the former being exported

in large quantities. A mere detailed notice of some oLthese

industries will be found in Chapter IV B. The total population

at the different censuses is shown at the beginning of this Chap

ter where the causes of its increase and the proportions of sex

and religion are discussed. Details will be found in Tables Nos.

XLIII and XLIV ; the latter table tUso shows the number of

births and deaths in the last ten years. The average of the period

gives a birth-rate of 44, and a death-rate of 34 per thousand

per annum, Bhera is not a healthy town, its position near the

river rendering it subjeot to have its neighbourhood flooded,

when the stagnant water produces serious epidemics of fever. The

death-rate rose to 59 per thousand in' 1872, to 53 per thousand

• Arohnologioal Report, 1863-64, p. 42.
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in 1878, and to 73 per thousand in 1892. A good drainage Chapter VI.

scheme is badly wanted. TownsTlIwiie.-

The municipality of Bhera was first constituted in 1867. **U**e" *nd'<J*B*.

It is a municipality of the second class with 5 nominated and 10 Town c. Bk-

elected members, and an elected President, who is at present the

Tahsildar. Its annual income is shown in Table No. XIiV j for

the last five years it has averaged Ks. 20,015 per annum. An

account of the school and dispensary has been given in Section

A of Chapter V. There is here a Bench of Honorary Magis

trates with second class powers consistiug at present of Sheikh

Faal Ilahi, DiwAn Ganpat Rai, and Malik Deri Das, and a

force of 36 municipal police. Bhera is noted for the number

of its inhabitants who have entered the Civil Service of Govern*

ment, some of them having attained to high positions. No

fewer than 43 of the 183 patwaris in the district belong to Bhera

town, There is a printing press here at whioh a weekly verna

cular newspaper, the " Dost-i-Hind " is published. In a fine

sardi erected by Malik Devi D&s near the railway station, a

small cotton-carding factory with a steam engine has been

started, but the outturn i&not large.

The town of Miani lies in north latitude 32* 3 V 48" and Town of Miami,

east longitude 78° 7' 80", and contains a population of 7,149.

It is situated on the left bank of the Jhelam, opposite Pind Dadan

Khan. The old town was an. ill-built place of uarrow" lanes and

bazars, the upper storeys of the houses and shops almost touching

each other, and was not surrounded by any wall ; but in Captain

Davies'a time about 1865, a new and commodious square was

erected, named Davies-Kanj,and a wall with gates built round the

east part of the town. From time immemorial Miani was an im

portant nwrt for the salt from the mines on the opposite side of

the river. The original town was oalled Shamshabad. This was

swept away by the river, and a town on the present site was

bnilt nnder the auspices of Asaf Khan, fathrr-in-law of the

Emperor Shah Jehan, by two Hindus, Madho Das and Shib

Rim. Like Bhera, it grew and prospered till the deoline of the

Mughal monarchy, and, like Bhera, it was plundered and de

stroyed by Nur-ud-din, General of Ahmad Shah, in A. D 1754,

and the inhabitants were dispersed in the neighbouring villages.

In A. D. 1787, Maha Singh, father of Ranjit Singh, induced a

number of the descendants of the old residents and others to re

build the town, and re-opened the salt mart ; but it appears

never to have entirely recovered Nur-ud-din's visitation, for the

descendants of the families which then abandoned the place and

took refuge in the adjoining villages are still to be found in

them. The prosperity of the town has lately suffered a severe

blow of a different kind. Until the extension of the railway

totheKhewra salt mines across the river, Miani was the depot

for the salt exported from those mines down-country, and from

this fact was known as bun Miaui, but sinoe then the salt trade
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Chapter VI.

Towns, Mnnici-

pftlitiei and Can

tonments.

Town of Miioi.

has almost left it, and its glory bas departed. Its population

has, mainly for this reason, decreased by 11 per cent, since 1881.

The total population at the different censuses is shown at the

beginning of this Chapter. Details will be found in Tables

Nos. XLI1I and XLIV, the latter table also shows the number

of births and deaths in the last ten years. The average of the

period gives a birth-rate of 45 and a death-rato of 86 per

thousand per annum. Miani lies low and- is subject to floods and

fever j in 1892 the death-rate was 73 per thousand per

A drainage scheme is badly wanted.

The municipality of Miani was first constituted in 1867. It is

a municipality of the second class with 3 nominated and 6 elected

members, the elected president at present being the Naib-Tah-

sildar. The municipal police number 16. The annual income

is shown in Table No. XLV ; for the last five years it has aver

aged Rs. 7,378. The public buildings are a police station, a

town hall, a school, and a sardi with rest-house attached. There

is also a railway station with a railway rest-house.

Shahpur town. Shahpur is a small town of 6,837 inhabitants, at present at

a distance of about two miles from the river Jhelam. It was

formerly on the very bank of the river, which has of late been

receding in the direction of Khushab. Shahpur with the ad

joining villages Nathuwila, Kotla and Jalalpnr was founded by

a colony of Sayads who still form the proprietary body. One

Shah Shams was their common ancestor, and his tomb may still

be seen near Shahpur. The original tomb was to the north of

the town, and was carried away by the river, when the coffin is

is said to have been removed to its present site, east of- the

town. He is now worshipped as a saint., and a large fair is

annually held in his honor, between 23rd and 25th Chet (the begin

ning of April). A. large number of people come from very long

- distances to worship this saint at his shrine, which is shaded by

a grove of trees. This town lies on the road from Lahore to

Dera Ismail Khan and has some trade in cloth. It is three

miles from the civil station, and five from Khushab. Though

now removed from the river by a distance of two miles, in high

floods the water still touches the walls. The road to Khushab

turns off at a right angle immediately in front of a picturesque

gate, which leads into the. only bazar of whjch the town can

boast. The other gate, much smaller and ill-built, leads to the

river towards the north-west. The town has a dispensary, a

boys' school und a very good girls' school established and main-,

tained by the efforts of Rai Sahib Pandit Diwan Chand, a resi

dent of the town. Id the western corner may be seen the low

kacha walls of what was once a fort of the Sayads, the site of

which they still occupy; while outside the town and farther

east of the shrine of Shah Shams, about one mile from the fort

of (he Sayads, are the ruins of an old Sikh fort.
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The total population at the different censuses is shown at the Chapter YI-

beginning of this Chapter where the causes of its increase and

the proportions of sex and religion are discussed. Details will n^Yie»'a5d Ca

be found in Tables Nfos. XLIII and XLIW The latter table' toaments-

also shows the birth and death-rates for the last ten years; the shabpor town,

average of the period gives a birth-rate of 34, and a death-rate

of 28 per. thousand per annum. The town is a municipality of

the second class with 3 nominated and 6 elected members, the

President being usually one of the Extra. Assistant Commis

sioners. The municipal police number 7. The annual income is

shown in Table No. XLV, for the last five years it has averaged

Ba. 2,039 per annum.

The original aite* of the head-quarters station was near shabpor oil

Natbiiwala on the river side of Shabpnr town, but the houses station,

having been washed down in .the great flood of 1849, the present

site was selected about three miles to the east of Shahpur town

on the road to Lahore. The wisdom of the selection was proved in

the great flood of July 1893, when the civil station was an

island surrounded by water on all sides for several miles. Since

that flood, however, the underground water level has come

inconveniently near the surface, and some of the buildings

threaten to subside. The station has a small bazar neatly

laid out with fairly wide streets. The roads are wide and

well-shaded by trees and are watered in the hot weather

from the inundation canal, which runs through the station.

Piotnresque glimpses of the Salt range close the view to the

west. Good Crops of grain and grass are raised in the lands

attached to the station, chiefly by the aid of canal irrigation.

The station has a large hospital, a school, two tanks and three

public gardens. The annual horse fair is held here. Khushib,

the nearest railway station, is eight miles off aoross the river.

The District (Jourt-hoose, the treasury and the tahsil are

all substantial buildings of <the usual type. There is also a .

is a Sessions house and staging bungalow, and a eommodious

$hr&i which was built? for the public benefit by the late Malik

Sahib Khan, Tiwana, c.s.i. The ohurch is in a pretty garden

in the centre of the station* which contains only 'six bungalows

fit for the residence of Europeans. The land round the station

is the property of Government and proposals for its better

longitude 72° 22' and contains a population of .9,210 soul*. It

was formerly the head-quarters of a fiscal sub-division ; is

one of the chief commercial town's ,of the district. It is not well

bnilt, and is completely surrounded by a kacha wall with six

gates, of whioh the Lahori to the east and the Kashmiri to the

north are the principal. The town,is badly situated on a raised

piece of ground, around which the surface drainage of the
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Chapter VI- conn try for many miles round colleots. It is said that Sehiwil

_ "w • • W83 f°Qn(led by Gul Bahluk, one of the ancestors of the Bilooh

paliTta andean' Chiefsof this place, and was so named after "Sai"-of the

tonmentt Jhammat oaste, who was the manager of the property. Sahi-

Town of Sihiwil. wal Carries on a brisk trade with Mooltau and Sukkur in cotton,

grain, and gki, and its Arora traders also carry on a large agri

cultural banking business, and are gradually but surely acquir

ing the laud in the neighbourhood. It is also the centre of the

barilla (tajji) trade for the surrounding Bar tract. . The only

manufactures for which Sahiwal is noted are hardware and turn

ery in ivory and wood and lacquered work. A more detailed

notice of some of the indnstries'of the town will be found in

Chapter IV B.

The total population at the different censuses is shown at

the beginning of this Chapter, where the causes of its increase

and the proportions of sex and religion are discussed. Details

will be found in Tables Nos. XLIII and XLlY. The latter

table also shows the number of births and deaths in the last

ten years. The average of the period gives a birth-rate' of 51

■ and a death-rate -of 40 per thousand per aunum. The heavy

rains of 1892 caused a severe epidemic of fever and in that

year the death-rate was 97 per thousand per annum. A drain

age scheme is badly wanted. * The municipality, of Sahiwal

was 6rst constituted in 1867 ; it is of the second class with three

nominated and six elected members, the-President being usually

the Tahsildar. The publio buildings are a school, a dispen-

saryra larai with rest-house attached, a town hall and a police*

station. The income of .the municipality is given in Table

No. XLV ; for the last five years it has averaged Rs. 7,759

per annum. There are 18 municipal police.

Tomiof Khuthib. Tfae town of Khushab lies in north latitude 82° 17' 80* and

east longitude 72° 24' SO*, and contains a population of 9,832

Bonis. It is situated on the right bank of the Jhelam on the

Lahore and Derajat road, about eight miles from the civil

station. Seen from the opposite bank of the river the town is

picturesque. Being quite on the edge of the river, it has

several times been washed away by the stream. Year by year

the river has encroached on the banks, so that a portion of the

inhabitants are in turn driven out of their houses and obliged

to build aWay from the river. The town is partly surrounded

by a kacha widl with four gates, of which the Lahori to the

east and the Kashmiri to the north are the principal. There

are no data for giving, with any degree of exactness, the year of

foundation of Khu*h&b. It is said by local tradition to have

been built in A..D. 1503. But it must have existed long before

this, and is probably one of the oldest towns in this part of- the

Punjab, as it was a flourishing place in the time of Babar,

and is frequently mentioned by him in his memoirs. Indeed,

"fforh the manner1 in which it is mentioned; it is clear that the

old town must have existed when Bebar's '
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invaded Hindustan in A.D. 1898.. Very little, however, of the Chapter VI-

old town remains ; for the last fifty years the river has been j0WM> ^BatoU

gradually catting away its right 'bunk at this spot, and with it polities and rjan-

have disappeared the gardens of the good Ahmadyar Khan, tonments

the fort built by J afar Khan, fiiloch, and nine-tenths of the Town of Khn.hib,

older houses. In Captain Davies's times about 1865, a new

town was laid out which, with its baz6r thirty feet wide and

more than half-a-mile in length, and its open streets, promises

to surpass the former one. The Nawab Ahmadjar Khan,

mentioned above, was Governor of Khushab, in Muhammad

Shah's time, and his tomb, about a mile to the south-west of

the new town, is still a place of pilgrimage.

Khushab carries on a large trade with Mooltan, Sukkur,

Afghanistan, and the Derajat, sending down cotton, wool and

ghi to the- two former, and country cloth to the latter, receiving

in exchange English piece-goods, spices, iron, copper, &c,

from Mooltan and Sukkur, dried fruits, madder, &c, from

Afghanistan, and sngar and gur from Amritsar and the Jnllun-

dur Doab It is the great mart for the grain of the Salt

range. The principal manufacture is that of coarse cloth and

cotton scarves (lungia,) there being some 600 weaving establish

ments in the town. The manufacture of art pottery has been

commenced. A more detailed notioe of some of the industries

of the town will be found in Chapter IV B.

The public bnildings are a taheil, a thana , a school, a dispen

sary, a aardi with rooms for travellers, and town hall. At

Khushab is the largest ferry in the district, as from here roads

branch to Dera Ismail Khan, Mianwali, Banna and Talagang

through the Salt range. A bridge of boats is maintained during

the oold season. Khushab is a changing station on the Sind Sagar

Branch of the North-Western Railway and has a considerable

population of Railway employe's.

The total population at the different censuses is shown at

the beginning of this Chapter, where the causes of its increase

and the proportions of sex and religion are discussed. Details

will be found in Tables Nos. XLIII and XLIV. The latter

table also shows the birth and death-rates for the last ten

years ; the average of the period gives a birth-rate of 44 and a

death-rate of 29 per thousand per annum. The high situation

of the town and the abundant supply of uncontaminated water

from the river close by make it comparatively healthy.

Khushab was constituted a municipality in 1867, and is of

the second class with nine members, all nominated, the president

being usually the Assistant Commissioner with the Tahsildar

as vice-president. The annual income is shown in Table No.

XLV ; for the last five years it averaged Bs. 9,829 per annum .

The police force amounts to 28 men.
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Ohapter VI. Other places of importance are Midh, the oentre of trade

TowatTxiuiei- '0r t*19 v^^**e8 'n ttte Chenib valley, witb a police station and

pahtiw and Can- rest-house, a school, a dispensary and a post office ; Cbak Ram-

teamentt- das and Jbawari, large villages on the road between Bbera

Othar places of and Shahpnr ; Girot on the right bank of the Jhelam, a oentre

importanoK 0f the trade in coarse cotton cloth which has made its name

known in the bdidrt of Afghanistan and Central Asia j Ntirpnr,

the centre of the trade in the wool of the Thai ; Mitba Tiwana,

the original home of the Tiwana Maliks ; and Nanshahra, the

principal market-place of the Salt range.
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Table No. II-Showing DEVELOPMENT.

i- 2 3 4 5 6

DETAILs. 1853-54. 1863-64.] 1878.74. | 1883-84. | 1893-94.

-
-

- -||- -

Population - - - - - - - - 302,700 - sessss 431,508 493,588

Cultivated, acres - - - - - - - - 304,870. 420,861 S57,518 086,425

Irrigated, aCros - - - - - - 133,787 322,074 836,655 251,888

•, from Government works ... - - 8,124 62,407 50,522

Assessed land revenue, Rs. - - - -|-- 8,80,445, 4,18,173, 4,20,786 5,70,172

Revenue from land, Rs. - - - - - - * 4,18,586 3,90,196 5,80,082

Gross revenue, Rs. •. - - - - - 4,75,827 5,52,901 7,83,047

- - - --|----

Number of kine ... - - 15416s 189,561| 199,740. 376,707

,, ., sheep and goats - - - ins 182,658. 202,298] 308,831

,, , camels - - - - - 14,908 15,448. 18,174 12,638

Miles of metalled roads - - - - - - * - d 13

** * unmetalled roads - - - - - -- - 829 1,071 880

* • *

* * - railways - - - - - - - - - - 26 75

Police staff - - - ... . . s: 464 463 450

|

Prisoners convicted - - - | 618 728 2,212 1,478 - 2,087

|

Civil suits, number - - - 1,819| 2,163 5,233 5,565 6,115

,, value in rupees ... - 87,075 1,48,085 2,29,959 2,98,116 4,85,660

Municipalities, number - - - - - - 4. 6 5

** income in rupecs - - - - 40,432 84,054 47,980

-
-

- - -

Dispensaries, number of - 7 11 10

** patients ... - *** -. | - 42,690 82,226 100,426

schools, number of -
38. 33 50 80

, scholars ... -
m 1,811! 3,600 4,360

|

Noir.-These figures are taken

-

from the Administration and Departmental Reports,
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Table. No III-Showing RAINFALL (for the year ending 31st May).

Buna

Midh

Miani

Bhsr*

Sahiw.l

ur

Khnsblb

lUlNFW.I. Ill TEKrBf or 1XCK*.

2/6

11*

Ifl

111

201

65

88

0.1

105

SOI

91

1H

102

111

n

68

81

80

85

183

168

186

1H

71

96

87

71

32

1«

01

168

200

lOt

140

128

m

208

113

220

116

00

190

150

80

122

82

71

M

128

120

168

272

108

161

176

188

115

115

107

217

4"

M

11

5fi

■

M

71

132

HI

21fl

20«

272

M

m

207

230

213

133

j 307

216

182

200

136

67

173

100

103

m

i t

Kit

166

•187

177

168

110

130

100

178

261

12

157

177

161

131

121

110

lie

112

200

105

Tbo figures
In the ten
are founded
on the aver-
a I o a of

-These flxnies are taken from the District Registers of lliinfall.

Table No. Ill A-Showing RAINFALL at SHAHPUR HEAD-QUARTERS.

BuxriLt, in ts»i hh or m i»CB.
M a
= » Number of

rainy days in
each month.MOWTH.

I

4

s

S S s i

i

his
average of
1870-92.

1 1 i i i t i
<

June ... ■•• ■•• ••■ ••■ i 8 1 7 18 3 16 4 8 7 M

July ••• 11 70 11 35 10 11 26 M 15 01 30 40

August 16 6 6 48 46 16 22 65 22 6 26 8-6

September 18 11 11 e 1 4 22 15 10 21

October •
1 It 3 1 1 3 0-6

November 4 15 ... 3 0-3

December 15 9 3 3 3 0-5

January 11 8 13 l 13 1 13 11 3 10 If

February 6

\

10 17 l 11 2 7 7 3 6 10

March 33 12 3 s 14 1 '31 3t 11 11

April 3 2 7 7 16 18 5 6 r«

May " 10 1 4 3 2 90 1 6 1-8

Total 1 months, June to
September.

61 107 36 87 61) 64 11 160 63 119 81 11*3

Total 3 monthr, October to
December.

1 IS. 41 1 11 3 3 0 w

Total 6 months, Janunrr to
May.

60 1 31 39 SO 67 3 78 70

1

46 41 8-8

Total of year lit 111 71 110 80 15t 66 158 1 136 168 131
1 *"1

inlo^M"'B>porterfl8,lre* *** 1,18 DUtrict of Rainfall, and from figures furnished by tlie Meteo-



TableNo.IIIB-ShowingRAINFALLatTAHSILSTATIONS.

RAINFALLATBHERAINTENTHsofANINCH.

YEAR.JunetoOctobertoJanuaryto

September.December.May.

1885-86w--•9259

188687...--1002 1887–88...-113134 1888–89...-139847

1889–90...“.•-14514

1890–91......•664158

1891–92......•3623

1892-93....•1751384

1893–94...**-•-•1101278

t894-95...•125349

Averageofthetenyears110|843

Wholeyear. 177 161

RAINFALLATKHUSHABINTENTHSOFANINCH.

|
'*'':":"|w",".

534295

79l•-80

1711432 74.1524113 761490 382849115 671871 146988243 41557103 133342178 633112

73

Note.-ThesefiguresaretakenfromtheDistrictRegistersofRainfall.
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Table No. V-Showing the BISTRIBUTION of POPULATION.

l 2 3 4. | 5

Detail. # *#

# # #
| = # <!

# - © | ×

T 5 5 | 5

# # # #
- E E- * £

Total square miles ... ... ... ... ... - ... ... ... ... 4,741 1,177 1,025 2,539

Cultivated, square miles ... - - - - - - - - 1,147 387 385 375

culturable, square miles “. . . . . . . ... ... ... 3,111 728 588 1,795

Square miles under crops (average) ... - - - - - - 820 287 255 278

Total population ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 493,588 195,585 146,376 151,627

Urban population ... ... ... . ... ... - - - - - 52,852 24,577 18,443 9,833

Rural population ... - - - - - ... ... ... .... 440,736 || 171,008 || 127,933 || 141,795

Total population per square mile - - - - - - - 104 166 143 60

Rural population per square mile - - - - - - - 98 145 125 | 66

[" 10,000 souls - - - - •- - - - - l l - -

5,000 to 10" . . . . . . . . . . . 7 I 4. *

* i

# 3,000 to 5,000 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 13 | 2 8 8

's 2,000 to 3,000 - - - - -- - - - - - 26 13 4. 9

ce -

U. -

5|- to 2,000 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... - - 85 | 33 24 28

# -

| 500 to 1,000 *.. - - - - - - - - - 157 77 42 38

| Under 500 - - - - - - - - - - 417 140 195 78

Total - - 706 276 272 158

Towns ... ... ... ... ... ... ... I -10,271 4,603 8,697 1,971

Occupied houses -

'Villages ... - - - - - - 80,105 27,087 25,551 27,517

Towns ... - - - - - - 12,938 5,915 4,637 2,386

Resident families

Villages ... - - - - - - 92,676 33,825 27,441 31,410

Non-These figures are taken from Tables Nos. I and III of the Census Report of 1891, except the c wated,culturable and crop areas, which are taken from the Revenue Report. po * p ulti
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Table No. VI-Showing MIGRATION.

*

D1STRICT.

Jchlaul --- -

Jhaug ... ...

Gujrát --- -

Gujránwála

Dera Ismail Khau

Bannu --- -

Siálkot ... --

Rāwalpindi

Lahore -

Amritsar ... -

Multan ... ...

Peshāwar ... -

Dera Gházi Khan

Muzaffargarh •

Other districts of the Punjab

•

*

Total within the Province

MALEs rka 1,000 of

BOTH SEXE8.

# # # #
E .# 's .50

5 ;3 .# #

- *- 9,158 6,736 444 412

-- - 8,941 t 4,970 485 436

•- - 8,424 5,148 411 340

3,952 3,422 485 378

-- 1,074 3,317 408 635

•- ‘804 2,889 568 598

*- - 710. 304 537 559

- " * * * 548 1,755 544 660

- - - 386 1,017 568 - 567

- * - 197 540 584 620

- * ** 186 1,825 570 630

- 123 901 593 708

--- 58 1,103 672 653

*- •- 52 996 750 645

*** *** *. 1,045 ! 2,004 •- -

- - 35,617 | 36,927 - -

E

* •

NorE.--These figures are taken from Table No. XI of the Census Report of 1891.
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Table No. VII-Showing RELIGION and SEX.

:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Dktail.

District. Tahsilb.

Persons. Females. Shahpnr. 4 Villages.

Males.
s

■
a
M

w M

Persons ... • ■* ••• ■■■ 493,588 ... 195,585 146,376 151,627 440,730

Males ... ... ... 258,147 103,602 76,830 77,655 230,861

Females ... ...
23.r.,441 91,923 69,546 73,972 209,872

Hindus 66,065 34,144 31,921 28,266 22,706 15,093 46,448

Sikhs 9,777 5,156 4,621 2,368 3,737 3,672 8,176

Zoroastrians (Parsi) 5 2 3 ... 5 ...

Musalmans 417,661 218,801 198,860 164,917 119,919 132,825 380,065

Total Christians 80 44 36 34 14 32 42

Native Christiana 25 14 11 24 1 • ••

Eurasian Christians 14 7 7 3 ... 11 ...

European Christiana 41 23 IS 7 13 21 ...

Sunm's 403,293 212,298 192,995 . • • ... ... ...

Shias 9,545 4,632 4,913

1 -

... ... ...

Note.—These figure, are taken from Statement Mo. VII of the Census Report of 18U1.

Table No. Vlll-Showing LANGUAGES.

1 2 3 4 5

LAXouAor.

District.

DlSTBIBDTION BY TaHSILS.

u
a
c

i

1

e

I

•

Hindustani—Hindi 373

492,832

44 227 104

161,274Panjabi 195,510 140,062

Pashta H ». *U 15 49 197

Kashmiri 6 1 5 •M

Persian , ... ... : ... 19 ... 18 1

English 63 7 14 "32

Noti.—These figures are taken from Table No. X of the Ceaeu* Report for 1N1.
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Table No. IX-Showing Principal CASTES and TRIBES.

i

Cast* ob Tribe.

Total population

A win

Arora

Bbitia

Ahir

Total Bilochea

Brahman

Chfihra

Dhobi

Fakir

Pathan

Bajput Bhatli

„ Cboban

„ Dhuddi

„ Gondal

„ Janjfia

>. Joya

„ Mekan

„ Binhja

n Wl;..

„ Tiwana

Total Bijpfita

Sayad

Sheikh

Snnir

Tarkhin

Teli

Dim*

Khatri

Khoja

Khokfaar ...

Kumhar

Lobar

Maohhi ...

Mali

Malhih

Miriai

atochi

Mnghal

Nii

Jat

Jnldha

Total numbers.

493.58S

52,526

40,829

8,236

1.8C2

1,066

1.027

10,583

5,455

35,401

6,457

1,4291

3,203

6,451

15,069

3,116

1,742

21,467

2,654

2,496

6,863

7,366

2,714

2,790

76,308

9,506

6,718

4,189

12,5681

2,818

3,141

16,530

3,426

24,040

14,164

6,026

12,646

1,953

1,017

10,339

18,2*3

3,160

8,911

47,1 ae|

25,888

1

at

258,147

27,048

20,646

4,402

1,001

535

638

5.414

2,797

18,499

3,389

782

1,885

8,292j
7,948|

1,711

608

11,626!

1,387'

1,3371

3,071

3,909

1,490

1,387

89,632

4.9M5

3,549

2,168

6,552

1,512

1,633

8,652

1.716

12,649

7,536

3,223

6,635

1,022

498

6,158

9,532

1,669

4,642

25,171

13,641

235,441

25,478

20,184

3,834

861

530

489

5,168

2,658

16,902

3,068

647

1,318

8,159

7,12)

1,4051

1,1841

9.841

1,2671

1,159|

2,792

3,466

1,224

1,453

85,676

4,571

3,1691

1,97)

6,016

1,306

1,508

7,878

1,710

11.391

6,628

2,803

6,011

931

619|

5,181

8,731

1,491

4,2691

21 ,95&[

12,247

Strength ION.

-a
M

'£

66,065 9,777

32,737 6\092

1,713

1,054

64

"l28

6,420

4,747

29

26

35

177

6

4

6

22

1

]

1 1

6 ...

II

8

2,676

17

8

15,430

2

6

16

4

17

50

522

7

24

6

1,080

12

6

113!

a
-a

I

a

S3

417,661

52,526

8^286

21

11

978

" 10,583

80.477

6,422

1,399

3,197

6,451

15,0631

3,094

1,742

21,46'

2,653)

2,495]

5,861

7,365|

2,7on|

2,79(

75,18

9,506

6,710

1,43P

12,546

2,815

3,141

20

3,424

24,023

14,148

6,022

12,646

1,968

1,017

10,322

18,258

3,100

»,855

46.491

25,881

a

a

<~>
o

&

S

I

■
o

c

h

O

1 000

106

88

17

4

2

2

21

11

72

IS

3

,7

13

81

6

4

44

5

5

12

15

5

6

lit

19

14

H

25

34

7

49

29

12

20

4

2

21

37

6

18

95

63

i Census Report of 1



TableNo-IXA-LISTofRETIREDCIVILandMILITARYOFFICERSwhoareex^fieioentitledtoa

SEATinDARBAR.

PostheldimmectSatoly

beforeretirement.
InapeotorofPolio*.

Bi.aidar.<
Mnnsitt.

Snbadir.

Do.

Ri.aldar.

Do.

Jamadir.

Do. Do.

Bhertv•••••■ Do.••••••

Do....... Do.

oiiaopnraa*...

Do..' Do........

Kbnahib

Tahafl.

Qkaknmt

Do....Bcsidikcb. Do.

Bhera
Do.

SaidN»u
Haripur

Sah'mabad

Hadali
Khnabib—

Miani

Shabzadabad
HitbaTiwana

Joy*

Khatri

Do

Jalpana

Sayad Khatri
Patbau Chhina Tiwana

Awin
Tiwaoa

Cute.

Do.

QangaRam...-^

Kajkanr

Btita............

HangShah
Gordit8ingh.........

AhdnrBnbfmKhan

Bndha............

ArbKhiu AHAkbar

Father'*name. ShahaidaAbalKauai

MathraDaa

KandLai

SahibKhan

GhularaShah

HariSingh

MohammadSalfmKhan
ShahiidaAbdulKadir

Mahammadyar

NurKhan

6herMuhammad

FatahKhanA

Name.
i



Shshpnr District ]

Table Ho. IX B-LIST of KTJR8I NASHINS in order of date ofacceptance!
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Table No. IXC-LIST of INAMDARS.

Tribe. Name of inimdar. Ito.id.nee. 3d

II
•<

Rinhja RahmatKhin ... „. Badar ... Bh.ra ... ...

Ba.
M

Makhdum Saltan Mahmud ... ... Jalla M. Do. - - M

Pathan Raram Khan Qurna Do. - M

Khatri Ram Das ... Chak R&mdas _ ... Do. —

Khuda Bakhah ... Kot Bhii Khan Shahpnr MO

Bayad Haidar Shah Kotla Sayadin ... Do. -> XOO

Tiwana Sahib Khan ... Hamoka, Tahafl Khuahib Do. 'mo

Biloeh Bahadur Khan ... ... Khuahib Khuahib ... - MO

Janjua ... Arab Khan Kattha Saghral — Do. — MO

Rinhja (Chdha) Ali Muhammad .. Ban Bhera ... — 160

Rinhja _ Muhammad Kiaim ... ... Wan Do. - m

Khokhar Karamdad Malakwal Do. ... ... ISO

Rinhja ... v. Mohkam Din ... — Jlidh Do. 150

Sayad ... Nadir Shah ... — Alipur - Do. ~ ■M MO

Pathan Hayit Khan Kot Ahmad Khan Do. - MO

Kambob ... Muhammad Khan ... ... Sadda Kambob Shahpur ... ... ISO

Jhawari (Awan) Bhii Khan .« .. Jhawari •- Do. M. MO

Bayad Naubahar Shah .. .- ». Jabania Shah Do. ... — MO

Korean; PIr Firox Din ... ... ... Thatti Shahani Do. ... — ISO

Kalear Mian AUahyar Khai1 -. ... Kalear Do. - 150

Koreehi ... Mian Muhammad ... Sibowal — Do. 150

Awan ... „ ... Abbaa Khan ... ... U. Warchha Khuahib ... in

DO. ... pel ■•■ Himmat ... Diiwal Do. — 180

Koresbi Pir Satir Shah ... _ Pail — Do. M. 160

AWh mi ... ... SarfaraxKnan ... Jaba ■•■ ... Do. ... 160

Do* ... ,,* Allahyar Khan ... ... ... Uchbali ... Do. M ... 160

Sunor , Sihibxida — Miana Gondal ... - Bhara - - 100

Gondal ... ... Shah Muhammad ... ... Dhori ... ~ Do. ... 100

Sip** Ghulam Muhammai ... H.xiraMeana - Do. ... - 100

Banhja Fazal Ahmad ... ... Wan _ ... Do. 100

DO» *)• •■* >•• Bardar Bakhah ... ... ... Garhi Kala Do. ... ... 100

Do Tij Mahmaa ... ... ... Mela ... Do. ... ... 100

Dadd Bultin Ahmad ... Chak Daddan Do. ... 100

Hajra Fatah Muhammad «. Marulianwila ». Do. _ 100

Banhja (Ohuha) Khudadad ... Kot Sher Muhammad... Do. — 100

Gondal Raja ... ... Jtwanwal ... - ... Do. ... — 100

Mogh»l Alam Din ... ... Nimtas Do. ... 100

100Jhammat 8hahadat Khan .. Mingowal Kalan Shahpur

Chachar Allahdid Chachar Do. 100
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Table No. IXC-LIST of ISAKVAB&-concluded.

Trib©. Kama of inimdir. RMidencc Tahafl.

Ra.

Bhartb ... Fatah Khan ... ... Bbaith ... ... ... Bhahpjr ... M* 100

Ihiwari (A win) •*• Walidad ... ... Jhiwari ... ... ... Do. ... 100

Mekan ... >. - Jalal Khin - Kot Pahlwan M* Do. ... - 100

BaVkltlUaT.** ••■ ... Bhal Khan — BikkhM ■■* ...
i

Do. « ..a 100

Liti (Khohhar) ... Pathana ... ... Mnridwila M. — Do. M 100

ar)... Alam Khan ... _ „ Tanktwila M. ... Do. - ... 100

Khokbar... ... Gholim Kidir ... ... n. Majoka, Tahail ..." Do. M. 100

8»yad M. Plr Shah ... Jalilpnr ... ' _ — ~ Khnahib ... 100

Joiya (Kbokhar) M. Jahin Khan ... ... w. Aino ... ». ... >. Do. - 100

Khokhar Chowtha ... Janra ... n. ... ... Do. ... ... 100

Biloeh t»a Mata Muhammad ... Jamili .. ... ... ... Do. w. aaa 100

Baghar ... Fatah Khan ... ~ » R*UfJP»V aaa ». ... M* Do. ... — 100

Aw&n *u •■• M Sorkhru ... «. ... ... JaVbW „ «. ». Do. ... 100

IIW&XIA ... ■ ... M. Khan Mahammad *. ... Badili ... M. Do. ... 100

Awan ... - Alam 8har ... ... Knnd ... ... . ... Do.
. aaa loo

Do. m* ... ... Bnrab Kbin ... ~ _ Nail „, ... Do. ... ... 100

Do. ... Hoaaffar Khin ... Khabakki... ... „. Do. ... • •• 100

Do. ••• ••• Ml Mahammad Kbin Naaahahra ... _ W. Do. M. 100

hj^f \ . . . — Bahiwal Din ... Angga ... ... n. Do. ... 100

Awin ... ... Mnkarrab Khin ... Knfri ... ... _ ... Do. • •• ... 100

Do. (Miana)... ... MlinMehrAli ... Amb >. ... ... Do. 100

Vijjhi ». Tiijhi ... ... ... M. Bhera (0

Gondal m Ma Manak ... „. I*. Rokkftii ■•■ ■M ... H. Do. ~ ... n

Pathin ... Ali Akbar — Tilabwala ... ... ... Do. M

Qond*l •■■ mm Lila ... ... Ml ... KolMoman ... M. ... Do. M

Awin im ~. Fatah Kbin ... ... .« Kandin ... ... ... ... Shabpor so

Najiina... ... Diwin All •M .. Dharoma ... ... M, ... Do. ... CO

Hayatnlla Kbin ... Ma farkhanwala _ K. M. Do. .> to

Biloeh ..• ... ... Muhammad Khin (•• ... ... Do. _ ... n

KaUr ... ... Mnhammadyar ... Kaliar ... », M. Do. >. x «0

Biloeh Jahin Khin ... ... Banga Biloohin M. ■hi Do. ... _ 10

Do Tnrel Kbin •M ... Tatri H. ... .» Khnahib ... to

Bandaal (Khokhar) ... Fatah Bhor ... *M Bandtal ... ... ... Do. M. to

Uttera (Bhatti) •;• Jahin Khan ... ... ... Utter* ... _ .... M. Do. ... K

JMijut im *•• ... Torebia ... M* Kathallaaral ... ... Do. ... ... to

B»ymd ... ... Fiail Shah ... Sohdi ... Do. to

1 8.CO0fetal ...
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Table No. X-Showing CIVIL CONDITION.

1 * | * , TI-. • 7

Strels. Maraise. Wrbowsp.

DETAILs.

- Males. Fernales. Males. Females. Males. Females.

fAll religions .. - - - - 150,005 108,006 96,720 100,656 11,422 26,780

#

#! Hindås... ... ." ... ." ... 10,000 12,391 13,490 14,635 1,564 4,895

:

#|
#3 sikhs ... ... ... ... ... ... 2,693 1,736 2,225 2,302 238 583

#|
: Musalmáns ... ... ... ... ... 128,198 98,857 80,985 83,704 0,618 21,299

f

#| t

UChristians ... ... ... ... ... 23 19 19 14 2 s

--
-

f 0-4 ... ... ... ... --> --> 9,988 9,984 11 || 14 1. *

5-9 ... ... ... ... ." ... 9,966 0,907 32 81 s 12

10-14 ... ... ... ... ... ." 9,690 8,685 306 1,298 4 17

15-19 ... ... ... ... ... ... 7,836 3,347 2,106 ti,526 58 127

# 20-24 - - - - 4,723 762 5,121 8,924 156 314

-

-

o

# 25-29 ... ... ... ... -- ... 2,558 270 7,169 9,127 273 ©00

$. 30-34 .... - - 1,376 124 8,234 8,891 390 98.5

P
©

#|ss—" . . . . . . 928 90 8,477 8,036 595 1,876
©

#

#|40–4 ... ... ... ... ... ... 740 73 8,532 7,568 728 2,359

#
45-49 ... ... ... ... ... ... 685 78 8,209 6,120 1,106 3,793

G0-54 ... ... ... ... ... ... 57.7 73 8,085 5,817 1,388 4,110

|*-* - - - - - •- 623 63 7,348 3,825 2,039 6,113

U.60 and over ... ... . ... ... ... 586 73 6,274 2,287 3,140 7,640

Nors--These figures are taken from statement No. VIII of the Censua Report, lesi.
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Table No. XI-Showing BIRTHS and DEATHS.

l - o 4. 5 6 7 8 o 10

Total alsTMs sealsTrasp. Toral pratas assistsand, Total oratas wrox

YsAR. -

s - s - 3.
-

-

- .*

-

-

-

s T- 8 5 - 5 # £ s:

T- # # T- # # 3 # s

> * Q- > * -- - - :

1886 - - 8,789 7,665 16,464 5,124 4,278 9,402 - ... 0.34 5,499

1887 - 8,963 7,586 16,549 5,518 4,634 10,147 ... 267 6,117

1888 - - 8,001 6,819 11,820 8,794 7,396 16,190 - 3,901 93 6,393

1889 ... ... 9,602 8,264 17,866 5,859 5,140 10,990 . 17 7,341

1800. ... 9,497 8,032 17,529 7,363 6,342 13,705 40 9,827

|

1891 ... 8,806 || 7,889 16,695 6,588 5,566 12,154 - 21 8,713

1892 - - 9,0s 7,816 | 16,859 || 14,678 || 13,225 27,923 || 2,983 || 10s 18,448

1803 ... .. - 7,887 7,158 15,045 6,820 5,839 12,659 15 207 7,698

1894 ... 11,800 9,002 | 21soil 6,206 5,377 11,5ssl ... 170 6,266

1895 12,114 | 10,830 22,944 5,372 4,625 9,997 154 4,861

|

Average 9,410 | slee 17,606 | 7,233 6,212 13,475 689 171 8,116

Note.-These figures are taken from the Annual Sanitary Reports for the Province.

Table No. XIA-Showing MONTHLY DEATHS from ALL CAUSES.

= 1 2 3 4. 5 6 7

Month. 1891. 1892, ass. 1894, 1896. Average.

January ... •. - - - - 986 1,286 1,545 1,433 1,000 1,250

February ... ... ... ... ... ... 768 8.33 1,030 1,131 756 002

March - - - - - - 604 875 895 1,007 786 646

April - - - - - - 701 1,425 688 969. 746 904

May - - 1,017 1,927 646 1,029 871 1,138

June - - - - - 1,189 2,500 753 880 rol 1,240

July - - - - - 1,233 1,668 609 693 668 986

August - - - - - 1,138 840 828 725 887

September... - - 904 8,501 1,104 784 707 1,880

October - - - 6,433 1,342 849 738 2,054

November - 1,209 4,109 1,448 1,001 884 1,720

December ... - 1,754 2,159 1,505 "| 1,330 1,548

Total 12,154 27,923 12,659 11,583 9,997 14,668

Nors.-These figures are taken from the Statements in the Civil Surgeon's Office,
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8,713 | 18,446

Table No. XI B-Showing MONTHLY DEATHS from FEVER.

l - - 2 3 | 4 | 5 6 7 -

Month. 1891. 1892, 1893. 1894. | 1895. Average.

-: - -- - - G64 040 902 906 507 796

February - - - - - 510 544 563 669 407 s89

March - - - - - 436 537 4.62 540 4.08 477

April - - - - - 494 499 816 508 367 437

May - - - -- 726 531 467 557 450 546

June - *- - - 939 500 450 448 404 549

July - - - - 956 481 363 311 312 486

August - - - - - 626 541 525 415 318 485

September - - - - - 537 2,866 712 399 307 964

October - - - - - 605 || 5,681 857 450 330 | 1,585

November - - - - - 843 3,607 1,027 551 390 1,282

> *

December - - - - - 1,877 | 1,713 994 512 661 1,051

Total - 7,698 6,266 ... "

Nors,-These figures are taken from the returns kept in the Civil Surgeon's Office.

-
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Table No- XII-Showi»g INFIRMITIES.

s « 1 8 8

i

DlAF-Ml'lIs.

aa
®

LlFIRU.

1 8
g

i ga

_J_
I i 1fa

l.Ui 387 221 26. «

a
" If " 11n i

71 34 IS s
81 21 7 s
2

1
2 ...

...
2 1 ...

15
'" 30

2 • ■■
10B 24 3
n 5 7 ...
8 5 3 ...

■ 73 24 IS 4 2

1
'" 18 11

• ••
so

11 4 1
■ •1

341
48 23 8

1
...

43 15 8 ...

13 8 1
1

...

45 12 0 ...

21 tf 8 ...

59 24 17
1

...

35 13 8 ...

4 3 1 ...

17 5 1

15K SO 33 ...

34 5 8 ...

8 4 1 *••

3U 6 7 1
11(1 u 2 Ml

24 10 S ...

1 ...

2

2 1 ... ...
.

—
1

3
...

0 2 ...

2 2 -

1 r
1

...

10 6 ...

1U 4 ■••

1

...

1 -v-
■ *

2

...

1

... ••■

1

...

1
I ...

1 ...

1 ... ...

2

iNS&lfk. Blind.

"a
n

Total District

Ahir

Aran.
Awan
Barvrala ...
Bbarai ...

...

Brahmau
Chihra ...
Dhabi
Fakir ...
Jat
Jogi and Rawal
Jalah
Khatri
Khokhar
Kiib"b4r ..

Khoja
Mughal
PirS6ha
8heikh
Teli
Bauia
haziffar
Darai ...
Jhabcl
Kambob
Kashmiri
Khuvnil
Ijabaoa i
Mallih
Nat

...
Rangrez
Sunai

a

fa

i,oie

SH

1
3

12
111
15
in

03

" 61
42
30
42
12
32
22
53
20
7

l<
150
22
10
21)
l(i
10

Sori.-'I.'liOBO fl«ures ore taken from TaJjlos Nos. XU A, XIII A, XIV A »ud XY A of t Iloport ot 18B1.
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Table No. Xlll-Showing EDUCATION.

1 1 3 4 5

DlTlIU.

Hun.

Learning. Literate. learning. Literate.

AU religion* .. 4,628 18,806 W 475

Hindis 2,219 10,641 60 1H

Blkhs ~ m 1,943 17 94

Jains ■■• — ... ... ... ...

lfosalmans .. ],8S3 3,992 146 203

Christians ... 10 28 » ■

rittia _. _ .. ... 1
. - 1

Non.—These figures are taken from Table No. IX of the Census Report of 1991.

Table No. XIV—Showing DETAIL of SURVEYED and A

Tuu.

ia

1873-74

1878-79

181

Tabeil details for

Khushib .

CCLTITATID.

Irrigated.

uOB

Acres.

8,134

30,016

63,407

31,514

21,239

32,531

1

C 8
0.-0

►>
03

Acres.
252,800

313,950

326,490

274,248

284,561

310,8(2

307,530

7,480 ! 112,600

23,076 179,101

1,376 15.7481

Acres.
170,880

98,287

167,582

220,868

332,675

383,416

303,107

127,320|

43,806|

221,931

J

1

Acres.
423,6801

420,361

524,988 |

667,513

610,760

718,49!

733,177]

247,490

246,583

239,104

7

TJlTCTTr.TITATtD.

J
•

1

Acres.

801,68!

796,912

796,912

794,435

763,787

787,701

113,439

216,682

406,680

Acres.
2,079,380!

1,288,189

1,184,410]

1,156,890

1,350,953

1,210,1981

8

p

Acres.

HMM

497,070

496,122!

496,773

293,098|

S07.54S

309,661

320,613

169,725

713,7531

39,749

33,462

f
a

Acres.
2,683,010

2,587,246

2,477,441

2,460,575

2,438,476

2,311,01"

2,301,253

506,7031

409,8591

10

9
o

Acres.
3,006,730

3,007,807

3,002,432

3,008,088

3,068,226

3,030,027

753,183

656,443

11

Rs.
3,96,310

4,18,173

4,16,618

4,20,788

4,29,026

5,91,192

5,92,846

2.34,381

1,76.379|

l,92,286j

In

Is

I

SEE

Acre*.
369,631

301,687

797,786

796,013

794,435

763,787

145,439

J18.682

Son.—Tb» figures up to 1878-79 arc copied frot
Doe Administration Report, and for
nae i
Rcrenue Reports.

1888-89 up to 1894-95 1

l No. XXVII of Rare-
Ill and VI II of too
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Table No. TENURES not held direct from GOVERNMENT

as they stood in 1894-95.

nETATLH.

Total cultivated area
Area cultivated by owner*
Area cultivated by tenants free of tent or at
nominal rent ...

I

<->

i

* fPaying at revenue ratps.
With right I with or without mslikanu
of occo--( Paying other caah rente

I Paying iu kind, with or with
L ont an addition in cash

pancy.

("Paying at revenue rates,
Wit hontt with or without malikana
right of Paying other cash rents

occupancy. | Paying in kind, with or with
L out an addition in cash ...

Total held by tenants paying rent

TiHHlt,
Bhika.

a

3

j
a

51,973
23,084

1,887'
Ml

5,030
761

18,033

Acres.
228,093]
110,531

485,

1,720;

Tiasir.
Siuunt.

i3,2ifn

3,438f

82,004

25,868 106,421

30,520|

11,:

l.soul

■06
25

in
362

16,7061

Acres.
210,1531
7U,7ia|

1.903

1,8

TiHiilL
KBC!HH.

i
D

E■

Z.

40,065

24,291

491

Acres.
208,39)4
141,5761

I67]

, 4.521
2,207

122,689]

6,133
23

TOTIL
DlSTEICT.

122,558
58,6371

1,3141 4,72l'

108

1,009

1,664
'45<

8,07:

21:

12,118 60,3571

18,052 128,4721 15,280. 65,5091 69,200 299,402

l,18t

46,93;

Acres.
647,644

340,826

7,317

3,561

21,740
6,948

255,040

DETAILS.

■a

'5

§1

2*
a
S

Rents
kind.

f 1. Zabti rents
j 2. Half prodnce or more ...
I 3. Two-fifths and lots thai.
1 half ...
' 4. One-third and less than

two-fifths
6. Less than one-third
6, By 6zed amount of pro

duce ... ...
7. Total area under rents

in kind

Cash rents

r 8.

< 9.

I
' 10.

I

Total paying at reve
nue rates with or
without malikana ...

Total paying other caBh
rents

Total cash rents paid on
area entered in Col. 9

shsa. Am.

Acres

32,814

4,27

7,89i
1,017

16

45,848

4,939

1,083]

3

e
D

i
z

Acres.
34|

17,6401

7,035,

9,4581
1,6421

66

35,866 105,3451

1,W»|

3,722|

8,

1,8751

1,-1 J

Acres.

78,012

13

27,029
291

Acres

12,360

313

4,560
o

17,211

142

I

310

490 1 ,301

2,462, 3,047

Asia.

i
i

J

6,862,

161

5112

21

Acres

19,216

14,490

8,667
348

7,636 42,721

62f 8,010l 6,143

17

00

fc

Aores.

117,688

4,451

35,316
1,369

1«

168,829

2,4961

MN

Acres.
34

49,216

21,838

1,992

56

95,830

16,568

3,872

Noil.—This statement is copied from No. XII of the



TableNo.XVII-ShowingGOVERNMENTLANDSin1894-95-

WholeDistrict

Tah«ilBbera
Shahpur „Khusliab

Average yearlyin comefor liveyear* 1894-95.
93,662 1

1890-91

to9
Ks.

•«* ....

8

Under

DeputyCom- 610,871 6,768 222.938 281,680

...
Remainingacr Underother Department*.

7 ... ... ... ...

6

Under
ForestDe partment.

26%059 139,681 124.378

ACBKKHELDUNDERCUL

TIVATINGLEASES.

Uncultivat

ed.

24,820 14,562 10,258

S

Cultivated.
29,443 11,882 16,742 819

4

Totalacres. 828,693 171,883 349,933 406,877

3

Numberof

estates.

152 38 48 66

2

Nots.—Thisstatementis

aboveReport.

copiedfromStatementNo.XXIIoftheRevenueReportof1894-96,exceptcolumn2whlohisfillednp

2ofStatementMo.nofthe
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Table No. XVIII-Showing AREAS

BESEBVED FOBESTS.

to be

of Foreat.
Area in

Tahall.
Aim in

Boaal

Taar

Pindi Biwan

Hnjjan ...

Uppi

Kot Moman

Ghallapur

Matila

Mangni

Bhagtanvrala ...

Samoranwali ... '

Maruleanwala

Lalvani ... ... ...

Cbiwa ...

Nabi Slifth

Khan Muharamadwala North

Khan Muhammadwala South

Deowal

Bhikkhi ...

Abdal

Sdlam

Ohak Ka»i

Khwaja Salah

Dhori

Miana Gondal North ...

Miana Sondal

Raltokala

Melowal

Vairowal

Makkodhuddi ...

Pakhowal

Mods ...

Dapphar

BhallowKl

Rnkkan

Musa

Bahowal

Miani ...

Charagah Bbera

Total Tahsi'l

Saidowana

Mittha Lak

Lak

Risala ...

Dbaretna

Bargohda

Baihk ..

Tirkota

Dhra ...

Charnali

Bhochra

Shankarpur

Giddar Khadi

4,182

1,065

1,869

2,846

2,358

7,750

2,070

18,240

3,694

4,297

2,008

4,842

13,899

20,671

3,549

3,396

4,306

.6,142

2,552

948

3,489

1,268

359

8,726

4,896

043

2,026

963

960

2,092

' 795

4,482

6,510

810

1,219

1,747

2,127

1,694

2,299

147,878

6,467

81,829

80,652

1,669

21,982

15,524

18,594

944

5.098

3,349

2,354

805

2,096

Dera

Mnndeina

JSra

Ohitranr

Seal Dhanlka

Kalear

Sajoka ...

Mir Ahmad Shargarh

Khiohohi Baran

Naoahabra

Tbatii Jalal

Joijft

Moradwala ...

ManguwaH

Sandrina

C'nhajja

Boblariwila

Salar

Kaxi

L»kbi»n

Kolowal ... ...

Snltanpor ,

Rab&na

Huslana

Wahdi

Kot Shada

Huaaiu Shah

fiujraowttla

Kodeana

Jhiwaryin

Sahim

Part of Chhioni

Part of Haveli

Part of Muaaffarabad

Part of Bakkhar

Part of Kot Pahlwan...

Total Chak Patri North ...

Part of Akil Shah

Part of SaKmabad

Part of Aminabad

Part of Jhammat

Part of Thatti Neka

Part of Kot Muhammad Khan

Part of Mangowil Kalao ...

Hart of Mangowil Khurd

Part of Uujranwala

Total Chak Patri Sooth

Pindi Jaori

Total Tahsfl

12,877

ejsM

11,171

6,862

2,766

1,172

2,642

606

4,840

2,968

4,088

1,266

1,606

711

2,699

681

1,188

1,818

678

360

6,881

966

366

606

1,412

697

477

996

189

46

1,288

398

4»

8

236

123

405

71

126

sa

102

84

ie

so

174

90

776

1,620

228,324



Rojar

Khashab

Dh61

Lagbari (Zakhi'ra)

Khai Kalan ...

Khai Khurd ...

Kaka

Janra

Jamali

Tabla Khatwan

Burana

Shah Husain ...

Bambul

Nikru Bhahid ...

Nawan Saggu ...

Jharkil

Hekan ...

Siddha

Paluhan

Shahwain

Mahmud SliabiM

Rahdari

Rangpnr Bughiir

Charm ...

Biland ...

Pilowais

Nurpur ..

Dhammak

Laghari

Lukku ...

Roda

Chhina

Dhupsari

Kangpur Kaddhi

Hamoka

Thatti tibunyera

Julalpur

Muhammad Shah

Kirpalke ...

Hxdali

Butala

1,635

11,948

1,525

50

1,725

997

1,596

3,152

8,700

14,485

11,130

7,340

18,419

5,673

10,138

9,725

3,594

4,356

2,156

5,030

5,153

6,547

13,488

4,943

6,900

4,648

28,089

3,570

777

1,934

3,929

882

863

1,903

1,033

2,418

1,350

938

. 937

3,530

2,409

Table No. XlX-Showing LAND

daring the ten

Mitha Tiwana

Shekhn

Dkkhli Mohla

Adhi Kot

Adhi Sargal (East block and

West block).

Utterai Sbarqi

Utterai Gharbi

Bandeal

Amb

Fatehpur

Warohha

Kuraddbi

Jabbi

Chuki ..

Kattha

Bhiot

Pail

Shinh Dhakki

Keri

Par

Paelian

Khariot

Khabakki

Mardwal

Hayatulruir ...

Gorra ... ..:

Surakki

Kbura

Hardo Sobdi ...

Jahlar ...

Angga

Karang

I I Chitta

| Uohhali

Total. Tabsil

ToTAl DISTRICT

20,478

2,686

11,744

3,100

5,928

3,970

5,132

342

9,766

619

7,299

1,201

2,467

4,634

2,604

10,799

4,697

5,935

2,118

2,492

2,126

9,735

11,299

5,182

5,243

3,754

677

2,821

1,526

217

3,487

2,949

1,320

3,594

6,299

387,517

758,219

by GOVERNMENT

1894-95.

Purpose for which acquired. Acres acquired.
Compensation

paid in Rupees.

Reduction of reve--

nuc in Rupees.

Roads

633

6,374

" 20,264

42,380

...

S

Canals

State Railways

Guaranteed Railways

" 11,681 321Miscellaneous 367

Total ... 7,374 74,275 1,281

Noti.—The figures for the first two years 1896-86, 189647 are taken from Statement No. XI of the
Administration Report, ana for the last eight years from Statement No, XXIV of the Revenue) Report, •
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Shahpur District ]

able No. X.

i

AVERAGE YIELD

MAUNDS-

HARVESTED in

Caor.

Wheat "...

Boil.

Chabi
Nahri Rtid suiliib
Naladar
Hi.il

Raridar
Main
Barani ...

Gram

Taramira and aar-

Vegetables

Bajra

Chahi
Nahri and aailab
Naiadir
Hail
Raridar
Maim
Barani

Chahi
Naladar

Chahi and

All soil!

phalli

Cbahi
Nahri
Sailab
Naladar
Hall
Raridar
Main
Barani

Chahi
Nahri and
Naladar ...
Hail
Raridar ...
Uaira

6 | 6 7 8 | 0 10 11 1»

is

Bhera.

15

Rs.
16
10

Sera.

e

Rs.
20
10

6 6
5 S

Rs.
20
10

M

Rs.
16
10

10

10

Rs.
16
10

10

Sers.

e

Rs.
16
10

Sers,
«

Rs.
16
10

Rera
«

Rs.

10

13
13

10

12
12

12

i

H
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Table No. XXI—showing AVERAGE YIELD per acre HARVESTED in

MAUNDS.

1 2 3 4 6 e ,7 8 9 10 11 12

Box..

Atuxsi ocrroa. ur naunw n

Skohfmt

X 10KZ US 'IST1D.

I

a Jehlam.

i i
i

j

| I im ri a >->

f
ChAhi 6 «

6

6

4

5

3

3

6

2

6

3

4

Nahri ...

Cotton •?
Bailab 3 -

!

Naladar 3

2Raridar ... ... ... ...

Barani 4 • 1 1 1

Chahi 12

6

12 10 14

■
Bailab ... 8 -

Maize < Hail ... M

tMaira

Barani S

Bioe Chilli, nahri and Bailab ... 12 ... ... 10 10 •- •-.

TU Allaoila ... ... 1 1 1 1 ... ... M

China Chahi 10 •» -

Moth Barani ... ... 3 8 .M

Miing , Hail, maira and barani

Oar.
20

Oar.
20

Ra.
80

4

SuflfCA&O ... ••• Chahi ... -

Maudi Nahri ... ... ...

Be.
40 - ••• ... ... ... . *•*

R«. Rs.
S

Ha.
10

Re. Ra. Ra. Ra. Ra. Ra. Ra.
wChahi e 10 10 10 10

Nahri 8

8

10

6

10 10

6

10

(

10 20

Bailab 6 10

Other crops
Naladar (

4

Hail 12

«

Bandar

Maira

Baruni 8 6 1 5 1 1 1 1

fort.- Thi» staicuioui it copied [rom Appendix IV ol the Final Settlement Report.



Shahpnr District- ] xxvii

Table No- XXII -showing NUMBER of STOCK

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Zm of Stocks,

Whou nimueT k>S TBI Tills
TiHSILB FOE ri

189446.
[1 IU»

1868-69. 1873-74 1878-79 1883-84. 1888-89 1693-94 1894-96 Bhera.
Shah-
pur.

Khu-
Bhib.

Cows mud bullocks 164,163 189,661 231,936 199,740 281,038 234,666 240,336 83,232 71,67! 86,431

Horses

r..

1,621

1,961

616

2,294

920

1,009

2,826

1,627 j 8,141
7,696 7,873 2,987 2,866 2,031

Donkeys - ... 9,496 10,784 9,071 10,860 17,449 20,660 20,713 6,979 6,386 8,349

Sheep an<Igoata 172,883 182,663 166,249 202,293 281,836 308,331 316,600 63,284 • 67,300 204,914

Pigs ...
...

Camels ' 14,906 16,448 9,920 18,174 16,014 12,638 12,228 2,664 3,486 6,079

Cart. 1,612 1,614 806 482 1,267 1,124 2,186 1,489 646 CL

Ploughs 33,635 46,449 4(1,018 61,016 66,164 67,009 66,889 19.100 17,469 19,320

84 88 93 86 141 216 238 67 31 ISO

. Noti.—The figures up to 1878-79 are oopied from the Qaietteer, for 1883-84 ..
Revenue Report and from 1888-89 to 1884-96, from Statement No. XIV of the Revenue Report. The
years 1883t84 to 1894-95, opposite the head " donkeys *' include mules.

No. XXII A,-3howing HORSE-BREEDING OPERATIONS.

1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 11

1

& * a
* is

nil
fli

Tt
£a .

fillies outof nares.
11

umberofcas- rationseffected.
M

a 3
g as

No.

II

umberof< stallions.
amberol

branded
italnumb

branded]
inthedis

V SO
°—

umberof outofbr,

mares.

Is.3 ill
S3 ft ft

rj ■ ■ CO

ft ■ ft""Z n

1 1880-81 8 6 16 316 15S S87 32 15 IS

1 1881-82 ... ... 6 6 44 S18 148 330 41 23 26

8 8 6 as 370 194 348 44 36 40

4 9 6 41 392 272 658 64 67 39

6 mm 9 8 37 426 315 519 103 97 85

6 1886-86 9 9 62 442 857 877 107 89 84

7 1886-87 .., ._ 8 8 60 481 397 662 1S7 114 61

8 1887-88 ... ... 8 9 41 484 395 674 1S3 122 52

9 1888-89 9 9 61 529 473 747 104 143 69

10 1889-90 8 e 61 632 381 772 1S4 170 49

11 "■Hi 9 10 61 670 468 876 148 18* so

IS 1891-92 9 9 23 561 439 715 115 199 61

IS 1892-93 9 9 49 584 428 715 141 181 81

14 1<*W4 10 11 41 634 435 80S 116 163 m

IS 1894-98 9 11 188

"I

81 672 432 918 129 108

1896-98
10 62 601 460 927 123 145 207

Noti.-These figures art taken from the statements kept by the Civil Veterinary Department.
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Table No. XXIII,-showing the 00CUPATIONS of the POPULATION

in the SHAHPUR DISTRICT.

l 2 3. 4. 5 1 2 o 4. Ö

--- # , ! : # #
- Nature of occupation. # # # Nature of occupation. # # à

** © - - T- -

Q- > [a - > *

---

1- Total population ... 493, 258,147. 235, Gold and silver dealers and 4,339, 2,324, 2,015

makers.

* | Civil Administration - 8, : 3. Brass and copper vessel 284 1. 115

3 || A workers and sellers. .

rmy - 993 89.3 Tin, zinc, lead and quick- 125 72

4 || Forei & silver workers and sellers.

oreign, &c., service -102 72 Blacksmiths and#": 1,042

- Potters, glass and china- 3.642

5 | Live-stock - 9,926 3,571. 4 ware dealers and sellers, &c. -

- - - Wood-cutters and sawyers... 400

6|Land-owners non-cultivating 7,724, 3,825, 3 Carpenters, &c. - - 2,669

- Mat makers and sellers, &c. 09:1

7 - cultivating 137,705, 71,679, 66, Chemists and druggists, 7-10

- - l8|Máfidárs andjägirdárs 66 35 £. preparers and

Workers and dealers in 7,060

9|Tenants ... , 96,418, 52,673, 43,7 leather and grease, &c.

Money-lenders and money- 1,766
10 || 8harers ... - - 1,230 626. changers and testers, &c.

11 lagr General merchants ... ... 851

Agricultural laborers 11,924, 6,359, 5 General shopkeepers an 2,113

- dlers, &c.

12 || Growers of special products 310 1 B: and commission 276

13 *: trees, salesmen, &c. -

Barbers ... ... 6,425, 3,390, 3, Miscellaneous contractors 122

and farmers, &c.

14 || Washermen 1,681 8-0 Superior Officers, Station 228

- sters and Guards.

15 || Water carriers 131 254 Cart and £e owners 312

- and drivers, &c.

16 || Cooks and other servants ... 7,071, 4,575 2, Pack camel, elephant, donkey 5,507

17 | Non-domestic service 3. l *:£. 394

Post Masters and Postal 77

18|Sweepers and scavengers...| 10,525 5,325' 5, messengers. &c.

19 || Sanitary Officers, &c. 0. 2 Telegraph Officers, &c. 7

- - Watchmen, &c. (storage) ... 838

20 |Dealers of milk, ghi, cheese | 1,179 638 Religion (a) Priests£, 5,007

and: &C (5) subsidiary religion,

21 || Grain and flour merchants .. 745 4.08 services.

Principals, Professors and 244

22 | " purchasers andbakers 7,808 3,727 4,081 £ in£: &c. 14

- Public scribes and copyists.

23|Grinding flour and pulses 3,721 1,073. 2,6 Petition-writers and Plea- 218

and purchasers. ders.

24 || Sweet fruit and vegetable, 2,291. 1,211 1, Practitioners, Europeans, and 497 274 223

&c., sollers. Native system, &c.

25 | Ice, soda, sugar, salt grocers | 13,860 7,008, 6,352

: general shopkeepers, - Compounders, &c. 44 30 14

26 || Oil pressers and kerosine oil 1,345 702 Engineering and inspecting 14 8

sellers, &c officers, &c.

27 | Firewood and grass- 2,353. 1,348. 1, Painters and other services 121 81 40

gatherers and dealers, &c. Players on musical instru- 297 154 143

28 Brick and lime-burners and 594 274 ments or dancers.

sellers, &c. Polo, Shikaries and acro- 3.54 1* *
29 || Masons, builders, &c. - 1,397 747 bats, &c.

30 || Rail - well sinkers, road, canal. 2,041 1,166 876

ailway mechanics, &c. 58 31 and railway laborers, &c.

31 | Preparation and supply of 609 6 8.338 2,764£” 313 General laborers ... ... * * -

32 W:.." spinners and 514 294 Prostitutes and other un- 134 124

- • *w- - ified.

33 |8ilk carders, spinners and 155 96 H' rent shares and other : . 90 70

34 w: &c. roperty not being land.

orkers in cotton and cotton 43,615, 19,972 23, M' cancy (not" being 20,597. 11,126 9,472

cloth weavers, &c. affiliated to a religious

35 * in jute, flax, coir, 700, 381 order, &c.). 225

c. | , Pension. Civil Military Ser- 401 176

36 |Tailors and darners, ac. 1,898 920 vices and pension unde

- fined.

37 | Piece-geod dealers - 1,201 637 76 | Prisoners, &c. 197 191 6

Nors.-These figures are taken from Table No. xvii of the Census Report 1".
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Table No. XXVII-showing PRICE of LABOOR.

I «

WlOll O* L1BOVI 111 DiY.

SkilUd.

Yub.

•I

1878-79

Ra. a. p.

0 8 0

0 8 «

0 8 «

0 8 M

0 8 0

0 8 M

0 11

Re. a. p.

0 4 *\

0 5 0

0 6 0

VntUlUd.

iJ3

Ra. a. p.

o » el

0 8 0

0 8 0

0 5 0 0 S 0

0 » 0

5 01

m • • o

oj 0 8 « 0 4 0

0 * «j

0 8 «

• 4

s

I

Ra. a. p.

0 16]

• I ■

old

old

0 S

0 s

i
to
o

a
a
o

Ra. a. p.

1 8 01

0 8 0|

0 6 01

0 8 0|

0 6 Oi

0 8 0]

0 6 01

0 8 0

0 t 01

0 8
*

0 t 0|

0 8 0

01 0. 8 01

Ra. a. p,

0 0 01

0 8

III

0 8 ffl

■j

■

&
3

j_

Ra. a. )

1 11

18 0 Ratee ac-
|cordingto
tonnage
anddu-

2 8 0

1 ■

oid ■)

0 6 H

0 8 «

I

i

Ra. a. p.

10 o o

1 8 M

111 14 0

0 8 d lid 140

Noil—The flgores np to 1881-82 are copied from the old GaietUer, i

moat of labour aabmitted erery fifth year.

and for 188840 and 1808-04, from the etate
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Table No. XXVIII,-sbowing REVENUE COLLECTED.

i

Fixed

iFlaotnat-
ing and
miscella-

Re.
3,47,226,
3,61,208
3,65,276
3,76,600
3,78,667,
3,79,080
3,78,876
3,80,273
3,78,332
3,79,979
3,70,414
3,76,400
3,78,710
3,80,812
3,91,230
3,89,818
3,89,091,
I.NlMI
3,8) .943
4,0i.,98S
4,14,244
3,98,468
4,28,04*
4,23,2W
8,10,06*
6,60,641,
5,83,6721

R«.
67,061
64,813
73,608
66,077
64,683
39,306
61,801
38,867
40,286
38,876
38,866
44,718
53,800
62,800]
38,951
41,614
42,888
40,671
28,888
46.837
47,784
73,839
68.020

37,
1,46,4241

Tribute.

Re.

ratea.

Ra.

26..VM
26,7721
M,60S|
28,537
26,403
26,417
28,427
36,271
32,160
32,318
32,620
32,988
32,681
32,665
43,670
43,138
45,287
46,802
48,287
50,886
48,991
66,88.11
63,282

Excisi.

Spirit*. Druga.

Ra.
1,81
3,716,
3,866

«,!—'
3,108
3,113
3,648
3,688
3,688
3,863
3,800
4,172
5,306
6,002
4,«61
6,342'
6,330
8,807
7,088

7,887
10,426
10,080
10,623
11,307
11,486
12,640
13,268

Ra.
1,4871
1,404
4,618
3,545
3,122
8,7Stf
9,36*1
11,2X2;
10,43f
14,401
11,833
13,616
10,243
12,56:1
0,733
12,28f
12,382
10,441
8,881
0,434
11,208
12,400
10.15:

12,035'
0,489
am

7,4051

Ra.
35,961
43,168:
35,80 1
40,3171

41,486!
49,684^
62,165
56,2.13
50,722
48,571
48,778
58,318
68,262
72,361
61,410
68,168
78,384
71,830
72,982
77,848
78,284
76,334
87,077'
81, 256
80,786
84,830
84,763

Ra.
4,45,713

•,64,330
4,83,371
6,16,987
6,07,840
6,06,533
5,23,182
5,18,816
6,10,788
6,13,807
6,18,162
6,29,463
5,40,636
5,56,147
6,40,883
5,48,681
6,68,860
6,68,178
5,44,251
5,88,481
6.08,820
6,17,408
8,66,911
6,14,483
8,14,146
7,73,660
7,76,965

Nora.—The figures in columns 1 and 3 are taken from the Annual Ri_ .
1881-83 up to 1886-88 and from Annul Revenue Statemente No*. XVIII and
Statements Noa. XVIII A and XX from 1888-89 to 1884-86.

The figures previous to 1881-83 In all columns are taken from tbo Gazett
from 1881-83 to 1884-86 have been aupplied by the Sadr Waailbaqi Navu, and
from the Annual Revenue Statements.

The figures about Excise and Stamp are taken from Tables Noa.

of "

XX from

of

III

XXXIII aud XXXV of the

Table No. XXIX,-Bhowing REVENUE derived from LAND.

i

Tsis.

Average of five years from
1868 to 1873.

Do. 1873 to 1878...
Do. 1878 to 1883 ..
Do. 1883 to 1888. ..
Do. 1888 to 1893...
Tear 1883-04
Do. 1884-86

Totals of Tahaila for 1884-86
Tahsll Bhera

„ Shahpur ...

,, Knoehab ...

I

Ra.
3,74,815

3,84,773

3i»0,'l32
4,36.318
6,44,398
6,48.166

2,20,813

3,64,8841
1,83,248

9

<• s

51

If

p «>
a cs
t*a

9 >

J*

Ra
61,264

41,824
44,46!
37,632
70,9*
(0.80X
87,8M

10,67
46,6481
11,711

FLucrniTua umoi.

Ml

a

Ra,
8,186

4,523
4,204
668

1,486
MM
818

384|
461

Ra.
2,468

828
1.
3,214
6,324
4,742
6,070

623
70S

4,844

i

9

3?

Ra.

22,S3f
8,610

27,982

7,273
18,940

740

Sc

Rs. Re.
11,183]

7,0831
7.418
4,471

38,248
10,8371
31,626)

7,304
22,679
1,652

M

Mil

U 12

V»CI.

Grazing duet.

Re.
1,438

12,8791
1.801
1.088!

I

9

1
to

Re,
34,770|

23,316
22,800,
18,462!
17,831
20,0441
18,331

1,703
8,288
9,249

Ra.

1
53

339
387)
201
1681

168
K

1
11

Re.
10,488!

8.6181

8,2441
8,887
8,0141
6,083
6,733

6,733

Ba.
60,072

33,861
37,016
33,160
82,672

Norm,—The figures mart been lakes from the Revenue Report, column 0 ha* been merged in column 10 since 1803-84.
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Table No- XXXI -showing BALANCES, REMISSIONS and TAKAVI

1

Btunci or laud uevl-

2

Reduction of
fixed domand
on account

3 4

HCI IN XCFII8.

Tub. Filed
revenue.

Fluctuating
and mis
cellaneous
revenue.

of bad
ecasonH, de
terioration,

4tc, in
rupeeB.

.Takavi
advances
In rupee*.

1869-99 *•• ... ... ... •v ... ... 15,275 ... 27 1.620

1899-JO Ml ... Ml ... « - ... 8,718 „. 426 11,110

1870-71 • >i ■ •* ... ... ... 10,123 290 ».*»

1871-7J in >ti ... ... ... ... 4,108 - 97 10.799

lm-n - - • ■■ ... ... - ... 8,888 ... 840 1,300

1878-74 - - -■ - ... 7.034 ... 2,948 811

1874-78 M4 ... - „. - - ■ 4,984 - 736 •- '

1878-78 •M - - ... ... - - ... 8,878 980 ... «• .

1878-77 1M 1*1 - ... ... - 4,5« 1,193 721 2.1W

1877-78 - • •1 ... ... ... ... ... 3,900 2,020 ... 760

1878-79 - Hi - „. - ... .„ 8,812 101 ... 890

HM - •*• - •M ... ... ... 7,983 680 ... ...

188W1 • •• Ml - ... ... - 1,363 9,317 ... 870

1881-81 Ml • • •M mi .... - . ... 8,411 8,788 ~ 9.0

mm - - - ••« 1,408 8,114 ... 3,980

umm 1,611. 2,412 - 9.440

ui*m • 11 •M - ... »•• .1,880 2,949 ... 7.106

*wm ••• M« M >*• M ... - 8,883 3,001 - 7.093

MM tM ■• ... M - ... 8,490 1,820 309 8.400

1887-88 M* ■ Mt -
r - 18,741 8,678 433 8.619

MMI M9> - ... 2.667 4,232 813 4.989

188940 tm • •M ... 2,835 3,108 179 2.720

MM Mt • it ... 9M - - 1.577 1,419 422 5,890

1891-M ... 58,088 2.322 3,138 11^90-

MMI M. 9M ... "• 13.272 1,732 11,705 17,281

1803-M - - 7,908 5,748 984 4.170

■M
— ... 15,067 18,206 . 3,097
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Shahpur District ] xxxvii

Table No- XXXIII -Showing SALE of STAMPS and

REGISTRATION of DEEDS

1 2 3
* 1

5 0 7 8 0 10 11 18 . 13

1SCOMS FEOH u ile o» Snxra. Opsbjltioks or the Registbatioh Depiitbeht.

Receipt* in
m/ieee.

dumber of deeds registered. Value *f yropert) affected in rupees.

Yeh.

Judicial.

Non-judicial,

Judicial.

Non-judicial.

Touchingimmovable

property.

Touchingmovable

property.

Moneyobligations.
Totalofallkinds.

jImmovableproperty.

Movableproperty. Moneyobligations.

1Totalvalueofallkinds.

1I

1882-83 40,303 22,107 31,016 21,212 750 21 6 861 3",01,879 8,814 10,118 3,20.011

1883-81 45,007 22,252 40,153 21,281 736 11 15 61* 3,54,741 6,932 7,599 3,70,812

1881-85 52,183 21,211 49,530 23,116 756 15 11 887 2,08,108 7,880 11,445 3,17,133

1885-86 47,538 21,201 41,676 23,108 811 19 7 025 3,36,315 7,068 8,626 3,47,029

-1888-87 40,287 23,72* 43,021 22,637 800 18 15 870 3,35,771 5,817 4,711 3,46,320

1887-88 50,552 27,30( 44,097 28,121 1,000 1 12 1,015 4,18,072 2,132 3,050 4,25,063

1888-80 51,300 H,nr 48,722 23,730 018 19 8 1,007 4,50,633 6,06.4 3,667 4,60,663

1880-00 52,808 23,52( 61,107 22,473 877 15 J4 964 3,87,621 6,526 6,107 3,90,313

1300-01 58,705 28,372 57,365 27,161 1,097 11 6 1,151 5,86,432 2,140 1,633 5,93,169

1801-02 10,030 30,317 40,222 28,862 1,400 « 0 1,470 7,12,344 2,096 2,432 7,30,121

1808-03 41,152 36,344 42,628 33,240 2,440 7 28 2,661 10,20,872 2,292 8,308 10,41,551

1803-01 53,109 31,827 60,740 30,381 1,986 27 10 2,106 8,63,066 8,771 5,296 8,76,393

1801-05 68,881 27,872 64,768 26,576 1,726 17 1,820

=

6,79,421

4,733j

14,880 6,90,952

=

16

Note.—These figures are taken from Appendix A of the Annual Stamp
VIII of the Registration Report.

Nos. II and



xxsviii [ Punjab Gazetteer,

Table No A,-Showing REGISTRATIONS

1 ■ 1 ■ •1 5 7 8 9

Ncubeii or deeds IEGISTEEED ax

Yeah.
Registrar,
Bhera.

Joint Sub-
Registrar,
Bbera.

Sab-
Registrar,
Shabpur.

Joint Sub-
Registrar.
Shabpur.

. Sub-
Registrar,
Khushib.

Joint Sub-
Registrar
Khushib.

ToUl
District.

,89fr81 {opu?Mi°r>

F

£81

... *•
821
431

Tol.1 ... 160 609 887 1,246

mai-fii (Compulsory ..
It,,1'8J (Optional

33i
86

259

114
184
65

776
285

ToUl 413 103 239 1,080

,••• mm (Compulsory ...
,892-8J {Optional ...

330
63

233
78

130 (Id l

S7 168

. To'al ... 383 167 881

{8°PuSnirr :: 236
81

... IM G85
183

ToUl 339 no 189 818

• •ait- f Compulsory ... 1 2fl<;

60

100.
73

Ill 196
20

727
180"•' (.Optional 8

Total 1 [ KM 173 152 225 887

ia«Rn (Compulsory ...
18f>-60 ... -{optional

HI
83

loo inn 176
45

780
15671

Total ... 301 171 173 220 923

~™ i^&sr z

1

37 29
140
3

17V
43

768
113

ToUl ... 1 402 102 141 222 870

(Compulsory...
J!,8'"w' 1 Optional

7.. 21
1

40«

45
It)
34

151
11

208

22
920
116

Total 22 451 177 10', 230 . ... 1,046

laaojin (Compulsory ...
jwri-bj ^ Optional

1
1

32
2

415
48

117
38

120
6

181
18

898

111

ToUl ... 2 31 493 155 126 197 1,067

laxn on f Compulsory ...
I89000 (Optional

1 17
1

410 120 104 135
18 its

Total 1 18 522 119 111 153 064

monoi (Compulsory ...
1890-91 {Optional

1 7 565
79

116
10.

158
21

12 1,013
138«8 2

Total 6 7l 611 1 16 156 179 14 1,151

• on* iv> S Compulsory ..
l8s'-oz t Optional

1 597
103

6 371 82
2

221
26

22
6

1,253

217

Total 1 700 6 465 31 247 27 1,470

[ol!S£r:::

3 403
60 897 4 05

35
•

1,886
686

Total 4 601 413 1,129 n 411 44 2,561

laon.oi (Compulsory...
183JJl {Optional

4
1

M9
301

n 611 43
.18

252
56

«S
14

1,479
62738 297

Total 6 753 o: 838 03 307 70 2,108

„, (Compulsory ...
1 1 Optional

1 511
•iO

65

428 12
5

188
48

100
16

1,313
608153

Total ... 1 703 04 653 17 234 116 1,820

Note.—Tho figures in tbo above statement are taken from Table No. I ot the Registration Report

1681 and from the Annual District Registration Report from 1892 to 1891-96.



Shahpur District. J

Table No. XXXIV.-showing INCOME TAX COLLECTIONS. xxxix

Year. ' ' ' |<!.

Rs. Rs.

1886-87 823 15,300 14,964

1887-88 781 14,801 14,801

1888-89 721 12,008 12,008

*

1889-90 - 817 14,351 14,351

1890-91 836 15,315 15,315

1891-92 ... - 862 16,051 16,051

1892-93 858 16,478 16,478

1893-94 822 16,457 16,457

1894-95 * 15,330 15,330

Tahsil details for 1894-95:

Tahsil Bhern 369 6,252 6,252

, Shahpur 206 4,760 4,760

,, . Khushāb 231 4,318 4,318

Note.-These figures are taken from the Annual Income Tax Return No. IV.



[ Punjab Gazetteer,

Table No XXXV - Showing EXCISE STATISTICS-

■ 1 »|
3 1 •I 6 • 1 7 1 • 1

« I
10 | 11 ]l2 13 14 15

Fermented Liquors'.

Number Ccnsump- Number of

Intoxicating drugs.
Excise revenue from

of retail

shops.

tion in retail

licenses.

Consumption in mound*.

i

gallons.

ja

Year.
- a

1
1ofcentral

■
1

fspirits.
E
o
c

jspirits.

o
a

.2"

o

■ -/:
bl

er

I

3
E 1

j

E irope; u
B
s

ga
M

H
B

i
a

a
0 i

e
e

u
« a

m

h
a 3

o
O

o
o 5 £

c E o

S5 w o O o m o

Kb. R* Rs.

9 32 794 3 7f 2 45 3,853 14,107 17,960
1877-78 ... 2 4 3

6 110 772 3 H 31 75 3,721 11,933 15,654
1878-79 ... 2 9 3

9 118 963 3 6 5 44 4,112 13,615 17,727
1879-80 ... 2 8 8

10 61 1,209 8 8 H *i 47 5,245 10,243 15,488
1880-81 ... 2 9

10 16 75 940 3 3 5* 40 5,092 18,562 17,654
1881-82 ... 2

7 38 876 3 3 8tf 4,661 9,733 14,394
1882-83 ... 2 4

7 1,087 Hi 44} S 12,268 17,610
1883-84 ... 2 6 . ■* 3 8 5,342

E .80 1,21(1 3 a *tt W «i« 6,389 12,392 18,731
1884-85 ... 2 9

12 £ 800 1.29S 3 s Hi 47| 6,897 10,441 17,388
1885-S6 ... 2

1886-87 ...
•16 1 257 1,821 . 3 i 7i 7 35« 7,099 8,891 15,990^_

315| 1,484 14 718 7t 46 7,987 9,434 17,421
1887-88 ... J 12 £ 14

426! 1,82( 14 14 6| 67 11,269 21,695
1888-89 ...

<
12 i 10,426

! 3811 1,80( t 14 59 12,400 82,4901889-90 ...
( 11 14 10,090

1890-9-1 ...
l

11 1 17(> 1,86' 14 141 7 <»« 42 .... 10,623 10,152 80,775

1891-92 ... ] £ 1 25 ) 1,53 ? lii| ( i 7 4^i 49 11,30, 12,038 23,342- -

i ? 55 r i,58 I Vk 3 7 > 9,48£ 20,9761892-93 ... » 1 41 11,48<

LOVO^VH ... I l<) 5 49-I 2,01 ^ l 2 6 45 12,64<) 9,66!, 22,306

1894-95 ... L 1(>l 4 51 I 2,01 6 1 2 9 9^ I 56fl 13,261} 7,4011 20,673

1

Non.—Those fljrares in taken from the Annus! Excite Reports,



Shahpur District.] xli

Table No. XXXVI—Showing DISTRICT FUNDS.

1. 2 3. * . 6 7 8 0 10 11 l2

Annual racows is
RU-Es. Annual *-resp1ture. IN RUrsks,

g * *

-> # | 5 || #
Year. 5 Q # |- -

s - E

3 l = s - * I - E

- : d # 2 - * -

~ $ E. 3 - # - 5

- - 2 5 2 . - B: -

o s - - i 5 | * - || >

# | | | | | | | | | | | | | #| | | #| ||- - 4 - ~ * | #5 ##

# | = | #| || || 3 || 3 | #| 3" | 3 | #" | #

1882-83 ... ... , 35,745 2,035. 38,680, 1,607 sold six 3,62. 1.22s' sisall 27,470

1883-84 26,566 11,781. 38,347, 1,400 ... 8,348, 8,319 4,116, 8,213; 8,011, 39,307

1884-85 - ... , 33,306, 4,663 -- l, - 6,828 * 3,091 1,837 11,010, 32,236

1885-86 ... ... I 82,829 6,867 39,606 1,815 ... 8,867, 6,584. 4,578 6,665; 7,968. 36,477

1886-87 32, 8,438 * 1,560 11,715. 7,253 * 6,550 8,082 39,536

1887-88 ... , .., | 81,778, 11,780. 43,556 - 8,941, 6, 4,372 6,633 10,535, 38,033

1888-89 .., | 32,984 10,311 " 1,646 11,241, 6,841, 5,416. 6,807 11,376 43,327

1889-90 - 36,94: 23,558 60,40s, 2,22s 1,159 12,818 7.3"| 8,90s. 14,088 p.400 s,”

1890-91 ..., 38,435 24,845 -- 2,321 * 14,988 8,024 - 15,74l 17,448, 67,169

1891-02 .. 42.19, 41,277 sa,46s 2,400 1,321, 15,918, 8, 10,612, 18,566 18, 75,812

1892-93 - 42,031| 29,152 71,1 2,687] 1,204 17s. 8, 11,801. 14,833 28,034, 85,782

1893-94 ... . ... , 53,094, 29,646, 82,7 3,011, 1,413, 19 lost 11,992 21,923 23,933 01,068

1894-95 25,306 "- 2,794, 1,342, 17,886 " 10,267] 21". 14,814, 77,087

Nors.-These figures are taken from Appendices A and B to the Annual Review of Distriet Board Accounts.
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Shahpur District. 1
xliii

Table No. XXXVIII-Showing the WORKING of DISPENSARIES.

l 2 || 8 || 4 || 6 6 || 7

*::" #
- E

YEAR. # # #

- s # #. 5

| | | | | | # | # #
# | 3 | # | 3 | # #.
> B: O E- .5 #

1886 ... ... ... ... ... ..., || 41,556. 14,445 20,245 76,246 962 | 11,419

1887 ... . ... ... ... ... ..., |42,168 15,109 | 28,815 80598 958 || 8,124

1888 ... ... ... ... ... ... I 42,854 | 15,835 | 28,139 81,828 891 || 10,648

1889 - 49,048 || 17,102 22,000 | 88,745 | 1,181 | 10,840

1890 42,905 14,971 21,288 79,114 | 1,197 *

1891 ... ... ... . ... ... ... I 48,915 15,829 22,129 81,878 || 1,016 || 13,537

1892 ... ... ... ... ... ... 50,881 | 18,556 27,026 95,968 || 1,044 || 13,248

1898 - . . . . 58,837 22,661 28,128 109,486 | 1,117 | 14,609

1894 ... ... assis 25,106 || 30,490 |123,814 | 1,016 | 11,079

1895 ... ... ... ... ... ... leoso | 28.001 | aslo 116,782 | 1287|14,079

Derait by Dispensaries rom 1895.

Name of Dispensary. Class.

Shahpur Sadr ... - ... 2nd 12,842 3,645 4,402 | 20,889. 778 I 4,681

Bhera ... - - *** | * 12,046 3,107 | 6,516 21,669 167 2,358

Sáhiwál ... ... ... ... , .., | 6,178 2,881 4,795 iss: 158 | 1,668

Khushåb. - - ** 7,413 || 3,406 | 6,259 17,078 75 | 1,069

Miáni ... - * | * ... 6,162 - 2,815 3,232 | 12,209 40 861

Naushahra ** .., || 4,836 | 1,710 2,632 8,678 61 878

Midh - ". , 4,861 | 1,743 | 1,524 7,628 8 700

Sakesar - ** 605 93 76 774 ...

Nárpur • - ** . 1,266 600 | 1,012 2,878 301

Girot * 2,505 949 920 4,374 ...

Kálra ... - - 3rd#" ... 2,856 2,052 1,828 6,731 - 834

Nors.-These figures have been taken from the statements and returns kept in the Civil Surgeon's Office.
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Table No. XXXIX –Showing CIVIL and REVENUE LITIGATION

1 2 s 4 5 6 7 8 9

Nesses or cwt.sv'...."c" WAtlur:""

Number of

revenue

YEAR. Money or || Rent and #: Other l cases.

movable | tenancy and other Total. Land. matters. Total.

property. rights. matters.

1878 ... 3,942 6 500 4,448 16,734 1,84,577 2,01,311 3,445

1870 ... 3,229 94 1,146 4,400 21,288 2,18,732 2,40,020 4,406

1880 ... ... ... 4,437 30 1,093 5,550 22,743 2,64,168 ,76,011 3,770

1881 ... - - 5,558 27 644 6,239 51,348 2,54,331 3,05,679 3,034

-

-

1882 ... ... ... 4,981 21 532 5,534 20,467 2,54,613 2,84,080 4,195

1893 ... ... ... s,644 8 502 6,154 37,661 2,60,275 2,97,036 4,984

1884 ... - 5,224 95 785 6,104 27,778 3,56,578 || 2,84,356 6,151

1885 ..., 4,326 601 5,017 49,006 2,71,681 3,21,537 8,683

1006 ... ... ... 4,899 686 5,585 57,858 2,87,863 3,45,721 1,639

1907 ... 5,148 G81 5,829 65,844 2,94,454 3,59,698 2,168

1888 ... ... 4,596 4. 622 5,222 - 1,37,848 || 2,24,601 3,62,449 3,617

1889 ... ... 4,995 752 5,747 1,00,786 || 2,83,912 || 3,84,698 3,680

1890 ... ... .. 6,604 l 908 6,913 1,04,328 3,77,498 4,81,826 3,836

1001 ... 4,336 817 5,143 1,31,696 2,88,002 4,19,698 4,508

189? ... 3,174 - 702 3,876 87,314 2,05,167 2,92,481 3,570

1893 ..., 4,249 800 5,109 1,33,836 3,01,833 4,35,609 3,816

1894 .. - 4,871 816 5,687 I 1,45,207 2,91,914 4,37,121 3,162

1896 . - - 4,975 864 5,839 1,58,896 3,22,289 4,81,185 3,296

Nors:-These figures are taken from Tables Nos. VI and VII of the Civil Justice Reports for 1878 to 1880, and

Nos. II and III of the Reports for 1881 to 1895.

awa,

*Suits heard in Set

-

ment Courts are excluded from these columns, no detail of the value of the propert being
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TableNo.XLI–ShowingPOLICEENQUIRIES.

l2|3.4.567891011|1213

-

-

-

~

-

-

NUMBERorcasesinquiardinto.

Natureofoffence.-

1877.1878.1879.1880,1881.1882,1883,1884,1885.1886.1887.1888,

--|--| Riotorunlawfulassembly17|isisis26,17|132532173228

Murderorattemptstomurderl810799.8116181313

Totalseriousoffencesagainstthe345160575660548882104116104

person.-

Totalseriousoffences,againstthe177|179|201|259|215|1.54|188252367426467300

property.

Totalminoroffencesagainstthe152719292629561289.7

person.

Cattletheft......1:2.128||181|187||173-107||10467218272301248210133

-

-

Totalminoroffencesagainstpro-||362||352||482||581||470||309|202316||500652847687530453

perty.-|

Totalcognizableoffences...I60s627|761946||706||571555689|1,003|1,210|1,48011,139|890823

Rioting,unlawfulassembly,affray75824.64.3.3l566

Offencesrelatingtomarriage4||8*2:...2317776185172153211135

Totalnon-cognizableoffences...ss||74||43||23||95||85|1,811765||1,859||1,578||1,660|1,534||1,492

Grandtotalofoffences|-slotess]×o12,000|1,768.3,000|3,058||2,799||2,424||2,315

|

-

-

-

-

-

-

*

-

-

-

154 1,626

-

2,646

174266

576*

1,076||1,023 17 127124 1,632||1,778*2,796

212

-

416

|

f'
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TableNo-XLIII-ShowingthePOPULATIONofTOWNS.

Hindus. 3,531 6,113 2,132 Ml 4,377 2,503

i 4

Totalpopulation.

7,U»
17,158 6,337 2,886 0,210 9,832

3

Muinl.... Bhera

•

Sahiwal Khushab

Town.

*

Shabpurtown

Bbahpurcivillines...

Tahsil.

Bhem...̂

Bhshpur...............̂

Khunhib......•>■

1

Sikbs. 162 261 184 103 630 261

Jains.

occupied
houses.

=

Persons

per100

370 337
4M

686 601 496
10

Number
foccupied

houses.

—

=

»

1,831 6,179 1,371 405 1,839 2,004

Other
religions.

I 10 14

""■

8

Musalmans.

3,451 11,030 4,021 1,818 4,203 7,068

7

TableNo.XLIV.-showingBIRTHSandDEATHSforTOWNS.

-

...{

Bbahpur...•

Bshlwil Khusbib.

llales..

Females Females

Vales...

Females

in
Pi*

3,690 3,669 8,979 8,449 3,200 3,137 4,660 4,660 6.012

TOT1LBISTBH

13

BKGIKTIB1DDUklBOTHITSAK.

1889.1

3W{

830f

»,{
624{

1888. 370 797 221 615
i

1887. 885 863 219 603 522

1886.
js52

]802

j185

]99<
}447

11'I'

1806. 1«4 161 305 368 113 108 222 209 198 184

1894. 174 126 431 363 109
•1

107 170 141 106

1893. Ill 122 309 914 •1
76 178 189 134

in

18P2.
142 146 398 323 107 118 262 22a 210 iaa

1891. 162
1S8

370 365 112 120 267 243 206 211

890. 167 144 392 351 141 113 244 244 148 243

.14

15

18

17

10

n TOTAI,B/ITHKklOITtlED9CBIBQIU£Till.

199 ]466

1887. 286 482 130 402 2*5

2112 000 166 367 384

361{ 671[ 160[ 270(
2491

ThesefigureshavebeentakenfromthereturnskeptintheCivilBurgeon'sC

.Ti»pv>ji|0'7TTT-•'**td*Q$***r'T"

loon. 135 113 311 289 7S 71 164 181 168 122

1896. 04 85 181 186 63 66 104 101 96

1884. 17 98 116 217 84 64 121 113 126 114

1893.
•1

111 348 333 96 96 166 128 143 109

1892. 247 274 626
•51

216 213, 438 461 263 265

1891. 80 100 262 26H 96 88 153 160 136 107



Shahpur District. ] li

Table No. XLV-Showing MUNICIPAL INCOME.

1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8

M.Am. Bhera.
Shah-

Sahiwil. 1<bushab. Sirot. Bemarka.
pur.

Claas of Municipality Ill Ill Ill 111 Ill Ill

Br. Ra. B«. Ra. It Ra.

1870-71 ... 3,650 10,434 10,973 7.561 ...

1871-72 • *■ ••• i.^ ... 5,536

5,106

11,644

10,884

... 9,145

9,350

8,584

7,7761S79 -1 • • • ••* •

1878-74 *M ••• • •*• 4,630 11,245 8,202 7,006

1874-75 ... ... ... 4,233 10,276 8,641 9,602 ...

1875-70 ••• .•• ... 3,197 8,445 1,607 5,772 8,688 2,078

1878-77 • • •• ... 3,698 8,610 1,860 6,230 9,580 1,641

1877-78 • •• ••• ... 3,365 9,490 2,854 6,415 10,298 2,144

1878-79 ...
'

...
"

... 3,391 . 10,143 1,861 7,525 15,188 2,634

1879-80 ... ... ... 3,608 11,295 1,671 10,038 10,752 4,072

1880-81

1882-83

... *i. ... 9,096

6,863

0,309

11,618

10,876

10,281

1,608

1,455

1,486

8,139

8,263

8,035

8,648

5,602

4,555

4,160

2,788

1,390

... -■■ ... ...

... ... .... ... 5,256 10,002 1,314 7,843 7,680 " 1,959

1884-85
'

... 3,846 8,731 3,270 6,783 6,920 2,062

1885-86 . ... 5,321 10,216 1,35S 6,574 6,880 1,188

1886-87 is. ... 6,282 17,494 1,793 7,400 9.31C ... Girot abolished.

1887-88 ... 5,895 10,181 1,857 6,146 9,471

1888-89 . . • mm ...
J 6,191

20,1 2t1 2.52J 7,84i 1 l.sor ...

1889-90 • ■ ••• ... 7,654 20,79!) 2,26] 7,496 10,85!

1890-91 ••• _ ■** **| ... 6,16i 19,90:1 2,18't 6,79'f 6,44!! ,..

1891-92 ... 7,26() 21,341) 2,19!1 8,29!( 10,101i ...

1892 98 ...
'

... ... ... 7,64- 18,80 1,86!! 6,71fi 8,791i ...

1893-94 ... . ... ... ... 7,85i1 18.91J 1,82'' 7,49'
■ 11,04,

i ...

1894-95 ... ... ... ■ ... 7,90! 21,1 li1 2,12"' 9.W>.' 12,75!1 ...

—^———

Nots—These figurea are taken from the. Annual Municipal Statements.
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Shahpur District ] -*

Table Ho. XLVH-Showing WOEK DONE by POST OFFICES in the

SHAHPUR DISTEICT.

1 2 8 4 5 6

Description of work. 1801-92 1892-93. 1893-94. 1804-95. 1895-96.

1. Litter mall artioles received for delivery 667,970 608,010 682,292 712,374 734,604

t Registered articles received for delivery 8,944 8,762 10,204 13,442 10,848

* Iainred letter* received for delivery . 78 234 M 26 78

Parcel! registered received for delivery 1,840 2,522 1,976 8,302 2,912

I Parcels unregistered received for delivery ... ... ... - 62

«. Insared parcel* received for delivery 4«8 390 468 572 546

7. Value-payable articlei and other registered

articles received for delivery.

728 468, 1,404 2,080 1,604

8. Money orders—number issued 8,131 8,365 9,942 11,740 11,685

t. Money orders-number paid 11,254 12,688 12,798 13,221 15,403

10. Serving. Bank-number open on 31st March ... 549 590 690 772 813

11. Savings Bank—amount at credit of depositors 1,03,866 1,16,098 1,30,145 1,44,468 1,38,584

on 81st March.

Not*.-Thane agores axe taken from tb* statements kept in the Office of Postmaster-General, Punjab.
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OFFICES in the SHAHPUR DISTRICT

•1. Sbahpnr Head Office

2. Bhera Snb-Office

•3. Khnahab Sub-Office ...

4. Miani Sab-Office

Bakkhar.

Bitnga Raloclmn.

Chichar.

Fartika.

Gondal.

Kalra.

Xihang.

Sahiwf I.

Sliahpnr City.

Chnk Ramclna.

Chitwa.

Dhakwan.

Hazftrpur.

Jhiwsriin.

Anggs.

Dhafc Railway Station.

Girot.

Gonjial.

HadiU.

Jabbi.

Jamuli-

Jnm-n.

Katthn.

Knfri.

Kandau.

MAngowAI.

Mitha Tiwana.

Nnnnhahra.

Nurpur.

Pail.

Rijar.

Sakeanr.

Uchbali,

Warchba.

Bidshabpor.

Bhabra.

Garna.

Haria.

Kot Moman.

Malakwil.

Miioa Gondal.

Midh,

Takht Hazira.

• ( ombinwt Telegraph tnd Po»t OfBcei.



TableNoXLIX-LISTofDAKBUNGALOWSandREST-HOUSESofALL

EXISTING,inorder,ofLOCALITY

3131

Bhera

Do. Do. Do. Do. Do. Do. Bo. Do. Do. Do. Do.

Snabpur

Do. Do. Do. 17Do. 18Do. 10Do.

30Ktushab

11IDo. Do. Do. Do. Do. Do. Do. Do. Do. Do. Do. Do. Do. Do. Do. Do. Do.

TownorVillage.

Midb
Laksin

rthagttinwala
KotMomiQ

8alam

MianaGondat...

hnkkan

KuthyalaKhuid

Badshahpur

lliani Bliera

ChakRamdus...

Jbatvariyan
MitbaLak

Dhrema
Sbabpur

Wadhi
Sabiwal

Nihang Nurpnr..

Girot

AdhiSargnl

VanKel4

Jabbi

MithaTiwana

Hadali
Khusbab...

Katha Mcjhra... Kund

Katbwai

Sodhi

Kbabakki Naushahl*
Uchbali Sakeear...„.

Ditto.:....

ClassofRest-houses.

Drpartmtr.t(Police)
Dittoditto Dittoditto Dittoditto Ditto(Civil)

Ditto(Police)

Traveller'sRtat-house

Dittoditto Dittoditto Dittoditto
Department!(Civil)

Traveller'sUcst-houso,

Dittoditto

|Departmental(Police)Ditto(Civil)

SessionHouseandptngiug

Bungalowcombined. Traveller'sRcst-hc.usc

Dittoditto Dittoditto

Departmental(f'olice)Ditto(Civil)
Traveller'sHest-housc

Dittoditto
Departmental(Salt)

Traveller'sHeel-house

Dittoditto StagingBungalow

Traveller'sBeaVbouse

Departmental(Salt)

Traveller'sheat-bouse

Dittoditto
Departmental(Civil)

Dittoditto

Ditto(Police)Ditto(Civil)
Dittoditto

Size.

Ditto

ditto

Small

Do. Do. Do. Do. Do. Do. Do. Do. Do.

Large8m.ill

Do.

Do.•

Do.

L:irge Small Large Small

Verysma

Small

Do. Do. Do. Do. Do.

LargeSmall

Do. Do. Do.

Large

Vervsmall

Small Large

Do.

Small

In

ditto ditto

Districtf
Ditto' Ditto Ditto

DistrictBoard

DistrictSuperintendent,Police...

DistrictBoard_

Ditto Ditto Ditto Ditto Ditto Ditto

DistrictSupeiDiatrictBoard

HalfforSessionJudgeandhalffor

DistrictBoard.

DistrictBoard

Ditto Ditto

I'istrictSuperintendent,

DistrictBoard

Ditto Ditto

AssistantCo
DistrictBoard

Ditto Ditto Ditto

AssistantConn
DistrictBoard

Ditto Ditto Ditto

DistrictSuperi
DiatrictBoard

DeputyCommissioner(Provincial)■

Do. Do. Do.
Poor. Fair

Do. Do.
Fair Good.

Do. Fair.
Do. Do. Fair

Do. Do.

Ditto

ditto

Fair
Do. Do. Do. Do. Do. Do. Do.

Good Fair
Do. Do.

Good

InThanaenclosure

InoldSarai.

Above Above

InSarai.

Do. Do. Do.

InSarai.

Do.

InSarai. InSarai.

Do.

InSural.

Do.

InSalai.

Do. Do. Do.

InSarai.

Do.

AboveThins.

Deputyhouse.

DiatrictSuperintendent,

PoliceHouse.
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